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ABSTRACT

Microlithic technology is temporally and geographically pervasive, occurring in one
form or another on almost every continent by the mid-Holocene. The term
‘microlithic’, however, is used to describe a broad range of technological systems
associated variably with small flake and/or blade/bladelet technology, small retouched
tools (e.g. backed artefacts) and/or evidence for significant contributions of bipolar
technology. Each microlithic system is unique in its arrangement of these ‘microlithic’
elements and the term can mean different things in different contexts. Before we can
comprehend the significance of the prevalent trend in emphasising the production of
smaller-sized stone artefacts, we must gain a better understanding of its manifestation
at smaller localised scales. In particular, an appreciation of the influence of underlying
local-scale controls on variation in the character and organisation of specific
microlithic systems is needed. This thesis contributes new data and knowledge to this
discussion by investigating early microlithic technology dating to the last glacial peak
(~29–12 ka) in the eastern Cederberg of South Africa.
The widespread shift to microlithic technologies during the late Pleistocene in southern
Africa is often used to mark the beginning of the Later Stone Age (LSA; c. 40–20 ka
to the recent past) and the term ‘early microlithic’ is used to refer to LSA assemblages
that pre-date c. 12 ka. Two successive technocomplexes are generally recognised, the
earlier being the poorly-defined Early Later Stone Age (ELSA or Early LSA; c. 40–
18 ka) whose assemblages generally comprise small flakes often produced on quartz
using bipolar techniques. The presence of small blade technology is quite variable.
Temporally superseding the ELSA is the better-studied Robberg (c. 18–12 ka) defined
by its strong emphasis on the production of small unretouched blades/bladelets from
small cores. Based on current understandings, and compared to the ELSA, the Robberg
appears technologically more coherent across the subcontinent leading to an
impression of the Robberg as representing a superficially uniform technological
tradition and an under-exploration of ‘within-system’ developments. Temporal and
spatial variation, therefore, is not well understood and much variability remains to be
described.
i

Guided by technological organisational theory, this thesis takes a local-landscape
perspective to understandings of early microlithic technology and behaviour,
focussing on a sample of ‘neighbouring’ sites within the catchment of the Doring River
in the eastern Cederberg. Three rockshelter sites – Putslaagte 8 (PL8), Klipfonteinrand
(KFR) and Mertenhof (MRS) – and one open-air artefact scatter from Uitspankraal 7
(UPK7). These sites are located at varying distances from the Doring as a key source
of water and toolstone, are used to investigate the influence of landscape context on
variability in the character and deployment of microlithic technology temporally and
spatially at a smaller localised scale. Kuhn’s provisioning strategies model and
Hiscock’s abundance-extension continuum, in particular, help in the consideration of
the ways in which people managed the production, transport, use and discard of
microlithic technology in this specific context. The aims of this thesis therefore focus
on describing what microlithic systems look like and how they respond to various
controls at a local landscape-scale but do not explicitly engage with explanations for
the appearance, proliferation and disappearance of microlithic technology in this
context.
This thesis characterises a previously un-documented ELSA focussed on the
production and transportation of hornfels blades. Although small blade technology was
present during both the ELSA and Robberg in this region, key differences in material
type, manufacture and provisioning are noted between the two broad periods and even
between earlier and later Robberg components. The relatively minor role played by
bipolar technology is particularly conspicuous considering its defining presence in
practically all ELSA occurrences recorded in other areas of the subcontinent. The data
from the eastern Cederberg is important in suggesting that its use and thus presence in
an assemblage is situational, rather than time- or raw material- specific, with
proportions of quartz and/or bipolar technology responsive to local context, increasing
with distance from the Doring. Overall, this thesis demonstrates that early microlithic
technology is highly sensitive to the distribution of key local resources, resulting in
nuanced complexities in the character and organisation of technology associated with
both the ELSA and Robberg during the late Pleistocene in southern Africa.
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KEY TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS
The following provides a summary of the definitions for some key terms as they are
used in this thesis.
Assemblage: refers to a group of artefacts found together in close association whether
recovered from the single stratigraphic layer or a number of combined layers within a
site. An assemblage can be defined spatially and/or temporally. In this study an
assemblage is defined in terms of the layer and/or layers from which the material was
recovered at a site.
Blade/bladelet: a flake with an axial length at least twice as long as its axial width and
parallel margins. No a priori distinction was made between blades and bladelets
(Pargeter and Redondo, 2016; and see Chapter 2 for a discussion on this). The term
‘bladelet’ is, however, used in the review section when citing the work of other
researchers who have chosen to use this term to refer to small blades usually
distinguished based on length (<25 mm) and/or width (<12 mm) size cut-offs.
Diachronic change: concerned with exploring the way in which something (i.e.
language, culture, or in this case, lithic technology) has changed through time.
Early microlithic (aka. the late Pleistocene microlithic): specifically refers to the
pre-12 ka part of the LSA sequence in southern Africa which is represented by the
Robberg and early Later Stone Age (ELSA) technocomplexes and contains some or
all of the following characteristics: evidence for an emphasis on the production of
bladelets usually from single-platform bladelet cores (whether in the form of high
numbers of the bladelets themselves and/or the occurrence of bladelet cores), evidence
for a significant contribution of bipolar techniques of reduction (e.g. bipolar cores,
bipolar flakes and/or pièces esquillées), the presence of specialised flat- and smallbladelet cores, preferential selection and use of fine-grained lithic raw materials with
quartz being typical and a considerably low frequency of retouched artefacts (Mitchell,
1988a: 13).
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Industry: refers to a group of assemblages that are characterised by several shared
technological and/or morphological features. Assemblages within an industry may be
located over a wide geographical area though generally are associated with dates
within a certain temporal boundary. What an industry means in terms of past human
behaviour is debated. Some researchers interpret industries as relating to specific
environmental adaptations (e.g. Aterian Industry is an Middle Stone Age industry of
North Africa) while others see industries as the stone technology of a specific cultural
group (e.g. Upper Palaeolithic Solutrean Industry of SW France and NE Spain during
the LGM). Changes within an industry are referred to as phases (Lombard et al., 2012).
ka: In this thesis, calibrated ages are expressed as ‘ka’, meaning ‘thousands of years
ago’. All radiocarbon ages have been calibrated using OxCal 4.2 (Bronk-Ramsey,
2009) and the Southern Hemisphere terrestrial calibration curve SHCal13 following
Hogg et al., (2013).
Last glacial peak: spanning between ~29–12 ka, centred on the Last Glacial
Maximum (~21 ka), and roughly aligned with Marine Isotope Stage 2 (MIS 2).
Late Pleistocene: the period between ~126–11.8 ka which includes the last complete
glacial-interglacial cycle.
Marine Isotope Stage 2 (MIS 2): Marine Isotope Stages provide a broad timescale
based on global patterns of change relating to the earth’s palaeoclimate. The MIS 2
bracket refers to the period between c. 29–12 ka and roughly aligns with the last glacial
peak and including the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM).
Microlithic: (assemblages) stone assemblages dominated by artefacts that are less
than 30 mm in maximum dimension (Orton, 2014: 111).
Macrolithic: (assemblages) stone assemblages dominated by artefacts with a
maximum dimension generally greater than 50 mm (Orton, 2014: 111).
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Non-microlithic: (assemblages) stone assemblages dominated by artefacts that are
between 30-50 mm in maximum dimension (Orton, 2014: 111).
Pleistocene: commencing around 2.6 million years ago this time period is associated
with clear fluctuations in the growth and regression of ice-sheet and glaciers (Smith,
2013: 343).
Synchronic variability: concerned with exploring the way in which something (i.e.
language, culture, or in this case, lithic technology) varies at a specific point/period in
time (aka. situational, geographic and/or spatial variability).
Technocomplex: (sometimes referred to as an industrial complex) refers to a group of
industries that may span a wide geographical area yet have a range of technological
features in common indicative of a shared manufacturing tradition.
Tradition: refers to a broad group of assemblages that share several technological
and/or typological features though lacks data to warrant use of the term industry or
industrial complex (Holdaway and Stern, 2004: 19).
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
The following provides a summary of some key abbreviations used in this thesis.
AMS

Accelerator Mass Spectrometer

ELSA

Early Later Stone Age

ITCZ

Intertropical Convergence Zone

LGIT

Late Glacial Interglacial Transition (~15.6–13.3 ka)

LGM

Last Glacial Maximum (~24–18 ka)

LSA

Later Stone Age

LPLSA

Late Pleistocene Later Stone Age

MIS 2

Marine Isotope Stage 2 (~29–12 ka)

MSA

Middle Stone Age

OES

Ostrich Egg Shell

OSL

Optical Stimulated Luminescence

SRZ

Summer Rainfall Zone

WRZ

Winter Rainfall Zone

YRZ

Year-round Rainfall Zone
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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1
1.1.1

Introduction
Microlithic technology - a global phenomenon

The archaeological record provides the most direct evidence of early human behaviour,
and places that behaviour in the context of specific time frames and geographic
locations (Gibson and Mellars, 1996: 5). As the “most ubiquitous component” in the
archaeological record (Holdaway and Stern, 2004: 1), stone artefacts provide
archaeologists with evidence for the major part of human history. Changes in the
patterning of stone technology therefore offer tangible insights into the adaptable
nature of our human ancestors through time and across space. According to Kuhn and
Elston (2002: 1) “within Palaeolithic technologies, arguably the single most
geographically pervasive trend over time is the tendency towards microlithization”.
By about 40 thousand years ago (ka) hunter-gatherer toolkits dominated by microlithic
artefacts become widespread globally appearing in Upper Palaeolithic and Later Stone
Age (LSA) contexts across Eurasia and Africa and later in the Americas, northern Asia
and Australia (e.g. Ambrose, 2002, Elston and Brantingham, 2002, Goebel, 2002,
Kuhn, 2002, Neeley, 2002, Straus, 2002, Yesner and Pearson, 2002, Doelman, 2008,
Clarkson et al., 2009, Hiscock and Attenbrow, 1998). Specific technological
characteristics vary substantially across this wide area in terms of preferred raw
material types, the morphologies of flaking products, the reduction strategies
implemented and the incidence of retouch (e.g. Lewis, 2017). A significant degree of
variation is therefore captured under the term ‘microlithic’ which has become “…a
catch-all category for a wide range of miniature tool production strategies” (Pargeter
and Redondo, 2016: 31).
While the general trend emphasising smaller-sized stone artefacts is quite clear in
many contexts across the globe, we are yet to fully appreciate what such a pervasive
pattern of technological change means in behavioural terms. The underlying controls
on the uptake, spread and eventual disappearance of microlithic technology in many
areas remains poorly understood despite the widespread distribution of this
technological phenomenon and the considerable amount of research that has already
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been directed towards its understanding. A number of cultural, social, demographic,
ecological and/or techno-economic factors likely influenced the process of
microlithisation, the specifics of which are expected to have varied considerably
between different regions and across continents (Hiscock, 2015a, Pargeter, 2016). As
Kuhn and Elston (2002: 1) stress, if we are to discover the significance of the broader
pattern, if indeed there is one, we must first gain an understanding of its “local
manifestations”. In particular, an understanding of what informs variation in the
character and organisation of microlithic technology at smaller landscape-scales is
required before we can identify meaningful patterning of wider regional, continental
and/or global significance. This thesis contributes to this global discussion by
investigating the early microlithic in the context of late Pleistocene southern Africa.

1.1.2

Early microlithic technology in late Pleistocene southern Africa

The widespread shift to microlithic technologies during the late Pleistocene in southern
Africa is often used to mark the beginning of the LSA (ca. 40-20 ka to the recent past)
where assemblages dominated by small unretouched flakes and/or blades/bladelets and
the small platform cores used to produce them are recognised to have replaced the
prepared core technologies of the Middle Stone Age (MSA; ca. 200,000 to 40-20,000
cal BP). The long timespan of the MSA makes finding a universal definition a
particularly difficult task. Despite this, a range of technological characteristics is
typically used, with MSA lithic assemblages generally defined by the following
features: Presence of discoidal, Levallois or prepared core techniques identified
through distinctive cores or flakes, including flakes with convergent dorsal scars; the
common use of platform preparation reflected in the high frequency of flakes with
facetted platforms; and/or a number of distinctive formal retouched tool types
including unifacial and bifacial points and/or denticulates (Lombard, et al. 2012, Clark
1997).
Final MSA assemblages (dating ~20–40 ka/ MIS 3) are largely informal designations
defined partly based on the sequence at Sibudu in the north-east of the subcontinent
and characterised by a high degree of variability (Lombard, et al. 2012; Wadley, 2005).
While some final MSA assemblages are said to contain technological elements typical
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of the LSA (e.g. the ‘microlithic’ assemblage dating to 31.7 ka at Rose Cottage Cave;
Clark, 1997, Pienaar, et al. 2008 and/or the quartz-bipolar final MSA at Klein Kliphuis;
Mackay, 2006, 2010, Jacobs, et al. 2008), the difference is that such elements usually
occur in much lower frequencies and commonly in association with other
typo/technological characteristics affiliated with the MSA (outlined above).
Defining the MSA in such an arbitrary way, however, is not without issue, masking
the true complexity of technological change during the Stone Age. A working
definition of the MSA is nonetheless needed as a point of departure for identification
of major technological change, and this should ideally be time and region specific.
Finding an adequate definition applicable for use in this thesis, however, is
complicated by the lack of sites in the south-west of the subcontinent with robust
divisions between the MSA and LSA (i.e. with occupation spanning ~50–25 ka;
Mackay, 2010). Thus, while the use of a select few technological characteristics to
distinguish between MSA and ELSA, based largely on assemblages in the north and
east of the subcontinent, is not ideal, a working definition of the MSA (with all of its
imbued assumptions) is nevertheless required to begin the process of identifying and
understanding this time period. It should be also noted, however, that in using an
arbitrary material definition to separate the MSA and LSA, no meaning is attached to
it – there is a difference between what the MSA is and what the MSA means. The
former depends only on the application of previously identified criteria; the latter is
bound up with a more complex and intriguing debate about drivers of technological
change at this broadly abstracted scale (Mackay 2009).
Early manifestations of the LSA are typically referred to as the Early Later Stone Age
(Early LSA or ELSA) with this technocomplex being replaced by the more regimented
microlithic systems of the Robberg technocomplex (Lombard et al., 2012). Broadly
speaking, the transition to the LSA is viewed as a time of increased complexity and
innovation in stone technology (Ambrose, 1998: 377-379, Cochrane, 2008, Powell et
al., 2009) with the systematic production of microlithic artefacts such as
blades/bladelets considered a defining feature of many behaviourally and culturally
‘modern’ human assemblages (Foley and Lahr, 1997, Goebel, 2002, Powell et al.,
2009). In particular, it has been argued that the onset of regimented bladelet production
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systems – as defines the Robberg – likely offered human populations an adaptive
advantage necessary for the successful dispersal of people and technology out of
Africa (e.g. Bar-Yosef and Kuhn, 1999, Ambrose, 2002, Clarkson et al., 2009).
Microlithic assemblages characterised by small blade/bladelet technology, however,
are not unique to the LSA and small, unretouched blades are also found in MSA
contexts such as in Howiesons Poort assemblages and perhaps earlier (Marean et al.,
2007). Furthermore, research over the past decade provides evidence for a much earlier
date at which our ancestors became ‘fully’ modern, pushing the date further back into
the MSA (e.g. d'Errico et al., 2005, Henshilwood, 2007, Henshilwood et al., 2009,
Henshilwood et al., 2002, Henshilwood and Dubreuil, 2011, Henshilwood and
Lombard, 2013, d'Errico and Stringer, 2011, Wadley et al., 2009), effectively
disassociating any relationship between modernity and the transition to LSA
microlithic technologies. As a result, the behavioural implications of distinctions
between late MSA and early LSA technology are far from clear. Even if a link between
early microlithic technology and ‘modernity’/‘modern human behaviour’ were to be
convincingly argued, it “clarifies neither the occurrence of evidence for that behaviour
in a given context nor the sources of its variability” (Shea, 2011: 15). There has thus
been a push for archaeologists instead, to focus their efforts towards documenting
technological variability and explaining it in terms of the patterns of behaviour behind
it.
An understanding of what informs variation in microlithic systems represents an
important research topic of broad relevance, and one with the potential to contribute
significant information on the early behavioural diversity of humans. Archaeologists
need to explore how specific examples of microlithic technology are deployed at a
landscape-scale and what influence situational differences have on variability through
time and across space at smaller localised scales. In the context of the early microlithic
in late Pleistocene southern Africa, much variability remains to be characterised and
explained. At present the technological systems of the ELSA are understudied and
poorly understood particularly in the southwest of the subcontinent where the earliest
LSA is yet to be characterised and defined. Further, the nature of the ELSA’s
relationship to the ensuing and better-studied Robberg is also unclear and the influence
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of local-scale controls (including differences in the availability of key resources such
as tool-stone and water) on the character of an assemblage and its deployment in a
particular environment has received little focussed research attention. Required is an
approach that considers microlithic technology as a system operating at a landscapescale and allows technological variability to be framed in human behavioural terms
relating to the decisions made by past tool-makers and users within the specific
contexts in which they lived.

1.1.3

Linking technological variability and human behaviour

With the objective of acquiring an understanding of prehistoric lifeways and cultural
processes (Odell, 2003: 175), the challenge of archaeological research is to take the
‘static’ material residues of the past and consider them in behavioural and dynamic
terms (Bleed, 1991: 19, Jordan, 2008: 452, Binford, 1981). Essential to this is an
approach which frames technological change and variability in terms of human
behaviour, situating prehistoric technology in the context of broader human land-use
systems. One means of integrating lithic technological studies into the complex realm
of human evolutionary history and behaviour is to investigate the ways in which
technology is conditioned and constrained by the demands of mobile lifeways where
land-use patterns “serve as the essential economic bridge between technology and the
larger sphere of subsistence adaptations” (Kuhn, 1995: 17). The theory of
technological organisation, derived largely from the discipline of human behavioural
ecology, offers archaeologists a useful method of achieving this.
Technological organisation is “the study of the selection and integration of strategies
for making, using, transporting, and discarding tools and the materials needed for their
manufacture and maintenance” (Nelson, 1991: 57). In this context, the term ‘strategy’
refers to the technological decisions made by hunter-gatherers to ensure people are
provisioned with tools and materials when and where needed to successfully achieve
goals. While it was once popular to view variability between assemblages as
representing different cultural identities and/or variation in tasks and tool function,
more recent interpretations look to differences in access to key resources such as raw
materials and water (which ultimately may influence mobility patterns) as likely
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important sources of divergence (e.g. Kuhn, 1995, Andrefsky, 1994, 2008). One
specific aspect of technological organisation studies involves examining the influence
of tool-stone distribution and water availability on the ways in which hunter-gatherers
provisioned themselves with functioning toolkits while moving through the landscape.
Despite the fact that access to lithic raw material and water are widely recognised as
playing an influencing role in movement and scheduling, evidence is rarely offered
demonstrating the specific effects of these on different artefact components within the
system. Many studies, for instance, focus on the impact of material availability (or
another similar aspect of raw material exploitation) on a specific component of
technology such as cores (e.g. Andrefsky, 1994) and/or retouched tool types (e.g.
O'Connell, 1977, Andrefsky, 1994) often overlooking unretouched flakes and/or
assuming that different classes of artefacts likely respond equally to such constraints.
The results of several case studies, however, question the validity of such an
assumption and the treatment of technology in this way (e.g. Bamforth, 1991, Kuhn,
1995) and there has been drive to include unretouched artefacts into organisational
studies (e.g. Shott, 2018: 326).
The questions to be addressed are: what components of the toolkit (i.e. unworked lithic
material, cores, flakes, retouched flakes) were transported and/or stockpiled and how
did the distribution of replacement stone and/or distance to water influence such
decisions? Archaeological lithic data is particularly well suited to studying such
‘provisioning strategies’. Concerned with investigating the way in which lithic
technology is “embedded in the daily lives and adaptive choices and decisions of tool
makers and users” (Andrefsky, 2008: 4), technological organisation studies in general
and studies of provisioning systems in particular, are used in this thesis to make the
important link between technological variability and the behaviour behind it with
regards to the early microlithic in southern Africa.

1.1.4

Thesis aims and questions

This thesis investigates early microlithic assemblages dating to the last glacial peak
(~29-12 ka) from a combination of rockshelter and open-air contexts in the eastern
Cederberg of South Africa with the overall goal of contributing new data and
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knowledge of relevance to the global discussion on microlithic technology and the
controls underlying the variability encapsulated within it. The aims of this thesis are
both descriptive and interpretative. Broadly speaking this thesis aims to: (1) describe
and characterise the early microlithic in the southwest of the subcontinent, an area
where the ELSA remains largely under-studied and undefined and where local-scale
variability during the Robberg has received limited attention; and (2) to explore the
influence of local-scale differences in the structure of key resources (i.e. tool-stone and
water) on the development and organisation of microlithic technology at a landscapelevel in the eastern Cederberg’s Doring River catchment looking at both (a) diachronic
change and (b) synchronic variability. In addressing the aims of this thesis, several
specific questions are asked including:
1.

What does the earliest LSA look like (is it ‘microlithic’?) and when does it occur
in the study area? And how does this compare to other regions in southern
Africa?

2.

How does the earliest LSA anticipate the Robberg, if it does (that is: are the
ELSA and Robberg ‘microlithic’ in similar ways), and when does the transition
between the two occur?

3.

How are expressions of the early microlithic similar/different at open-air and
rockshelter sites? And what does this tell us about provisioning systems and
broader land-use patterns?

4.

What is the nature of technological change during the Robberg in the study area?
Is there evidence for discontinuous/punctuated change or continuous gradual
change?

5.

What is the nature of the Robberg’s disappearance and its replacement by the
technological systems of the post-Robberg and when does this occur in the study
area?

6.

What is the spatial structure of Robberg blade technology in the study area? And
what influence do small-scale differences in the procurement of lithic materials
and distance to water have on the organisation of blade technology at a local
landscape-scale?

7.

What does this new data on the early microlithic in the eastern Cederberg tell us
about the character and organisation of microlithic technological systems during
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the last glacial peak (~29-12 ka)? And what are the broader implications of these
results for the study of microlithic systems more generally?
This thesis does not explicitly engage with the ‘why’ of microlithic systems, only what
they look like, how they were implemented and how their character and organisation
responds to various local-scale controls. The remainder of this chapter summarises the
methods, resources (i.e. sites and samples) and approach used to address the thesis
questions just defined. The chapter ends with an explanation of the thesis type and
structure and an outline of the content covered in each chapter.

1.2
1.2.1

Methods, resources and approach
Overview of sites and samples

The key period of interest in this thesis is the last glacial peak centred on the Last
Glacial Maximum (LGM) at ~ 21 ka (Stone, 2014), and roughly aligned with Marine
Isotope Stage 2 (MIS 2) spanning ~29-12 ka (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005). This period
is associated with the coolest conditions of the last 120 000 years. No correlation
between environment and technology is necessarily implied and it is acknowledged
that a great deal of variation exists in the timing and nature of any climatic and
environmental changes experienced during this period due to local factors such as
topography, geology, ecology and regional weather systems. A local-scale landscape
perspective is taken in this study with research focussing on a sample of sites within a
geographical area measuring ~30 km east to west and ~25 km north to south. The study
area is located in the arid interior of the eastern Cederberg east of the Cape Fold
Mountain Belt and on the border between the Fynbos and Succulent Karoo vegetation
biomes (Mucina and Rutherford, 2006). All sites are situated in the current Winter
Rainfall Zone (WRZ; sensuChase and Meadows, 2007) within the rain shadow of the
Cape Fold Belt and are in close proximity to the Doring River and/or its tributaries.
Three rockshelter sites and an open-air artefact scatter containing early microlithic
assemblages spanning the last glacial peak and located at varying distances from the
Doring River (a key source of water and tool-stone during the Pleistocene) were
chosen for inclusion in this study (Figure 1-1).
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The first site, Putslaagte 8 (PL8), is a small rockshelter located on a tributary of the
Doring River (Figure 1-1). Two squares at the site were excavated by Mackay in 2010,
revealing a cultural sequence spanning >75 000 years and preserving MSA, late
Pleistocene LSA and Holocene components (Mackay et al., 2015). The late Pleistocene
LSA sequence includes a probable ELSA Industry dated ~25-22 ka. Overlying this is
a probable Robberg dated ~21-18 ka (Mackay et al., 2015). The sample selected for
this research comprises all stone artefacts from SQ1 (uneven context numbers between
21-42, equating to spits 18-8). This selected sample captures the ELSA, Robberg and
post-Robberg units with dates bracketing this material to ~25-<17 ka.
The second site, Klipfonteinrand (KFR), is a large rockshelter located to the east of
the Pakhuis Pass and roughly 15 km to southwest of PL8 (Figure 1-1). The site was
excavated by Mackay (2012) in 2011/12 and contains an archaeological sequence
spanning >120 000 years with material attributable to an early MSA, Howieson’s
Poort, late Pleistocene LSA (Robberg) and early- to mid-Holocene. AMS ages bracket
the Robberg to ~22-16 ka, with an overlying hornfels macrolithic assemblage dating
~14 ka. The sample analysed in this study includes all stone artefacts from Robberg
and post-Robberg components in two squares as well as all cores from a third square.
The third rockshelter site, Mertenhof (MRS), is a mid-sized rockshelter located in the
Biedouw Valley near the confluence of the Biedouw and Doring Rivers (Figure 1-1).
The site was excavated by Mackay over several seasons during 2013-2016;
excavations are ongoing. The rockshelter deposit contains a very long sequence with
material attributable to the early MSA, Still Bay, Howiesons Poort, post-Howiesons
Poort, late MSA and Robberg. The sample analysed in this research incudes all
blades/bladelets and cores from select contexts in squares 3, 4, 5 and 6 that are
attributed to the Robberg. The material is associated with an age range of ~22-18 ka.
The final site, Uitspankraal 7 (UPK7), is an open-air locality situated on a river
terrace near the confluence of the Biedouw and Doring Rivers (Figure 1-1). A spatially
discrete assemblage assigned to the ELSA and referred to as ‘Area of Analysis’ (AoA)
3 is included in this study. At the time of analysis the substrates on which this
assemblage rests were yet to be dated, but which preliminary OSL ages now place
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around 37-34 ka (Phillips, in prep.). Initial assignment to the ELSA was based on
observations of the technology and the fact that the substrate is situated
stratigraphically above a MSA artefact scatter and below a later Holocene one
containing pottery.

Figure 1-1 Map showing location of the study area and sites in relation to the Doring
and Biedouw Rivers and several other sites containing late Pleistocene occupation
located on the opposite coastal side of the Cape Fold Mountain Belt. Putslaagte 8 =
PL8, Klipfonteinrand = KFR, Mertenhof = MRS, Uitspankraal 7 = UPK7, Faraoskop
= FRK and Elands Bay Cave = EBC (Map created by A. Mackay and modified by S.
Hourigan)

1.2.2

Overview of analytical methods and theoretical approach

A detailed technological attribute analysis of the samples outlined above was
undertaken following methods described in detail in Chapter 6. Results are considered
and interpreted using the theoretical underpinnings relating to the organisation of
technology (discussed briefly in section 1.1.3 and covered in more detail in Chapter 3)
specifically exploring the provisioning strategies behind the formation of early
microlithic archaeological assemblages in the study area. Following Wallace and Shea
(2006), the terms ‘diachronic change’ and ‘synchronic variability’ are used to
distinguish between change and variability through time (i.e. diachronic) and across
space (i.e. synchronic or situational).
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1.3

Explanation of thesis type and chapter outline

This thesis has been completed by ‘compilation’ where the bulk of the research
chapters contained within are presented in the format of journal articles published in
(Chapters 7 & 8) or in the process of being submitted to (Chapter 9) or reviewed by
(Chapter 10) peer reviewed academic journals. To minimise repetition, minor
modifications (where practical) were made to each paper. For example, the bulk of the
information relating to site backgrounds and methodology have been removed and
presented as standalone chapters leading into the research chapters. A degree of
repetition, however, is inevitable to ensure that the chapters flow and read in a logical
manner. Each chapter deals with a discrete part of the overall project and begins with
a brief statement called ‘Preface to article’ which provides an explanation of the thesis
questions addressed in that particular paper, the sites and sample used, the status of the
paper (whether published, submitted, in review, accepted, in press or awaiting
submission) and what modifications were made to the content and/or structure. Proofs
for articles that have been published can be found in Appendix B. At the end of each
paper chapter, a statement on authorship is provided stating and acknowledging the
degree and extent of contribution by any co-authors. In line with a traditional
monograph thesis, each chapter proceeds in a logical order, building on the ideas
and/or results set out in the preceding chapters. Below is a general outline of the
content covered in each chapter.
Chapter 1 has introduced the aims and scope of the thesis and has identified the
research methods, resources and approach.
Chapter 2 establishes the background to and context for the research undertaken in
this thesis. This chapter begins by introducing the concept of microlithic technology
and microlithisation, describing how microlithic technology has been conceptualised
in a range of contexts as well as looking broadly at where and when it occurs around
the globe. Attention then turns to the case of late Pleistocene southern Africa, looking
at broad-scale variability in how the microlithic is expressed in this specific region.
The second part of this chapter looks at explanations for the proliferation of microlithic
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technology in behavioural terms, again starting global before narrowing in focus to the
case of late Pleistocene southern Africa.
Chapter 3 introduces theory relating to the organisation of technology which is used
in this dissertation as an explanatory framework for considering and interpreting
results. This chapter begins with a broad discussion of evolutionary ecology as the
main body of theory from which archaeologists interested in technological
organisation have drawn. A more detailed explanation of the organisation of
technology is then provided introducing some key concepts and theories of relevance
to the study of microlithic technologies.
Chapter 4 provides an overview of climate and environment during the last glacial
peak in southern Africa which is used to establish the environmental context of this
research. This chapter considers key atmospheric and oceanic circulation systems
influencing past and present climates and environments in southern Africa. The
chapter subsequently outlines the ecology and key resources within the study area
looking specifically at water availability, vegetation and fauna as well as aspects of
geology relating to lithic material resources. Finally, a generalised reconstruction of
the palaeo-climate and environment is provided for the last glacial peak in the WRZ
of southern Africa based on a review of regional archives described in the literature.
Chapter 5 provides the archaeological background to the sites and samples which
form the data for this study. This includes information on the location and description
of the sites, the background to the excavations and archaeological work conducted at
each site as well as providing an overview of stratigraphy, chronology and cultural
sequences at each site. This chapter also identifies the samples selected for analysis.
Chapter 6 provides an explanation of the analytical approach and methods used in
this study. The main focus of this chapter is to establish a link between the research
aims and questions and the attributes and measurements chosen for recording.
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Chapters 7 – 10 represent the research chapters in this thesis, each dealing with a
specific research question or set of questions (outlined above) using evidence from one
or a combination of the study sites.
Chapter 11 presents a summary of the results reached, outlining the major findings.
The broader implications of the results of this research for investigating microlithic
technology more generally are then identified.
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2 UNDERSTANDING MICROLITHIC TECHNOLOGY:
CHARACTERISATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS

2.1

Introduction

The chapter begins by looking at the concept of ‘microlithic1 technology’ - how it has
been defined and when and where it occurs across the globe. The aim is not to be
comprehensive but rather to provide a general context within which the southern
African case can be situated and considered. Attention then focusses on the microlithic
in the context of late Pleistocene southern Africa - the specific period and geographical
region of interest for this thesis. This section introduces the ELSA and Robberg
technocomplexes, which combine to represent the early microlithic in this part of the
world. Focus is placed on identifying broad-scale patterning in the southern African
case in light of the variability identified in the global context. More detailed discussion
of the timing, character and variability associated with the ELSA and Robberg
technocomplexes are covered in later chapters which deal with the topics in greater
depth as part of the research papers presented in this thesis. The aim of this section,
therefore, is to simply introduce the southern African microlithic case, highlight broadscale variability and identify the need for the research and approach taken in this thesis.
Having looked at how microlithic technology has been conceptualised and defined in
southern Africa and across the world more broadly, the second part of this chapter
examines the various explanations proposed for the process of microlithisation in
human behavioural terms. As before, this section starts with an identification of
explanations for the proliferation of microlithic technology in a range of contexts
across the globe. Again, the aim is not to be comprehensive but rather to provide a
general context for presenting and considering the southern Africa case as well as to
1

Although the term ‘microlithic’ is used by some researchers at two scales – both to label single
artefact types and to describe groups of artefacts at the assemblage-level (e.g. Kuhn, 2002; Petraglia et
al., 2009) – interested here is in its use at the assemblage-level. The term ‘microlithic’ appears
unworkable at the scale of an individual artefact for two main reasons: (1) most assemblages are
dominated by small flakes though these are not always the ‘defining’ feature of that assemblage; and
(2) the presence of a single small artefact or ‘microlith’ in an assemblage does not necessarily make
that assemblage representative of a ‘microlithic’ industry. In recognising and defining the microlithic
it is patterning at the scale of an assemblage that is important.
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introduce some key ideas, themes and issues associated with explanations for this
technological phenomenon. The chapter then goes on to look more specifically at the
southern African case discussing the main models that have been used to rationalise
the late Pleistocene proliferation of microlithic technology across southern Africa,
demonstrating broad parallels with global studies. This chapter ends with an
assessment of the most convincing explanations currently on offer and identifies a
potentially productive explanatory framework for guiding interpretations of
variability. All dates, unless otherwise stated, are in their calibrated form (i.e. cal BP)
and expressed as ka (thousand years before present).

2.2
2.2.1

Conceptualising and characterising microlithic technology
Microlithic technology in a global context

The general trajectory towards smaller-sized stone artefacts during the late Pleistocene
is quite clear in many contexts across the globe with this phenomenon broadly referred
to as a process of lithic miniaturisation (sensu Pargeter, 2016) or microlithisation
(sensu Elston and Kuhn, 2002). Proto-Aurignacian assemblages in southern Europe
dominated by small retouched bladelet technology, for instance, date back ~42 ka
(Kuhn, 2002). In the Levant, microlithic technology in the form of retouched bladelets
was in place during the Upper Palaeolithic at ~40–35 ka and remained a significant
part of toolkits in at least some areas until the early Bronze Age at ~5.5 ka (BelferCohen and Goring-Morris, 2002). In North Africa microlithic assemblages containing
large frequencies of backed bladelets have been dated ~20–8 ka (Close, 2002) while
in southern Africa several major microlithic pulses are recognised and variously
characterised by small backed tools (e.g. Howieson’s Poort; dating ~66–58 ka), small
unretouched flakes and/or bladelets (e.g. ELSA and Robberg; dating ~40–18 ka and
~18–12 ka respectively) and/or small retouched convex scrapers (e.g. Wilton; dating
~8–4 ka) (Lombard et al., 2012). A “diminutive stone blade (microlithic) technology”
has also been recorded in areas of south Asia/India dating from ~35–30 ka (Petraglia
et al., 2009: 12261).
In contrast, the shift towards emphasising smaller stone artefacts occurred
comparatively later in areas such as the Americas and Pacific region. The earliest
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evidence for microlithic systems in North America, for example, comes from central
Alaska where microblade technology has been dated to the early Holocene, perhaps as
early as ~13.5 ka (Magne and Fedje, 2007, Holmes et al., 1996). Elsewhere in North
America, such as coastal sites along the northern Pacific coast of Canada and the
Panhandle of southern Alaska, assemblages with significant components of
microblade technology are in place between ~9–6 ka (Magne and Fedje, 2007: 171).
In Australia, microlithic assemblages associated with the Small Tool Tradition,
containing backed artefacts and small thumbnail scarpers, proliferate during the midHolocene at ~5–4 ka with intensive production lasting in some areas of the continent
up until roughly 2000 years ago (Holdaway and Stern, 2004, Hiscock, 2002: 167,
2008: 156, 160). Early manifestations of the microlithic phenomenon are therefore
observed in late Pleistocene archaeological records across Europe, Africa and Asia
with comparable technological developments observed in North America and
Australia from the early Holocene onwards. A considerable degree of variability,
however, exists in how microlithic technology has been conceptualised and defined
across this vast area.
In conceptualising microlithic technology researchers generally employ definitions
that have been formulated within the specific confines of the region or study area in
which they work. As such, a diverse range of criteria have been invoked to define and
characterise the artefacts and assemblages associated with the process of
microlithisation with definitions referring to aspects such as size (usually based on
specific length and/or width measurement cut-offs), retouch (the presence, location
and type of retouch), morphology (the specific form/shape of the flaking products and
the degree of standardisation such as blades/bladelets), and/or specific manufacturing
techniques (namely the use of bipolar techniques of reduction). Unsurprisingly, size
generally forms the first aspect for defining whether an assemblage of artefacts or
Industry (i.e. group of assemblages) is labelled ‘microlithic’ or otherwise. In Western
Europe, for instance, artefacts in an assemblage considered ‘microlithic’ may record
lengths of between 3–2 cm (Straus, 2002: 70); in Siberia artefacts during the
microlithic are said to record lengths typically less than 2 cm and widths less than 1
cm (Goebel, 2002: 118); in South Asia/India blades are classified as ‘microblades’ and
thus associated with the microlithic when lengths are less than 4 cm (Petraglia et al.,
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2009: 12264). Broadly speaking, then, the term ‘microlithic’ is used to refer to
assemblages containing evidence for the systematic production and use of ‘small’
stone artefacts, though due to the relative nature of expressions such as ‘large’ and
‘small’, artefacts considered ‘microlithic’ in one area may not be in another (Pargeter
and Redondo, 2016).
Another common feature of microlithic assemblages from different parts of the world
is evidence for an emphasis on small blade technology whether in the form of large
numbers of the small blades (variously referred to as bladelets, microblades and
microbladelets) and/or the specialised cores used to produce them. The production of
bladelets represents the key defining characteristic of the early Upper Palaeolithic
microlithic industries in the Levant (Meignen and Bar-Yosef, 2002: 17), while backed
bladelets are recognised as the “major and even often the dominant components” of
the microlithic during the Upper Palaeolithic of Western Europe (Straus, 2002: 74).
Similarly, the microlithic in Siberia is identified largely by the presence of
“microblades” detached from several distinctive microblade core types (Goebel, 2002:
118) while in south Asia/India the term ‘microlithic’ is used broadly to describe any
industry that is reliant on the production of standardised small blade tools (Petraglia et
al., 2009).
Distinctions are often made between larger specimens (i.e. blades) and smaller ones
(i.e. bladelets/ microblades/ microbladelets) and a number of morphological and
technological characteristics have been used to define and distinguish between the
various categories (see Kaufman, 1986, Wurz, 1997, Pargeter and Redondo, 2016 for
more detailed reviews on blade and/or bladelet technology). Although bladelets are
recognised to be significantly smaller than blades, differentiating between the two is
highly ambiguous, often subjective and, again, context-specific.
Distinctions are generally made quantitatively based on size and a variety of size cutoffs for the length and/or width of elongate flakes have been used, typically formulated
based on the local assemblage characteristics within the specific region of study. In
western North Africa, for instance, Close (2002) used a width cut-off value of <9 mm
to distinguish bladelets from blades while in Siberia, Goebel (2002) employs a slightly
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higher width cut-off of <10 mm. In contrast, a length cut-off is used in the context of
western Europe where small blades are referred to as ‘bladelets’ when their length is
less than 20 mm (Straus, 2002: 71). Looking specifically at the size cut-offs used by
researchers working on the early microlithic in southern Africa (summarised in Table
2-1) demonstrates variability mirroring that observed across the globe more broadly
with a range of length and/or width values employed to distinguish between blades,
bladelets, microblades and/or microbladelets. Thus, in cases where small
blade/bladelet technology is a shared feature of microlithic assemblages in different
areas of the world, major discrepancies exist in how it is recognised and defined. And
further, even within a specific spatiotemporally defined period, such as the late
Pleistocene of southern Africa, inconsistencies exist in the way small blade/bladelet
technology is categorised.

Table 2-1 Summary of the length and/or width size cut-offs used by researchers
working on late Pleistocene material from southern Africa to define and distinguish
between blades, bladelets, microblades and/or microbladelets
type
blades

dimension and
size cut-off
Length >25 mm

bladelets

Width ≥15 mm
Width <12 mm

reference/s
(Schweitzer and Wilson, 1982: 32,
Carter et al., 1988: 51)
(Porraz et al., 2016a: 212)
(Deacon, 1982: 525, Mitchell, 1995:
30)
(Porraz et al., 2016a: 212)
(Palmison, 2014)

Width ≤11 mm
Length <25 mm,
Width <12 mm
Length <25 mm

(Mitchell, 1988a)
(Wadley, 1996: 64)
(Wadley, 2005: 55)
(Carter et al., 1988: 51, Schweitzer
and Wilson, 1982: 32)
(Schweitzer and Wilson, 1982: 32,
Carter et al., 1988: 51)
(Porraz et al., 2016a: 212)
(Beaumont, 1978: 133)
(Schweitzer and Wilson, 1982: 32,
Carter et al., 1988: 51)
(Porraz et al., 2016a: 212)

Length <26 mm
Length 15-25 mm
microblades

Length <15 mm

microbladelets

Width ≥12 mm
Length <25 mm
Length <15 mm
Width ≥5 mm

Although the inconsistent categorisation of small blade/bladelet technology
inevitability means that results for specific numbers of different blade categories at
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sites where different cut-offs are used will be incomparable, it does not inhibit the
general identification of ‘small blade’ technology (however defined and subdivided)
in an assemblage at a presence-absence-level and thus comparisons of general
frequency trends (e.g. higher vs. lower) through time within a certain context.
Definitional issues aside (and the potential variability imposed by these differences in
identification), the presence of blade/bladelet technology is not a necessary
prerequisite of microlithic assemblages in all contexts. In the context of Holocene
Australia and the Small Tool Tradition, for example, it is not the presence of
blades/bladelets that defines these assemblages as microlithic but rather the significant
contribution of backed artefacts many of which were manufactured on non-elongate
flake forms (Hiscock, 2002: 166, Hiscock and Attenbrow, 1996: 64), as well as the
occurrence of large numbers of small thumbnail scrapers. It may be, however, that the
production of flakes of a regular shape could have assisted in the manufacture of such
artefacts (Hiscock, 2002: 166). This leads us to the next technological aspect
commonly invoked to describe microlithic assemblages: the defining contribution of
small retouched artefacts.
Many of the global examples of microlithic assemblages make reference to the
significant contribution of small retouched tool types, specifically backed artefacts and
small scrapers. The various microlithic assemblages of the Upper Palaeolithic and
Mesolithic in western Europe (Straus, 2002), the backed-bladelet Industries in North
Africa (Close, 2002), the microlithic period in India (Hiscock et al., 2011, Petraglia et
al., 2009); the Howiesons Poort and Wilton Industries in southern Africa (Hiscock et
al., 2011, Lombard et al., 2012) and the Holocene Bondaian Industry from eastern
Australia (Hiscock et al., 2011, Hiscock, 2002), for example, are all defined by the
presence of small backed tools and/or small scrapers. A considerable degree of
variation is observed, however, in the actual form these small retouched tools take,
even within a single region. The backed microblade tools associated with the late
Pleistocene microlithic in south Asia/India, for example, occur in a range of forms
including lunates, trapezes, triangles, geometric backed microliths and backed
bladelets (Petraglia et al., 2009). Similarly, in the context of the Small Tool Tradition
of Holocene Australia, two types of backed artefacts are often recognised with
distinctions made between asymmetric and symmetric types referred to as Bondi
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points and geometric microliths respectively (Holdaway and Stern, 2004: 261). Not all
microlithic industries, however, are associated with the presence of small retouched
tools. The late Pleistocene microlithic assemblages in southern Africa associated with
the ELSA and Robberg technocomplexes and a number of microlithic technologies in
areas of east Asia/China, for instance, are characterised by high frequencies of small
unretouched blades/bladelets that were apparently used without further modification
(Binneman, 1997, Binneman and Mitchell, 1997, Kuhn and Elston, 2002, Lu, 1998:
98, 105). The incidence of retouch therefore represents another area of variability
associated with the microlithic in different parts of the world.
The final technological aspect that is often associated with the process of
microlithisation relates to the contribution of bipolar technology in the formation of
microlithic assemblages. Bipolar reduction occurs when a core is immobilised against
an anvil or hard surface and a large hammer is used to apply strong axial-orientated
blows (at near right-angle to the anvil) to remove flakes (Hiscock, 2015b: 4-5). Bipolar
flaking is usually recognised in assemblages by the presence of bipolar cores and a
range of “typological morphotypes” variously referred to as pièces esquillées, scaled
pieces, outils écaillés, splintered pieces, core-reduced pieces, wedges and/or
fabricators (de la Peña, 2015a: 911-912). Distinctions between morphotypes are
generally made based on morphology, the size/invasiveness of flake scars and/or
inferences as to their likely role or function/s. Considerable debate, however,
surrounds the classification and interpretation of artefacts associated with bipolar
flaking with most issues stemming from the inconsistent use of terminology and the
criteria used to identify and distinguish between ‘types’ (e.g. White, 1968, Hayden,
1980, de la Peña, 2015a, Hiscock, 2015b, Shott and Tostevin, 2015). Some researchers,
for instance, combine pièces esquillées and core-reduced pieces together into a single
sub-class of bipolar cores (e.g. Barham, 1989b, Parkington and Yates, n.d.), while
others recognise them as separate artefact categories, generally making divisions based
on the supposed inferred use-life histories (e.g. as sources of flakes or use as wedges)
of the different classes (e.g. Deacon, 1982, Mitchell, 2002: 40-42). Experimental work
and functional studies are required in many areas to help resolve such issues.
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Although much confusion surrounds the classification and interpretation of bipolar
artefacts, the potential benefits afforded by bipolar reduction techniques in the context
of microlithisation are well acknowledged. Bipolar methods, for instance, are widely
recognised to be advantageous in their ability to reduce small pieces/nodules of stone,
split open small round pebbles, conserve or economise on raw material usage,
extend/prolong the use-lives of cores and retouched flakes (perhaps as a process of
recycling), and to expediently produce flakes and blades/bladelets while ultimately
saving time and/energy in other areas such as the procurement of toolstone or the
mastering of alternative reduction techniques (e.g. Ambrose, 2002: 20, Eren et al.,
2013, Hiscock, 2015b, Pargeter and de la Peña, 2017, Pargeter and Eren, 2017).
As such, it is perhaps unsurprising that bipolar technology forms a defining
characteristic of the microlithic in a range of contexts spread across Europe, Africa,
North America, Asia and Australia. Bipolar reduction as a strategy for systematically
producing small flakes and/or bladelets, for instance, is evident in the late Pleistocene
microblade industries of north-western China (Brantingham et al., 2004) and the
Iberian Peninsula (de la Peña and Vega Toscano, 2013), the late Upper Palaeolithic
microlithic assemblages from Siberia (Goebel, 2002: 117) as well as the early LSA
small flake and microblade industries from East Africa (Ambrose, 2002: 20).
Similarly, bipolar techniques were commonly used in the production of backed
artefacts during the early Epipaleolithic microlithic industries of the Levant (BelferCohen and Goring-Morris, 2002: 63) as well as during the Small Tool Tradition of
Holocene Australia (Hiscock, 2002: 163).
A considerable degree of variation, however, is possible in the role it plays within
specific reduction systems and this variability is only just beginning to be explored in
the context of microlithisation with a number of pivotal papers paving the way for
more focused research in the future (e.g. de la Peña, 2015a, Hiscock, 2015b, Pargeter
and de la Peña, 2017, Pargeter and Eren, 2017). Despite the benefits of bipolar
reduction for producing microlithic assemblages this reduction technique was not a
necessary part of the microlithisation process and examples of the microlithic
containing limited or no evidence for bipolar technology have been recorded. The
small flakes and bladelets of the Pontian Mousterian toolkits of southern Italy, for
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instance, were manufactured primarily from small flint pebbles using free-hand
techniques with bipolar cores being relatively uncommon (Kuhn, 1995). The varying
contribution and role of bipolar technology in processes of microlithisation enhances
the variability already described in what constitutes the microlithic, adding to the
diversity and complexity of this technological phenomenon.
From this brief review, it becomes clear that a considerable degree of variability is
incorporated within the microlithic in a global context and that, unless explicitly
defined, the term ‘microlithic’ used on its own holds little analytical value. Even in
relation to specific microlithic elements, much variation exists in terms of the
terminology used to describe artefacts and the criteria used to distinguish between
‘types’. This is particularly evident in the range of size cut-offs used for defining the
boundary between blades and bladelets, in the diverse corpus of artefact types
associated with backed technology and in the confusion that surrounds distinctions
between various bipolar morphotypes. Overall, the degree to which small flake and/or
blade/bladelet technology is associated with the process of microlithisation, the
incidence of retouch (including the presence of backed artefacts and small scrapers)
and the contribution and role of bipolar techniques of reduction represent key areas of
both homogeneity and divergence.
Considering the variability and inconsistencies just identified in the global context,
attention now turns to the specific case of the microlithic in late Pleistocene southern
Africa. The modern rainfall zones, defined using the criteria outlined in Chase and
Meadows (2007), are used here and variously throughout this thesis as a general spatial
locational reference when referring to specific sites. The winter rainfall zone (WRZ)
experiences more than 66% of its mean annual precipitation (~200 mm) during the
winter months (April and September), the summer rainfall zone (SRZ) experiences
more than 66% of mean yearly rainfall during the summer months (October and
March) while the yearly rainfall zone (YRZ) experiences a more evenly dispersed
rainfall pattern, experiencing both winter rains from the west and summer rains from
the east (Chase and Meadows, 2007). Although the boundaries between the rainfall
zones would have shifted over the course of the last glacial inter-glacial cycle, the
spatial extent, magnitude and timing of these changes are debated and remain unclear
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(Stone, 2014). The terms are therefore used here heuristically as a convenient means
of providing a broad spatial reference point.

2.2.2

The microlithic in late Pleistocene southern Africa

In the southern African Pleistocene archaeological record three broad periods
characterised by microlithic technology are recognised, the first associated with MIS
4 (c. 74–58 ka), the second with MIS 2 (c. 29–12 ka) and the third with MIS 1 (c. 8–4
ka). While all three phases are considered ‘microlithic’, they are characterised by very
different defining microlithic components. Expressions during MIS 4, for example, are
defined by the presence of backed artefacts which dominate the retouched component
in these assemblages and were often manufactured on small blades/bladelets (Soriano
et al., 2007b). In relation to the southern African stone Age sequence these
assemblages are grouped into the Howiesons Poort technocomplex (Lombard et al.,
2012). In contrast, the MIS 2 microlithic pulse is defined by the presence of large
numbers of small flakes and/or blades/bladelets, often produced using bipolar flaking
methods (Mitchell, 1988a, Clark, 1997) and used without any secondary
modification/retouch (Binneman, 1997, Binneman and Mitchell, 1997). These
assemblages are often referred to as the ‘late Pleistocene microlithic’ and are
articulated as the ELSA and Robberg technocomplexes (Orton, 2006, Mitchell, 1988a,
Lombard et al., 2012). Finally, the most recent microlithic industry associated with
MIS 1 is characterised by large numbers of highly standardised small backed tools and
small convex scrapers and form the Wilton technocomplex (Lombard et al., 2012: 133,
Eerkens and Bettinger, 2001). The contrasting defining microlithic elements
associated with each of these broad microlithic pulses demonstrates that even within
the same subcontinental region, the ‘microlithic’ can be variably understood. It is the
microlithic pulse associated with MIS 2 that is of interest in this thesis and upon which
the remainder of this discussion therefore focusses.
The appearance of microlithic technology during MIS 2 is often used to mark the
beginning of the LSA in southern Africa. As mentioned above, the MIS 2 microlithic
pulse is typically referred to as the ‘early microlithic’ and comprises an early phase
called the ELSA (c. 40–18 ka) and a later one referred to as the Robberg (c. 18–12 ka).
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A more detailed consideration of the timing, character and variability of the ELSA and
Robberg will be provided in later chapters which cover these topics in greater depth as
part of the research papers. Consideration here focusses instead on identifying broadscale patterning in the southern African MIS 2 case in light of the variability just
identified in the global-context. The aim is to: (1) introduce the southern African MIS
2 microlithic, (2) highlight the ‘defining presence’ or absence etc. of specific
microlithic elements in each technocomplex, and (3) broadly compare the ELSA and
Robberg in order to identify gaps in knowledge and to accentuate key issues with
current approaches to characterising the early microlithic in this part of the world.
Generally speaking, the lithic component of late Pleistocene early microlithic
assemblages is widely understood to be defined by the presence of one or a
combination of the following technological features: large numbers of small
unretouched flakes and/or bladelets (variously defined; see Table 2-1 and discussion
below), the small cores used to produce them (with several distinctive types
recognised), an overall lack of formal retouched tool types and the prominent use of
bipolar techniques of working stone (Klein, 1974, Deacon, 1978, Deacon, 1979: 251,
Deacon, 1984a, Mitchell, 1988a, Wadley, 1993, 1996: 46, Deacon and Deacon, 1999:
115). An emphasis on fine-grained and/or non-local raw material has also been noted
particularly in relation to the Robberg (Mitchell, 1990: 103-104, Wadley, 1991: 128,
1996: 66). Not all sites contain assemblages attributable to both an ELSA and Robberg
and the nature and timing of changes are highly variable across the subcontinent
(Loftus et al., 2016a, Pargeter et al., 2017a, Bousman and Brink, 2017).
To explore broad-scale variability in the MIS 2 microlithic of southern Africa, the
main sites containing ELSA and/or Robberg assemblages (Figure 2-1) were examined
and the ‘microlithic elements’ present in each of these assemblages noted based on a
review of available data in the published literature. The results of this are summarised
below in Table 2-2. The references provided in the table are in no way comprehensive,
but rather, represent those that offered the most recent and/or relevant information for
each site in terms of identifying specific technological characteristics of their
associated ELSA and/or Robberg assemblages. The category ‘small flake technology’
is used in cases where the author refers to the presence of small flakes as a defining
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feature of that assemblage. An assemblage is said to contain ‘small blade technology’
when one or both of the following artefacts classes are identified as being associated
with the assemblage: small blades (variously referred to as blades, bladelets,
microblades, microbladelets etc.) and/or small blade/bladelet cores (variously referred
to as bladelet cores, small-bladelet cores, flat-bladelet cores, high-backed bladelet
cores etc.). An assemblage is said to contain ‘bipolar technology’ when it has one or
more artefact classes that demonstrate a significant contribution of bipolar reduction
techniques. Such artefacts include: bipolar cores, pièces esquillées (sometimes referred
to as scaled pieces or outils écaillés), core-reduced pieces, small- and/or flat-bladelet
cores (which are recognised to have been reduced using bipolar methods) and/or
bipolar flaking products (i.e. bipolar flakes and/or blades). Finally, the presence of
small retouched tool types such as backed artefacts (e.g. segments, backed crescents)
and small scrapers (e.g. thumbnail scrapers), which represent defining microlithic
elements in many parts of the world, is recorded here when it has been identified in an
assemblage. Different grades of shading are used to indicate the level of association
and are explained in the Table caption below.

Table 2-2 Table summarising the microlithic elements associated with the main sites
containing ELSA and/or Robberg assemblages in Southern Africa. Different grades
of shading are used to indicate the level of association. Dark grey box = defining
feature; light grey box = present but rare; white/blank boxes = absent; and a question
mark (?) = no information is available/noted/could be found. Italicised sites refer to
open-air occurrences with the remainder representing rockshelter sites.

WRZ

ELSA

Byneskranskop

WRZ

Robberg

Elands Bay Cave

WRZ

ELSA
Robberg

Faraoskop

WRZ

Robberg

CCS,
quartz
quartz,
silcrete
quartz

reference/s

small scrapers

Apollo 11

defining
raw
material

backed artefacts

technocomplex

bipolar technology

RFZ

small blade technology

site

small flake technology

‘microlithic’ element

?

(Wendt, 1976)

?

?
?

quartz,
silcrete
quartz

?
?

?
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(Schweitzer and Wilson,
1982)
(Orton, 2006, Porraz et
al., 2016b)
(Orton, 2006, Porraz et
al., 2016a)
(Manhire, 1993)

‘microlithic’ element

Reception Shelter
Boomplaas

WRZ
YRZ

ELSA
ELSA

quartz
quartz

?
?

Robberg

quartz,
silcrete
quartz

?
?

?
?

small scrapers

reference/s

backed artefacts

defining
raw
material

bipolar technology

technocomplex

small blade technology

RFZ

small flake technology

site

Buffelskloof

YRZ

ELSA

Kangkara

YRZ

Robberg

silcrete,
quartzite

?

Melkhoutboom

YRZ

Robberg

quartz

?

Nelson Bay Cave

YRZ

Robberg

quartz,
silcrete

?

Blydefontein

SRZ

Robberg

?

Border Cave

SRZ

ELSA

hornfels,
CCS
CCS

Bushman RS

SRZ

Robberg

Quartz,
hornfels

?

?

Cave James

SRZ

ELSA

quartz

?

?

Dikbosch

SRZ

Robberg

CCS

Erfkroon
Equus Cave

SRZ
SRZ

Robberg
Robberg

CCS
?

?
?

Heuningsneskrans

SRZ

ELSA

quartz

?

?

Jubilee Shelter

SRZ

ELSA

quartz

?

?

Kathu Pan 5

SRZ

ELSA

quartz

Kathu Pan 1

SRZ

Robberg

?

Melikane

SRZ

ELSA

Ravenscraig

SRZ

Rose Cottage
Cave

SRZ

?
?

?

?

?
?

?

?
?

?
?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

CCS

?

?

?

?

Robberg
Robberg

CCS
CCS

?
?

?

?
?

?
?

ELSA

CCS

Robberg

CCS

?

?
?
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?

(Orton et al., 2011)
(Deacon, 1979, Deacon,
1982, Lombard et al.,
2012, Mitchell, 1988a)
(Deacon, 1982,
Mitchell, 1988a)
(Opperman, 1978,
Wadley, 1993)
(Deacon, 1982,
Mitchell, 1988a,
Wadley, 1993)
(Deacon, 1976, Deacon,
1982, 1984, Lombard et
al., 2012, Wadley, 1993)
(Inskeep, 1987, Deacon,
1982, Lombard et al.,
2012, Mitchell, 1988a)
(Bousman, 2005)
(Beaumont, 1978, Villa
et al., 2012)
(Mitchell, 1988a, Plug,
1981, Porraz et al.,
2015)
(Wadley, 1987, 1993,
Mitchell, 1988a)
(Humphreys and
Thackeray, 1983,
Lombard et al., 2012,
Mitchell, 1988a)
(Palmison, 2014)
(Beaumont and Morris,
1990)
(Mitchell, 1988a,
Beaumont, 1978,
Beaumont, 1981)
(Wadley 1987, 1993,
Mitchell, 1988a)
(Beaumont and Morris,
1990)
(Porat et al., 2010,
Wilkins and Chazan,
2012)
(Carter et al., 1988,
Stewart et al., 2012)
(Stewart et al., 2012)
(Mitchell, 1988a,
Opperman, 1987)
(Clark, 1999, Lombard
et al., 2012, Wadley,
1996)
(Clark, 1999, Wadley,
1996)

Sehonghong

SRZ

Robberg

CCS

?

Shongweni

SRZ

Robberg?

?

Siphiso

SRZ

Robberg?

Tloutle RS
Umhlatuzana

SRZ
SRZ

Robberg
ELSA
Robberg

Zeekoegat 27

SRZ

ELSA?

quartz,
hornfels
rhyolite,
quartz
CCS
quartz,
quartz,
hornfels
CCS

reference/s

small scrapers

defining
raw
material

backed artefacts

technocomplex

bipolar technology

RFZ

small flake technology

site

small blade technology

‘microlithic’ element

?
?

?
?
?
?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

(Carter et al., 1988,
Mitchell, 1995)
(Davies, 1975, Wadley,
1993)
(Barham, 1989b)

?
?
?

(Mitchell, 1990)
(Kaplan, 1990)
(Kaplan, 1990)

?

(Mitchell, 1988a,
Sampson, 1968)

Evidence for a strong emphasis on the production of small blade/bladelet technology
is often associated with the arrival of LSA technology in southern Africa. While a
review of the sites containing early microlithic assemblages demonstrates that this is
particularly clear for the Robberg, the association of small blade/bladelet technology
in the ELSA is more variable (Table 2-2). Bladelets are relatively uncommon in the
ELSA assemblage from Border Cave in northern KwaZulu-Natal, while evidence for
small blade/bladelet technology is absent in the ELSA occurrences from Apollo 11 in
Namibia and Buffelskloof in the Southern Cape. Evidence for small blade/bladelet
technology is present, albeit in low frequencies in the ELSA assemblages from Cave
James and Jubilee Shelter in Gauteng and Heuningneskrans in Mpumalanga. At a
number of sites containing long sequences associated with the early microlithic, small
blade/bladelet technology is often present during the earlier ELSA and progressively
increases to become a defining feature in the Robberg. At Rose Cottage Cave in the
Free State, for instance, bladelets were manufactured in low frequencies during the
late MSA with rates of production gradually increasing through the late Pleistocene
ELSA to reach their peak during the Robberg (Harper, 1997). Similarly, the quartz
dominant ELSA from Umhlatuzana in Kwa-Zulu Natal is associated with the
production of bladelets from single platform cores though bladelet frequencies are
nevertheless much higher in the overlying Robberg layers (Kaplan, 1990). This pattern
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is also evident in the early microlithic at Boomplaas in the Southern Cape where
bladelets are present in low frequencies in the ELSA increasing in the overlying
Robberg where they become a defining feature, though according to Mitchell (1988a:
65), the ELSA specimens are representative of expedient manufacture from quartz.
The incidence of evidence for small blade/bladelet technology is therefore highly
variable.

Figure 2-1 Map showing location of sites with ELSA and/or Robberg assemblages
in association with rainfall zones as mentioned in Table 2.2. Map template sourced
from d-maps.com (https://d-maps.com/carte.php?num_car=768&lang=en). Sites
numbered as follows: 1. Apollo 11, 2. Reception Shelter, 3. Faraoskop, 4. Elands
Bay Cave, 5. Byneskranskop, 6. Boomplaas, 7. Kangkara, 8. Buffelskloof, 9. Nelson
Bay Cave, 10. Melkhoutboom, 11. Blydefontein, 12. Ravenscraig, 13. Zeekoegat 27,
14. Melikane, 15. Shongweni, 16. Umhlatuzana, 17. Sehonghong, 18. Rose Cottage
Cave, 19. Tloutle Rock Shelter, 20. Erfkroon, 21. Dikbosch, 22. Kathu Pan, 23.
Equus Cave, 24. Jubilee Shelter, 25. Cave James, 26. Bushman Rock Shelter, 27.
Heuningneskrans, 28. Siphiso, 29. Border Cave.
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Another key feature often linked to the arrival of the LSA and the early microlithic is
evidence for a significant emphasis on bipolar technology, whether in the form of high
numbers of bipolar cores (often heavily reduced), bipolar flakes/blades, and/or pièces
esquillées (sometimes referred to as core-reduced pieces, scaled pieces or outils
écaillés). A strong association between the ELSA and evidence for bipolar technology
as a defining assemblage element appears to be supported by the data summarised in
Table 2-2. At Border Cave in the SRZ, for instance, an assemblage described as
representing an “expedient technology dominated by bipolar knapping” has been
ascribed to the ELSA (Villa et al., 2012: 13208). While bipolar cores are present in the
underlying MSA at the site, they increase substantially during the ELSA to become a
defining feature (Beaumont, 1978: 316). Similarly, at Elands Bay Cave in the WRZ,
the shift to the ELSA is marked by an increase in the contribution of bipolar technology
particularly associated with the reduction of locally available quartz (Porraz et al.,
2016b: 55). Nevertheless, the often significant presence of bipolar technology during
the ELSA at a large number of rockshelter sites cannot be denied.
Bipolar technology also forms a significant component of the Robberg at a number of
sites, particularly those located in the southwest of the subcontinent within the WRZ
(e.g. Byneskranskop, Elands Bay Cave, and Faraoskop) and YRZ (e.g. Boomplaas)
where quartz is the defining material type (Table 2-2). Bipolar technology is present
in the Robberg from sites in the SRZ (e.g. Heuningsneskrans, Rose Cottage Cave,
Siphiso and Umhlatuzana) where both quartz and CCS are commonly worked using
bipolar flaking methods. This broad spatial variation, which sees a stronger occurrence
of bipolar technology in the quartz-rich areas of the southwest, led to the development
of Mitchell’s (1988a) lithic material conditioned provenance model (explained in more
detail in the later research chapters in the context of exploring spatial/synchronic
variability in the Robberg). According to Mitchell (1988a), the specific reduction
strategies adopted to produce small blades/bladelets during the late Pleistocene may
have been influenced significantly by the raw material being worked. This is suggested
by the fact that the small- and flat-bladelet cores types (defined in Appendix A),
interpreted as being “indicative of a specialised [bipolar] flaking method designed to
facilitate the removal of bladelets from quartz” (e.g. Deacon, 1982, Mitchell, 1988a:
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78), are almost exclusively associated with the use of milky or crystal quartz. While
the identification of these core types is not without issue (some researchers use the
terms interchangeably or replace them with different terms completely), their presence
in some Robberg assemblages does indicate that bipolar technology represents a key
element of the Robberg in at least some areas. Not all early microlithic occurrences in
which quartz is dominant, however, are associated with bipolar reduction techniques.
Despite the high frequency of quartz in the Robberg assemblage from Melkhoutboom,
for instance, there is little evidence for use of the bipolar techniques (Wadley, 1993:
268) demonstrating that the two are not inherently linked and that the controls
underlying the decision to use bipolar techniques of reduction are more complex.
In assemblages like those of the ELSA which are often described as ‘informal’ and
lacking clear technological identifiers in the form of distinctive retouched tool types,
the defining presence of bipolar technology does appear to be a uniting feature. As
Table 2-2 demonstrate, however, this association during the ELSA is based on a
relatively small sample of sites, the majority of which are located in the SRZ and derive
from rockshelter contexts. The pervasiveness of bipolar technology throughout the
Stone Age argues against its use as a ‘technological marker’ specific to a particular
‘Age’ or ‘industry’ (de la Peña and Wadley, 2014, de la Peña, 2015a, Pargeter and
Duke, 2015: 313). Inconsistencies in whether it is the first appearance of bipolar
flaking methods (Beaumont, 1978) or rather the intensification of its use that
establishes the arrival or the ELSA (Villa et al., 2012, Eren et al., 2013) further reduces
the analytical value of using bipolar technology as ‘technological marker’ for the
emergence of the early microlithic in southern Africa. However, as de la Peña (2015a:
922) states, it is possible to use the bipolar method as a “technological proxy for a
behavioural shift” though it must be done in relation to the specific MSA and LSA
context in question. In terms of the late Pleistocene early microlithic, this means
gaining a better understanding of the controls underlying the use of bipolar techniques
of reduction in association with the specific contexts in which it occurs.
While small retouched tool types represent a defining element of microlithic
technologies in many areas of the world and/or during many time periods (including
the MIS 4 and MIS 1 microlithic pulses in southern Africa) this component is rarely
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associated with the early microlithic in southern Africa (Table 2-2). Formal retouched
artefacts, for instance, form less than 1% of the total assemblages during the Robberg
at sites including Rose Cottage Cave (Wadley, 1996), Umhlatuzana (Kaplan, 1990),
Sehonghong (Binneman and Mitchell, 1997), Nelson Bay Cave (Deacon, 1978) and
Faraoskop (Manhire, 1993). Backed artefacts and/or small scraper are present in some
ELSA and Robberg assemblages though generally only occur in very small numbers
and appear to be relatively unstandardised, with specimens characterised by a greater
range of variation in size and shape than other periods in which they occur (Deacon,
1982: 193). Backed artefacts have been identified in the Robberg at Elands Bay Cave
in the WRZ, at Boomplaas in the YRZ and at Rose Cottage Cave and Umhlatuzana in
the SRZ. The sample of backed artefacts from Boomplaas is notable as representing
one of the largest samples associated with the early microlithic, where backed artefacts
form a considerably high 8.3% of the assemblage recovered from unit the late
Pleistocene unit CL3 (Deacon, 1982: 179). Nevertheless, despite the nominal presence
of backed artefacts and/or small scrapers in some assemblages, small retouched tools
do not represent a defining feature of the early microlithic in southern Africa.
Based on the data presented in Table 2-2 it is clear that the early microlithic in southern
Africa is defined by a great deal of technological diversity. While at a broad level,
consistency is apparent in the presence of certain microlithic elements associated with
the earlier and later occurrences – namely bipolar technology in the ELSA and small
blade/bladelet technology in the Robberg – each assemblage is unique it is particular
configuration and temporal and spatial variation within and between assemblages is
not well defined. The ELSA in particular is poorly constrained with the limited
evidence available suggesting a broadly microlithic technology focussed on the
exploitation of locally available raw materials and the defining contribution of bipolar
flaking methods. The association between bipolar technology and the ELSA and
Robberg, however, remains to be explored in more detail. Of importance will be
gaining an understanding of the specific role bipolar methods played (whether as part
of a recycling/extension strategy and/or as an economical microlithic production
strategy in its own right) and the local-scale controls underlying its use in such
contexts.
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Although the Robberg is better studied and appears to be characterised by a higher
degree of continuity across the sub-continent, regional adaptations and temporal
variation are still unclear and remain to be described and explained in many areas.
Further, the relationship between the ELSA and the Robberg is uncertain. Assuming
that the ELSA is microlithic, for instance, is it microlithic in the same way as the
Robberg? At present, evidence from a number of sites containing both ELSA and
Robberg occurrences indicates a degree of continuity between the two broadly
microlithic units, whether in the shared emphasis on bipolar methods of reduction
and/or in the progressive emphasis on small blade technology. The occurrence of
evidence for the production of small blades/bladelets during the ELSA in some areas,
for example, suggests that the microlithic element that was to become the fossil type
of the Robberg, may have its foundations in the ELSA, albeit unsystematic and
somewhat erratic in its set-up. However, the fact that not all ELSA assemblages
contain evidence for small blade/bladelet technology suggests that the presence and/or
absence of certain microlithic elements in an assemblage may relate more to historical
and/or situational contingencies rather than representing a universal characteristic or
pattern. In order to gain a better understanding of the relationship between the ELSA
and Robberg, more research directed at exploring the similarities and differences
between the character and organisation of technology during both periods in a range
of environments is required.
One final point made clear from this brief review is the overwhelming dominance of
data from rockshelter contexts. On present published evidence, for instance, the
microlithic appears almost exclusively associated with the use of rockshelters with
only ephemeral use of open-air localities. Although a small number of ELSA and/or
‘Robberg-like’ open-air assemblages have been identified (e.g. Phillips et al., 2018,
Beaumont, 1986, Churchill et al., 2000, Palmison, 2014, Price-Williams and Barham,
1982), such sites are rare and published details lacking. This ‘tunnel-vision’ view of
the early microlithic is largely a product of two main factors: (1) the nature of research
in southern Africa with its focus on stratified, date-able deposits2; and (2) the
Africanist approach to organising the Stone Age into technocomplexes/ Industries

2

The physiography of the Cape Fold Belt Mountain and Drakensberg Range means that there has
been a long history of rockshelter excavations in these regions (Deacon, 1979: 241).
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based on evidence from one or a few key ‘type-sites’ (typically rockshelters). Both of
these factors ignore the point that technological behaviour occurs at the scale of the
landscape and that by focussing almost exclusively on evidence pertaining to a single
landscape context, means that important variability may be masked (these issues are
covered in more detail in the context of the research presented in Chapter 8). If we are
to gain a more holistic understanding of the controls underlying continuity and
variability during the early microlithic, we must view sites as “components of wider
spatial and temporal systems” (Grove, 2009: 223) functioning at a landscape-scale.
This necessitates a multi-site, landscape approach to investigations of the early
microlithic. Having now established variability in how the microlithic is
conceptualised and defined in southern Africa and across the globe more broadly, as
well as identifying a number of key issues relating to current approaches in southern
Africa, attention turns to understandings of microlithic technology in human
behavioural terms specifically exploring the various explanations proposed for the
process of microlithisation and the reasons behind any variability.

2.3
2.3.1

Explaining the microlithic in behavioural terms
Some global examples

While it is the job of the archaeologist to document and describe technology and
technological change they must also offer explanations for why these changes occurred
and what they mean in relation to the broader land-use practices of the people
responsible for their manufacture, use and discard. A multitude of factors likely
influenced the uptake, spread and eventual disappearance of miniaturised technologies
across the globe the specifics of which are expected to have varied both spatially and
temporally in relation to the situational contexts characterising different regions and
continents. Most researchers are concerned at least to an extent with understanding the
antiquity of microlithic technology in their region of focus, with much enquiry aimed
at identifying the timing of its first appearance and its likely origins based on spatial
and temporal distribution patterns.
In many regions, such as western and southern Europe, southern Africa, and Australia
various elements of microlithic technology represent existing though far less numerous
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components in the technological systems in place prior to their proliferation (Hiscock,
2002, Kuhn, 2002, Straus, 2002). In Australia, for example, although backed artefacts
do not represent a significant component of toolkits until the mid-Holocene, a small
number of such artefacts have been identified in late Pleistocene (Slack et al., 2004,
Hamm et al., 2016) and early Holocene contexts (Hiscock and Attenbrow, 1998: 5557). In such cases, arguments for the internal development of microlithic technologies
have typically been made. In contrast, the appearance of microblade technology in the
late Pleistocene records of eastern Asia represent a complete change in technology
with no recognisable antecedents in the region’s archaeological record (Kuhn and
Elston, 2002: 1). Such a scenario raises the possibility that, in cases like this at least,
the introduction of microlithic technology may have been the result of the diffusion or
reinvention of an idea and/or the arrival of a new microlithic-producing population
into the region (Kuhn and Elston, 2002: 3).
It is likely that both diffusion and invention/innovation played a part in the initial
uptake of microlithic technology in various contexts around the globe. Detecting and
differentiating between these scenarios in the archaeological record, however, is highly
problematic (White and O'Connell, 1982: 121-122, Fitzhugh, 2001). Pinpointing the
antiquity and origins of microlithic technology relies on the accurate and consistent
identification of this technology from a spatially comprehensive suite of well-dated
sites, a situation which is at present rare in many regions of the world. Such
investigations, therefore, are plagued by issues relating to uneven-research coverage
between areas, the inconsistent definition and identification of microlithic
technologies (sometimes influenced by excavation techniques relating to the size of
the sieves used to recover excavated material) and/or limited comprehensive dating
programs aimed at establishing firm chronologies for multiple sites across multiple
regions. While it is clear that we are far from fully understanding the origins of the
various elements of microlithic technology in many areas, a number of researchers
suggest that, just as imperative, is gaining an understanding of why these technological
features proliferated when they did, shifting emphasis from questions of origins to
issues of adaptation (e.g. Hiscock, 2008: 154-155).
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Researchers frequently note an association between the proliferation of microlithic
technologies and major, often global-scale climatic and environmental events such as
the onset of full glacial conditions in Eurasia and Africa during the late Pleistocene
(Ambrose, 2002, Petraglia et al., 2009), the cooling episodes of the Younger Dryas in
North America surrounding the terminal Pleistocene (Goebel, 2002, Yesner, 1996,
Elston and Brantingham, 2002) and the decreased average rainfall associated with the
intensification of the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) climatic system in
Australia during the mid-Holocene (Attenbrow et al., 2009, Clarkson, 2007a, Hiscock,
2002, 2018). These periods of environmental and climatic instability, though variable
in their timing and nature, are typically argued to have led to the restructuring of
subsistence resources at local and regional scales resulting in increased ‘risk’ and
‘uncertainty’ in the foraging environment (Ambrose, 2002, Hiscock, 1994, 2002,
Elston and Brantingham, 2002). According to Hiscock (2002: 169), even relatively
minor adjustments “in climatic variation could make prediction of resource availability
much more difficult for foragers”. From this it is usually reasoned that adjustments to
existing subsistence and land-use practices (such as resource diversification,
expansion into new and/or unfamiliar areas and increased mobility) were likely
required in order to meet subsistence needs in such climatic and environmentally
variable contexts with changes in technology playing an important role in such
responses (Kuhn, 2002, Goebel, 2002).
Inferred changes in demography and the social structure of human populations during
the late Pleistocene in some regions, perhaps in response to climatic instability and
environmental change, have additionally been hypothesised to have played an
influencing role in the uptake and spread of microlithic technologies in a range of
contexts (Petraglia et al., 2009, Seong, 1998, Stiner et al., 1999). Pressures brought on
by increasing population sizes, for instance, may have placed additional stress on
resource bases (Elston and Brantingham, 2002: 113) therefore adding to the ‘riskiness’
of foraging in late Pleistocene environments. In the context of the late Pleistocene in
south Asia, for example, the shift to microlithic technology has been linked to
changing subsistence strategies “as increasingly large and probably fragmented
populations exploited resources in contracting favourable ecological zones just before
the onset of full glacial conditions” (Petraglia et al., 2009: 12261). Central to many
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explanations, therefore, is the contingent relationship between increased subsistence
risk (resulting from a variety of environmental and/or demographic factors) and the
proliferation of microlithic technology as a technological strategy for reducing risk.
Risk, however, is not a simple characteristic of some environments while not others
and explanations that take recourse to ‘risk’, therefore, suffer from a number of
methodological issues relating to the way the concept has been applied in
archaeological situations. The first issue stems from the fact that risk is difficult to
monitor in the archaeological record and that economic failure is almost never visible
in the data archaeologists study (Bousman, 2005: 195, Bleed, 2002: 99-100).
Similarly, much analytical ambiguity surrounds concepts such as ‘loss’ and ‘failure’.
Most researchers are forced to assume that risk can be related to proxy measures of
environmental or dietary evidence (Cashdan, 1992) and in areas lacking high
resolution palaeoenvironmental records, evidence for climatic variation in the past
apparently offers the most reliable indications of risk. A second but related issue
concerns the fact that merely identifying the existence of a problem does not
sufficiently predict the success of a solution nor indeed the need for one in the first
place (Fitzhugh, 2001: 127, 146, Edmonds, 1987: 162). For instance, did
environmental and climatic change in the past warrant the adoption of technological
strategies emphasising microlithic technology? Or, as Fitzhugh (2001: 134) puts it,
what is “bad enough” to inspire “evasive or risk-buffering” action?
The apparent covariance between the proliferation of microlithic technologies and
external ‘risk-inducing factors’ such as periods of high climatic and environmental
variability and/or increases in population size and demographic restructuring,
therefore, do not explicate why people chose to emphasise this particular technological
strategy over alternative options. As Parkington (1993: 96) reminds us people are not
“undifferentiated puppets buffeted around by the elements” but rather active decision
makers and while risk created by climatic and environmental and/or demographic
factors may act as catalysts for the changes in technology observed in the
archaeological record, they do not tell people how they should respond and what
changes to make. As archaeologists currently lack means of obtaining direct measures
of risk and assessing all the possible contributing factors, it is not yet possible to
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demonstrate that environmental and/or demographic factors precipitated the need for
technological solutions such as the shift to microlithic technology. In the meantime,
these issues remain significant as they limit archaeologists’ ability to quantify the role
of certain technological strategies in the adaptive shifts aimed at reducing risk,
inhibiting the ability to move beyond a heuristic application of risk in prehistoric
contexts. Many researchers have therefore turned to theory borrowed from behavioural
ecology in an attempt to evaluate decisions made in the context of stochastic
environments (Fitzhugh, 2001).
Microlithic technology represents but one technological option that would have been
open to prehistoric tool makers and thus an important question addressed by a number
of researchers relates to identifying what it is that made microlithic technologies more
advantageous over alternative technological options. Explanations for the proliferation
of microlithic technologies, therefore, have often been considered within an
evolutionary framework drawing on the selective advantages afforded by such a
technology. In these ‘adaptive models’, a similar array of advantages are commonly
invoked with many researchers, for instance, referring to the likely increases in
efficiency, reliability, flexibility, transportability and/or maintainability that such a
technology would allow in the realms of artefact production, maintenance and/or use
(e.g. Bamforth and Bleed, 1997, Elston and Brantingham, 2002, Belfer-Cohen and
Goring-Morris, 2002, Neeley, 2002, Hiscock et al., 2011).
The design concepts of ‘reliability’ and ‘maintainability’, for instance, are argued to
represent strategies for improving the overall efficiency of a technological system by
increasing its availability, that is, the amount of time over which a system is able to
perform (Bleed, 1986: 739). Where reliability refers to a tool’s capacity to be
functional and in good working order when needed, maintainability refers to a tool’s
capacity to be quickly and easily made functional if broken or not suitable for a
particular task (Bleed, 1986: 739-740). In relation to microlithic technologies, it can
be argued that a composite tool made up of multiple small artefacts hafted within a
shaft or handle, is both reliable (i.e. redundant artefacts enhance performance, allow
the continued working of a system even when some of the parts are missing and reduce
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the chance of loss or breakage) and maintainable (i.e. components that are standardised
can easily be replaced and maintained) (Bleed, 1986, Myers, 1989: 87).
Technological strategies based on microlithic technologies would also have been
beneficial in situations demanding an increase in economising behaviours particularly
in areas of raw material acquisition and use (e.g. Belfer-Cohen and Goring-Morris,
2002, Neeley, 2002, Yesner and Pearson, 2002: 150-151). If only small flakes/blades
are needed, for instance, relatively small pieces of stone can be used to achieve
production goals, a clear advantage in situations where access to quality stone
resources may have been restricted due to territorial controls brought on by increased
population size and/or constraints posed by mobility (Kuhn, 2002: 84). Given all these
likely advantages, however, leads one to question under what conditions microlithic
technologies would not have been useful and while explanations framed in terms of
the likely advantages afforded by microlithic ‘designs’ are engaging, they are not
without issue.
The use of concepts such as transportability, flexibility, reliability and maintainability
are associated with a number of operational problems that derive largely from the fact
that archaeologists are unable to evaluate how realistic deductions about the design
features of stone tools are. Design concepts in general have been criticised due to their
lack of direct material correlates (Hayden et al., 1996: 12-13). It is difficult, for
instance, to establish what characteristics of an artefact correspond to what concept of
design (Hayden et al., 1996, Odell, 2003: 191) and to complicate matters, many of the
artefacts in an assemblage may not represent the complete tool as it was envisaged and
used (Odell, 2003: 191). An artefact may have formed part of a larger composite tool
or alternatively, may represent the reduced state of an expended artefact. As a result
of this ambiguity, such concepts are argued to be “vague”, “highly abstract”, “highly
subjective” and therefore “perhaps non-operational” (Hayden et al., 1996: 9, 40-41).
Whether microlithic systems truly were reliable in use requires detailed knowledge as
to their actual functions, the tasks they were used for, the kinds of materials they were
used on, whether they were hafted and if so how, in what specific ways they were
reliable (Attenbrow et al., 2008: 116) and, significantly, how these compare to the
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strategies that they replaced. As Jochim (1989: 111) states, the reliability of a tool may
indeed be enhanced by incorporating standby or redundant components into a
technological system, but the question remains, by how much? These issues are
significant and while they are useful in providing archaeologists with a means of
exploring the diverse range of material and operational variables that make up any
technological system (Bleed, 2002: 101), until we have a better understanding of the
actual set-up and function of different microlithic components for particular regions,
the value of explanations framed using design theory will remain heuristic.
Recognising the complexity of the microlithic phenomenon, a number of researchers
have opted to direct their research attention towards identifying and understanding
variability at a range of scales from local situational variability within a single
microlithic assemblage to broader-scale variability between assemblages/sites, regions
and/or continents (e.g. Neeley, 2002, Kuhn and Elston, 2002: 4-5). Variability has been
explained in terms of differences in intended function, the level of risk surrounding
use and/or as being stylistic and random, rather than functional and thus linked to the
establishment of social identifies as ethnic markers. In the context of late Pleistocene
north Africa, for instance, similarity in the form of microlithic technology between
sites containing assemblages with very different raw material profiles is argued to be
indicative of a shared production strategy, with continuity and variability both
interpreted as reflecting attempts at creating and maintaining social identities (Close,
2002). At a smaller scale, variability in the microblade production techniques of
northeast Asia has been explained in terms of differences in the level of risk
experienced with elaborate wedge-shaped microblade cores apparently associated with
high-risk conditions and simpler boat-shaped microblade core types linked to
situations involving lower levels of risk (Elston and Brantingham, 2002). While
investigating variation is important for revealing different decisions made by
prehistoric populations to achieve particular goals, more research must be aimed at
identifying and explaining variability at smaller local scales. As Kuhn and Elston
(2002: 4) state: “the local is always more contingent, and consequently more varied,
than the global”. Attention is now turned to the specific case of the microlithic in late
Pleistocene southern Africa.
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2.3.2

The case of late Pleistocene southern Africa

In discussions concerning the potential stimuli behind the adoption and spread of
microlithic strategies during the late Pleistocene LSA in southern Africa two key
themes, common to other global discussions, dominate. These themes include: (1)
environmental change associated with the LGM: where a change in technology is the
result of the adaptation of an existing technological system in response to changes in
the environment and/or structure of the associated resource base; and (2) social and/or
demographic change: where a change in technology results from the exchange and/or
diffusion of new information or ideas (i.e. relating to artefact manufacture) whether
via migrating populations, shifts in demographic organisation, changes in the size of
home ranges and/or changes in the level of interactions between neighbouring groups.
Significantly, explanations often draw on a combination of triggers relating to both the
environmental and/or social/cultural contexts within which technological change
occurred with the main divergence in competing explanations being the degree to
which each factor is emphasised as a driving force.
Environmental-based explanations for the appearance of microlithic systems during
MIS 2 generally argue that the process of microlithisation can be viewed as a response
to increased environmental stress leading into the LGM. Mitchell (1988a), for instance,
rationalised the emergence and spread of microlithic technologies during this period
in terms of a ‘time-stressed’ model. He argued that under Pleniglacial conditions
human populations would have been faced with diminishing environmental
productivity making the procurement of subsistence resources a primary concern. In
such a context, actions resulting in a more efficient use of time would have been
favoured as would time-saving activities more generally (Mitchell, 1988a: 215). In
terms of lithic technological strategies this may be achieved in a number of ways
including decreasing the time required to procure lithic materials, manufacture
artefacts and/or maintain tools and toolkits.
The adoption of microlithic technologies is therefore often viewed in such a light, as
providing hunter-gatherers during the last glacial period with a means of coping
technologically with ‘time-stress’ brought on by changing environments. Such a
strategy is argued to have allowed tool-makers the ability to conserve raw materials by
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reducing them more efficiently as well as allowing for the exploitation of a greater
range of material types including those occurring as smaller sized packages (Mitchell,
1988a: 278, Carter et al., 1988: 240). The adoption of bipolar reduction techniques in
association with the production of microlithic technologies may additionally have
played a role in the more efficient exploitation of small nodules of material in some
contexts thereby saving time in terms of necessary procurement trips (e.g. Pargeter and
de la Peña, 2017, Pargeter et al., 2018a); and see section 2.2 above for more discussion
on the potential advantages afforded by bipolar flaking methods in contexts of
microlithisation).
Although coping with diminishing environmental productivity may have contributed
greatly to the widespread shift to microlithic strategies in late Pleistocene southern
Africa (Mitchell, 2002: 118), a number of researchers emphasise the importance of
considering the social context of technological change in addition to the environmental
one (e.g. Deacon, 1984a, Mitchell, 1988a). As Gamble (1984: 250) states, although
changes in an environment will influence the availability of certain resources and the
costs involved in their acquisition it is people who determine what costs are acceptable
and thus what strategies to implement.
In the context of the microlithisation process in late Pleistocene southern Africa, it is
assumed that the distribution of technologically similar assemblages can be used to
identify the extent of information networks and the routes along which information
may have moved (Deacon, 1984b: 321). This is based on the notion that, because there
are numerous ways in which stone can be reduced and shaped, lithic technology should
be thought of as a ‘learned process’ that may have been passed on within a cultural
system and can therefore be tracked to a certain degree spatially and temporally (Clark,
1997: 120). Following this logic, the wide distribution and general uniformity of
microlithic technology during MIS 2 has been argued to demonstrate the existence of
long-distance connections and a fairly open social network across South Africa,
Lesotho and Swaziland during the period surrounding the LGM (Deacon and
Thackeray, 1984, Wadley, 1993: 287, Mitchell, 2002: 132, Barham and Mitchell,
2008: 302-303). The fact that technological changes are geographically widespread
and traverse different environments is said to support the idea that new ideas and
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innovations were transferred via social lines rather than having been developed
independently in response to environmental change (Deacon, 1984b: 226).
Just because assemblages may appear superficially similar (i.e. containing a similar
range of artefacts in a similar range of shapes and sizes), however, does not necessarily
mean that they derive from a shared source or that the tool-makers responsible for the
production of each were in regular contact (Deacon, 1982: 385). Additional lines of
evidence must therefore be sought. The variable geology of southern Africa, for
example, offers one tangible means of tracking the movement of rocks and thus either
people or social connections across the landscape (Mitchell et al., 1998: 112, Mitchell,
2002: 155).
Changes in the selection and use of lithic materials associated with the process of
microlithisation have additionally been used to support arguments for increases in
home range size, mobility and/or interaction spheres during the late Pleistocene. The
apparent increase in the use of fine-grained often ‘non-local’ lithic sources in some
assemblages dating to this period, for instance, has been used to infer an increase in
ranging behaviour and mobility over expanded territories and/or an increase in
interaction and exchange with neighbouring groups (e.g. Ambrose and Lorenz, 1990,
Ambrose, 2002, Deacon, 1976, Bousman, 2005, Mitchell, 1996, 2000, 2002, 2003).
The term exchange as used here can include the exchange of material goods (e.g. stone
artefacts or lithic material) as well as non-material things such as information and ideas
(Renfrew and Bahn, 1991: 357). Considering that exchange is an effective way of
establishing and strengthening social networks (Attenbrow and Cartwright, 2014:
891), it is not hard to believe that the expansion of interactions and communication
networks hypothesised to have taken place would have acted as a way of socially
buffering against a reduction in ecological productivity and reduction in the density
and predictability of resources during the early LGM (Mitchell, 1988a: 273).
In the late Pleistocene assemblage from Blydefontein rockshelter in the eastern Cape
of South Africa, however, Bousman (2005: 216) found no convincing evidence
suggesting a correlation between the production of bladelets and mobility, where
changes in mobility were assumed to be reflected in the changing abundance of ‘non71

local’ material types within the assemblage. The relationship between these factors
(i.e. the abundance of ‘non-local’ lithic materials and mobility and/or exchange) is not
a straightforward one. Even if a correlation were to be identified between changing
frequencies of ‘non-local’ materials and evidence for increased mobility and/or
interaction, the difficulty still remains in distinguishing between the transportation of
materials due to increased home range sizes or through some system of exchange.
Based on ethnographic data, Mitchell (2003) demonstrates that it is usually the end
products that are exchanged rather than unworked materials, though until analytical
methods can differentiate between these aspects, such interpretations will remain
circumstantial.
Assuming that late Pleistocene populations did in fact become increasingly mobile
during the period surrounding the LGM in southern Africa, a number of researchers
go on to emphasise the potential techno-economic advantages afforded by
miniaturised tool-kit designs in order to rationalise why such a technological shift
occurred when it did (e.g. Ambrose, 2002, Bousman, 2005). The first obvious benefit
of smaller tools in a context of increasing mobility is the improved transportability that
they afford. Transportability as a design principle considers a tool’s capacity to be
easily transported to different task locations. Tools with transportable designs are
necessarily small, lightweight and contain few and/or minimal parts (Nelson, 1991:
73-74). Increased mobility levels hypothesised for the period surrounding the LGM in
southern Africa, therefore, may have been an important catalyst in promoting the shift
to small tool technology and/or have significantly influenced the spread and
prevalence of miniaturised technological strategies during the late Pleistocene.
In addition to the advantage of allowing increased transportability, such a
technological strategy may also have provided tool-makers and users with a high
degree of flexibility in the realms of production and application (Bleed, 1986, Nelson,
1991, Shott, 1986, Kuhn, 1994). Evidence for technological uniformity in the late
Pleistocene archaeological record of southern Africa, for instance, has been used to
suggest that lithic miniaturisation as a technological strategy was suited to a diverse
range of contexts despite the variable resource bases, environmental and geological
constraints and social histories likely associated with the different regions in which
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they have been found (Mitchell, 1988a, 2002). In other words, the benefits afforded by
microlithic technology are not necessarily linked to a single type of environment. The
identification of some regional variation, such as the use of different raw materials and
reduction strategies associated with these (e.g. small- and flat-bladelet cores for the
reduction of quartz) has been used to further suggest that microlithic strategies
represent an adaptable technology that allowed tool-making and using populations
with a greater degree of flexibility in the way in which small blades could be produced
regardless of the dominant lithologies characterising a particular region and thus
variable access to sources of different lithologies (Mitchell, 2002: 119, 1988a: 271).
Techno-economic advantages of microlithic technological systems have also been
phrased in terms of design variables such as reliability and maintainability (Bleed,
1986, Nelson, 1991, Bousman, 2005) with these advantages generally considered in
the context of changes in hunting technology and/or the introduction of more complex
composite tools (Deacon, 1995, Bar-Yosef and Kuhn, 1999, Lombard and Phillipson,
2010). Considering how widespread the shift to small tool technology was in southern
Africa, for instance, it has been suggested that it must be linked to the introduction of
a significant new innovation such as the introduction of bow and arrow hunting
technology and/or other composite hafted tools (e.g. Ambrose, 2002, Deacon, 1995:
124, Mitchell, 1988a, Lombard and Phillipson, 2010). Such changes are generally
argued to represent attempts at increasing the efficiency of a technological system in
a context where changes in the environment resulted in increased ‘risk’. Though again,
these generalist explanations suffer from the fact that it is difficult to monitor concepts
such as risk and reliability in the archaeological record (see section 2.3.1 above for
more detail on these issues).
As the discussion currently stands, the most popular and convincing explanations for
the appearance and spread of microlithic technologies are those in which this
technological phenomenon is viewed as an adaptive technological response that
offered the right combination of advantages (such as heightened mobility and
increased flexibility) necessary for the successful exploitation of resources in marginal
and/or less favourable ecological niches brought on by major environmental changes
and/or demographic pressures (Petraglia et al., 2009, Goebel, 2002, Yesner, 1996,
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Elston and Brantingham, 2002, Magne and Fedje, 2007). While environmental factors
are attractive for providing explanations for the initial impetus behind the decision to
make adjustments within an existing technological system, such as the shift to
microlithic technology during the late Pleistocene, social/demographic factors are
useful in helping to explain how such strategies quickly became widespread.
However, many of these explanations suffer from the same methodological and
theoretical issues, particularly relating to the application and testing of the various
models, concepts and hypotheses in archaeological situations. An identification of the
specific environmental circumstances that require such an adaption in technology (e.g.
an increase in the flexibly or reliability) are often implied and never actually
demonstrated. Another potential issue relates to what technological aspect or
component of a particular microlithic system it is that archaeologists are actually
explaining. As the earlier sections of this chapter demonstrate, a considerable degree
of variability in incorporated in the term ‘microlithic’ and understandings of the
character of microlithic technology even within a single spatial-temporally defined
period such as the MIS 2 late Pleistocene microlithic of southern Africa can vary
considerably. Explanations that do not clearly explicate the precise microlithic element
(e.g. small blade/bladelet technology, small retouched tools and/or the use of bipolar
flaking methods) of the specific microlithic system under study therefore risk
attempting to offer explanations for different technological phenomena relating to the
process of microlithisation.
The reasons behind the widespread replacement of pre-existing adaptations with
microlithic systems are unclear in most contexts around the world (Magne and Fedje,
2007). If we wish to uncover the significance of the broader pattern and the ways in
which microlithic systems are adaptive then we must first gain an understanding of its
manifestation at local scales and the controls underlying variation (Kuhn and Elston,
2002: 1, Goebel, 2002: 127). A contextual, systems-level approach must therefore be
adopted, one that take into consideration the unique circumstances in which the
process of microlithisation occurred within specific spatial and temporal settings and
the way differences in key local resources induce variation within a particular
microlithic system.
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2.4

Summary and conclusions

Microlithic technology represents a geographically and temporally pervasive
technological adaptation, the study of which has the potential to contribute significant
information on the early behavioural diversity of our human ancestors. By the midHolocene human populations on almost every continent were producing and using
some form of microlithic technology. However, as this chapter demonstrates, a great
deal of variability is encapsulated in what archaeologists consider the ‘microlithic’ and
that due to this variability, explanations for the process of microlithisation in different
areas may actually be describing different technological phenomena. The reasons for
the widespread appearance of small backed artefacts in one region, for instance, may
not be the same for the wide scale shift to using small unretouched bladelets in another,
both technologies of which are considered representative of microlithic technology. At
present, differences in the definitions and criteria used to identify and describe
microlithic technologies are significant, inhibiting broader comparative studies and the
identification of patterning on a global scale (Pargeter and Redondo, 2016, Kuzmin et
al., 2007: 3, Hiscock, 2002, Ambrose, 2002, Torrence, 2002, though see Elston and
Kuhn, 2002, Hiscock et al., 2011, Lewis, 2017, Clarkson et al., 2018a for recent
successful multi-continent comparisons). The issue is largely methodological in nature
and ultimately a problem of replicability/comparability of assemblages on local,
regional and global scales. Clear context-specific definition is thus crucial.
Nevertheless, the major points to be taken from this chapter are summarised as follows:
•

Microlithic assemblages typically contain one or a combination of the
following technological features including: small flake technology, small
blades/bladelet technology, a defining presence of small retouched artefact
types (namely backed artefacts and scarpers in a variety of forms) and/or a
significant contribution of bipolar techniques of reduction.

•

It is not only the presence but also the frequency in which one or a combination
of these ‘defining’ technological features occurs in such assemblages that
denotes them as microlithic and each assemblage is unique in its combination
of these elements. Thus it is patterning at an assemblage-level that is important
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for defining, recognising and understanding the microlithic in different
contexts.
•

Considering the relative nature of terms such as ‘large’ and ‘small’, identifying
and understanding microlithic systems requires at least some appreciation of
the technological systems in place prior to its appearance and following its
disappearance from the archaeological record in a particular region,
necessitating a contextual approach that considers the contribution of historical
trajectories (particularly in terms of the size of defining artefacts) of technology
in each specific case.

•

In terms of the late Pleistocene microlithic in southern Africa, much variability
remains to be characterised and explored. At present the technological systems
of the ELSA are poorly understood particularly in the southwest of the
subcontinent where the earliest LSA remains to be characterised and defined.
Similarly, the nature of the ELSA’s relationship to the ensuing and betterstudied Robberg occurrence is also unclear. Is the ELSA microlithic? And if
so, is it microlithic in the same way as the Robberg?

•

In relation to explanations for the microlithic, it is unrealistic to expect to
discover a ‘one-size-fits-all’ model for the appearance, spread, and
disappearance of microlithic systems in one region let alone all areas of the
globe (Ambrose, 2002) and while risk/economic explanations provide some
important insights into the behavioural side of this technological phenomenon,
archaeologists require a better understanding of local-scale controls on
variability during the microlithic before inferences of a higher-order can be
made.

•

And finally, if we are to gain a more holistic understanding of the controls
underlying continuity and variability during the early microlithic, we must
view individual sites as relating to wider systems of landscape use. This
necessitates a multi-site, landscape approach to investigations of the early
microlithic.

Despite the variability surrounding microlithic technology (in terms of both the
character of and explanations for), investigating differences as opposed to focussing
on homogeneity provides archaeologists with a useful method of exploring how
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general processes, such as microlithisation, manifest in specific historically contingent
situations. As Torrence (2002: 185) notes, “…understanding differences is key to
learning about general process”. In particular, archaeologists need to explore how
specific examples of microlithic technology are deployed at a landscape scale and what
influence local controls, such as differences in the availability of key resources such
as tool-stone and water, have on the character of an assemblage and its deployment in
a particular environment. Rather than focus on attempting to provide explanations for
the appearance and proliferation of microlithic technology in late Pleistocene Southern
Africa, this thesis instead aims to explore in greater detail what the technological
systems of the early microlithic look like, how they were implemented and how they
responded to various local-scale controls in the specific context of the eastern
Cederberg. This requires investigations of the microlithic to be guided by a body of
theory that allows technology to be considered as a system operating at a landscape
level. One such theoretical framework is provided by organisation of technology
theory.
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3 THE ORGANISATION OF TECHNOLOGY: A
CONSTRUCTIVE FRAMEWORK FOR INVESTIGATING
VARIABILITY DURING THE MICROLITHIC

3.1

Introduction

As “consumers of theory” (Trigger, 2007: 443) archaeologists have often looked to
disciplines outside the field in search of concepts to enrich their understandings of the
archaeological past. Unsatisfied with typological and descriptive approaches to
studying variation in the archaeological record a number of researchers have turned to
theory developed in the field of human behavioural ecology in an attempt to gain a
more dynamic understanding of past human land-use and behaviour. Discussion in the
previous chapter demonstrated several examples in the context of microlithic research
whereby researchers have productively utilised theory and models derived from
evolutionary ecology in their explanations for the uptake and spread of microlithic
technology in various regions of the world (e.g. Mackay et al., 2018, Clarkson et al.,
2018b). Although such models are providing important insights into the potential
reasoning behind technological decision-making in the past, many are difficult to
operationalise in archaeological contexts while others require a much finer resolution
of palaeoenvironmental data currently not available for many sites and/or regions.
More constructive in the meantime is research aimed at gaining an understanding of
local controls, that operate at a smaller archaeologically-comparable scale, on
variability during the microlithic. This chapter therefore looks in more detail at the
organisation of technology theory as a constructive framework for investigating
variability during the microlithic at such a scale.
Discussion begins by briefly looking at the general relevance of human behavioural
ecology to the discipline of archaeology. Attention is then directed more explicitly at
technological organisation theory as a specific form of behavioural ecology relating to
prehistoric technology. Technological organisation is defined and theory surrounding
the technological costs associated with the distribution/availability of lithic raw
materials are discussed. Following this, Kuhn’s (1995) provisioning systems model
and Hiscock’s (2006) extendibility continuum model are introduced which, when
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combined, provide a useful means of exploring and considering the relationship
between the distribution of resources (in this case lithic sources) and the variable
organisation of different lithic artefact components (i.e. cores, flakes etc.) within the
broader technological organisational system. Such an approach essentially allows
microlithic technology to be considered in terms of the human behaviour behind it,
grounded in the context of wider land-use practices.

3.2

Human behavioural ecology in archaeology

Human behavioural ecology, a subset of evolutionary ecology, emerged in the mid1970s as the consequence of applying evolutionary theory and the notion of natural
selection to understandings of past human behaviour. Critical is the idea that the human
species, through a long history of natural selection, has been endowed with an ability
to evaluate, whether consciously or unconsciously, the costs and benefits of adopting
particular strategies. ‘Currencies’ such as nutritional rewards, energy expenditure and
time often provide the main means of ‘measuring’ costs and benefits (Foley, 1985:
226). Like human behavioural ecologists in general, archaeologists utilising theory
derived from evolutionary ecology do not equate behavioural variation (as observed
in the variation of artefacts) directly with natural selection and evolutionary change.
Rather, the relationship is considered to be an indirect one in that natural selection is
responsible for the evolved capacities (whether behavioural, cognitive or
psychological) for adaptive variation (Boone and Smith, 1998: 145). An adaptation
refers to a trait shaped by natural selection (Borgerhoff Mulder, 2003: 9) and in the
context of archaeology usually refers to a human’s evolved cognitive capacity to make
decisions, weigh up the relative benefits and costs involved and to modify
technological strategies accordingly (Fitzhugh, 2001: 156). In this way, Darwin’s
evolutionary theory of natural selection is of relevance mainly in that it conditions the
decision making abilities of humans which ultimately affects past human behaviour
and its correlates observed in the archaeological record.
One of the principle aims of evolutionary ecology, therefore, is to understand the role
played by specific behaviours in the survival of individual group members of a
particular society. In line with ecological studies, researchers generally emphasise
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environmental factors that have helped shape variation in behaviour. Because of their
ability to address a range of topics of interest to anthropologists and archaeologists,
evolutionary ecology and its many related concepts (e.g. risk, costs, benefits,
efficiency, strategy, adaptation etc.) have become well established within the
discipline of archaeology (Borgerhoff Mulder, 2003: 1-2). It has even been suggested
that evolutionary ecology provides “the most coherent of current theoretical
frameworks for explaining hunter-gatherer organisation and change” (Jochim, 1989:
106). Broadly speaking, technological organisation represents a special domain of
behavioural ecology theory relating to the use of resources (in this case, lithic
materials) by human groups in order to solve adaptive problems and achieve goals
(Shott, 2018: 322, Nelson, 1991, Kuhn and Miller, 2015).

3.3
3.3.1

Technological organisation theory
Organisation of technology

The organisation of technology was originally conceptualised by Lewis Binford (1979:
225) as “the organisational characteristics within a technology which may be
manipulated differently to effect acceptable adaptations for different situations”. A
more explicit definition of technological organisation was offered by Nelson (1991:
57) in her review of the theory defining it as: “the study of the selection and integration
of strategies for making, using, transporting, and discarding tools and the materials
needed for their manufacture and maintenance.” More recently Shott (2018: 321)
defined technological organisation as providing a set of ideas that help archaeologists
to consider “how the design and character of ancient material culture…were
determined not just narrowly by function or tradition but broadly by the cultural and
adaptive context in which that use of tradition was embedded”. However conceived,
common is the idea that technological variability relates to differences in the way
hunter-gatherers organised their technology relative to broader human organisational
strategies in the context of specific foraging environments characterised by unique
social and historical contingencies.
In viewing stone tool technology as ‘adaptive solutions’ that operate at a systems level,
archaeologists are able to explore the reasons behind variability in the technological
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strategies used to co-ordinate the manufacture, use, transport and discard of lithic
artefacts and explain how these may relate to social and economic strategies and
environmental conditions more broadly. Although organisation of technology does not
explain every application of stone, but rather looks at design across the whole system
of deployment, application of its related theories and models works best at an
assemblage level, making it well-suited to investigating subjects such as the
‘microlithic’. Figure 3-1 illustrates the association between the various levels of
analysis and inference in research on technological organisation highlighting the link
between the data studied by archaeologists (i.e. artefact form and artefact distribution)
and the higher-order areas of interest, the understanding of which is the ultimate goal
of archaeological research. Significantly, organisation of technology theory has
resulted in the addition of a range of useful concepts into the toolkit of the
archaeologist including: efficiency (e.g. Bamforth, 1986); risk (e.g. Bamforth and
Bleed, 1997, Bousman, 1993, 2005, Elston and Brantingham, 2002, Lombard and
Parsons, 2008), uncertainty (e.g. Cashdan, 1990, Morgan, 2009, Halstead and O'Shea,
1989a), curation (e.g. Bamforth, 1986, William Andrefsky, 2008, Binford, 1977), tool
design (e.g. Bleed, 1986, 2002, Bousman, 1993, Nelson, 1991), mobility (e.g. Binford,
1990, Shott, 1986, Neeley, 2002), and provisioning (e.g. Kuhn, 1995, Clarkson,
2007b). In particular, the availability of raw material (specifically the technological
costs associated with its exploitation) is commonly invoked as representing a key
variable that significantly influences how technology and technological activities were
organised in the past (e.g. Andrefsky, 1994, 2008, Bamforth, 1990).
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Environmental conditions
(availability & predictability of natural
resources such as plants, animals, water
& lithic materials)
Human influence
on biosphere
Social & economic strategies
(including mobility levels, interaction &
exchange, settlement patterns etc.)
The behavioural aspects
archaeologists aim to
understand

Technological strategies
(including provisioning
systems)

Artefact &/or
toolkit design

The material correlates
(i.e. objects & patterning)
of decision-making
behaviour that
archaeologists study

Activity distribution
(acquisition, manufacture, use,
maintenance, transport, discard etc. of
lithic raw materials & stone artefacts)

Artefact distribution

Artifact form

Figure 3-1 The different levels of analysis in research on technological organisation
(adapted from Figure 2.1 in Nelson 1991: 59)

3.3.2

‘Risk’ and technological costs

The concept of risk has been applied in association with a diverse range of topics
relating to the uptake and spread of microlithic technologies including: foraging and
subsistence (e.g. Goebel, 2002), mobility and land-use (e.g. Hiscock, 1994, Kelly,
1992, Goebel, 2002), raw material selection and procurement (e.g. Bamforth, 1986,
Ambrose, 2002), and tool manufacture and maintenance (e.g. Elston and Brantingham,
2002, Doelman, 2008, Hiscock, 1994, Attenbrow et al., 2008, Bleed, 2002). These
topics overlap extensively and many studies often amalgamate them. A link is
generally made between risk, unpredictable variability (of an environment and its
resources) and the uncertainty caused by such a context (e.g. Bamforth and Bleed,
1997: 117, Torrence, 1989: 60, Hiscock, 1994: 276). Here uncertainty is defined as a
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lack of information about variations, where incomplete information makes it more
difficult for correct predictions to be made (Clarkson, 2007b: 11). To complicate
matters, predictability itself is not a simple variable but can be broken down into the
two components of constancy and contingency (Colwell, 1974). A resource is said to
have an extreme amount of constancy if it is available in known quantities at known
locations throughout the year, every year. In contrast, a resource is said to exhibit a
high level of contingency if its availability, quantity and location is known only during
a specific season. Risk, then, is conceptualised as the effect of variation, economical
or ecological, on the ability to obtain critical resources over a given period of time
and/or space.
Following Elston (1990: 154), the concept of ‘risk’ is used here to refer not to a specific
character of the environment but rather to describe a hypothetical relationship between
the potential costs and benefits associated with technological decision-making.
Relating the concept of risk to the cost-benefit framework, Elston (1990: 154) defines
risk as “the probability that costs will exceed benefits”. The probabilities emphasised
in this usage of the risk concept are what Bamforth and Bleed (1997: 116) call
“probability failures” and refer to the possibility that tools will either not be available
when and where needed or will fail during application. Probability failures may result
when the supply of tools (short-term risk) or the raw materials needed to produce the
tools (long-term risk) are not on hand when required (Elston, 1990: 154). Risk is
therefore assessed in terms of the consequences of failing to carry out a particular
activity (generally subsistence related) and is associated with a number of potential
costs that may be inflicted in the domains of procurement, manufacture and application
(Table 3-1).
In this view, risky situations are those characterised by a high probability that greater
costs will be incurred as a result of implementing a particular behavioural option when
compared to the benefits offered. When many archaeologists refer to risk they are often
using an amalgam of components such as probability, severity, variability, uncertainty
and predictability. While lively debate it often healthy, it has been suggested (Kuhn,
1991: 76) that disputes over which component is the more significant in defining risk
may actually distract archaeologists from the “real issues” (Bamforth and Bleed, 1997:
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116). The fact is that prehistoric populations were faced with challenges in their daily
lives and therefore adopted a range of coping strategies to ensure the long term survival
and well-being of their group. The organisation of technology theory relating
specifically to provisioning systems provides a useful investigative structure for
exploring technological planning in relation to prehistoric landuse systems by
considering how variation in access to key resources, such as lithic raw materials,
influenced the design and organisation of toolkits and the distribution of technological
activities.

Table 3-1 Summary of potential costs inflicted and potential technological solutions
for reducing failure probabilities in the domains of procurement, manufacture and
application (compiled after Bamforth and Bleed, 1997: 127-128). Technological
solutions with an asterisk (*) relate to ones involving provisioning strategies which
are therefore of particular interest in this thesis
domain

Procurement:
Relates to the
absence of raw
material
required for
tool
production

potential costs inflicted as a result
of failure
-

-

Manufacture:
Relates to tool
failure during
production

-

-

Scheduled production may
be impossible
Special procurement trips
may be required
Tools may not be available
when needed resulting in
failure in some other
activity
Degree of risk depends on
the costs of activities
disrupted & of making
special effort to obtain
additional material
Additional time must be
invested in more production
High failure rates may result
in tools not being available
when required
High failure rates also
require access to a
substantial quantity of raw
material
May require greater efforts
(& thus costs) in
procurement
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potential technological solutions
for reducing failure probabilities
-

-

Storage or strategic caching
of stone*
Economic use of raw
material by designing tools
with long use-lives,
designing multi-functional
tools, recycling or
resharpening tools
Use of durable stone
Exploitation of a wide range
of raw material sources*
Transportation of large
amounts of stone*
Stockpiling or caching
partially finished tools*
Tool production during
‘down’ time (in advance of
need)*
Tool production at raw
material source or quarry*
Specialist production of
tools
Reliance on
‘technologically simple’
tools
Heat treatment of material
Use of easily workable
stone (quality raw material
with minimal internal flaws)

domain

Application:
Relates to tool
failure during
use & may be
a result of tool
breakage, poor
tool design,
lack of tools,
deficit in skill
or knowledge
of tool user

3.4
3.4.1

potential costs inflicted as a result
of failure
-

-

-

The opportunity to obtain a
resource or carry out some
other activity (which may
not be easily rescheduled)
may be lost
May require additional
investments of time and
effort attempting application
again
If failure results in the loss
of essential subsistence
resources, starvation may be
faced by the human group

potential technological solutions
for reducing failure probabilities
-

Use of specialised tools
designed for specific
purposes
Minimal potential for tool
breakage through
overdesign
Design tools which can be
easily repaired
Transportation of spare
tools*
Cooperative group
organisation of tool use
Specialist use of tools by
experts

Provisioning systems
Kuhn’s technological provisioning model

Provisioning refers to the ways in which mobile hunter-gatherers ensured that stone
tools and/or tool-making potential were on hand when and where needed in order to
overcome “the spatial and temporal mismatch between opportunities to make stone
tools and locations at which stone tools were deployed” (Mackay et al., 2018: 17).
Studies of provisioning are concerned with exploring aspects of technological
planning (Binford, 1979, Kuhn, 1995, Thompson et al., 2014: 6) relating to raw
material acquisition, artefact manufacture, transportation, use, maintenance and
discard and the ways in which associated technological activities are co-ordinated at a
landscape scale to reduce contingency risks (see Elston, 1990: 154; and defined above
in the discussion of risk). A range of different approaches can be used to achieve this
with the selection of one strategy over another conditioned by “…the opportunities
and limitations presented by the environment and a population’s general mode of
making a living” (Kuhn, 1995: xi). To this end two main provisioning strategies have
been theorised by Kuhn (1995) including: (1) the provisioning of individuals and (2)
the provisioning of places. These alterative provisioning options represent solutions to
“the problem of ‘delivering’ technology”, with the first focussed upon the transport of
portable toolkits to keep individuals supplied with tools and/or tool-making potential
and the second focussed upon provisioning certain activity locations in the landscape
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with such materials (Kuhn, 1995: 36). These strategies essentially incorporate the ideas
encapsulated by the earlier use of concepts such as curated and expedient which have
been found to be poorly defined and problematic for describing many archaeological
situations (Shott, 2018).
Significantly, each provisioning strategy is associated with different mobility levels
and subsistence structures some of which are discussed below and for which a
hypothetical example is summarised in Figure 3-2. In general, archaeologists define
mobility based on the scale and distance of movements (long or short distances) as
well as the frequency/rate (high or low) in which they occur (Kelly, 1992, 1983,
Binford, 1980, Brantingham, 2006). The terms ‘residential’ and ‘logistic’ were
originally used by Binford (1980) to help describe the scale component of mobility
based on how hunter-gatherers moved across the landscape in pursuit of resources.
Residential mobility, for instance, refers to cases where the entire group moves from
one base/camp to another. In contrast, mobility is said to be logistical when individuals
or small groups set out from the residential base/camp on ‘forays’ but then return at a
later point in time depending on the distance travelled. Mobility may also be described
as ‘high’ or ‘low’ depending upon the rate or frequency of moves (e.g. yearly,
seasonally or more frequently based on the availability of key resources. Terms such
as ‘high’ or low’, however, are rarely defined and therefore remain subjective.
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SUBSISTENCE
STRUCTURE

Location and
timing of
activities
UNPREDICTABLE

Location and
timing of
activities
PREDICTABLE

MOBILITY
LEVEL

PROVISIONING
STRATEGY

TOOLKIT DESIGN
•
•

HIGH

PROVISIONING OF
INDIVIDUALS

•

Light-weight &/or small tools
Tools with long &/or extendible
use-lives
Composite, hafted tools with
interchangeable (maintainable)
standardised components

High residential mobility

•
•

Low diversity of tool-types
Focus on versatile tools

High logistical mobility

•
•

Specialised & diverse tool-kits
Capacity to recycle tools

•

Transport of raw materials or
‘tool-making potential’
Greater flexibility in tool-form

LOW

PROVISIONING OF
PLACE

•

Figure 3-2 Example of the hypothetical link between subsistence structure, mobility
level, provisioning strategy and aspects of toolkit and/or tool design

It has been proposed that the provisioning of places strategy will be preferred in
contexts where it was possible for activities such as raw material acquisition, artefact
manufacture, use and maintenance to be scheduled in advance. This strategy is
therefore usually associated with environments in which subsistence opportunities are
reliable and predictable and where resources are stable and abundant. In terms of
mobility patterns, residential moves are generally low and logistical forays made over
relatively short distances, a situation favouring the occupation and re-occupation of a
limited range of key sites/bases. These conditions are embodied in ‘central place
foraging’ theory, a model developed in the field of evolutionary ecology which is used
to explain how organisms can maximise their foraging rates while travelling from a
home or residential base to a foraging location within a spatially defined resource patch
(Binford, 1980). An archaeological example of the provisioning of place strategy can
be found during the Howiesons Poort in the MSA of southern Africa where occupation
evidence suggests the intensive use and re-use of rockshelter sites, provisioned with
replacement stone tool components and the facilities required for hafting activities,
made such locations suitable for scheduling episodes of toolkit maintenance (Hallinan
and Parkington, 2017: 33, Mackay et al., 2014, Wilkins et al., 2017).
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In contrast, the provisioning of individuals strategy is suggested to be favoured in
situations characterised by high logistical and/or residential mobility as well as in
variable/patchy foraging environments where the availability of resources is
unpredictable. In such contexts predicting when and where stone tool manufacture, use
and maintenance activities will occur is almost impossible requiring a strategy that
allows continued access to stone tools and materials necessary to complete tasks as
they arise. It is argued that the individual provisioning strategy has a significant
influence on the design and manufacture of tool-kits (summarised in Figure 3-2)
which will typically be transportable, reliable, flexible/versatile and maintainable
(Kuhn, 1995). An example of individual provisioning appears to have been in place
during the Still Bay Industry of the MSA in southern Africa. Archaeological evidence
for this period, for instance, suggests that bifacial points were produced in large
numbers at the source to provision individuals with tools that were transported for use
in various locations throughout the landscape (Hallinan and Parkington, 2017: 32,
Mackay et al., 2018: 29).
Although the two provisioning strategies in Kuhn’s model may appear to be set up as
a dichotomy, they are not mutually exclusive and it is possible to discover elements of
each to varying degrees within the same land-use system. The value of Kuhn’s
provisioning model lies in its heuristic use as a method of guiding considerations and
structuring interpretations of continuity and variability in the archaeological record in
relation to potential influencing factors without necessarily explicitly defining these.
Although Kuhn’s model is useful for conceptualising the different ways in which
future contingency risks can be minimised, it does not necessarily allow for a
consideration of the various means by which hunter-gatherers could reduce
technological costs associated with provisioning and artefact transportation. If
individuals are provisioned with mobile toolkits, for instance, is it more advantageous
to transport many small artefacts or fewer larger ones? (Kuhn, 1994) Hiscock’s (2006)
extendibility continuum model offers one such means of exploring this particular
aspect recognising that different artefact technologies can be used to achieve the same
end, that is, to prolong the potential usefulness of a transported toolkit.
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3.4.2

Hiscock’s extendibility continuum model

Strategies that prolong the potential usefulness of lithic artefacts and/or lithic materials
that are on hand not only improve the readiness of toolkits but also decrease
procurement costs by increasing the length of time between required procurement
trips. Recognising that a range of different approaches may have been used to achieve
this, Hiscock (2006: 81) suggests that most can be positioned somewhere along an
“extendibility continuum” with abundance strategies at one end and extension
strategies at the other. Abundance strategies aim to increase the number of useable
artefacts available by implementing a production strategy that yields a relatively large
number of usable artefacts per unit of stone (Hiscock, 2006: 81). The benefits of such
a strategy lie in one’s ability to employ multiple implements at the same time and/or
to replace them with ease (i.e. increases maintainability). An example of such a
strategy can be found in Holocene Australia where small backed artefacts appear to
have been manufactured en masse, offering little potential utility in the form of
resharpening, but allowing the use of multiple replaceable artefacts within the one
system.
In contrast, extension strategies aim to maximise the usefulness of artefacts by either
manufacturing artefacts of a size and shape suited to continual flaking to produce new
artefacts and/or resharpening to maintain an existing edge (Hiscock, 2006: 81). Such
a strategy relies on the transportation of lower numbers of artefacts but with the
expectation that benefits will result as each artefact is functional for an extended time
period. An extension strategy, for example, may involve the transportation of few large
bifaces which offer the potential increased utility in the future through resharpening of
the edge and/or use as a core for the production of alternative useable flakes.
Significantly, these strategies are not mutually exclusive but represent a “series of nonexclusive strategic choices about how to supply stone tools at acceptable costs…”
(Hiscock, 2006: 83). Toolmakers thus make a decision to emphasise production rate
or reduction potential, with this choice-continuum depicted graphically in Figure 3-3
illustrating a general negative relationship between miniaturised artefacts and longer
use-lives. Overall Hiscock’s (2006) extendibility continuum model offers a useful
means for considering the various ways that future needs can be met through extension
or abundance and when combined with Kuhn’s (1995) provisioning model allows for
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a more detailed exploration of stone working strategies that may be incorporated
within a broader provisioning of individuals system. Significantly, each provisioning
mode is associated with a different set of expectations in the archaeological record,
largely relating to differences in the ‘gearing-up’ phase and the distribution of the
various technological activity locations more generally.

Figure 3-3 Visual representation of the extension-abundance continuum model
illustrating the trade-off between reduction potential and production rate (re-drawn
from Figure 4.4 in Hiscock, 2006: 82)

3.4.3

Archaeological expectations

As different provisioning strategies are characterised by different patterns of
technological activity distributions throughout the landscape, it is possible to formulate
a number of expectations for each in the archaeological record. Cores representing
tool-making potential, for instance, may be transported to specific locations or with
people to hedge against the chance of being caught without required tool-stone at some
point during the course of movements through the landscape. Several possible
scenarios can be imagined, each associated with different expected material correlates
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in the archaeological record. The first possibility is that cores are transported as part
of a place provisioning strategy to specific locations known to be devoid of suitable
replacement raw materials. In such a scenario, material is expected to be reduced onsite resulting in the accumulation of evidence (i.e. lithics) associated with all stages of
reduction possibly including artefacts associated with initial or early decortication
(Thompson et al., 2014: 7, Mackay et al., 2018: 17-19).
Alternatively, cores may be transported as components of portable toolkits within an
individual provisioning strategy under contexts where the predictability of
replacement stone resources and activities requiring such material is unknown and/or
unpredictable. In such a case, the accumulation of heavily-reduced cores of non-local
or locally-rarer material types is expected to occur in association with lightly reduced
cores on locally available and/or abundant material types (Thompson et al., 2014: 7).
Cores, however, may not be transported at all, but instead may be reduced and
discarded at or in close proximity to their source location. This situation implies the
implementation of provisioning strategies based largely on the transportation of
flaking products (i.e. flake, flake blanks &/or finished retouched tools). In these
circumstances cores will occur at source locations, perhaps only in lightly reduced
states, and will all be of material types of local origin (Thompson et al., 2014: 7).
Considering that the various scenarios described above are associated with variable
movement of cores, ratios comparing numbers of flaking products (or retouched flakes
in situations where they constitute a significant component of assemblages) to cores
for different material types can potentially be used to distinguish variability in the
contribution of individual and place provisioning strategies and the role played by the
different artefact components for different material types. Where a place provisioning
strategy has been implemented, for instance, evidence consistent with the discard of
large numbers of flakes and cores is expected with the opposite holding true in
situations where individuals were predominantly provisioned (Mackay et al., 2018:
20). As usual, the larger the sample size the more confidence can be placed in resulting
ratio values.
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Nevertheless, when considered in relation to proportions of remaining cortex and
reduction intensity data, a clearer picture of the differential treatment of artefact
components between material types can be described. In situations where places were
provisioned with cores, for example, distance to source is expected to have minimal
effect on the predicted prevalence of cortex and differences in the extent of reduction.
In contrast, if cores were transported throughout the landscape as part of individually
provisioned mobile toolkits, distance to source is expected to have a greater patterned
influence on cortex prevalence and reduction extent with cortex levels decreasing and
reduction intensity increasing with distance from source (Mackay et al., 2018: 20). As
this discussion demonstrates, Kuhn’s provisioning model provides a productive means
for generating expectations to be tested in the archaeological record. As with the use
of any theoretical model, however, there are a number of issues and assumptions
implied in its use and these are discussed below.

3.4.4

Issues and assumptions

As with all theories and models, the fundamental assumptions upon which they are
based and the issues associated with their use not only constrain their applicability, but
also determine their strengths and weaknesses. Many of the assumptions made in this
thesis are not necessarily exclusive to the use of technological organisation models,
but rather represent a series of fundamental assumptions associated with the adoption
of any theory derived from an evolutionary ecological field and applied to the study of
stone artefacts. The first set of assumptions made are: (1) that human populations
would have been faced with some degree of risk and uncertainty while foraging and
that these risks and uncertainties likely increased during periods of increased
environmental change such as throughout the last glacial peak; (2) that stone
technology would have provided human populations with certain adaptive advantages
within such contexts and that in adopting a particular strategy, were able to manage
(overcome or at least minimise) risk; (3) that the time and resources used in developing
technologies for certain activities are directly proportional to the outcomes of failing
to carry out that activity (Holdaway and Stern, 2004: 77); and (4) that it is possible to
learn about aspects of human adaptation from the study of stone tool technology.
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In this regard, stone technology is understood to have a direct impact upon the
reproductive success and ultimately the survival of prehistoric groups. Although it is
not possible or even practical to identify all the likely adaptive advantages afforded by
a particular technology in a specific context this does not preclude or lessen the
importance of taking such an approach. Considering that technological organisation
theory allows archaeologists to explore how technology was deployed and organised
at the landscape scale and productively explain variability in terms of human
behaviour, it is felt that such assumptions are justifiable. In any case, as Holdaway and
Stern (2004: 76) reason, durable artefacts must be the result of adaptive behaviour
“otherwise that behaviour would not have been repeated over time to such an extent
that there is clear-cut evidence for it in the archaeological record”.
The use of technological organisation theory, as an explanatory frameworks derived
from evolutionary ecology, is also associated with a number of issues largely to do
with inference and interpretation. One issue concerns the possibility that some
researchers may take the relationship between risk, environment, and technological
strategies to be a deterministic one. As a number of authors have noted, adaptive
responses do not occur in a cultural vacuum, responding only to climate (e.g. Rautman,
1993: 405, 421, Hiscock, 2002: 173-174, Halstead and O'Shea, 1989b: 2, Edmonds,
1987: 157). Social, economic and technological variables all help to determine how
environmental variability effects a particular population and the nature of the coping
strategies employed to manage risk. As Halstead and O’Shea (1989b: 2, 6) suggest,
the interaction between human beings and their surroundings should perhaps “be
construed as a game in which the environment poses problems which man must solve”.
Here the ‘environment’ is understood to contain both a social and natural component.
As Attenbrow (2004: 203) has noted, although “people would have responded to these
changes... climatic and environmental conditions were determining factors only in so
far as they provided a series of options/opportunities and constraints within which the
societies operated”.
Additionally, the role of historical developments in determining what technological
strategies were adopted in specific environments must equally be considered, a fact
that is not always accounted for in models with an evolutionary focus (Shott, 2018).
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Considering these issues, the conceptual focus of this thesis is upon the
multidirectional relationship between humans, environment and culture (history).
Although suffering from a number of assumptions and issues, technological
organisation in general, and provisioning strategies theory in particular, provides
archaeologists with an organising framework for investigating the dynamics of past
technological change, allowing static archaeological evidence, such as stone tools, to
be examined as part of larger systems of cultural adaptation (Jochim, 1989: 110-111).
By expanding the range of possibilities open to interpretation, this theory helps
archaeologists to frame lithic variability in new and more productive ways than that
offered by traditional typological approaches (Elston and Brantingham, 2002,
Doelman, 2008).

3.5

Summary and conclusions

Struggling with the issue that the data ‘do not speak for themselves’ archaeologists
have explored a number of theoretical areas and have applied many ideas and
techniques ‘borrowed’ from other disciplines in consideration of the archaeological
record. Aligned fields in biology and the social sciences have been particularly
important and over the past three decades a diverse set of concepts have been added to
the archaeological lexicon. This chapter has introduced theory and associated concepts
relating to the organisation of technology. Despite issues with implementing such
models

in

archaeological

situations,

organisation

of

technology

provides

archaeologists with a formalised framework for interpreting the archaeological record
and exploring the ways in which stone technology may have been used to solve
adaptive problems during prehistory. This thesis uses an amalgam of Kuhn’s (1995)
provisioning strategies model and Hiscock’s (2006) abundance-extension continuum
to guide interpretations and explore the influence of local-scale controls on variability
during the microlithic and the responsiveness of technological organisation to key
resource variables (such as toolstone and water). As Nelson (1991: 58) reminds us “the
application of this framework in a given context depends as much on the character of
the context as on the principles of technological organisation”. We now turn to
establishing the climatic and environmental context for the early microlithic in
southern Africa surrounding the last glacial peak.
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4 ESTABLISHING THE CLIMATIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTEXT FOR THE AREA OF RESEARCH FOCUS

4.1

Introduction

This chapter outlines the climatic and environmental context for southern Africa
during the last glacial peak (~29–12 ka). Emphasis is directed towards understanding
temporal and spatial environmental and climatic change within the study area of the
Western Cape, situated in the current WRZ. The aim of this review is to establish the
climatic and environmental framework within which the early microlithic assemblages
analysed in this study can be situated and discussed. This chapter begins by locating
southern Africa in its physical setting. Following this, key atmospheric and oceanic
circulation systems affecting southern Africa’s current climate and environment are
identified. Discussion then turns to the reconstruction of the palaeo-climate and
environment within the WRZ during the last glacial peak looking at: (1) changing sea
levels; (2) vegetation; (3) temperature; and (4) precipitation/moisture levels. Unless
otherwise stated, all dates mentioned are in calibrated form and expressed as ‘ka’
meaning ‘thousands of years ago’.

4.2

Southern Africa defined: physical setting

Southern Africa (including the southernmost modern nation states of South Africa,
Lesotho and Swaziland) is located roughly between 10° to 35° S (latitude) and 10° to
40° E (longitude) placing it at the interface between tropical, subtropical and temperate
climate systems. The Indian, Atlantic and Southern Oceans border the continent to the
east, west and south respectively. Three major rivers systems drain the sub-continent;
(1) the Zambezi, which flows from the highlands of eastern Angola towards
Mozambique where it enters the Indian Ocean; (2) The Limpopo, which generally
flows east, rising in central southern Africa and entering the Indian Ocean in
Mozambique; and (3) The Orange (Gariep River), which, in contrast to the previous
two river systems, flows from east to west rising in Lesotho’s Drakensberg Mountains
and entering the Atlantic Ocean near the Namibian border. Large bodies of surface
water such as lakes are generally absent on the subcontinent. Changes in climate
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affecting available surface water would therefore have had wide-ranging consequences
for ecosystems and human populations past and present.
South Africa is divided into a number of regions/provinces based on a combination of
mountain ranges, rivers and political boundaries. It is the political province of the
Western Cape, located in the southwestern corner of South Africa, which is the main
focus of this review. Differences in topography have been shown to have a significant
influence upon the climate and environment of a particular region (Truc et al., 2013,
Blome et al., 2012). In general, southern Africa’s interior is characterised by
undulating plateaus in contrast to the coast and coastal-interior with its mountains and
escarpments. Of particular note when it comes to the topologically diverse Western
Cape is the Cape Fold Belt Mountain system. This chain of mountains comprises
alternating geological beds of shales, sandstone and quartzites. It extends across the
southwestern corner of South Africa ranging in height from 1000 m to 2300 m and
acts as a topographic barrier restricting precipitation to the interior side of the mountain
slopes (Van van Zyl, 2003). The interior side of the range is situated within the arid
and hilly Karoo Basin. Situated within this context, a number of atmospheric and
oceanic circulation systems impact upon the continents climate and environment. The
relative importance of the various systems differs depending upon the region in
question and the degree to which each act and have acted as drivers of climatic and
environmental change is much debated.

4.3

Key atmospheric and oceanic circulation systems

Situated in the subtropics, atmospheric and oceanic circulation systems associated with
both the tropical north and temperate south, have a significant influence on the weather
and climate of southern Africa. Although these systems seldom operate independent
of each other, they do function at different time scales with oceanic systems circulating
slowly and atmosphere ones rapidly (Tyson and Preston-Whyte, 2000). Two major
ocean currents converge at the southern tip of South Africa, the South Atlantic’s cold
Benguela current in the west that flows northwards from the South Pole and the Indian
Ocean’s warm Agulhas current in the east that flows southwards from the tropics. The
Benguela Current on the west coast is steered by the southeasterly trade winds (Tyson
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and Preston-Whyte, 2000). Variation in the location and strength of these currents in
combination with the direction and strength of atmospheric circulation systems has a
significant influence on climate and the supply of moisture to terrestrial environments
(Carr et al., 2006a, Bateman et al., 2004). Cold currents constrain regional precipitation
while warmer currents stimulate increased precipitation in nearby zones as a result of
increased evaporation and thus moisture availability. Furthermore, moisture levels
decline with the distance over which the moisture bearing air is transported inland. The
western margin is therefore relatively arid, receiving very little moisture from the east,
and moisture driven inland from the cold current in the west (Van van Zyl, 2003: 38).
During glacial periods the Benguela Current is believed to have strengthened,
increasing the aridity of coastal regions such as the Namid desert (Heine, 1982: 54).
Precipitation in the subcontinent is generally linked to two key circulation systems: (1)
temperate frontal systems embedded in the Westerlies; and (2) tropical easterly flow
from the Indian Ocean relating to annual shifts in the position of the Intertropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ). The Westerlies are strong high elevation winds that blow
from the west and define the interface between dry cool air from the poles and warm
humid air from the tropics (Rohli and Vega, 2008). At present seasonal shifts in the
Westerlies only influence the southern and western limits of the subcontinent (Tyson,
1986). During warm interglacial intervals the Westerlies are understood to have
weakened and contracted south towards the pole (Cockcroft et al., 1987). At the same
time, an increase in the dominance of tropical easterly systems means that more humid
conditions would have been experienced in the northern and eastern interior of the
subcontinent. In contrast, colder glacial periods are believed to have witnessed an
equatorward expansion and strengthening of the system thus bringing about an
increase in precipitation in the Western Cape (Chase, 2010).
The ITCZ is a low-pressure belt that circulates near the equator and marks the interface
between the northeast trade winds and southeast trade winds. Precipitation results
when air rises with convection forced up by increasing temperatures. The ITCZ
migrates on an annual cycle, moving north in the winter and returning to the southern
hemisphere during the summer (Tyson, 1986: 102). Changes in the latitudinal position
of the ITCZ have been invoked to explain late Quaternary climatic change in the
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subtropics of Africa particularly in the eastern parts which experience predominantly
summer rainfall (Truc et al., 2013).

4.4

Reconstructing the palaeo-climate and environment

Knowledge of southern Africa’s palaeo-climate and environment remains largely
incomplete. The semi-arid conditions that characterise much of the region mean that
traditional organic terrestrial archives, preserving evidence of environmental change
over long periods, are not widely available. Researchers note that the records that do
exist are usually discontinuous and generally of low temporal resolution, operating on
different time scales and with different sensitivities (Carr et al., 2006b, Quick et al.,
2011, Truc et al., 2013, Chase and Meadows, 2007, Chase, 2009, Chase et al., 2015).
Reconstruction of the environment and climate characterising southern Africa during
the last glacial peak is therefore dependent upon the identification and interpretation
of a number of environmental and climatic proxies including: faunal records (large
mammal and micromammal indicators), hyrax middens (pollen and isotope data),
glacial and periglacial features, geomorphic evidence (dune formation and distribution
data), charcoal records and sediments containing palynological evidence from marine
cores. What follows is a general reconstruction of the palaeo-climate and environment
for the period surrounding the LGM with a particular focus on the Western Cape WRZ.
This reconstruction looks specifically at changing sea levels, temperature variation,
changes in precipitation patterns, and shifts in vegetation covering the period of the
last glacial peak.

4.4.1

Changing sea levels

Over the course of the last glacial-interglacial cycle fluctuations in ice sheet volumes
and sea levels would have substantially altered the position of the coastline (Table
4-1). This is especially so along the southern coast of South Africa where even slight
depressions in sea level height would have resulted in considerable exposure of the
continental shelf (the Agulhas bank) (Fisher et al., 2010). Sea-level data indicate that
during the Inter-Pleniglacial, ice volumes were approaching LGM levels at ~30 ka
increasing slowly until ~19 ka (Lambeck et al., 2002: 359). According to coral data
from Bonaparte Gulf and New Guinea, sea levels began to drop at about ~32 ka before
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stabilising at ~21 ka (Lambeck et al., 2002: 343). At the height of the LGM, global
eustatic sea levels were approximately 120 to 135 m lower than those of today (Clark
and Mix, 2002, Lambeck et al., 2002, Peltier, 2002). The volume of ice sheets during
the period of maximum glaciation remained for only a relatively short duration prior
to the reduction phase which began during the Late Glacial at about 16.5–16 ka
(Lambeck et al., 2000: 515). Analysis of shallow-water sediment facies located on now
submerged continental margins suggests that rise in sea levels could have commenced
from as early as ~19 ka (Clark and Mix, 2002: 4). The rate at which sea level changes
ensued, however, was not uniform. Late Glacial sea level rises at about 16.5–16 ka
were relatively slow rising roughly 3.3 mm/year. In contrast, the period encompassing
the LGIT from 16–12.5 ka experienced a more rapid and constant rate of increase in
the order of roughly 16.7 mm/year (Lambeck et al., 2002: 358). Fossil coral records
provide evidence for a particularly dramatic rise of about 20 m at c. 14 ka with this
particular episode referred to as meltwater pulse 1a or MWP-1a (Stanford et al., 2006).
By 7 ka sea levels were approaching present day levels.

Table 4-1 Sea levels: summary of palaeoenvironmental evidence for sea level
changes during the late Pleistocene
date

pattern/trend

proxy

reference/s

~32–21 ka

sea levels began to drop

coral data from
Bonaparte Gulf and
New Guinea

(Lambeck et al.,
2002: 343)

~30–19 ka

ice volumes approaching
LGM levels

(Lambeck et al.,
2002: 359)

~21 ka

sea levels stabilised

(Lambeck et al.,
2002)

LGM peak
(~21–18 ka)

sea levels approx. 120–
135 m lower than today’s

(Lambeck et al.,
2002, Peltier, 2002,
Clark and Mix,
2002)

~19 ka

slow rise in sea levels
begins

~16.5–16 ka

reduction in ice sheet
volumes (sea level rise)

(Lambeck et al.,
2002: 515)

~16–12.5 ka

rapid rise in sea levels

(Lambeck et al.,
2002: 358)

~7 ka

modern day sea levels

shallow water
sediment facies
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(Clark and Mix,
2002: 4)

4.4.2

Vegetation

Vegetation is conditioned by a number of different variables including the amount of
rainfall, the season in which it falls, soil conditions and topography (Fisher et al.,
2010). The WRZ Western Cape is currently situated within the Fynbos Biome, a
Mediterranean-type shrubland characterised by a high level of species richness
(Linder, 2003). Dominant vegetation is of the C3 pathway and includes Restionaceae
flowering plants and shrubs of the Proteaceae and Ericaceae families (Cowling et al.,
1997). This vegetation type has the ability to thrive in areas with low nutrient soils and
under a climate with wet winters and dry summers (Cowling and Holmes, 1992).
Within the Fynbos Biome, two eco-zones have been identified based on variations in
vegetation types associated with differences in topography (Carr et al., 2014). The two
eco-zones include the Lowland Fynbos or Sandveld of the coastal plains and the
Montane Fynbos of the Cape Fold Belt uplands. The main forms of evidence used to
reconstruct late Quaternary vegetation include: pollen, phytoliths and charcoal records
from sedimentary archives, changes in fauna within archaeological or fossil sites
(supposedly reflecting habitat changes), biomarkers (n-alkane distributions) and stable
carbon isotope data from sedimentary cores. Analyses are typically concerned with
differentiating between C3 and C4 vegetation types in order to identify changing
proportions of each in the landscape. A dominance of C3 shrubland vegetation is
indicative of cool moist environs such as those typical in the current WRZ, while C4
vegetation is indicative of more arid, grass-rich savanna environments.
It has been suggested that during glacial periods when summer rainfall increased at the
expense of winter rainfall, C3 grasses may have been partially replaced by the
expansion of C4 grasses (Bar-Matthews et al., 2008). Interpretations of the vegetation
characterising late Quaternary environments generally take two forms, either
emphasising continuity or change. The first view, particularly in the earlier stages of
research, stressed the stability of vegetation within the fynbos biome of the WRZ,
suggesting that plant communities were resilient and adaptable to the fluctuating
climates associated with the last glacial cycle. At the Biome level, fynbos vegetation
is argued to have remained relatively stable, responding well to the likely increases in
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winter rainfall during the LGM (Stuut et al., 2004, van Zinderen Bakker, 1976,
Partridge et al., 1999, van Zinderen Bakker, 1983). This view is supported by pollen
sequences from hyrax middens in the Cederberg uplands that indicate the continued
dominance of C3 vegetation during the LGM (Meadows and Sugden, 1993). It is
suggested that, as long as temperatures remained cool, changes in precipitation levels
may have had little impact upon the maintenance of C3 fynbos vegetation in the
Western Cape. Analysis of pollen from Sossusvlei in the Namib Desert of Namibia,
near the boundary of the modern YRZ and SRZ, also suggests that very little change
may have occurred in vegetation during the last 18,000 years in other regions of
southern Africa (van Zinderen Bakker, 1983).
More recent research has been directed towards understanding vegetation change on a
finer scale, looking specifically for changes in the relative proportions of individual
plant species through time (Table 4-2). Evidence from the Pakhuis Pass midden in the
Cederberg, for instance, demonstrates that the last 23,000 years experienced
considerable changes in vegetation, particularly during the Late Glacial between ~18–
11.5 ka (Scott and Woodborne, 2007a, Scott and Woodborne, 2007b). The analysis of
charcoals from the sequence at Klipfonteinrand rockshelter nearby are generally
consistent with these results providing evidence for a shift from larger trees and shrubs
in unit BWBS dating to ~19 ka to smaller shrub species coherent with the sandstone
fynbos in the modern environment for the area in units WS and LWBS (Mackay et al.,
in prep.). As the size of the charcoal samples for units BB and WS are small it is not
possible to refine the timing of these changes. According the Seweweekspoort hyrax
midden records in the Southern Cape YRZ, C3 grasses are common at the LGM
between ~21–18 ka but gradually give way to the increased contribution of C4 grasses
during the LGIT at ~18.5–11.7 ka suggesting that open grassy environments during
the LGM were to be replaced by increasing shrublands at the Pleistocene-Holocene
border (Chase et al., 2018).
Pollen records, DR-1 and DR-2, from the De Rif midden in the central Cederberg
indicate that vegetation changes within the Cederberg may have been of a lesser
magnitude, with montane fynbos remaining dominant throughout the last 20,000 years
(Quick et al., 2011: 262). It should be noted however, that high-resolution stable
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carbon and nitrogen isotope records from the same middens indicate rapid changes in
the dominant type of fynbos represented, with changes taking place over the course of
the Late Glacial prior to 16.8 ka and between ~13–11.5 ka (Quick et al., 2011: 269,
Valsecchi et al., 2013, Chase et al., 2011). Analysis of a new pollen record (DR2010)
obtained from a new section of the De Rif midden supports the DR-1 and DR-2 stable
isotope evidence (Table 4-2). The DR2010 record revealed a change from
ericaceous/restioid fynbos present from at least the LGIT from ~15.6–13.3 ka, to an
environment dominated by proteoid fynbos during the early Holocene at ~11.2 ka
(Valsecchi et al., 2013: 6). The discordance between the earlier pollen and isotope
records is most likely a factor of proxy records operating at different time scales.
Pollen records cover a greater period of time and so small-scale fluctuations in
vegetation may be masked (Quick et al., 2011: 267).
A number of studies use the presence/absence (e.g. Rector and Verrelli, 2010) and/or
changes in relative abundance (e.g. Klein, 1983) of certain fauna within an assemblage
to indicate likely changes in vegetation at a site. These studies usually involve classing
out large mammal species into grazers (associated with grassland habitats), browsers
(associated with shrubland habitats) or mixed feeders (associated with both grassland
and shrubland habitats). The hypothesis is that conditions during glacial periods
(where large grazing ungulates dominate faunal assemblages) differed considerably
from historical times (when browsers and mixed feeders dominate the record). From
this, it is extrapolated that grasses must have contributed more prominently to the
vegetation community during glacial times within the Fynbos region (Klein, 1983:
135). This theory is supported by evidence from a number of sites from the YRZ
including the LGM and Late Glacial deposits dating between ~22–14 ka at Nelson Bay
Cave in the Western Cape (Klein, 1983) and the LGM deposits dating to ~18.4 ka at
Melkhoutboom in the Eastern Cape (Deacon, 1976). A shift from open grasslands back
to small shrubs, bushland and forest is argued to have occurred across the Late
Glacial/Holocene boundary at ~12–10 ka. According to Klein (1983), support for this
comes from Melkhoutboom in the YRZ Eastern Cape (Deacon, 1976), Nelson Bay
Cave (Klein, 1972) and Boomplaas (Deacon, 1979, Klein, 1978) in the YRZ Western
Cape, and at Byneskranskop 1 (Schweitzer and Wilson, 1982) and Elands Bay Cave
(Parkington, 1981) in the WRZ Western Cape.
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The use of the ‘abundance approach’, however, has recently been criticised for not
taking into account factors such as the influence of carnivore (including human)
selection on the frequencies of specific fauna within an assemblage. Instead the
presence/absence approach is favoured, as results are said to reflect more accurately
the community and ecology within an area (Rector and Verrelli, 2010: 92). A view
incorporating both stability and change is supported by results from Rector and
Verrelli’s (2010) analysis of large mammal composition in faunal assemblages from
the Western Cape. Interestingly, ‘presence/absence’ data from 15 fossil assemblages
across the region revealed no significant variation in the proportion of grazers and
mixed browsers through time within the Western Cape as a whole (Rector and Verrelli,
2010). This suggests that, regardless of the vegetation changes taking place, large
mammal communities may have been relatively stable throughout glacial cycles.
However, when the same data was divided into western and southwestern sub-regions,
corresponding to WRZ and YRZ respectively, a different picture emerged. Results
revealed that the YRZ southwestern sub-region experienced a gradual increase in the
proportion of grazing species through time, a pattern not identified in the data for the
WRZ western sub-region. This demonstrates the need for a more complex model that
incorporates the possibility of mosaic habitats in which C4 grasses may have been
gradually integrated into predominantly C3 environments in some areas while not so
much in others. Vegetation should therefore be considered in conjunction with the
topography and climate (temperature and precipitation) characterising the sub-region
under study.

Table 4-2 Vegetation: summary of palaeoenvironmental evidence for vegetation
changes during the late Pleistocene in the WRZ and nearby YRZ
date
LGM (~21–
18 ka)

LGM (~21–
18 ka)

pattern/trend
increase in
woodland and forest
scrub and grasses

proxy
Elands Bay Cave pollen
and charcoal records
(Western Cape, WRZ)

C3 grasses common

Seweweekspoort hyrax
middens (Southern
Cape, YRZ)
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reference/s
(Baxter, 1996,
Meadows and
Baxter, 1999:
198-199,
Parkington et al.,
2000)
(Chase et al.,
2018)

4.4.3

date
~19.3 ka

pattern/trend
shrubs and thickets

proxy
Klipfonteinrand
charcoal data
(Cederberg, Western
Cape, WRZ)

reference/s
(Mackay et al., in
prep.)

LGIT
(~18.5–11.7
ka)
~15.9 ka

increasing
contribution of C4
grasses

Seweweekspoort hyrax
middens (Southern
Cape, YRZ)

(Chase et al.,
2018)

increase in
Cederberg sandstone
fynbos species

Klipfonteinrand
charcoal data
(Cederberg, Western
Cape, WRZ)

(Mackay et al., in
prep.)

~15.6–13.3
ka

ericaceous/restioid
fynbos dominant
(grassland?) in
Cederberg

DR2010 pollen record
De Rif midden
(Cederberg, Western
Cape, WRZ)

(Valsecchi et al.,
2013)

~11.2 ka

proteoid fynbos
dominant
(shrubland?)

DR2010 pollen record
De Rif midden
(Cederberg, Western
Cape, WRZ)

(Valsecchi et al.,
2013: 6)

Temperature

In southern Africa the latitude, altitude and topography of the landscape has a
considerable effect on air temperature. Local wind flow influenced by the Benguela
and Agulhas currents provides an additional factor impacting upon air temperature
values, particularly in coastal locations. In present times, the west coast has a mean
annual temperature of about 15°C at a latitude of 29°S while the east coast is much
warmer at this same latitude with a mean value of around 21°C (Tyson, 1986: 7).
Considering the complex interaction between local topography and wind flows
influenced by ocean currents, even over a small geographical area, temperature ranges
(difference between maximum and minimum values) can be quite extreme, making
mean temperature values of limited use when it comes to parameters of climate (Tyson,
1986). Nevertheless, a consideration of changing temperatures over the course of the
last glacial cycle, and the timing at which these occurred, are important as temperatures
influence the amount of evaporation and thus precipitation in a region. Agreement
between various palaeotemperature records in southern Africa means that these
records can be considered a relatively representative indication of temperature
variation within the subcontinent (results are summarised in Table 4-3). Speleothem
records are relatively common in southern Africa, particularly in the tropical northern
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SRZ (Holmgren et al., 2003, Holzkämper et al., 2009). These records offer insights
into local and global climatic and environmental conditions covering the period in
which they grew and most evidence for temperatures during the last glacial cycle
comes from these archives.
Analysis of a speleothem from Cango Caves in the southern Cape Province, indicates
that LGM temperatures on average were between 6–7°C cooler than present (Talma
and Vogel, 1992). The isotopic data suggests that temperatures began to drop during
the Inter-Pleniglacial at 30 ka, reaching minimum values sometime between 19–17 ka.
From ~17 ka temperatures began to rise, increasing up until the end of the stalagmite
growth record at 13.8 ka (Talma and Vogel, 1992: 207). A similar pattern of
temperature variation is reflected in the Cold Air Cave stalagmite in the Makapansgat
Valley of South Africa, with speleothem growth covering the period from 24.4 ka to
12.7 ka. This record provides evidence indicating that postglacial warming began
during the Late Glacial around ~17 ka. This period of global warming was then
interrupted by a cooling episode, possibly linked with the Antarctic Cold Reversal,
before a phase of warming recommenced at about 13.5 ka (Holmgren et al., 2003). The
Cold Air Cave stalagmite record provides evidence for lower temperatures at several
time periods during the last glacial cycle occurring during the LGM at around 23–21
ka and 19.5–17.5 ka and during the LGIT at 15–13.5 ka (Holmgren et al., 2003: 2318).
Pollen evidence from Wonderkrater in southeast Africa provides further support for
the timing of the phases of cooling and warming evidenced in the speleothem records.
Results reveal a rapid period of temperature increases at about 17.5 ka, followed by
cold conditions at 15 ka before returning to a period of warming after 13.5 ka (Scott,
1999 referenced in Holmgren, et al., 2003). While the various proxy records for
temperature variation during the LGM cycle appear to be relatively consistent,
evidence for changes in precipitation and moisture levels are much more spatially
variable.
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Table 4-3 Temperature and humidity: summary of palaeoenvironmental evidence for
changes in temperature and/or humidity during the late Pleistocene
date

pattern/trend

proxy
Cango Caves speleothem
(Southern Cape, YRZ)

reference/s
(Talma and Vogel,
1992: 207)

LGM (~21–
18 ka)

6–7 degrees
cooler

LGM (~21–
18 ka)

wetter cooler
climate

Elands Bay Cave pollen and
charcoal records (Western
Cape, WRZ)

~23–21 ka

lower
temperatures

Cold Air Cave stalagmite in
Makapansgat Valley
(northeastern South Africa,
SRZ)

(Cartwright et al.,
2016, Meadows
and Baxter, 1999:
198-199, Baxter,
1996, Parkington
et al., 2000)
(Holmgren et al.,
2003)

~22–11 ka

cool humid
conditions giving
way to warmer
drier conditions

Seweweekspoort hyrax
middens (Southern Cape,
YRZ)

(Chase et al.,
2018)

~19.5–17.5
ka

lower
temperatures

Cold Air Cave stalagmite in
Makapansgat Valley
(northeastern South Africa,
SRZ)

(Holmgren et al.,
2003)

~17.5 ka

period of rapid
temperature
increase

Pollen evidence from
Wonderkrater (northeastern
South Africa, SRZ)

(Scott, 1999, Scott
et al., 2003)

~17 ka

postglacial
warming
commenced

Cold Air Cave stalagmite in
Makapansgat Valley
(northeastern South Africa,
SRZ)

(Holmgren et al.,
2003)

~16 ka

warmer

Pakhuis Pass hyrax midden
(Cederberg, Western Cape,
WRZ)

(Scott and
Woodborne,
2007a, 2007b)

~15 ka

cooling episode
possibly liked to
the Antarctic
Cold Reversal

Cold Air Cave stalagmite in
Makapansgat Valley
(northeastern South Africa,
SRZ)

(Holmgren et al.,
2003)

~15 ka

cold conditions

Pollen evidence from
Wonderkrater (northeastern
South Africa, SRZ)

(Scott, 1999, Scott
et al., 2003)

~15–13.5 ka

lower
temperatures

Cold Air Cave stalagmite in
Makapansgat Valley
(northeastern South Africa,
SRZ)

(Holmgren et al.,
2003)

~13.5 ka

warming
recommenced

Cold Air Cave stalagmite in
Makapansgat Valley
(northeastern South Africa,
SRZ)

(Holmgren et al.,
2003)
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date
~13.5 ka

4.4.4

pattern/trend
period of
warming

proxy
Pollen evidence from
Wonderkrater (northeastern
South Africa, SRZ)

reference/s
(Scott, 1999; Scott
et al., 2003)

Precipitation and moisture levels

While there appears to be a genuine consensus in terms of the temperature fluctuations
that occurred over the course of the last glacial peak, arguments for changes in
precipitation and moisture levels are somewhat more difficult to interpret. This is in
part due to: (1) the lack of clear correlations between the available proxy data and
measurements of rainfall; and (2) the complex association between humidity, water
availability and rainfall within an environment. A number of proxy archives, however,
have been used with records typically consisting of dune field formation data (thought
to be an indicator of aridity and wind strength), stable carbon and nitrogen isotope
data, faunal records, and charcoal and pollen analyses from marine and terrestrial cores
(indicative of vegetation changes and, by extension, likely changes in rainfall patterns).
What follows, is an outline of current evidence for precipitation patterns throughout
the last glacial cycle within the WRZ (results are summarised in Table 4-4) and an
evaluation of the key proxy archives under interpretation. Where appropriate, a
comparison with evidence from the YRZ and SRZ will be made. Evidence for an
expanded WRZ during the LGM will also be assessed and differences between coastal
and interior environs within the WRZ considered.
A number of studies have made use of the extensive dune systems that exist within the
subcontinent in an attempt to understand the dynamics of precipitation during the late
Quaternary (Carr et al., 2006a, Chase, 2009, Chase and Brewer, 2009, Chase and
Thomas, 2007, Sarnthein, 1978, Bateman et al., 2004). Dunes are formed during
periods when conditions favour the supply, transportation, deposition and cementation
of sediment (Bateman et al., 2004: 1694, Chase and Thomas, 2007: 39). These
conditions are in turn influenced by factors such as wind strength, soil moisture and
vegetation (typically used to gouge precipitation levels) (Chase, 2009). The dating of
palaeo dune field sediments have been used as a proxy to identify phases of aridity and
reduced precipitation thought to be primarily associated with interglacial periods (e.g.
Sarnthein, 1978). Despite the potential for dune development data to shed light on past
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climate and environmental changes, their use as indicators of precipitation (in terms of
aridity and humidity) is dubious. Phases of dune formation have been shown to be
incongruent with evidence from other proxy records indicating increased rainfall
within the WRZ. On the west coast, for example, it was shown that most phases of
dune development between 73–16 ka actually occurred during times of increased
humidity (i.e. under glacial conditions) (Chase and Thomas, 2007: 39).
Most recent studies concerning dune systems now question the link between dune
development and aridity. Instead researchers highlight the influence of increasing wind
strength as a primary influencing factor, with reduced precipitation acting as a
secondary supporting factor (Bateman et al., 2004, Chase, 2009, Chase and Brewer,
2009, Chase and Meadows, 2007, Chase and Thomas, 2007). For instance, based on
OSL dates from a number of aeolian dune sites on the west coast in the WRZ, the
majority of dune formations occurred during glacial periods including the LGM
between 24–16 ka, a time during which most proxy records indicate the existence of
enhanced humidity (Chase and Thomas, 2007: 39). Similarly, in the southern Kalahari
within the SRZ, dune formation appears to have occurred during both glacial and
interglacial periods, throughout the Inter-Pleniglacial at ~35–20 ka and during the Late
Glacial through to the Holocene at ~17–4 ka (Chase, 2009). Furthermore, in the data
for the Kalahari, a strong correlation was found between phases of dune development
and proxies for wind strength obtained from marine cores from the southeast Atlantic
Ocean (Chase, 2009: 36-42). These results support the idea that dune development is
more strongly aligned to variations in wind strength (as influenced by intensified
atmospheric circulation systems) rather than precipitation and evaporation levels.
Researchers have therefore turned to alternative proxy archives when attempting to
understand precipitation changes throughout the last glacial cycle. Pollen records
preserving evidence for climatically induced vegetation change represent one possible
alternative.
The analysis of pollen records from both terrestrial and marine sediment cores relies
on the identification of several key vegetation species, variation in the observed
percentages of which, are then used to argue for either wetter or drier conditions within
a region. In the Western Cape, for example, an increase in the percentage of
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Restionaceae pollen (representing the sub-humid fynbos) is used as an indication of
increased precipitation as this family of plants thrive in Mediterranean environments
requiring a minimum average of 200 mm of rainfall per year (Chase and Meadows,
2007: 118). Similarly, Asteroideae pollen is associated with transitional vegetation
communities that exist between the fynbos and drier succulent Karoo Biomes. A
reduction in the percentage of Asteroideae pollen through time hints at a decline in
precipitation within an environment (Chase and Meadows, 2007: 118). The manner in
which pollen entered the cored sequence, however, must be considered. As Chase and
Meadows (2007: 119) point out, a change in pollen percentages through time may be
explained in terms of “a shift from remote to more local pollen sources” as wind
strength, and thus transportation distance, varies through time. In contrast to pollen
records obtained from traditional sedimentary archives, pollen taxa identified in the
hyraceum in hyrax middens is believed to be a fair indication of the local palaeovegetation and climate since hyraxes are generalist feeders and normally do not stray
further than about 60-500 m from their middens (Carr et al., 2010: 321).
Pollen evidence from Pakhuis Pass hyrax midden in the WRZ Cederberg reveals
considerable fluctuations during the last glacial cycle with a relatively complex
climatic pattern being proposed for the region (Scott and Woodborne, 2007b). At ~22–
21 ka conditions were cold and relatively dry with vegetation being characterised by
fynbos and asteraceous taxa. During the late LGM between ~21–19 ka, temperature
and moisture levels ameliorated temporarily before a cool dry phase at ~19 ka. In the
Late Glacial from about 17.5 ka temperatures were still low though moisture levels
had increased. Post-glacial warming is suggested to have commenced at ~16 ka when
climate also became much drier and scrub vegetation (Dodonea) began to flourish. By
~12 ka temperatures continued to rise and there was an increase in moisture availability
leading into the Early Holocene.
Evidence from the Seweweekspoort hyrax middens in the Swartberg Mountains of the
southern Cape YRZ provide evidence for a general trend where cool, humid conditions
give way to warmer drier conditions between ~22–11 ka with several abrupt episodes
of humidity occurring briefly at ~14.5 ka and ~11 ka (Chase et al., 2018: 39). The
authors go on to argue that the cooler, more humid conditions at this time presented
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late Pleistocene populations with a “more productive resource base, including the
proliferation of large grazing ungulates” (Chase et al., 2018: 40). Charcoal analysis
results from Klipfonteinrand rockshelter in the Cederberg Western Cape WRZ
generally support these patterns (Table 4-4). If the shift from larger trees and shrubs
in unit BWBS dating ~19 ka to smaller shrub species consistent with the sandstone
fynbos in units WS and LWBS are assumed to be representative of broader changes
in the environment, as opposed to the “fuelwood foraging habits” of site occupants,
then such a shift in flora may be indicative of a decline in soil moisture through time
(Mackay et al., in prep.). This result also broadly supports Scott and Woodborne’s
(2007b) interpretations of the pollen record from the Pakhuis Pass hyrax midden
nearby as well as the vegetation trends based on pollen data from de Rif 2 midden
(Quick et al., 2011) which both indicated a cool dry phase in the Cederberg at this
time. These results do, however, contrast with interpretations of the stable carbon and
nitrogen isotope (δ15N) data from the De Rif 2 midden which suggested increasing
moisture levels through this period (Quick et al., 2011).
Pollen and charcoal archives from Elands Bay Cave provide support for greater
moisture availability and a prolonged winter rainfall season during the LGM within
the coastal lowlands (Parkington et al., 2000, Baxter, 1996). Of the 12 sedimentary
layers at the site, pollen taxa derived from the level dating to the LGM indicate an
increase in woodland and forest scrub and grasses suggesting a wetter cooler climate
on the west coast (Meadows and Baxter, 1999: 198-199). Analysis of pollen from
several marine core records off the coast of Namibia (GeoB1711-4 and GeoB1023-5)
also support the idea that during glacial periods the west coast experienced an increase
in humidity (Shi et al., 2000, Shi et al., 2001).
Faunal evidence from a number of sites within the WRZ Western Cape have also been
interpreted as reflecting wetter conditions during the LGM and Late Glacial. The
identification of hedgehog remains in deposits at Elands Bay Cave dating to the
terminal Pleistocene, for instance, have been used to infer an increase in rainfall during
this period (Parkington et al., 2000). Such an inference is based on two facts, the first
being that hedgehogs only inhabit environments receiving an average of 300-800 mm
of rainfall per year, and the second, that Elands Bay currently only receives about 200
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mm of rain per year (Parkington et al., 2000: 544). Similarly, using evidence for a
decline in ungulate diversity in fossil assemblages associated with the last glacial
cycle, Faith (2013: 191) suggests that both the WRZ and YRZ may have experienced
an increase in effective precipitation during the LGM and Late Glacial. This argument
is based on observations from a number of African ecosystems that suggest a
correlation between ungulate richness and annual precipitation (Avery, 1982,
Thackeray, 1980, Faith, 2011). The degree to which increased precipitation is a result
of less evaporation and/or increased rainfall, however, is not possible to determine
(Faith, 2013: 194). Like with other proxy records for precipitation, interpretations
based on variations in ungulate diversity must be considered as conservative.
Although the LGM is generally considered to have been cool and moist (Table 4-4),
a number of researchers raise the possibility of a relatively dry phase occurring at the
height of the LGM, particularly in the south and east of the Western Cape. Greater
distances from the coast during times of sea level lowering may explain why some
areas were drier during the LGM than at present. Further removed from the coast, the
moisture bearing cold fronts embedded in the Westerlies would have remained along
the coast not extending further inland. In their review of palaeoclimate evidence,
Deacon and Lancaster (1988: 146) interpret the period between ~20–16 ka as being
the coldest and driest. Stable carbon and nitrogen isotope data from the De Rif midden
in the Cederberg suggests that the period from the later LGM to the early Late Glacial
at ~19.5–17.5 ka was relatively dry with an increase in water availability occurring
only during the LGIT and early Holocene (Chase et al., 2011: 21, Quick et al., 2011:
262). A similar pattern is evidenced in the YRZ of the Western Cape (though for a
contrasting picture see Chase et al., 2018). Wood charcoal records from Boomplaas
reveal xeric plant taxa dominating layers dating to the LGM peak between 21–18 ka,
suggesting drier conditions at this time (Deacon, 1979, Deacon et al., 1984). Reduction
in the diversity of micromammals within the faunal assemblage dating to the LGM, at
the same site has been used to support the interpretation that the LGM peak was
somewhat cooler and drier than today (Avery, 1983).
The available proxy evidence for the WRZ generally supports the view that the period
from the Late Glacial to the early Holocene was associated with a general shift from
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cool wet conditions to a warmer drier climate (Table 4-4). Pollen analysis from
Driehoek Vlei in the central Cederberg, for instance, reveals that the Clanwilliam cedar
experienced a steady decline from at least the Late Glacial at about 17.6 ka (the oldest
date from the base of the pollen core) through to the Holocene (Meadows and Sugden,
1990, Meadows and Sugden, 1993). It is suggested that this reflects a trend from cold
wet glacial conditions to the warm dry conditions of the Holocene (Meadows and
Baxter, 1999). A shift to drier Holocene climate is also indicated on the west coast
with pollen evidence from Elands Bay Cave suggesting the disappearance of the waterloving Cape Ash (E. capensis) at around 10 ka (Parkington, 1976). This view is also
supported by faunal data with a number of studies linking changes in the mean
individual size of mammal species (both large and micromammals) to variation in
precipitation (Klein, 1983, Avery, 1982). A decrease in the body size of dune mole
rats from the Late Glacial to the Holocene period spanning 13.6–9.5 ka at Elands Bay
Cave, for instance, has been used to argue for a pattern of reduced precipitation leading
out of the LGM and into the Holocene. This interpretation is based on observations
from the southwestern Cape where the mean individual size of ‘modern’ Cape mole
rats in the southern areas receiving 750 mm mean annual rainfall, have been shown to
be substantially larger compared to specimens from the drier northern parts which
receive an average of 125 mm per year (Klein, 1991).
As with the LGM peak, local scale differences within the WRZ during the transition
from the Late Glacial to the Holocene have been identified particularly between the
coastal lowlands of the west coast and mountainous regions of the coastal interior. For
instance, analysis of isotope and pollen data from the De Rif hyrax midden in the
Cederberg Mountains of the southwestern Cape indicate a depletion of stable nitrogen
and carbon isotopes and a spike in the presence of Proteaceae pollen leading into the
early Holocene suggesting an increase in moisture availability and thus humidity at
this time (Quick et al., 2011: 267, Rector and Verrelli, 2010: 192). This view of a more
humid early Holocene is supported by other results for pollen records in the Cederberg
(Scott and Woodborne, 2007a, 2007b, Meadows and Sugden, 1990). In contrast,
charcoal evidence from Elands Bay Cave on the west coast reveals this time period to
be one in which drier conditions prevailed (e.g. Meadows and Sugden, 1990, Scott and
Woodborne, 2007a, 2007b). It should be noted, however, that the pollen and isotope
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data from hyrax midden records in the Cederberg are at odds with results from pollen
analyses in the wetlands of the central Cederberg at sites such as Driehoek Vlei that
indicate dry conditions at this time. This incongruity can perhaps be explained in terms
of differences in local topography with the latter wetland sites not receiving as much
moisture from westerly fronts due to their lower elevation (Scott and Woodborne,
2007a, 2007b).
Reconstructing the late Quaternary boundaries of the WRZ, YRZ and SRZ is
problematic as it is not possible, with most palaeo-records, to deduce clear changes in
the seasonality of rainfall (Chase and Meadows, 2007). While an increasing number
of studies indicate increased precipitation within the WRZ during the LGM-Late
Glacial (Meadows and Baxter, 1999, Parkington et al., 2000, Klein, 1991, Partridge et
al., 1999), this does not necessarily equate to an expanded WRZ (Faith, 2013) and the
timing and extent of the WRZ expansion, if it occurred, is therefore a matter of debate.
Some researchers suggest that the period surrounding the LGM witnessed an expanded
WRZ due to a shift in the Westerlies resulting from a growth in Antarctic sea ice
(Cockcroft et al., 1987, Chase and Meadows, 2007, Heine, 1982). It is argued that the
storm systems associated with the Westerlies would have intensified and extended
towards the equator resulting in increased winter rain and thus an extended WRZ,
along the west coast, south coast and some parts of the interior (Chase et al., 2012). In
contrast, Lewis (2008), using evidence from Sealy’s (1996) isotopic analysis of faunal
bones from Nelson Bay Cave, maintains that the south coast region experienced year
round rain during the LGM akin to that of today. Similarly, Faith (2013) uses a number
of fossil sequences from sites located in both the WRZ and YRZ to argue that, while
current evidence is consistent with an expansion of the WRZ northwards, the southern
coast likely remained part of an expanded YRZ. The mountains of the Cape Fold Belt
may have acted to reduce the westerly influences associated with increased
precipitation on the west coast.
In summary, the central hypothesis that has emerged from the available data suggests
that conditions during the LGM and Late Glacial in the WRZ in general were
characterised by an increase in humidity and precipitation associated with
intensification in the Westerlies. A dry spell likely occurred at the height of the LGM,
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particularly in the south and east of the Western Cape (e.g. WRZ west coast interior
uplands and YRZ) though apparently not within the coastal lowlands of the WRZ west
coast (e.g. Elands Bay Cave). Towards the end of the Late Glacial, conditions appear
to have become warmer and generally drier leading into the Holocene (Table 4-4).
Though as with the LGM peak, there appears to have been local scale differences in
moisture availability leading into the Holocene between the coastal lowlands of the
west coast and coastal interior uplands, with the latter region being characterised by
increased humidity at this time. Whether or not the enhanced winter rainfall that is
evidenced during the LGM on the west coast expanded and was experienced in the
YRZ remains unknown. The extent to which shifts in the boundaries between rainfall
zones occurred during the last glacial cycle remains difficult to assess.

Table 4-4 Precipitation/moisture levels: summary of palaeoenvironmental evidence
for changes in precipitation and moisture levels during the late Pleistocene in the
WRZ and nearby YRZ. Note that there is a high degree of inconsistency in trends
(i.e. evidence for increasing moisture levels versus decreasing moisture levels) even
within the same proxy source (compare interpretations for vegetation versus stable
carbon and nitrogen isotope data from the De Rif midden Quick et al., 2011)
date

pattern/trend

proxy

reference/s

MIS 2

generally humid on
the west coast

Pollen and charcoal
samples from Elands
Bay Cave (Western
Cape, WRZ)

(Cartwright et al.,
2016, Cartwright
et al., 2014,
Parkington et al.,
2000)

LGM (~21–
18 ka)

wetter climate on
west coast

Elands Bay Cave pollen
and charcoal records
(Western Cape, WRZ)

(Meadows and
Baxter, 1999:
198-199, Baxter,
1996, Parkington
et al., 2000)

LGM (~21–
18 ka)

cool and humid

Seweweekspoort hyrax
middens (Southern
Cape, YRZ)

(Chase et al.,
2018)

~24–16 ka

enhanced humidity

various proxy records

(Chase and
Thomas, 2007:
39)

~22–21 ka

cold and relatively
dry with fynbos and
asteraceous taxa

pollen evidence from
Pakhuis Pass hyrax
midden (Cederberg,
Western Cape, WRZ)

(Scott and
Woodborne,
2007a, 2007b)
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date

pattern/trend

proxy

reference/s

~22–11 ka

increasing
temperatures and
declining humidity

Seweweekspoort hyrax
middens (Southern
Cape, YRZ)

(Chase et al.,
2018)

~21–19 ka

temperature and
moisture levels
ameliorated

pollen data from
Pakhuis Pass hyrax
midden (Cederberg,
Western Cape, WRZ)

(Scott and
Woodborne,
2007a, 2007b)

~20–15.5 ka

humid conditions
but evidence for a
gradual decline in
moisture levels

pollen data from De Rif
2 hyrax midden
(Cederberg, Western
Cape, WRZ)

(Quick et al.,
2011)

~19.5–16 ka

coldest and driest
period

Stable carbon and
nitrogen isotope data
from De Rif midden
(Cederberg, Western
Cape, WRZ)

(Chase et al.,
2011, Quick et
al., 2011)

~19.3–15.9 ka

decrease in moisture
levels

charcoal data from
Klipfonteinrand
(Cederberg, Western
Cape, WRZ)

(Mackay et al., in
prep.)

~19 ka

cool dry phase

pollen data from
Pakhuis Pass hyrax
midden (Cederberg,
Western Cape, WRZ)

(Scott and
Woodborne,
2007a, 2007b)

~18–16 ka

cool humid
conditions

pollen data from
Pakhuis Pass hyrax
midden (Cederberg,
Western Cape, WRZ)

(Scott and
Woodborne,
2007a, 2007b)

~17.5 ka

temperatures still
low but moisture
levels increasing

pollen data from
Pakhuis Pass hyrax
midden (Cederberg,
Western Cape, WRZ)

(Scott and
Woodborne,
2007a, 2007b)

~17.6 ka –
Holocene

shift from cold wet
glacial conditions to
warm dry Holocene
conditions

pollen evidence from
Driehoek Vlei
(Cederberg, Western
Cape, WRZ)

(Meadows and
Sugden, 1990,
1993, Meadows
and Baxter, 1999)

~16 ka

post-glacial
warming
commenced, drier
and scrub vegetation
(Dodonea)
increased water
availability and
humidity levels

pollen data from
Pakhuis Pass hyrax
midden (Cederberg,
Western Cape, WRZ)

(Scott and
Woodborne,
2007a, 2007b)

stable carbon and
nitrogen isotope data
from De Rif midden
(Cederberg, Western
Cape, WRZ)

(Chase et al.,
2011, Quick et
al., 2011)

~16–13 ka
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date

pattern/trend

proxy

reference/s

~15.5–11.3 ka

drier conditions

pollen data from De Rif
2 hyrax midden
(Cederberg, Western
Cape, WRZ)

(Quick et al.,
2011)

~14.5 ka

abrupt peak in
humidity levels

Seweweekspoort hyrax
middens (Southern
Cape, YRZ)

(Chase et al.,
2018)

~14.5–12.6 ka

warmer drier
conditions

pollen data from
Pakhuis Pass hyrax
midden (Cederberg,
Western Cape, WRZ)

(Scott and
Woodborne,
2007a, 2007b)

~13.6–9.5

reduced
precipitation

decrease in dune mole
rat size Elands Bay
Cave (Western Cape,
WRZ)

(Avery, 1982,
Klein, 1983)

~13–11.5 ka

period of decreased
moisture availability

stable carbon and
nitrogen isotope data
from De Rif midden
(Cederberg, Western
Cape, WRZ)

(Quick et al.,
2011)

~12 ka

temperatures
continue to rise and
increased moisture
availability

pollen data from
Pakhuis Pass hyrax
midden (Cederberg,
Western Cape, WRZ)

(Scott and
Woodborne,
2007a, 2007b)

~11.5 ka

drier conditions

pollen data from De Rif
2 hyrax midden
(Cederberg, Western
Cape, WRZ)

(Quick et al.,
2011)

~11 ka

abrupt peak in
humidity levels

Seweweekspoort hyrax
middens (Southern
Cape, YRZ)

(Chase et al.,
2018)

~11 ka –
Holocene

increasing aridity
with declining
humidity

Seweweekspoort hyrax
middens (Southern
Cape, YRZ)

(Chase et al.,
2018)

~10 ka

drier Holocene
conditions

pollen evidence from
Elands Bay Cave
(Western Cape, WRZ)

(Parkington,
1976)

early
Holocene

increase in moisture
availability and thus
humidity

isotope and pollen data
from De Rif midden
(Cederberg, Western
Cape, WRZ)

(Rector and
Verrelli, 2010,
Quick et al.,
2011)

early
Holocene

drier Holocene
conditions (west
coast)

charcoal evidence from
Elands Bay Cave
(Western Cape, WRZ)

(Meadows and
Sugden, 1990,
Scott and
Woodborne,
2007a, 2007b)
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4.5

date

pattern/trend

proxy

reference/s

early
Holocene

drier Holocene
conditions

pollen analysis
Driehoek Vlei
(Cederberg, Western
Cape, WRZ)

(Scott and
Woodborne,
2007a, 2007b)

Summary and conclusions

Given the topographic and environmental diversity that characterises the WRZ it is not
surprising that climatic and environmental changes during the last glacial cycle were
complex, with changes occurring at different times and on different scales. The marked
seasonality of rainfall within the WRZ is a product of the expansion and migration of
the Westerlies and associated frontal systems. During winter months these systems
produce rain in southwestern parts of the continent while in the summer months these
same areas experience a dry spell as the Westerlies contract towards the Pole. At the
height of the LGM, global eustatic sea levels were approximately 120 to 135 m lower
than those of today. Pollen records from the Cederberg (De Rif midden and Pakhuis
Pass) appear to support the theory that at the Biome level, vegetation remained
relatively stable, with fynbos remaining dominant regardless of fluctuating climates
during the last glacial cycle. Stable carbon and nitrogen isotope evidence from the
same middens, however, reveals the occurrence of significant restructurings in the
dominant types of fynbos vegetation represented, particularly during the Late Glacial
and early Holocene.
A wealth of evidence supports the idea that the WRZ during the LGM was generally
much cooler and wetter than today with temperatures about 6–7°C cooler. It would
appear, however, that local scale differences in precipitation were experienced during
the height of the LGM with the west coast interior upland regions (e.g. Cederberg sites)
experiencing a relatively dry phase at the LGM peak in contrast to the west coast
lowlands (e.g. Elands Bay Cave), which appear to have remained relatively moist. This
suggests that the mountainous areas of the WRZ and the lowland costal and nearcoastal regions responded differently to climate change throughout the last glacial
(Meadows et al., 2010). The YRZ also seems to have been characterised by a dry phase
towards the peak of the LGM as suggested by evidence from sites such as Boomplaas.
It is likely that a similar seasonally marked distribution of rainfall was experienced
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within the WRZ during the last glacial-interglacial cycle, though on current evidence,
the eastern boundary of the glacial WRZ remains unclear and the precise nature and
timing of changes uncertain.
Efforts at producing a comprehensive reconstruction of the palaeoenvironment are
currently hindered by the small number of continuous well-dated proxy records
available from different areas of the Cederberg and west coast (Quick et al., 2011:
267). Further, inconsistencies in interpretations of environmental change between
different proxy records for the same areas (e.g. Chase et al., 2018, compared to Quick
et al., 2011) and even within the same records (e.g. Quick et al., 2011) reflect the
complexity of the situation and demonstrate the need for more research aimed at
testing current models of palaeoenvironmental change. With the increase in research
into the climate and environment of the last glacial peak in the WRZ, patterns of
climate and environmental change will no doubt become more clear in time.
Considering that the dynamics of climatic and environmental change during the late
Pleistocene currently remain poorly understood at localised scales, it is not yet possible
to make convincing correlations between broad environmental change and patterns of
human behaviour and occupation (Gliganic et al., 2012, Eren et al., 2013: 253). Before
attempting to a make links to major environmental events, we must first gain an
understanding of how people responded to differences in access to key resources
within the local landscape – some that change through time (i.e. water) and some that
remain relatively stable in relation to shifting climates (i.e. raw material sources). Only
once such an understanding is gained can we attempt to explore how broader patterns
of climatic and environmental change, operating at larger regional, continental or even
global scales, may have influenced such responses. This thesis explores how the early
microlithic in the eastern Cederberg is characterised and organised in relation to localscale controls operating at the level of a landscape. Having now established the
climatic and environmental context for the broad area of focus in this thesis, the next
chapter provides the background to the study area, sites and samples, narrowing the
focus to the eastern Cederberg.
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5 BACKGROUND TO STUDY AREA, SITES AND SAMPLES

5.1

Introduction

The previous chapter established the general climatic and environmental context for
southern Africa with specific attention on the WRZ Western Cape. Focus in this
chapter narrows to look specifically at the study area of the Doring River catchment in
the eastern Cederberg. Four sites containing microlithic assemblages from this area
were chosen for inclusion in this study. These sites include three rockshelters,
Putslaagte 8 (PL8), Klipfonteinrand (KFR), and Mertenhof (MRS) and an artefact
scatter designated ‘Area of Analysis’ (AoA) 3 from the open-air locality Uitspankraal
7 (UPK7), all situated in the catchment of the Doring River (Figure 1-1). These sites
were selected as they provide good samples of MIS 2 archaeological material
associated with the early microlithic of the last glacial peak, are situated within a
restricted geographical area (~30 km east to west and ~25 km north to south) located
at varying distances to key local resources (i.e. water and toolstone) and were available
for analysis. This chapter begins by introducing the broad study area looking at the
ecology and resources in the region specifically focussing on the identification of: (1)
river systems and water availability; and (2) geology and lithic materials. Details
concerning the site location and description, archaeological background, stratigraphy,
chronology and cultural sequence for each site are provided and an identification of
the specific sample selected for analysis made.

5.2

General study area

The Cederberg Mountains form the northernmost range of the Cape Fold Mountain
Belt located in the southwest of South Africa’s Western Cape province. The eastern
Cederberg is situated east of the Cape Fold Mountain Belt roughly 250 km to the north
of Cape Town and roughly 40 km to the east of the small town of Clanwilliam. Situated
in the heart of South Africa’s WRZ, the Cederberg experiences more than 66% of
mean annual rainfall (~200 mm) during the winter months between April and
September (Chase and Meadows, 2007, Chase et al., 2011). Frost is common during
winter when temperatures often drop below zero and snow frequently falls on the
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higher ridges of the mountains (Quick and Echardt, 2015) as illustrated in Figure 5-1.
Although a considerable amount of rain falls during the winter months, the cold fronts
felt in Cape Town do not always reach the Cederberg as high pressure belts tend to
direct them further south. The physical geography of the region therefore has a
significant influence on the availability of water in this area.

Figure 5-1 Photo illustrating snow on the higher ridges of the Cederberg mountains
above Mertenhof taken during the September 2013 field season

5.2.1

Water availability: river systems and rainfall

Water availability in a region is largely conditioned by the nature of an area’s river
systems, major geological features (such as mountain ranges) and the timing and
amount of rainfall experienced. The Cederberg is drained by two major river systems,
the Olifants River and its main tributary the Doring River. The Olifants is located in
the southwest of the Western Cape and flows to the northwest reaching the Atlantic
Ocean near the town of Papendorp approximately 250 m north of Cape Town. The
Doring River represents the chief tributary of the Olifants and flows in a north-easterly
direction through the eastern Cederberg joining the Olifants River near the town of
Klawer. A number of smaller tributaries join the Doring, though most are dry and tend
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to be ephemeral. Of these, the Biedouw River is the only one north of the Tra Tra River
that flows for most of the year while the Brandewyn also has regular flowing water,
though is highly seasonal. The complex topography of the region means that the
availability of water in the Cederberg is spatially variable and highly seasonal. The
catchment of the Doring River situated in the rain shadow of the Cape Fold Belt, for
instance, is comparatively dry (~100–150 mm per year) compared to the Olifants River
catchment further to the west (~200–300 mm per year). Similarly, in contrast to the
Olifants River which flows all year round, the Doring generally only experiences a
strong flow during the winter months between June to August. During summer when
rainfall in minimal, the Doring system dries up and water is limited to springs and
shallow pools along the riverbed.
All sites included in this study are located in close proximity to the Doring River and/or
its tributaries and are therefore associated with seasonal fluctuations in the availability
of water. Site-specific details regarding the availability of water is provided in the
section outlining site location and description for each site and are summarised in
Table 5-2. Availability of water during the late Pleistocene may have varied compared
to the modern situation described in each site description section. Possible changes to
rainfall patterns and the extent of the WRZ during the late Pleistocene were discussed
in the previous chapter in the context of reconstructing the palaeo-climate and
environment for the last glacial peak. While inconsistencies in the interpretation of
various proxy records for Cederberg are apparent (e.g. Chase et al., 2018, compared to
Quick et al., 2011), a point made clear in Table 4-4, evidence from several sources is
indicative of a general decrease in moisture levels leading out of the LGM (~19.3–
15.8 ka) at least in the eastern Cederberg part of the WRZ Western Cape (Mackay et
al., in prep.). In addition to water availability, access to lithic resources is recognised
as another major factor that may have had an influence on past land-use systems
(Kuhn, 1995, Andrefsky, 1994, Hiscock, 2006).

5.2.2

Geology and lithic materials

The lithic materials available in a region comprise surface-exposed outcrops of local
geological units and secondary deposits relating to fluvial or glacial redistribution. In
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the Cederberg the local geology predominantly consists of the Cape Supergroup
(comprising the Table Mountain Sandstone, Witteberg and Bokkeveld Series) in
addition to the younger Karoo Supergroup (incorporating the Dwyka, Ecca and
Beaufort Series) of which the sedimentary rocks of the Table Mountain Sandstone
Group are dominant. Lithologies available in this group include massive outcrops of
sandstones, quartzites and shales throughout the catchment. Quartz occurs as rare veins
in the sandstone but more commonly as pebbles in the associated conglomerate beds
of the Table Mountain and Nardouw formations. Fine-grained siliceous (FGS)/CCS
rock (including cherts and jaspers; Visser and Theron, 1973) also occur as rare
conglomerate pebbles in the Table Mountain and Nardouw formations, and also as
gravels in the Dwyka tillites. Within the Karoo Supergroup, the contact metamorphic
rock hornfels has formed at locations where the underlying shales have been in contact
with intrusive dykes, though we have yet to map these. So far as we have been able to
ascertain, there are no primary sources of hornfels in our study area west of the Doring
River.
The bedload of the Doring River provided prehistoric populations with flakeable
materials in the form of cobbles and pebbles. A basic survey of the Doring River’s
cobble beds was undertaken by Mackay and colleagues during 2010 to identify the
range and relative frequency of different raw material clasts and the maximum size in
which they occur at several locations along the Doring (Table 5-1). The first
component of the study involved spending 15 minutes at a selected cobble bed,
identifying the range of lithologies present and estimating the frequency in which they
occurred. The second component involved collecting and measuring all rocks >50 mm
(other than quartzite) within up to three randomly selected3 one-meter survey circles
at random points along the Doring River’s cobble beds. The maximum dimension for
each raw material clast was recorded. Results indicate that at each location, quartzite
is the most abundant material type (always >100 pieces identified) followed by
hornfels (always >10 cobbles per 15 minute survey). Silcrete (a silica-rich sedimentary
material with quartz inclusions in a (usually) finer silica matrix) is present but variable
in its distribution and when observed occurs in very small quantities (invariably <10
3

To select the sampling location, one participant threw a pebble over their shoulder while another
followed it to its point of rest and marked that point as the centre of the 1 m radius sampling circle.
Participants were Will Archer, Nic Wiltshire and Wesley Flear.
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pieces). Volcanic and FGS/CCS material clasts are rare or absent with quartz being
almost completely absent in the fluvial context of the Doring River’s cobble beds.

Table 5-1 Summary of the results from a survey of the Doring River cobble beds
undertaken by Mackay during a field season in 2010. Asterisk (*)refers to cases in
which all material clasts >50 mm excluding quartzite were examined
LOCATION

DMS loc 1

DMS loc 2

DMS loc 3

DMS loc 4

ou drif

SPATIAL
COORDS

31.939587,
19.178568

-31.92582,
19.193669

31.815941,
19.191093

31.932596,
19.187237

31.858392,
18.907089

MATERIAL
TYPE

PHASE 1 RESULTS
(15 min surveys)
qualitative abundance

no.

PHASE 2 RESULTS
(1 meter circle surveys)*
MAXIMUM DIMENSION
max

median

mean

S.D.

60.0

63.9

12.0

quartzite

very abundant (>100)

hornfels

abundant (>10)

32

100.0

silcrete

not observed

2

50.0

50.0

siltstone

not observed

2

70.0

60.0

volcanic

rare

1

100.0

100.0

quartzite

very abundant (>100)

hornfels

abundant (>10)

25

110.0

silcrete

abundant (>10)

3

FGS/CCS

very rare

1

volcanic

rare

quartzite

very abundant (>100)

hornfels

abundant (>10)

16

125.0

silcrete

present (<10)

FGS/CCS

rare

volcanic

not observed

1

95.0

quartz

very rare

quartzite

very abundant (>100)

hornfels

abundant (>10)

11

85.0

silcrete

present (<10)

2

siltstone

not observed

volcanic

rare

quartzite

very abundant (>100)

hornfels

abundant (>10)

silcrete

rare (one piece observed)

volcanic

rare (two pieces observed)

70.0

14.1

71.6

13.4

70.0

61.7

7.6

70.0

70.0

70.0

70.6

17.4

95.0

65.0

65.9

10.0

120.0

100.0

28.3

1

60.0

60.0

7

90.0

75.0

68.5

14.3

Surveys for primary sources of silcrete have also been undertaken within the
catchment, principally on the east side of the Doring River in the upper and lower
Bokkeveld series (Bidouw and Ceres formations, respectively) and Witteberg series.
Two extensive sources have so far been identified, at Agtersfontein (lower Witteberg)
and Swartvlei (upper Bokkeveld / Bidouw formation). The Agtersfontein source
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occurs as a discontinuous series of low mounds over several hundred meters, and lies
26.5 km ESE of the nearest rockshelter site, MRS. Swartvlei occurs as a pavement of
pebbles up to 200 mm which are likely the heavily eroded remains of a once extensive
duricrust. Both Agtersfontein and Swartvlei are situated on ridge tops within 5 km of
the Doring but at elevations about 200 m above the valley floor.
Significantly, each site used in this thesis is located at varying distances to water and
the various lithic material sources. Table 5-2 provides an overview of this site set up,
summarising the estimated distance from each site to key resources in the study area
including water (permanent, ephemeral and seasonal) and the lithic raw material
sources just discussed. All distances are approximations only and are based on
minimum Euclidean (straight-line) measures. It is recognised that a more
comprehensive survey and identification of likely sources in the study area is necessary
to constrain real foraging distances and/or cost-weighted distances (which take into
account vertical and horizontal restrictions on movement).

Table 5-2 Site set up: summary of the estimated distance from each site to key
resources in the study area including water (permanent, ephemeral and seasonal) and
lithic raw material sources. All distances are approximates and based on minimum
straight-line measures. Distances in italics represent very rough approximations and
may not represent an accurate reflection of actual distance. Distances to major and
minor geological outcrops for FGS/CCS are recorded as the distance to the Dwyka
geological formation known to contain this lithic type, though actual source locations
are unknown. IM stands for ‘immediate environs’
key resource
permanent water
ephemeral water
seasonal water –
tributaries
hornfels
silcrete
quartz
FGS/CCS

Doring River
e.g. Salmanslaagte Spring,
natural ponding
Brandywine River,
Biedouw River
Doring cobble beds
outcrop dykes
Swartvlei
Agtersfontein
conglomerate pebbles
conglomerate pebbles
major geological outcrop
minor geological outcrop
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PL8

KFR

MRS

UPK7

2 km
2 km

13 km
1 km

19 km
NA

<0.5 km
NA

2 km
2 km
?
31 km
45 km
IM
IM
27 km
16 km

3.6 km
9.3 km
13 km
?
32 km
36 km
IM
IM
39 km
26 km

<0.5 km
19 km
?
25 km
26.5 km
IM
IM
35 km
32 km

<0.5 km
<500 m
?
5 km
22 km
IM
IM
20 km
20 km

5.3
5.3.1

Putslaagte 8 (PL8) rockshelter
Site location and description

PL8 is a small north-north-east facing rockshelter (Figure 5-2) located in the eastern
Cederberg approximately 200 km north of Cape Town, 40 km to the northeast of
Clanwilliam and 82 km from the current Atlantic coastline. The site is situated on the
west side of a small low-lying kloof adjacent to the Putslaagte River, a tributary of the
Doring River in the Putslaagte valley. Though nominally a river the Putslaagte
experiences minimal flows, even after prolonged heavy rain. The deep sandy base of
the kloof means that there are also relatively few ponding points for water in the valley.
The Doring River lies 2.2 km to the east (Figure 1-1). Water availability at times may
have been very limited with waterholes on the Doring River representing the only
present day permanent source of water. The accumulation of small pools immediately
above the shelter after periods of rain, however, may have provided inhabitants with
an additional yet ephemeral water source (Mackay et al., 2015: 5).
The shelter measures roughly 3 m from the entrance to the rear wall with a roof height
of about 2 m at the dripline and a sheltered area continuing for about 20 m. Substantial
deposit is constrained to an area measuring 11 m at the western end of the shelter where
large boulders have acted as a sediment trap (Figure 5-3). The talus slope in front of
the shelter is scattered with stone artefacts covering an area roughly 20 m by 12 m.
Dense vegetation at the entrance means that the shelter remains hidden when viewed
from distances exceeding about 20 m. It has therefore been suggested that the site may
have acted as a suitable “hunting blind” during the past (Mackay et al., 2015: 4).
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Figure 5-2 Putslaagte 8 rockshelter

Figure 5-3 PL8 site plan (a) and long section (b) showing location of excavation
(Figure 2 in Mackay et al., 2015: 4)
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5.3.2

Archaeological background

The kloof in which PL8 is situated is rich in archaeology with at least 47 additional
archaeological sites having been identified including rockshelter deposits, open-air
artefact scatters and overhangs containing rock art. Archaeological investigations at
PL8 commenced in 2010 under the direction of Dr Alex Mackay with two contiguous
one-by-one meter squares excavated over the course of October and November. Both
squares were excavated in 0.5 by 0.5 m quadrants following natural stratigraphy.
Where it was not possible to discern natural layers, deposit was removed in 30 mm
spits. Bedrock was reached in both squares at a depth of about 1.6 m. A basic
preliminary analysis of the late Pleistocene material from PL8 was undertaken by
Mackay et al. (2015) while the post-pottery LSA lithic material has been studied by
Plaskett (2012) as part of an honours thesis at the University of Cape Town which
explored the influence of raw materials on the degree/extent of core reduction during
the late Holocene LSA at the site.

5.3.3

Stratigraphy

Fine stratigraphy was mostly lacking at the site. The uppermost deposit comprised two
dung layers including a Loose Upper Dung (LUD) layer overlying a Partially
Consolidated Dung (PCD) layer. Two hearth features, referred to as Upper Hearth Pit
(UHP) and Minor Hearth Pit (MHP), were also identified in the upper levels at the site.
Two broad stratigraphic units formed the remainder of the deposit. These included a
compact grey brown silty sand unit (CGBSS) directly below PCD and overlying a fine
orange brown silty sand unit (FOBSS) above bedrock (Figure 5-4). CGBSS was
removed in 26 spits while FOBSS was removed in 14 spits. No layers in the sequence
were culturally sterile. Table 5-3 provides a summary and formal description of each
stratigraphic unit. All excavated sediments were sieved using a nested set of 3 mm and
1.5 mm mesh screens to recover cultural material (Mackay et al., 2015: 5).
Archaeology associated with MIS 2 was recovered from unit CGBSS spits 19 to 12.
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Table 5-3 Summary and formal description of stratigraphic units at PL8
strat unit

spits

description

average depth

LUD
PCD
UHP
MHP
CGBSS

NA
NA
NA
NA
1–26

Loose Upper Dung
Partially Consolidated Lower Dung
Upper Hearth Pit
Minor Hearth Pit
Compact Grey Brown Silty Sand

FOBSS

1–14

Fine Orange Brown Silty Sand

upper 200 mm
upper 200 mm
upper 200 mm
upper 200 mm
between 25 mm below surface
to 1000 mm
between 1000 mm below
surface to 1630 mm

The absence of well-defined stratigraphy at PL8 has been partially attributed to
bioturbation (Mackay et al., 2015). Evidence for burrowing insects, namely termites,
was recorded throughout the deposit with the upper layers also associated with
burrowing disturbance from small mammals (e.g. dune-mole rats and/or moles). It is
likely that disturbance from root activity also represents a main contributing factor to
the lack of stratigraphic clarity at the site (Mackay et al., 2015: 5). Nevertheless,
temporal clustering of results from a dating program (summarised and discussed
below) demonstrates that the site does retain a good level of stratigraphic consistency
allowing cultural material to be situated within the broader cultural framework
established for southern Africa.

Figure 5-4 PL8 west section showing location of OSL samples and AMS ages in
relation to major stratigraphic units
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5.3.4

Chronology and cultural sequence

The chronology for PL8 was established using a combination of single-grain Optical
Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) and Accelerator Mass Spectrometer (AMS)
radiocarbon dating techniques. All dates are reported in Mackay et al. (2015) with
dates relevant to this thesis summarised below. Eight OSL samples were removed from
a near-consecutive column in the west section of the excavation providing a
chronology for unit CGBSS. Four of these OSL determinations are of relevance for
the material included in this study. Spits 10/11 in the uppermost part of unit CGBSS
are associated with an age of 17,000 ± 1200 BP (PL8-8) while the sediment sample
taken from spit 12/13 returned an age of 17,800 ± 1200 BP (PL8-7). Lower down in
unit CGBSS, spits 16/17 are associated with a date of round 22,500 ± 1600 BP (PL86) while a slightly older date of 25,200 ± 1800 BP (PL8-5) was obtained for spits
19/20. These results suggest that the deposit associated with the MIS 2 material
accumulated during several occupational pulses occurring at ~17–18 ka and ~20–25
ka.
AMS radiocarbon dates were used to help refine the chronology for the PL8 sequence
established by the OSL dating program. The use of radiocarbon dating techniques,
however, was hampered by a scarcity of charcoal and the small size of any samples
that were collected. Although bone fragments were collected and sent for AMS dating,
a lack of collagen in the samples meant that they failed to produce results. AMS dates
were therefore made using sieve-derived charcoal fragments. Of the 16 samples sent
for AMS dating, two are of relevance to this research both of which provide dates for
spit 16 in unit CGBSS. Although the two samples associated with spit 16 derive from
different squares, the determinations from both are relatively consistent, with
calibrated results of 20.0–22.8 ka (AA98830) and 21.7–23.0 ka (AA99784). These
results also support the OSL age of 22.9 ± 1.6 ka (PL8-6) reported for spit 16 indicting
that this part of the sequence is associated with a good level of stratigraphic integrity,
despite the significant mixing of sediments evidenced from the middle section of the
deposit (Mackay et al., 2015: 18).
Overall chronological and cultural evidence from PL8 documents a sequence spanning
at least 75,000 years and preserving MSA, late Pleistocene LSA and Holocene
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components (Mackay et al., 2015). Occupation of the site, however, was significantly
pulsed with the strongest of these pulses occurring during MIS 2. Preliminary
observations of the technological trends in the sequence suggested that the Late
Pleistocene LSA sequence included a probable early LSA (ELSA) industry recovered
from spits 19–16 and dated to c. 25–22 ka overlain by a probable Robberg component
recovered from spits 15–12 and dated to c. 21–18 ka and a post-Robberg dating to the
late/terminal Pleistocene with an older age limit of ~17ka (Mackay et al., 2015). The
sample selected from PL8 for this research comprises all stone artefacts from square
one, uneven context numbers between 21–42 (spits 18-8). This selected sample
therefore captures the ELSA, Robberg and post-Robberg units with dates bracketing
this material to c. 25–17 ka.

5.4

Klipfonteinrand (KFR) rockshelter

5.4.1 Site location and description
KFR is a large east-facing rockshelter (Figure 5-5) located on a small sandstone ridge
in the northeastern corner of Bushmanskloof Reserve situated to the east of the Pakhuis
Pass in the eastern Cederberg. The rockshelter measures roughly 18 m in length along
the entrance and 13.5 m from the dripline to the rear (Figure 5-6). Rock art is present
on the walls with the highest concentrations occurring towards the rear of the shelter.
The site is located roughly 15 km south-west of the Doring River and approximately
10 km from two of its highly seasonal tributaries; the Biedouw to the south and the
Brandewyn to the west (Figure 1-1). No reliable or even ephemeral source of water
exists within the immediate surrounds of the site though small pools of water may
temporarily have formed in sandstone depressions above the site following a few days
of sustained rainfall (Parkington pers. comm. 2008 referenced in Mackay, 2009). The
closest reliable source of water is probably the springs at Salmanslaagte,
approximately 1 km to the north.

5.4.2

Archaeological background

The first archaeological work at KFR was undertaken in 1961 when Hyme Rabinowitz
recorded the abundant rock art at the site. The first systematic excavations at KFR
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occurred roughly eight years later in 1969 with this work forming part of a wider
research program led by John Parkington and colleagues which was primarily
interested in investigating late Holocene occupation in the Clanwilliam region
(Parkington, 1977). The initial trench (squares A-D) at KFR was excavated in spits
measuring roughly 5–6 inches (120–150 mm). Extension of this trench towards the
rear of the shelter led to the addition of squares E, H an L which were excavated to
depths of about 300–400 mm. After the removal of the LSA Holocene component,
excavation in these squares ceased. The discovery and removal of a human burial,
however, resulted in the addition of more squares (F, G, J, K, M, N, S, T, U, V, W, X
and Y) east and west of the main trench. Squares F-U were excavated to the base of
the LSA with V, W, X and Y continuing down to the MSA and Y and W all the way
to bedrock. The lithics recovered from Parkington’s excavations were analysed many
years later with the LSA material examined by Thackeray (1977) and the MSA
component studied by Volman (Volman, 1981) and then later Mackay (2009).

Figure 5-5 Klipfonteinrand rockshelter
More recent excavations at KFR were conducted during 2011 and 2012 under the
direction of Dr Alex Mackay with the primary aim of establishing a refined sequence
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and chronology for the site and to then consider this more broadly in relation to the
late Pleistocene archaeology of the Western Cape. In 2011 Mackay and colleagues
relocated Parkington’s original trench (referred to as Trench 1), and extended it
towards the back of the shelter with the addition of a further three square meters. The
aim in doing this was to gain an understanding of the existing stratigraphy and to help
correlate previously excavated material with information gained from subsequent
work at the site. Excavation therefore commenced in squares 1, 2, 3 and 4 with squares
3 and 4 referring to the base of the 1969 trench. The east end of Parkington’s trench
was labelled square 5 with the later addition of square 6 to complete the 1 m by 3 m
extension of Trench 1. Each square measured 1 m x 1 m and was subdivided into four
quadrants each measuring 0.25 sq. m. Sediment was excavated according to natural
stratigraphy and where this was not discernible, deposit was removed in 30 mm spits.
All stone artefacts >15 mm in addition to all bones >20 mm were piece plotted to the
nearest millimetre using a total station and artefacts individually bagged for later
analysis.
Upon returning to the site for a second field season in September/October of 2011 and
finding Trench 1 slightly impacted by water leakage, Mackay and colleagues opened
up two new squares (7 and 8) in the rear of the shelter away from any signs of water
impact and in a previously unexcavated area of the shelter. These squares combined to
form Trench 2. In 2012 Mackay and team returned to the site and continued the
excavation of squares 7 and 8. As a depth in the order of 2 m was expected to be
reached in the back of the shelter (based on notes made by Parkington), two more
squares (10 and 11) were opened to the west of squares 7 and 8 to facilitate access to
and from the potentially deep pit. To prevent collapse, a partial square (labelled 9) was
excavated between square 8 and the rear wall of the shelter. Bedrock in Trench 2 was
reached at a depth of about 900 mm with a total of more than 6000 flaked stone
artefacts having been piece plotted.
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Figure 5-6 KFR site long section (top) and plan (bottom) showing location of
excavated trenches (provided by A. Mackay)

5.4.3

Stratigraphy

Slight disturbance of the uppermost layers at the site has been noted where sediment
from inside the shelter and from the talus slope out the front were apparently removed
by a farmer for use as garden soil. Nevertheless, four rough stratigraphic units were
identified during Parkington’s excavation program (i.e. in Trench 1 squares A-D). The
uppermost layer consisted of loose sediment with areas of dung crust or goat hair,
suggesting previous use of the shelter as a kraal. The thick layer underlying this was
described as being ‘clayey brown soil’ and was associated with LSA lithic material.
An increase in gravels and grit at the base of this layer was referred to as the ‘gritty
layer’ and is associated with the appearance of MSA artefacts. This gritty layer directly
overlay a black crust beneath which the ‘brown soil’ reappeared and continued to the
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base of the excavation. Bedrock was not reached in squares A–D due to the presence
of large rocks which impeded further removal of sediment.
A different, more detailed, stratigraphy is associated with Trench 2 (Figure 5-7).
Although evidence of animal burrowing, likely from mole activity, was observed,
details including lenses, hearths and burning events were discernible. The uppermost
stratigraphic units are described as grey and inorganic, and contain historical objects
like cloth and a tennis ball fragment, confirming quite recent reworking. Fine
stratigraphy, however, was observed from a depth of approximately 100 mm, with
clear laminations and layers of variable colours visible. In addition to stone artefacts,
these layers included organic material such as bone, ostrich eggshell (OES) beads,
OES fragments and charcoal. OES persisted to a depth of about 300 mm while bone
survived until roughly 700 mm. Artefacts associated with the late Pleistocene were
recovered from a series of black and brown lenses spanning depths of some 200–300
mm. Meta-strata arranged from oldest to youngest include: black, white and brown
series (BWBS), black band (BB) and white series (WS). Meta-strata associated with
the overlying terminal Pleistocene layers include: orange band (OB) and laminated
white and brown series (LWBS). Extensive burrowing was noted to occur in the
uppermost layers of squares 9, 10 and 11.

Figure 5-7 KFR south section for squares 8, 9 and 10 showing ages in relation to
stratigraphic units (provided by A. Mackay)
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5.4.4

Chronology and cultural sequence

Excavations at the site revealed a long archaeological sequence spanning >120,000
years with material at the site attributable to an early MSA, Howieson’s Poort, late
Pleistocene LSA (Robberg) and early- to mid-Holocene. Although the two trenches at
KFR are separated by a distance of roughly three meters, the cultural sequences
associated with each are quite different and appear to overlap for only a brief period at
about 60,000 years (Mackay, 2013). Trench 1 (initially excavated by Parkington and
extended by Mackay in 2011) is largely associated with a MSA sequence and includes
a range of artefacts such as large cores, large convergent flakes and denticulates.
Radiocarbon dates obtained from the LSA burial deposit are associated with a
calibrated date of c. 3,800 BP. A second determination of c. 6,300 BP was obtained
from nearby sediments (Mackay, 2013).
In contrast, Trench 2 (excavated by Mackay in 2012) at the rear of the shelter is
associated with a late Pleistocene sequence. Below the heavily disturbed uppermost
layers, a hornfels rich assemblage containing naturally backed knives was identified
and is likely associated with occupation of the shelter during the mid to early
Holocene. Underlying this are layers rich in silcrete and containing artefacts indicative
of the Robberg Industry such as small platform cores and small blades. Neither the
these late Pleistocene components were identified in the front trench. Underlying this
material is an assemblage containing large backed artefacts and flakes with platform
faceting with this material attributable to the Howiesons Poort and continuing until
bedrock. The lack of material associated with a post-Howiesons Poort and the apparent
abruptness of the transition from the Howiesons Poort to an assemblage rich in silcrete
and small blades suggests that the site may have been unoccupied or occupied
infrequently during the 40,000 year gap that appears to separate these two industries.
Small fragments of charcoal recovered from the rear trench were dated using AMS
techniques. Results for the upper five strata are summarised in Table 5-4, and reveal
an occupational sequence covering the interval from 22.3 ka to 13.4 ka. AMS ages
bracket the silcrete, blade-rich deposit to c. 22–17 ka. The overlying hornfels rich
assemblage is related to a date of c. 16–14 ka. Radiocarbon dates indicate that the site
is associated with a very slow rate of sediment accumulation (i.e. 1 cm = 100 years).
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Table 5-4 Chronology for the Late Pleistocene sequence at KFR. Conventional
radiocarbon determinations and their maximum, minimum and median calibrated age
ranges round to the nearest 100 (95.4% probability). Calibrations of radiocarbon
determinations were made using OxCal 4.2 (Bronk-Ramsey, 2009) and the Southern
Hemisphere terrestrial calibration curve SHCal13 following Hogg et al., (2013)
strat.
agg.

SQ/context/strat

LWBS

SQ9/396/WORS

techocomplex
association
Oakhurst

SQ8/274/RWHF

Oakhurst

SQ8/291/RWHF

Oakhurst

SQ8/291/RWHF

Oakhurst

SQ8/318/OWSS

Robberg

SQ9/463/CROCS

Robberg

BB

SQ9/485/BLSS

Robberg

BB

SQ9/502/BORL

Robberg

SQ8/390/CMSS

Robberg

SQ8/406/CMSS

Robberg

BWBS

SQ9/544/YSWCL

Robberg

BWBS

SQ9/549/DGMC
H

Robberg

OB

WS

5.5

lab code
D-AMS
001836/703
D-AMS
002439/386
D-AMS
003797/424
D-AMS
003798/438
D-AMS
002440/481
D-AMS
001837/828
D-AMS
003799/858
D-AMS
001838/876
D-AMS
002440/686
D-AMS
002441/736
D-AMS
003800/920
D-AMS
001839/924

Conventional
or OSL age
(BP)
11,723 ± 52
12,303 ± 41
13,439 ± 56
13,584 ± 58
14,131 ± 61
13,722 ± 49
14,656 ± 55
14,706 ± 65
15,309 ± 65
15,342 ± 65
15,871 ± 59
18,232 ± 71

Cal
BP
max
13,80
0
14,60
0
16,40
0
16,70
0
17,50
0
16,90
0
18,10
0
18,10
0
18,80
0
18,80
0
19,40
0
22,40
0

Cal
BP
min
13,40
0
14,00
0
15,90
0
16,10
0
16,90
0
16,30
0
17,60
0
17,60
0
18,40
0
18,40
0
18,90
0
21,80
0

Cal BP
media
n
13,500
14,200
16,200
16,400
17,200
16,600
17,800
17,900
18,600
18,600
19,100
22,100

Mertenhof (MRS) rockshelter

5.5.1

Site location and description

MRS is a small north-facing rockshelter located on the south side of a low-lying kloof
above the Biedouw River. The site is situated roughly 10.5 km and 24 km to the
southeast of KFR and PL8 respectively (Figure 1-1). The Biedouw is spring fed and
flows through much of the year, retaining water in small ponds even through the dry
season (summer) in most years. The Doring River flows roughly 20 km to the northeast
of the site. The rockshelter measures roughly 10 m in length along the entrance and 9
m from the dripline to the rear (Figure 5-8). Rock art is present on the walls of the
shelter.
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Figure 5-8 Mertenhof rockshelter

5.5.2

Archaeological background

Details relating to the archaeological background for MRS discussed below are based
on the supplementary material provided in Will et al., (2015). Excavations at MRS
have been conducted over several field seasons between 2013–2017 under the
direction of Dr Alex Mackay and Aara Welz with excavations at the site ongoing. Six
squares, numbered 1 to 6 and measuring 1 m x 1 m were defined in a single trench
measuring 3 m x 2 m (Figure 5-9). Each square was subdivided into four quadrants
each measuring 0.25 m2. Upon discovery of a burial, a seventh partial square (labelled
square 7) was opened to enable retrieval. Sediment was excavated according to natural
stratigraphy and where this was not discernible, deposit was removed in 30 mm spits.
Where natural layers exceeded a depth of 30 mm, sediment was removed in spits in
line with the slope as last observed.
In all squares, with the exception of square 3, all stone artefacts, ochre and OES >20
mm in addition to all bones >30 mm were piece plotted to the nearest millimetre using
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a total station, assigned a unique identification number and individually bagged for
later analysis. All cores, bladelets, retouched flakes, beads and modified pieces of
bone, regardless of size, were also piece plotted in this same manner. The plotting
regime was slightly different in square 3, in which during the first season only specific
artefacts such as beads, worked ochre, cores, bladelets and retouched flakes were
plotted. The reason for such an approach was to expedite excavation in this square,
providing a witness section to guide excavation in the surrounding squares . Full piece
plotting commenced in square 3 from the start of the second field season in
September/October 2013.

5.5.3

Stratigraphy

The stratigraphic sequence at Mertenhof is depicted in Figure 5-10. The first
stratigraphic unit, referred to as the Upper Loose, Bedding and Dung crust (ULBD)
stratum, is associated with occupation of the shelter during the late Holocene.
Underlying this unit is the Red and Grey Brown Series (RGBS) which is associated
with late Pleistocene occupation and contained an assemblage attributable to the
Robberg Industry. Several pits truncate the RGBS layer from which the remains of at
least three small children were removed, albeit in a poorly preserved state (Will et al.,
2015). Underlying this are a number of units largely relating to episodes of MSA
occupation. These layers from youngest to oldest include the Light Grey Series (LGS),
Lower Red Series (LRS), Dark Grey Series (DGS), Brown Grey Grit and White Silt
(BGG/WS; and subdivided into upper and lower units based on differences in the
proportion of lithic materials and artefact types), Red Grey Series (RGS) and Dark
Brown Series (DBS) which represents the deepest parts of the excavation. Two units Very Dark Grey Silt (VDGS) and Compact White Gritty Ash (CWGA) - occur as a
wedge extending into the South wall. Both underlie RGBS and appear to overlie LGS.
It is suspected that CWGA is analogous to LGS but the association of VDGS is
unknown at this stage of excavation at the site.

5.5.4

Chronology and cultural sequence

MRS rockshelter preserves evidence for a long sequence of occupation with
components relating to the early MSA, Still Bay, Howiesons Poort, early and late post138

Howiesons Poort, late MSA (possibly two variants), Robberg and late-Holocene,
representing one of the most complete cultural sequences for the late Pleistocene
currently known for the subcontinent (Will et al., 2015). As work is still ongoing and
a full sequence of dates is not yet available, the presence and changing frequency of
distinct artefact types has been used to establish the probable cultural sequence for the
site and the likely stone tool Industries represented in each stratigraphic Unit. Layer
DBS is quartzite dominant and lacks retouched artefacts and has been attributed to the
early MSA. The presence of bifacial points and bifacial thinning flakes in unit RGS
has been interpreted as representing a Still Bay occurrence.
Lower and upper BGG/WS have been attributed to the Howiesons Poort and early
Post-Howiesons Poort based on differences in the frequency of quartzite and silcrete
and Levallois technology, backed microliths and unifacial points. High proportions of
quartzite in association with a number of Levallois and discoidal cores, unretouched
Levallois points and a small number of unifacial points in Unit DGS has been
interpreted as representing a later Post-Howiesons Poort occurrence. The presence of
flakes with facetted and dihedral platforms in units LGS and LRS has been taken to
represent occupation associated with the late MSA and while both have high
proportions of quartz, differences in the frequency of decayed white stone (believed to
be a degraded form of hornfels) suggests that the two units may be separated by a
certain degree of time.
An abundance of small platform and rotated cores of CCS and silcrete recovered from
the R/BGS unit suggest affinity with the Robberg (Will et al., 2015). Preliminary dates
for this blade-rich part of the sequence indicate an age between ~22–18 ka. Overlying
the Robberg, and representing the uppermost layer at the site, the late Holocene unit
ULBD contained a number of OES, bone and glass beads (n=69) with quartzite and
hornfels dominant in the associated lithic material. The sample selected from MRS
includes complete blades and blade cores from these late Pleistocene contexts in four
squares (SQ. 3, 4, 5 and 6). Unlike for PL8 and KFR, where all early microlithic
artefacts from specified squares were included for analysis, only a targeted sample of
artefacts relating to blade production during the Robberg formed the sample for
analysis from MRS. The material from MRS was included specifically to help explore
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and answer questions relating to the spatial structure of Robberg blade technology in
the study area.

Figure 5-9 Plan (A) and meta sections (B, C and D) of the excavated squares at MRS
(figure provided by A. Mackay).

Figure 5-10 East section of MRS showing all major stratigraphic units and the large
pit in the east wall as of the end of the 2017 season. The artefacts used in this thesis
are associated with unit RGBS. The spatial distribution of all silcrete (red) and CCS
(blue) single platform cores from squares 2, 4 and 6 are also shown, highlighting that
such artefacts only occur in RGBS and again in the Howiesons Poort unit below
(figure provided by A. Mackay).
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5.6
5.6.1

Uitspankraal 7 (UPK7) open-air locality
Site location and description

UPK7 is an open-air locality situated on a remnant sediment stack of fluvial and/or
aeolian origin near the confluence of the Biedouw and Doring Rivers (Figure 5-11).
Erosion at the site has resulted in the exposure of a dense concentration of stone
artefacts on the sediment surface which lies roughly seven meters above the Doring
River on its north-eastern side (Figure 5-11). The lack of evidence for significant
reworking and/or weathering of the stone assemblages at UPK7, in addition to the
presence of several conjoin and refit artefacts found across the site (including a core
and flake refit identified in the north-west corner of the AoA 3) suggest that artefacts
have not moved far despite post-depositional processes likely operating the site. Based
on these observations, it is assumed that UPK7 is associated with a reasonable degree
of spatial integrity with ongoing geomorphological analyses at the site aimed at testing
this assumption.

5.6.2

Archaeological background

Research at UPK7 is being undertaken as part of the current Doring River Palaeolandscape Project (DRPLP) directed by Dr Alex Mackay and funded by an Australian
Research Council grant. This collaborative, inter-disciplinary project is concerned
with understanding the archaeology and geochronology of the Doring River valley and
what this can tell us about human adaptation and land-use in the marginal interior of
southern Africa. The open-air locality UPK7 includes numerous technologically- and
spatially distinct components (Figure 5-13), including a previously-published postHowiesons Poort accumulation in ‘area of analysis’ (AoA’s) 1 and 2 (Will et al., 2015).
Some 12 m east of the post-Howiesons Poort cluster is an area of ~76 m2 (AoA 3)
recently exposed by migration of the aeolian sands which cap the deposit. The
hornfels-dominated assemblage in this deflation feature rests on a substrate situated
upslope of the post-Howiesons Poort assemblage and downslope of an assemblage
containing pottery (Will et al., 2015); (Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13).
AoA 3 was initially assigned to the ELSA based on visual comparison with the
excavated sample from PL8 located approximately 15 km to the north-west, an
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assessment which is tested in this thesis (see chapter 8). The primary focus of
fieldwork during the 2014 season was the mapping and recording of AoAs 1 and 2.
Artefacts >20 mm were individually plotted with a total station in relation to local
control points that were established with a Trimble Real Time Kinematic (RTK) base
and rover and analysis of the artefacts were made in situ with no artefacts collected or
removed off-site (Will et al., 2015: 5). Data collection for AoA 3 was undertaken over
two field seasons, one during the 2014 field trip and the other in a specific 2015 trip.

Figure 5-11 Panoramic view of UPK7 (circled black) next to the Biedouw River
(Figure 3 in Will et al., 2015: 6)

Figure 5-12 View of the AoA 3 ELSA artefact scatter at UPK7
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Figure 5-13 Spatial overview of UPK7 surface scatter showing patterning of distinct
time-sensitive cultural material (Figure 4 in Will et al., 2015: 7)

5.6.3

Chronology

The typo-technological association of the various surface scatters at UPK7 are
currently being tested as part of N. Phillips’s doctoral research (University of
Wollongong) which aims to assess the cultural associations of the various spatiallydiscrete assemblages in terms of the ages of underlying sediments, associated
geomorphology and site transformation processes. As part of her doctoral research, N.
Phillips collected a number of samples for OSL dating with preliminary results for the
sediments upon which the AoA 3 assemblage rests indicating ages of between ~37 ka
and ~34 ka (Phillips, in prep.). Preliminary results for the sediments underlying the
AoA 3 deposit suggests an age of ~40 ka (Phillips, in prep.). While final results for the
ages of these and the other remaining samples collected for the site as a whole are
forthcoming, these preliminary ages are consistent with an interpretation of the AoA
3 surface scatter as representing material associated with the ELSA.
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5.7

Summary

This study takes a multi-site landscape-scale approach to investigating early
microlithic technology and behaviour by focussing on a sample of sites in the Western
Cape’s eastern Cederberg Mountains. Four assemblages with early microlithic
material spanning the last glacial peak have been chosen for inclusion in this study
including three rockshelter sites, PL8, KFR and MRS as well as an open-air artefact
scatter, AoA 3 from UPK7. All sites are located in the catchment of the Doring River
east of the Cape Fold Mountain Belt and on the border between the Fynbos and
Succulent Karoo vegetation biomes. Each site is situated at varying distance from the
Doring River as a key source of both water and toolstone. Significantly, this site setup allows for an investigation of the influence of variation in local-scale controls on
the character and organisation of early microlithic assemblages in the eastern
Cederberg. Having now established the background to the study area, sites and
samples, the next chapter describes the analytical approach and methods used in this
thesis focussing on the approach to technological analysis of the lithic assemblages.
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6 ANALYTICAL APPROACH AND METHODS

6.1

Introduction

The previous chapter outlined the sites and samples chosen for inclusion in this study,
providing a background to the study area and describing the site set-up. This chapter
describes the analytical approach and methods employed to address the aims of this
research with the primary goal of establishing a link between the research aims and
questions, the attributes and measurements recorded and the sites and samples just
outlined. This chapter begins with a brief discussion on previous, largely typologically
orientated, methodologies that have traditionally been used in the study of late
Pleistocene LSA assemblages in southern Africa. Several issues associated with such
approaches are highlighted in order to justify the revised approach which concentrates
on the technology of artefact production (rather than form) taken in this thesis. After
providing an overview of the research aims and questions to be addressed, the
approach to technological analysis is described focussing on an identification of the
main attributes and measurements which have been chosen to investigate: (1)
assemblage composition; (2) the selection and acquisition of lithic materials; (3)
laminar flaking systems and blade technology; (4) bipolar technology; (5) artefact size;
and (6) flaking patterns and platform characteristics. A formal explanation of the
attributes and measurements recorded can be found in Appendix A.

6.2

A note on previous methods

The method adopted to document late Pleistocene LSA technology in southern Africa
has predominantly been the typological approach devised by Janette Deacon (1982) in
her study of LSA technology in the Southern Cape (e.g. Mitchell, 1988a, Wadley,
1996, Palmison, 2014, though see Orton, 2006). The scarcity of formal retouched
artefacts in the majority of such assemblages, however, means that it is difficult to
compare them typologically. Furthermore, even when certain artefact classes are
commonly recognised, the criteria used to define and identify them vary significantly
between researchers. As noted in Chapter 2, a number of different size cut-offs for the
length and/or width of elongate flakes, for instance, have been used to distinguish
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between blades and bladelets (e.g. Beaumont, 1978, Schweitzer and Wilson, 1982,
Carter et al., 1988, Mitchell, 1988a, 1995, Wadley, 1996, 2005, Bousman, 2005,
Palmison, 2014), while considerable variation exists in the terminology used to
classify bladelet core subtypes (e.g. Klein, 1974, Beaumont, 1978, Deacon, 1978,
1982, 1984a, Davis, 1980, Barham, 1989a, Kaplan, 1990, Palmison, 2014). This has
led to issues regarding the comparability of results between sites and, in some cases,
even at a single site when the same material is re-analysed years later (e.g. see
Deacon’s (1982) and Mitchell’s (1988a) analysis of Nelson Bay Cave and Boomplaas
late Pleistocene material where different definitions for bladelets resulted in
substantial differences in the number and thus frequency of bladelets identified in same
assemblages).
As part of the typological approach, shifts in the range of core types present, in addition
to the size and form of associated flakes, are used to identify changes in the techniques
of stone artefact manufacture (Deacon, 1982). Detailed studies concerned with
understanding the reduction systems behind the artefacts themselves are rare. The fact
that stone artefacts are not uniform in shape and/or strategy and likely represent
different stages in a production system depending upon their point of discard, means
that it is often difficult to assign them to rigid types (e.g. Schweitzer and Wilson, 1982).
Further, typological classification schemes are problematic as they often conflate
different technological features including shape/form, flaking pattern, number of
platforms and flaking products. For example, while ‘blade cores’ emphasise flaking
products, ‘radial cores’ emphasis flaking direction and ‘bipolar cores’ emphasise
technique. Similarly, the ‘irregular’ core class is used as a convenient catchall category
of little technological significance or analytical meaning.
Until the definition and identification of specific types becomes universally
standardised a purely typological approach will remain problematic. Patterning in the
number and frequencies of types identified using a purely typological approach
remains interesting at a site/assemblage level, having only limited comparative value
at larger scales of analysis. Significantly, this research implements a revised
methodology that focuses on the technology of artefact production (rather than form),
placing emphasis on metrical data and technological attributes rather than simply the
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presence and/or absence of certain artefact types. To ensure that results are comparable
with previous analyses, the terminology and typological system proposed by Deacon
(1982) for the LSA has been considered in addition to more recent methodologies
employed in the analysis of stone assemblages from southern Africa (e.g. Soriano et
al., 2007b, Wilkins et al., 2014).

6.3

Overview of research aims and questions

From the literature review on early microlithic archaeology in southern Africa
(discussed in Chapters 2), it is evident that there has been a lack of research on the
earliest LSA particularly in the south west of the sub-continent. Most knowledge
regarding the ELSA, for instance, derives from a small sample of rockshelter sites
located in the SRZ further north and there have been minimal attempts at exploring
this technology at a landscape scale - integrating evidence from a group of sites (both
rockshelter and open-air) and considering them in relation to their unique local
contexts. Further, the need for archaeologists to re-evaluate the microlithic technology
in behavioural terms is clear. If we are to gain an understanding of what such a
pervasive pattern of technological change means in terms of the humans behind their
production and use we must first acquire a more complete understanding of its “local
manifestations” (Kuhn and Elston, 2002: 1). This thesis contributes to this discussion
of global relevance by investigating the early microlithic in the context of late
Pleistocene southern Africa with the overall goal of contributing new data on the role
played by microlithic technology in matters of human adaptation.

6.4

Approach to technological analysis

To address the research aims and questions outlined in Chapter 1 section 1.1.4, a
detailed understanding of the character and organisation of early microlithic
technology in the south west of the subcontinent is required. Technological analysis
was therefore designed to provide an understanding of the character of early
microlithic technology from a combination of rockshelter and open-air sites in the
eastern Cederberg of the Western Cape. In particular, analysis focusses on examining
the changing prevalence of specific technological features during the early microlithic
relating to: (1) assemblage composition (based on technological class); (2) the
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selection and acquisition of lithic materials; (3) laminar flaking systems and evidence
for the production of blades; (4) bipolar technology; (5) associated flaking patterns;
and (6) artefact size. These technological facets feature prominently in discussions on
the late Pleistocene early microlithic in southern Africa and thus warrant detailed
consideration when examining the character of the early microlithic in the southwest
of the subcontinent.
A research specific database was created using the data entry software File Maker Pro
Advanced. Analysis of the data collected was conducted using Microsoft Excel and
statistical calculations were conducted using the free statistical software package R.
Slightly different approaches to analysis were implemented for the excavated
rockshelter assemblages and open-air artefacts scatters and these are discussed in the
specific notes relating to methods found within each paper. One basic difference
relates to the size cut-offs used for the excavated samples versus the open-air sample.
In terms of assemblages from excavated rockshelter contexts, all flaked lithic material
recovered was analysed regardless of size (i.e. the sample therefore includes all piece
plotted lithic artefacts, and lithic material from the 3 mm and 1 mm sieves at KFR and
the 3 mm and 1.5 mm sieves at PL8). Flaked pieces <10 mm in max dimension (i.e.
stone where flake attributes such as striking platform are absent and usually from the
sieve material 1.5 mm or 1 mm sieves residue material), however, were just counted
for each context per raw material type rather than individually entered into the database
and measured. In contrast, for the open-air lithic scatter, all stone artefacts greater than
20 mm analysed in addition to all lithic material regardless of size for a number of
sample squares spread across the site. What follows is a brief discussion of key
technological attributes and measures observed in this study.

6.4.1

Assemblage composition

The first stage of analysis sets out to gain an understanding of the general composition
of the assemblage in terms of the proportion of artefact classes and the degree of
fragmentation within each of these. This is used to determine the level of analysis to
be undertaken and the range of attributes and measurements to be recorded. Artefact
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class represents the first hierarchy of artefact division in this analysis. It is based purely
on a materialist perspective of stone artefact characterisation, providing an objective
method for grouping artefacts. Artefacts are assigned to one of the following categories
based on the presence of certain attributes and features: core, flake, retouched flake,
flaked piece, non-flaked, non-lithic. The specific definitions and criteria used to
identify each category can be found in Appendix A. As these classes are not based on
any assumptions as to the intentions of the maker of the artefacts, this classification
scheme offers maximum replicability with minimum inter-observer variability.
Aspects of class frequency (typically expressed in the form of ratios) are also used in
this thesis to investigate provisioning systems and variation in the staging of
production (see Chapter 3 section 3.4 for discussion).
The proportion of complete and incomplete artefacts provides an indication of the
degree of fragmentation within an assemblage. The first level of fragmentation
involved identifying simply whether an artefact is complete or broken regardless of
whether breakage occurred during manufacture, use or after deposition. A more
detailed assessment of fragmentation was recorded for broken flakes whereby
longitudinal and transversal completeness was also identified. Depending on the level
of transverse and/or longitudinal breakage, some attributes informative on reduction
strategies may still be discernible. Details of flake manufacture (i.e. knapping
techniques), for example, can still be gleaned from proximal flake fragments as the
platform and its associated attributes still remain (e.g. the presence or absence of
overhang removal, platform lipping, platform width and thickness). Data collection
was most comprehensive for complete artefacts which form the focus of analysis.

6.4.2

Selection and acquisition of lithic materials

Stone artefact manufacture begins with the selection and acquisition of lithic materials
for production. A range of lithic material types can be used to manufacture stone
artefacts, the characteristics of which present different limitations for knappers in
terms of the ability to flake easily, to hold an edge and edge sharpness, as well as many
other aesthetic qualities of an artefact. The proportion of lithic materials in an
assemblage can be informative of the preference for certain material resources, the
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degree of mobility and extent of the territory over which prehistoric populations ranged
or interacted with neighbouring populations, and/or alternatively may simply reflect
the availability of materials in the landscape. A range of factors other than the
preference of the knapper may therefore be at play.
The accurate identification of material types and their likely sources relies on having
an understanding of the local and regional geology and the range of materials and types
of sources available. Increased use of non-local raw materials, for example, has been
used to infer increased mobility, expanded territories and/or increased exchange during
the LA in South Africa (e.g. Ambrose, 2002: 21, Bousman, 2005: 215). Cortex type
can provide insights into the origin of the lithic material resources utilised. Cortex is
typically visible as a change in surface colour and/or texture. Distinctions are typically
made between material derived from an outcropping bedrock quarry source and that
derived from fluvial sources such as pebble and cobbles from river/creek beds.

6.4.3

Laminar flaking systems and evidence for blade production

Whether an emphasis on the production of blades re-emerged during the ELSA and
became more pronounced during the Robberg is a key question in debates concerning
the origins and defining features of LSA microlithic technology in southern Africa. In
this analysis all artefacts associated with laminar flaking systems were identified in
order to make a general assessment of the overall contribution of blade production, in
a strict technological sense, during the ELSA and Robberg at the site. Laminar flaking
systems are associated with the preferential production of elongated flakes (i.e.
blades). For an artefact to be assigned to the laminar flaking system category, it must
retain signs suggestive of the repeated removal of a series of elongate flakes. Cores
must therefore have parallel scar ridges while elongate flakes must have parallel sides
and parallel arises on their dorsal surfaces. In this way, not all flakes identified as
blades are associated with laminar technology (even though they may very well be). It
is recognised that in using these criteria some of the products of laminar flaking
systems will remain unidentified (e.g. elongate flakes with 100% cortex on their dorsal
surfaces). The general identification of laminar technology in the sequence therefore
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represents a minimum appraisal and the results are necessarily underestimates of the
real contribution of laminar flaking systems in the composition of these assemblages.
Blade and blade core frequencies, however, can also be used to examine the degree to
which the production of blades was emphasised during the late Pleistocene sequence
at PL8. In this analysis a blade is defined as a flake with parallel margins and a length
at least twice as long as it is wide. As this definition is based purely on morphology,
blades with fully cortical dorsal surfaces can be included in this grouping (unlike in
the assessment of laminar flaking systems in general). Similarly, blade cores are cores
that preserve at least some evidence for the production of blades in the form of flake
scars whose lengths are at least twice the width and in association with parallel flake
scar ridges.
In this analysis, all complete blades are further classified using the scheme devised by
Soriano et al. (2007b) which aims to understand “the degree of core preparation and
the position of the blade on the core flaking surface” (Soriano et al., 2007b: 685). In
this scheme, blades are classified into one of nineteen possible categories. Each of
these categories is associated with a particular stage of production including: (A) initial
stage, (B) main production phase and (C) core maintenance. Where blades were
produced using an elaborate core preparation strategy, resulting assemblages will
likely contain a large number of first generation crested blades (those with unilateral
or bilateral crests). On-going maintenance of cores will likely result in the production
of second-generation blades with lateral crests. If the initial reduction of a core was
undertaken at a site a high number of cortical blades will be present. This may also be
indicative of a more opportunistic method of blade production involving minimal or
no initial core preparation. Among other benefits, this blade classification scheme can
be used to assess the stages of blade production represented in an assemblage.

6.4.4

Bipolar technology

Evidence for a strong emphasis on the use of bipolar techniques of reduction is often
cited as a key feature of the ELSA particularly at sites in the northeast of the
subcontinent. The association, if any, between the earliest LSA and bipolar technology
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in the southwest of the subcontinent, however, is not yet clear. Similarly, bipolar
techniques feature in Mitchell’s (1988a) hypothesis concerning the lithic material
conditioned technological provinces used to explain the existence of two spatially
distinct bladelet production strategies during the Robberg. Whether bipolar technology
was emphasised to a similar degree during the late Pleistocene in all areas associated
with a wide availability and distribution of quartz is yet to be established. One of the
aims of this analysis was therefore to investigate the role of bipolar technology in the
reduction strategies during the late Pleistocene in the eastern Cederberg, an area where
small packages of quartz are common in the landscape.
In this analysis all artefacts (regardless of artefact class or completeness) were
identified as either bipolar or /non-bipolar. Artefacts associated with bipolar flaking
systems typically exhibit crushing on opposed edges in addition to other signs of
impact suggestive of two points of applied force such as compression waves extending
towards one another from opposing directions (de la Peña, 2015b). Analysis
additionally considered evidence for bipolar technology in terms of complete flakes
and complete cores to identify more specifically what proportion of these artefact
classes can be related to this flaking technique. Table 6-1 provides an overview of the
specific macroscopic technological attributes used in this study to identify bipolar
reduced artefacts. These were compiled based on observations and results made by a
number of researchers who have conducted experimental studies relating to the
identification of bipolar technology in assemblages (e.g. Barham, 1987, de la Peña,
2015a, 2015b, Pargeter and de la Peña, 2017).
Table 6-1 Macroscopic technological attributes used to identify bipolar reduced
artefacts based on experiments and observations
category

attributes/characteristics

general

-

-

-

Crushing on opposed edges &/or compression ripples/waves
extending towards one another from opposing directions suggestive
of impact from two points of applied force (Barham, 1987; de la
Peña, 2015b)
Hammered edge & supported edge become rectilinear & smooth (de
la Peña, 2015b: 3)
Numerous very small rectilinear scars (with step & hinge
terminations) develop on platform & supported edges (de la Peña,
2015b: 3)
Symmetrical scarring on opposing edges (de la Peña, 2015b: 7)
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category

attributes/characteristics
-

-

flakes

-

cores

6.4.5

-

Flakes (as opposed to blades) more easily produced as less care is
needed to prepare platform & less accuracy is needed for removal
(Barham, 1987: 48)
Crushing more frequent on quartz compared to chalcedony (Barham,
1987: 48)
Crushed, broken or linear platforms (Barham, 1987: 48; de la Peña,
2015b: 5)
Fissures on striking platform (de la Peña, 2015b: 8)
Sheared bulbs of percussion (Barham, 1987: 48)
Point of impact often not distinguishable (de la Peña, 2015b: 5)
Broad morphology (Barham, 1987: 48)
Irregular in plan-view (Barham, 1987: 48)
Ripples/compression waves on ventral surface very marked
particularly on fine-grained materials such as flint (de la Peña,
2015b: 5)
Opposing ends are crushed & chisel-like (Barham, 1987: 48)
Flake scars typically have deep ripples/compression wave (de la
Peña, 2015b: 5)

Artefact size

To investigate consistency in the products of flaking and look at whether on average
artefact size decreased during the late Pleistocene, it is necessary to look at metrical
data for flakes and cores and how these may vary between the two units. The size of
complete flakes is examined using mean results for the descriptive statistics of weight,
axial length, axial width, axial thickness and maximum dimension regardless of
flaking orientation. The size of complete cores is considered in terms of mean results
for weight and the maximum dimensions for length, width and thickness. All
measurements were made to the nearest 0.1 mm using standard digital vernier calipers
with USB input while weight was recorded to the nearest tenth of a gram (g).

6.4.6

Flaking patterns and platform attributes

A number of technological attributes can be used to look at possible variation in the
methods used to produce flakes during the ELSA and the Robberg. Attributes observed
on flakes in this analysis include platform type, initiation type, point of initiation, the
presence or absence of platform preparation and platform lipping and an identification
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of dorsal flake scar patterns. Linear platform types are associated with widths typically
less than 1.5 mm indicating that marginal percussion was involved in flake removal.
Crushed/shattered platform types typically occur on small thin flakes produced using
bipolar techniques. Additional platform types are defined based on the number of
flaked surfaces visible (e.g. cortical/no previous flaking, single flake, double flake and
multi-flake platforms).
Initiation types include hertzian (typical of hard-hammer flaking), ‘wedging’
(indicative of bipolar flaking) and bending initiations (associated with force
application to a low platform angle) (Cotterell and Kamminga, 1987, Odell, 2003).
Platform lipping refers to the thin overhang/projection at the edge of a flake platform
and may be the result of a high angle of force typical of soft hammer techniques
(Pelcin, 1997, Odell, 2003: 59, though note Magnani et al., 2014). The point of
initiation provides an indication of where the percussor made contact with the core
platform to remove flakes (Soriano et al., 2007b) and is recorded as centred, lateral or
not expressed. The identification of dorsal flake scar patterns in this analysis is based
on the direction of previous flake removals.
Core attributes used in this analysis include cortex percentage, flake scar count,
number of aberrant terminations and core flaking products. The presence and amount
of cortex on a core can be informative on the degree of core preparation and/or stage
of reduction. The count of flake scars on a core represents the minimum number of
flakes removed as earlier evidence for flake removals are concealed during further
reduction. In this analysis all flake scars, including partial scars, greater than 5 mm in
maximum dimension were recorded. The number of aberrant terminations (i.e. step
and hinge) on a core can be informative on the overall condition of a core, whether it
was exhausted and therefore why it may have been discarded. Finally, an identification
of dominant flake scar type, whether flake, blade or mixed, is used to look at the main
aims of flaking.
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6.5

Summary and conclusions

This chapter has described the analytical approach and methods to be used in this thesis
to address the research aims and questions. This revised methodology moves away
from the traditional typological approach, focussing on the technology of artefact
production (rather than form) and placing emphasis on metrical data and technological
attributes rather than the presence and/or absence of certain artefact types.
Technological analysis has been organised into several technologically related areas
of interest aimed at understanding: assemblage composition, the selection and
acquisition of lithic materials, laminar flaking systems and blade technology, bipolar
technology, artefact size and finally flaking patterns and platform characteristics. A
comprehensive description of the attributes and measures can be found in Appendix
A. The following chapter represents the first of the research papers presented in this
thesis aimed at characterising the early microlithic in the southwest of the subcontinent
using evidence from PL8 rockshelter.
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7 CHARACTERISING THE EARLY MICROLITHIC IN THE
SOUTHWEST OF THE SUBCONTINENT: EVIDENCE FROM
PL8 ROCKSHELTER
Low, M. & Mackay, A. (2016) The late Pleistocene microlithic at Putslaagte 8
rockshelter in the Western Cape, South Africa. South African Archaeological Bulletin,
71 (204): 146-159.

Preface to Article
This article contributes to the aims of this thesis by providing a characterisation of the
ELSA in the southwest of the subcontinent as well as exploring the relationship
between the ELSA and the Robberg. Using data from Putslaagte 8 rockshelter this
article addresses the following thesis questions: What does the earliest LSA look like
(is it ‘microlithic’?) and when does it occur in the study area? And how does this
compare to other regions in southern Africa? And how does the earliest LSA anticipate
the Robberg, if it does, (are the ELSA and Robberg ‘microlithic’ in similar ways) and
when does this occur? To avoid unnecessary repetition, details concerning the
archaeological background to the site and sample was extracted and can instead be
found in Chapter 5 section 5.3. A description of the attributes and measures recorded
are provided in Chapter 6 which outlines the technological analysis methods used in
this thesis while specific definitions for all attributes and measures can be found in
Appendix A. This article was published in the South African Archaeological Bulletin
and an off-print of the paper as it appears in the journal can be found in Appendix B.

Abstract
This paper describes the late Pleistocene early microlithic at Putslaagte 8 (PL8)
rockshelter in the eastern Cederberg of the Western Cape. Focus is placed on: 1)
characterising the pre-Robberg early Later Stone Age (ELSA) and Robberg at the site,
and 2) determining if and how the ELSA anticipates the Robberg. Results suggest that
the ELSA in the eastern Cederberg is associated with the production of hornfels blades
with a shift in production emphasis towards smaller silcrete blades during the Robberg.
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Blade production systems, however, are quite different in the two periods. Bipolar
technology forms only a minor component of the ELSA technology and there is
minimal use of quartz despite its presence in the landscape. This contrasts with the
ELSA at sites on the opposite side of the Cape Fold Mountain Range and in the north
of the subcontinent where bipolar technology and a preference for quartz appear to be
defining features. The late Pleistocene sequence at PL8 is particularly significant for
helping to characterise the pre-Robberg in the southwest of southern Africa – an area
where the nature of the ELSA is currently under-defined.
Keywords: Early Later Stone Age, Robberg, lithic technology, Putslaagte 8, South
Africa

7.1

Introduction

The appearance of microlithic technologies – generally defined as those dominated by
small flakes and blades4 and/or containing large numbers of backed pieces (Elston and
Kuhn, 2002) – are often taken to identify the onset of the Later Stone Age (LSA) in
Africa (though note de la Peña, 2015a). In the context of southern Africa, the term
‘Early Microlithic’ has been used to refer to LSA assemblages that pre-date c. 12 ka
(thousands of years) (Mitchell, 1988a). While a diversity of terms has been used to
further classify and describe these late Pleistocene assemblages5, two successive
technocomplexes are generally recognised. The earlier of these is the poorly defined
Early Later Stone Age (ELSA; c. 40–18 ka). Assemblages dating to this period are
sometimes referred to as Middle Stone Age (MSA)/LSA transitional and in certain
instances chronologically overlap with assemblages attributed to the final MSA
(Lombard et al., 2012). Assemblages ascribed to the ELSA typically contain evidence
for the production of microlithic artefacts (usually in the form of small
morphologically irregular flakes though sometimes in the form of blades/bladelets),
are typically quartz dominant, demonstrate evidence for an emphasis on the use of
4

The term ‘blade’ is used in this paper to describe parallel sided flakes whose axial lengths are at
least twice as long as they are wide. No a priori distinction between blades and bladelets is made
(Pargeter and Redondo, 2016)
5
Information on the history of the Robberg Industry, its identification and changing terminology can
be found in Deacon, (1978: 88); Wadley, (1991: 125, 1996: 64) and Deacon and Deacon, (1999: 110115)
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bipolar reduction techniques, are lacking in formal retouched artefacts and lack
technological features reminiscent of the MSA (e.g. prepared cores and flakes with
faceted platforms) (Beaumont, 1978, 1981, Plug, 1981, Wadley, 1987, Mitchell,
1988a, Kaplan, 1990, Orton, 2006, Orton et al., 2011). The prevalence of blades in
these samples is highly variable, while non-microlithic assemblages associated with
the earliest LSA have also been recorded (e.g. Wendt, 1976, Opperman, 1987, 1978)
leading to a degree of uncertainty regarding the identification of key defining
characteristics for the ELSA and thus its status as a discrete stone working tradition
(Beaumont and Vogel, 1972, Kaplan, 1990, Wadley, 1991, Clark, 1997, Ambrose,
2002, Mitchell, 2002, Lombard et al., 2012, Villa et al., 2012).
Temporally succeeding the ELSA are the more developed microlithic systems of the
Robberg (c. 18–12 ka) which represents the earliest well-defined LSA stone artefact
making tradition south of the Limpopo River (Wadley, 1991, Deacon, 1995, Clark,
1997, Deacon and Deacon, 1999, Bousman, 2005, Lombard et al., 2012). Identified at
sites spread across much of the subcontinent (Figure 7-1), the defining characteristics
of the Robberg include: (1) a strong emphasis on the production of unretouched
blades/bladelets generally from small single-platform bladelet cores; (2) the presence
of specialised bladelet core types including small- and flat-bladelet cores, particularly
in assemblages in which quartz is the dominant material; (3) evidence for a significant
use of bipolar techniques of production in the form of bipolar cores, bipolar flakes and
pièces esquillées; (4) a preference for the use of fine-grained rock types including
quartz and crypto-crystalline silicates (CCS; sometimes referred to as opalines and
includes materials such as cherts, chalcedonies and jaspers); and (5) a low frequency
of formal retouched artefacts (Humphreys, 1974, Schweitzer and Wilson, 1982,
Humphreys and Thackeray, 1983, Deacon, 1984a, Mitchell, 1988a, 1993, 1995, 2002,
Wadley, 1993, 1996, Deacon and Deacon, 1999, Lombard et al., 2012). In sites where
the Robberg and ELSA occur together, blades have been noted to be smaller in the
younger unit (Kaplan, 1990: 57-58). Spatial variation during the Robberg has also been
noted, with two technological provinces conditioned by lithic material availability
identified by Mitchell (1988a), each apparently associated with different bladelet
production strategies. The first province located in the north eastern regions of
southern Africa is CCS dominant and characterised by the presence of crested bladelets
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indicating a technique in which bladelet cores were carefully prepared prior to flake
removal. In contrast, the second province in the south west is characterised by the
prevalence of quartz and the presence of specialised small- and flat-bladelet cores
indicating the use of bipolar reduction techniques.

Figure 7-1 Map showing location of Putslaagte 8 (PL8) and key sites with ELSA
and/or Robberg assemblages in association with rainfall zones. The winter rainfall
zone (WRZ) experiences more than 66% of its mean annual precipitation (~200 mm)
during the winter months (April and September), the summer rainfall zone (SRZ)
experiences more than 66% of mean yearly rainfall during the summer months
(October and March) while the yearly rainfall zone (YRZ) experiences a more evenly
dispersed rainfall pattern, experiencing both winter rains from the west and summer
rains from the east. PL8 is represented by a star. Circles represent sites numbered as
follows: 1. Apollo 11; 2. Spitzkloof; 3. Elands Bay Cave; 4. Faraoskop; 5. Klein
Kliphuis; 6. Klipfonteinrand; 7. Byneskranskop; 8. Buffelskloof; 9. Boomplaas; 10.
Kangkara; 11. Nelson Bay Cave; 12. Melkhoutboom; 13. Kathu Pan; 14.
Wonderwerk; 15.Dikbosch; 16. Erfkroon; 17. Rose Cottage Cave; 18. Ntloana
Tsoana; 19. Sehonghong; 20. Melikane; 21. Shongweni; 22. Umhlatuzana; 23.
Border Cave
Based on these observations, past research appears to suggest that the early microlithic
in southern Africa is characterised by a great deal of diversity in its stone technology.
Despite the recognition of two sequential microlithic technocomplexes (i.e. the ELSA
and Robberg) and the identification of some broad spatial and temporal patterning, the
uptake of microlithic systems in southern Africa is not well understood, and changes
in the proportion of lithic materials, the frequency of artefact types and/or the
implementation of specific manufacturing strategies may be site-specific and/or time
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dependent (Mitchell, 1988a). At present it is the earlier timing of ELSA assemblages
(i.e. >22 ka) in association with their lack of MSA technological characteristics, that
primarily defines and distinguishes them from the more recent microlithic expressions
of the Robberg. Little is known, however, regarding the character of the pre-Robberg
ELSA in the southwest of the sub-continent, and how it relates to the later, more
developed microlithic expressions of the Robberg, as most knowledge derives from
sites located in the north/northeast, and the known southwestern samples are often
small and/or poorly described.
Preliminary analysis of the late Pleistocene sequence at PL8 rockshelter, located in the
eastern Cederberg area of south western South Africa, suggested the presence of two
distinct, sequential, and broadly microlithic assemblages in the age range 25–17 ka
(Mackay et al., 2015), offering the chance to investigate the nature of the early
microlithic in this region. The younger of these units was assessed as typically Robberg
with the underlying material likely representing an ELSA component, suggested by its
non-MSA character and the fact that it antedates 22 ka (Mackay et al., 2015). The aims
of this paper, therefore, are: to explore in more detail the technological characteristics
of the pre-Robberg ELSA and Robberg at PL8; to explore the relationship between
these two assemblages to determine if and how the ELSA anticipates the Robberg; and
to consider this relationship in the context of the ELSA/Robberg across the
subcontinent more broadly.

7.2

Putslaagte 8 Rock Shelter

PL8 is a small north-north-east facing rockshelter located in the eastern Cederberg
roughly 250 km to the north of Cape Town and 40 km to the northeast of Clanwilliam
(Figure 7-1). The Cederberg Mountains form the northernmost range of the Cape Fold
Mountain Belt and are positioned in the heart of the modern winter rainfall zone
(WRZ; Chase and Meadows, 2007). The site is situated in a small kloof adjacent to the
Putslaagte River, a tributary of the Doring River and is on the border between the
Fynbos and Succulent Karoo vegetation biomes. Two contiguous square meters were
excavated in October and November 2010. Details concerning the excavation
procedure and dating program are reported in Mackay et al. (2015) and summarised in
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Chapter 5 section 5.3. Chronological evidence (Table 7-1) indicates that the site
contains an extensive cultural sequence spanning more than 75,000 years and
preserving MSA, late Pleistocene LSA and Holocene components (Mackay et al.,
2015). Both occupation and sediment deposition at the site occurred in pulses, and
given low sedimentation rates, lack of visible strata, and the necessary use of arbitrary
units (spits), some mixing of cultural debris, particularly at the boundaries of
occupational pulses, is expected to be common. Nevertheless, preliminary
observations of the technological trends suggest that the late Pleistocene LSA
sequence includes an ELSA industry recovered from spits 19–16 and dated to c. 25–
22 ka overlain by a Robberg component recovered from spits 15–12 and dated to c.
21–18 ka (Mackay et al., 2015). The sample selected for analysis in this study
comprised all stone artefacts from square one, spits 18–12. Spit 19 was omitted due to
potential mixture with underlying MSA material. The sample therefore captures the
ELSA and Robberg units with dates bracketing this material to between c. 25–17 ka.
Table 7-1 PL8 late Pleistocene chronology. Conventional radiocarbon
determinations and their median calibrated age round to the nearest 100 (95.4%
probability) are presented. Calibrations of radiocarbon determinations were made
using OxCal 4.2 (Bronk-Ramsey, 2009) and the Southern Hemisphere terrestrial
calibration curve SHCal13 following Hogg et al., (2013). Since optically stimulated
luminescence (OSL) ages are expressed in calendar years they can be compared
directly to the calibrated age (BP) ranges of radiocarbon determinations. Ages
produced using the OSL dating method are reported in the calibrated age column
PL8 LATE PLEISTOCENE CHRONOLOGY
context

association

technique

material

lab code

conventional or

Cal BP (max)

Cal BP (min)

OSL age (BP)
CGBSS16

ELSA

OSL

sediment

PL8-5

27,600 ± 1900

NA

NA

CGBSS16

ELSA

OSL

sediment

PL8-6

22,900 ± 1600

NA

NA

CGBSS16

ELSA

AMS

charcoal

AA99784

18,500 ± 280

23,100

21,700

CGBSS16

ELSA

AMS

charcoal

AA98830

17,700 ± 590

22,900

20,000

CGBSS13

Robberg

OSL

sediment

PL8-7

17,800 ± 1200

NA

NA

CGBSS11

Robberg

OSL

sediment

PL8-8

17,000 ± 1200

NA

NA

7.3

A note on sample and methods

For the purpose of this paper data from the PL8 sequence will be aggregated for the
ELSA (spit 18–16) and Robberg (spits 15–12) contexts analysed. Details concerning
the general composition of the late Pleistocene units including frequencies of artefact
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classes, lithic materials and the occurrence of retouched artefact types can be found in
Mackay et al. (2015). This analysis instead focusses on examining the changing
prevalence of specific technological features during the ELSA and Robberg relating
to: (1) laminar flaking systems and evidence for the production of blades; (2) bipolar
flaking systems; (3) associated flaking patterns; and (4) artefact size (see Chapter 6 for
specific details on methods and approach). These technological aspects feature
prominently in discussions on the late Pleistocene early microlithic in southern Africa
and thus warrant detailed consideration when examining the character of the ELSA
and Robberg in the southwest of the subcontinent.

7.4

Results: characterising the early microlithic at PL8

A total of over 2,500 stone artefacts from the late Pleistocene contexts at PL8 was
analysed in this study. The aim here is to provide a detailed descriptive characterisation
of the pre-Robberg ELSA and Robberg units in the sequence in terms of continuity
and variation in bipolar flaking systems, laminar/blade flaking systems, associated
flaking patterns and artefact size. A general overview of the sample analysed is
provided in Table 7-2 which displays the count and frequency of artefact classes based
on material type and completeness for the ELSA and Robberg units. Figure 7-2
illustrates the changing frequency of lithic materials demonstrating the overall
dominance of hornfels in the sequence, particularly during the ELSA, the significant
spike in the use of silcrete associated with the Robberg and the relatively stable
presence of quartz.

Table 7-2 Technological class and artefact completeness counts for PL8 late
Pleistocene assemblage
ELSA
class

material

flake

quartz
hornfels
silcrete

49

FGS/CCS
quartzite

core

complete

Robberg

broken

complete

93

24

496

198

total

TOTAL

broken

complete

172

45

265

69

334

361

161

857

359

1216

45

201

153

250

198

448

11

4

22

8

33

12

45

43

20

12

9

55

29

84

total

692

291

768

377

1460

668

2128

quartz

38

49

162

87

broken

87

ELSA
class

retouched flake

Robberg

broken

complete

hornfels

9

14

23

23

silcrete

2

23

25

25

FGS/CCS

1

8

9

9

complete

broken

quartzite

3

1

4

4

total

53

95

148

148

quartz

2

2

1

3

2

5

hornfels

5

3

5

1

10

4

14

silcrete

1

3

1

4

1

5

1

quartzite

1

1

total

9

6

10

1

2

1

1

1

2

19

8

27

quartz

15

10

25

25

hornfels

75

64

139

139

silcrete

4

20

24

24

2

2

2

FGS/CCS

TOTAL

broken

TOTAL

complete

FGS/CCS

flaked piece

total

material

quartzite

5

4

9

9

total

99

100

199

199

875

2502

754

396

873

479

1627

Figure 7-2 Frequencies of lithic materials per spit
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7.4.1

Bipolar technology

Table 7-3 displays the count and frequency of: (a) all bipolar artefacts (regardless of
artefact completeness), (b) bipolar flakes (complete specimens only), and (c) bipolar
cores (complete specimens only) in terms of material types for each unit while Table
7-4 presents statistical results. Frequencies of laminar, bipolar, and other systems are
significantly different between the ELSA and Robberg (χ2=31.962, df=2, sig.<0.001)
(Table 7-4). Adjusted residuals (Haberman, 1973) suggest that the difference is driven
principally by the increased abundance of both bipolar and laminar products in the
Robberg.

Table 7-3 Count for: (a) all artefacts associated with laminar flaking systems
(regardless of artefact completeness), (b) blade flake forms (complete specimens
only), (c) blade cores (complete specimens only), (d) all bipolar artefacts (regardless
of artefact completeness), (e) bipolar flakes (complete specimens only), and (f)
bipolar cores (complete specimens only) in terms of material types for each spit
flaking
system

category

material

ELSA
count

LAMINAR

laminar
technology

blade flake
forms

blade cores

Robberg
%

count

total
%

quartz

1

1.9

5

4.9

6

hornfels

28

51.9

18

17.6

46

silcrete

21

38.9

69

67.6

90

FGS/CCS

3

5.6

10

9.8

13

quartzite

1

1.9

total

54

100.0

102

100.0
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quartz

11

12.8

20

19.6

31

hornfels

54

62.8

24

23.5

78

silcrete

15

17.4

51

50.0

66

FGS/CCS

5

5.8

7

6.9

12

quartzite

1

1.2

total

86

100.0

102

100.0

188

quartz

15

83.3

24

44.4

39

hornfels

1

5.6

6

11.1

7

silcrete

1

5.6

17

31.5

18

FGS/CCS

1

5.6

7

13.0

8

total

18

100.0

54

100.0

72

quartz

46

83.6

105

80.8
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hornfels

6

10.9

16

12.3

22

6

4.6

6

3

2.3

5

1

1

quartzite

BIPOLAR

bipolar
technology

silcrete
FGS/CCS

2

3.6

quartzite

1

1.8
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1

flaking
system

category

bipolar flake

material

ELSA

Robberg

count

%

count

%

total

55

100.0

130

100.0

185

quartz

14

87.5

57

78.1

71

hornfels

1

6.3

13

17.8

14

2

2.7

2

silcrete

bipolar cores

total

FGS/CCS

1

6.3

1

1.4

2

total

16

100.0

73

100.0

89

quartz

29

82.9

42

85.7

71

hornfels

4

11.4

2

4.1

6

4

8.2

4

1

2.0

2

49

100.0

84

silcrete
FGS/CCS

1

2.9

quartzite

1

2.9

total

35

100.0

1

These assemblage-level results are generally supported by data for the unretouched
flake category. The bipolar flakes comprise only 2.3% of complete flakes in the ELSA
but 9.5% of complete flakes in the Robberg. A different pattern emerges when looking
at the core data; roughly 66% of ELSA cores are bipolar but only 51.6% of Robberg
cores fall into this category. There is thus a notable shortfall of bipolar flakes per core
in the ELSA (~0.5) compared with the Robberg (1.5). Given minimal difference in
mean bipolar core weight at discard (meanELSA=2.1, s.d.=4.0; meanRobberg=2.5,
s.d.=4.4), variation in bipolar flake:core ratios is more likely to reflect differential
staging of reduction and discard between the two periods than differential reduction
intensity. In both cases, however, quartz is the dominant material associated with
bipolar cores throughout the sequence and there is a clear association between the
frequency of quartz and the frequency of bipolar technology at the spit level (Figure
7-3).
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Figure 7-3 Frequencies of quartz versus bipolar technology per spit

7.4.2

Laminar technology and evidence for blade production

Table 7-3 displays the count and frequency of: (a) all artefacts associated with laminar
flaking systems (regardless of artefact completeness), (b) blade forms (complete
specimens only), and (c) blade cores (complete specimens only) in terms of material
types for the ELSA and Robberg while statistical results are presented in Table 7-4.
Frequencies of laminar technology are significantly more common during the Robberg
(7.5%) than the ELSA (4.7%) (χ2=31.962, df=2, sig.<0.001). However, blade forms,
sensu lato, occur as similar proportions of complete flakes in both periods
(ELSA=12.4%; Robberg=13.3%) with significant difference (χ2=0.236, df=1,
sig.=0.627). The implication is that blades were equally prevalent in both periods, but
that there are numerous blades in the ELSA that were not made by strictly (or easily
identifiable) laminar methods.
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Table 7-4 Statistical results for laminar, bipolar and other flaking systems during the
ELSA and Robberg. Adjusted residuals (adj. res.) follow Haberman (1973), with
values exceeding ±2.0 usually considered to represent significant departure from
expectations
ELSA
flaking
system
laminar
bipolar

Robberg

count

adj.res

count

adj.res

54

-2.9

102

2.9

55

-4.6

130

4.6

other

1041

5.6

1120

-5.6

total

1150

1352

This inference is supported by the results of the blade classification following Soriano
et al. (2007b), displayed in Table 7-5. Roughly 21% of blades in the ELSA were
unclassifiable according to this system while roughly two thirds correspond to the
optimal phase of production. Unclassifiable blades either displayed irregular dorsal
flake scar patterns, exhibited dorsal cortex in atypical locations (such as at the proximal
end near the flake platform) and/or were characterised by an unusual twisted profile.
In the Robberg the proportion of unclassifiable blades is much lower (6.9%) and the
proportion of optimal phase blades higher (81.4%). The ELSA also records a higher
frequency of blades associated with the early stage of blade production (category A
blades), while the only evidence for blade core maintenance (category C blades) occurs
in the Robberg. Notably, the ELSA category A blades do not include any crested
blades (type A1); blade production was largely initiated through the exploitation of
natural ridges on subangular hornfels river cobbles. Overall, the distribution of blades
according to the aggregated Soriano classes (A, B, C, & D/E) is significantly different
between the ELSA and Robberg (χ2=11.591, df=3, sig.=0.009), driven principally by
an oversupply of optimal phase blades in the Robberg and an oversupply of
unclassifiable blades in the ELSA. It can also be noted that blades made during the
ELSA were generally much larger (both heavier and longer) than those discarded in
the Robberg (Table 7-6).
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Table 7-5 Count, frequency and adjusted residuals for blade types associated with
the ELSA and Robberg and results for cortex location
production
stage

categories

initial stage

A1
A2

main
production
phase

ELSA
count

Robberg
%

2

2.3

A3

9

10.5

total

11

12.8

B1

43

B2

3

adj. res.

total

count

%

1

1.0

adj. res.
1
2

8

7.8

9

8.8

50.0

64

62.7

107

3.5

3

2.9

6

1

1.2

1

14

13.7

23

0.9

B4

17
-0.9

20

B5

1

1.2

B6

9

10.5

1

B8

1

1.2
1

1.2

total

57

66.3

-2.4

83

81.4

2.4

140

maintenance

C2

0

0.0

-1.6

3

2.9

1.6

3

other

D2 or E1

18

20.9

2.8

-2.8

86

100.0

0

56

65.1

1-25

12

26-50

7

51-75

1

B9

7

6.9

102

100.0

-0.4

69

67.6

0.4

125

14.0

0.2

13

12.7

-0.2

25

8.1

-0.8

12

11.8

0.8

19

6

7.0

0.3

6

5.9

-0.3

12

76-99

3

3.5

0.6

2

2.0

-0.6

6

100

2

2.3

1.5

-1.5

1

86

100.0

left

2

right

6

total
dorsal cortex
percentage

total
marginal
cortex location

1

25
188

102

100.0

188

25.0

4

28.6

6

75.0

10

71.4

16

Some of the differences in the nature of blade production between the two periods may
be explained by the different origins of the main rock types used. In the ELSA the
laminar component is dominated by hornfels (~52%) which is common in the cobble
beds of the Doring River 2 km away. This may explain not only the greater prevalence
of class A blades, but also the larger and apparently more expedient nature of blade
production. The laminar element during the Robberg, on the other hand, is
predominantly silcrete (~68%), local sources of which are presently unknown,
potentially explaining the lower proportions of early stage blades, the greater
frequency of optimal phase and core maintenance blades and the smaller size of blades
overall (Table 7-5 and Table 7-6).
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Table 7-6 Mean and standard deviations of weight and size data for: (a) all complete
flakes, (b) blade flake forms only, and (c) bipolar flakes only in terms of grouped
spits and material types
weight
industry

material

no.

axial length

axial width

axial thickness

mean

S.D.

mean

S.D.

mean

S.D.

mean

S.D.

A. ALL COMPLETE FLAKES
ELSA

Robberg

hornfels

496

2.0

3.7

18.0

10.4

13.8

6.9

3.9

2.5

silcrete

49

1.4

3.9

17.3

9.2

10.8

5.9

3.2

2.1

quartz

93

0.5

0.8

11.8

4.4

8.6

3.4

3.1

1.8

FGS/CCS

11

0.3

0.2

14.4

6.8

7.8

2.2

2.4

0.9

quartzite

43

3.3

4.0

21.4

10.3

16.7

6.8

5.5

2.9

all

692

1.8

3.5

17.2

9.9

13.0

6.7

3.8

2.5

hornfels

361

2.3

5.0

16.3

10.5

14.9

8.6

3.9

3.3

silcrete

201

0.9

2.0

13.8

6.7

9.7

5.1

3.0

2.3

quartz
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0.6

1.9

11.2

5.1

8.9

4.7

3.3

2.3

FGS/CCS

22

0.7

1.3

13.8

6.6

9.0

4.3

3.0

2.3

quartzite

12

7.9

11.7

23.9

14.4

23.6

11.7

7.9

3.9

all

768

1.6

4.1

14.6

8.9

12.1

7.7

3.6

2.9

hornfels

54

2.5

3.7

29.4

14.2

10.5

5.1

4.1

2.3

silcrete

15

1.6

3.1

22.3

9.8

9.1

4.4

3.7

2.8

quartz

11

0.6

0.4

16.2

3.8

6.4

2.1

3.6

1.5

FGS/CCS

5

0.4

0.3

19.7

4.2

7.5

2.4

2.5

1.0

quartzite

1

2.8

all

86

2

3.3

26.0

13.0

9.6

4.7

3.9

2.2

hornfels

24

1.9

2.9

24.5

12.6

8.8

4.4

4.1

3.2

silcrete

51

0.4

0.4

16.8

5.7

6.5

2.1

2.7

1.2

quartz

20

0.8

1.3

19.6

5.6

6.7

3.1

3.4

2.3

FGS/CCS

7

0.4

0.3

17.6

4.9

6.3

1.7

2.5

1.5

102

0.8

1.6

18.6

8.4

7.1

3.1

3.2

2.2

B. BLADES ONLY
ELSA

Robberg

all

33.4

12.6

4.9

C. BIPOLAR FLAKES ONLY
ELSA

hornfels

1

0.6

quartz

14

0.6

10.9

FGS/CCS

1

0.5

all

16

0.6

0.5

14.5

4.2

7.4

3.0

3.7

2.0

hornfels

13

8.2

9.6

29.7

12.7

22.9

10.9

6.8

3.6

silcrete

2

0.1

0.1

13.0

2.6

6.5

0.4

2.0

0.9

quartz

57

0.4

0.5

12.7

4.1

7.4

2.6

3.4

2.4

FGS/CCS

1

0.9

all

73

1.8

0.5

15.0

10.8
4.2

10.4

7.0

3.6
2.9

10.0

3.7

2.1

3.7

quartzite

Robberg

22.2
5.0
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15.8

9.1
9.1

10.1

3.5
7.8

4.0

2.9

Another interesting observation is that, in contrast to the bipolar component of these
assemblages, there are considerably more blades per blade core in the ELSA (4.8) than
in the Robberg (1.9) when all raw materials are considered. This pattern is even more
striking when different raw materials are considered separately. Leaving aside quartz
blade:blade core ratios, which are similarly low in both periods (ELSA=0.7,
Robberg=0.8), blade:blade core ratios for the ELSA are proportionately far higher
among hornfels (ELSA=54, Robberg=4), silcrete (ELSA=15, Robberg=3) and finegrained silicious (FGS)/CCS (ELSA=5, Robberg=1). Indeed, overall, and excluding
quartz, blade:blade core ratios are 10 times higher in the ELSA than in the Robberg.
Thus either blades were being manufactured elsewhere and introduced to PL8 during
the ELSA, or blade cores were being reduced but not discarded there. A third
possibility, which we consider below, is that blade cores were regularly transformed
into flake cores during their later reduction in the ELSA, and that this transformation
masks their relative abundance. Patterns in the Robberg, on the other hand, are
consistent with the transport, reduction, maintenance and regular discard of blade cores
on site.
One final observation that links blade production between the two periods, however,
is a curious pattern in the location in which cortex occurs on blades with marginal
cortex (Table 7-5). Three-quarters of the ELSA blades with marginal cortex have
cortex located on the right lateral margin (when the blade is orientated with the ventral
surface facing up and the proximal/platform end at the top), potentially indicating
successive removals in an anti-clockwise direction. The same pattern occurs during
the Robberg (71.4%). While individually the samples are quite small, the combined
binomial probability of 16 right-hand cortical blades out of 22 is quite low (1.8%) and
may reflect a more significant structural element to the technological habits shared
between these two periods.

7.4.3

Flaking characteristics

Flake and core attributes help to further highlight similarities and differences in the
flaking patterns between the ELSA and Robberg. With respect to indicators of core
reduction, there is no statistically significant difference in cortex coverage between the
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two periods (χ2=4.367, df=3, sig.=0.359) – both are dominated by cores with 0% and
1-50% cortex in roughly equal proportions (Table 7-7). This holds even when raw
material is controlled for. However, it can be noted that cores are generally smaller in
the Robberg (Table 7-8), have significantly more flake scars (Mann-Whitney
U=1742.5, sig.=0.025), and significantly more aberrant (step or hinge) terminations
(Mann-Whitney U=1664, sig.=0.009) (Table 7-6). Thus, and consistent with earlier
inferences about the non-local origin of many Robberg artefacts and the greater
investment in core maintenance, it seems that cores in this period were generally more
heavily reduced, in spite of the lack of difference in core cortex. The cortex pattern is
probably explained by removal of cortical lateral core margins during on-going
reduction of Robberg cores, resulting in continued production of cortical blades
(proportions of cortical blades do not differ significantly between ELSA and Robberg:
χ2=3.572, df=3, sig.=0.613).

Table 7-7 Count, frequency and adjusted residuals for attributes relating to core and
flake flaking patterns and flake platform attributes
attribute

dorsal flake scar pattern

flake platform lipping

flake platform type

flake initiation type

categories

ELSA
count

%

unidirectional

599

bidirectional opposing

58

bidirectional orthogonal

Robberg

total

adj. res.

count

%

adj. res.

86.9

4.9

585

77.0

-4.9

1184

8.4

-3.7

112

14.7

3.7

170

8

1.2

-3.3

30

3.9

3.3

38

polydirectional

4

0.6

-1.2

9

1.2

1.2

13

other

20

2.9

-0.3

24

3.2

0.3

44

total

689

100.0

760

100.0

1449

lipped

38

4.8

-3.9

92

9.8

3.9

130

not lipped

748

95.2

3.9

843

90.2

-3.9

1591

total

786

100.0

935

100.0

1721

cortical

66

8.8

-4.4

136

16.1

4.4

202

single flake

587

78.5

10.0

460

54.6

-10.0

1047

double flake

15

2.0

3.1

3

0.4

-3.1

18

multi-flake

15

2.0

0.9

12

1.4

-0.9

27

linear

49

6.6

-6.5

146

17.3

6.5

195

crushed/shattered

16

2.1

-6.4

86

10.2

6.4

102

total

748

100.0

843

100.0

hertzian

390

50.9

-1.2

465

54.0

1.2

855

bending

6

0.8

-6.9

68

7.9

6.9

74

wedging

1591

9

1.2

-5.2

53

6.2

5.2

62

indeterminate

361

47.1

6.3

275

31.9

-6.3

636

total

766

100.0

861

100.0
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1627

attribute

categories

initiation point

core cortex percentage

core flake scar count

core
terminations

aberrant

core flaking products

ELSA

Robberg

total

count

%

adj. res.

count

%

adj. res.

centered

462

61.8

-1.7

556

66.0

1.7

1018

lateral

110

14.7

-4.4

197

23.4

4.4

307

not expressed

176

23.5

6.9

90

10.7

-6.9

266

total

748

100.0

843

100.0

0

26

49.1

-0.3

49

51.6

0.3

75

1–50

23

43.4

-0.2

43

45.3

0.2

66

51–100

4

7.5

1.2

3

3.2

-1.2

7

total

53

100.0

95

100.0

148

1–3

5

9.4

5

5.3

10

4–6

26

49.1

45

47.4

71

7–9

19

35.8

23

24.2

42

>10

3

5.7

22

23.2

25

total

53

100.0

95

100.0

148

0

13

24.5

15

15.8

28

1–2

29

54.7

43

45.3

72

3–4

6

11.3

20

21.1

26

5–6

3

5.7

11

11.6

14

>7

2

3.8

6

6.3

8

total

53

100.0

95

100.0

flakes

35

66.0

2.7

41

43.2

-2.7

76

blades

5

9.4

-1.5

18

18.9

1.5

23

mixed

13

24.5

-1.7

36

37.9

1.7

total

53

100.0

95

100.0

1591

148

49
148

During the ELSA, a higher proportion of cores have flake only removals (χ2=7.285,
df=2, sig.=0.026) while blade, and mixed blade and flake removals are more common
on cores discarded during the Robberg (Table 7-7). However, while this may appear
to provide support for the above-mentioned idea of blade core to flake core
transformation in the ELSA, it should be noted that blade cores are actually
significantly smaller than flake cores in the ELSA (Mann-Whitney =169, sig.=0.022)
(Table 7-8), and thus flake cores in this period are highly unlikely to be the result of
extended reduction of what were originally blade cores. Instead, flake and blade
production in this period may have been at least partially distinct technological
components. In contrast, there is no significant difference in the size of blade and flake
cores in the Robberg (Mann-Whitney =890.5, sig.=0.282) (Table 7-8).
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In terms of flaking systems as identified from dorsal flake scar directions, a
unidirectional flaking pattern is dominant in both the ELSA and Robberg (Table 7-7),
however, unidirectional flaking is proportionally more abundant in the ELSA while
bidirectional flaking is significantly more common in the Robberg (χ2=28.933, df=4,
sig.<0.001). Similarly, flakes in both the ELSA and Robberg units are associated
predominantly with single flake platforms, however the Robberg exhibits significantly
higher frequencies of linear, cortical and crushed/shattered platform types, while
single and double flake platforms are significantly more frequent in the ELSA
(χ2=137.399, df=5, sig.<0.001). The high proportion of linear platforms suggests a
greater contribution of marginal percussion in this period, while the higher frequency
of crushed/shattered platforms can be explained by the higher proportion of bipolar
technology. The higher proportion of bipolar technology in the Robberg also explains
the higher incidence of wedging initiation types observed on compete flakes in this
unit, while bending initiations are also significantly more common in this period
(χ2=96.16, df=3, sig.<0.001), as are lipped platforms (χ2=15.318, df=2, sig.<0.001).
These latter two observations, in concert with the greater occurrence of linear
platforms, may reflect greater use of soft hammer or soft-stone hammer reduction
during the Robberg.

Table 7-8 Mean and standard deviations of weight and size data for: (a) all complete
cores, (b) blade cores only, and (c) bipolar cores only in terms of grouped spits and
material types
weight
industry

material

no.

max length

mean

S.D.

mean

max width

max thickness

S.D.

mean

S.D.

mean

S.D.

A. ALL COMPLETE CORES
ELSA

Robberg

hornfels

9

14.8

11.4

36.6

6.8

28.1

8.4

12.4

4.8

silcrete

2

9.6

11.2

23.7

11.8

20.7

8.9

16.1

10.1

quartz

38

6.8

14.2

20.6

11.1

14.5

10.6

8.9

6.8

FGS/CCS

1

4.2

quartzite

3

96.9

81.4

67.6

14.1

50.9

10.5

25.8

9.6

all

53

13.3

29.3

26.2

15.7

19.1

13.6

10.7

7.7

hornfels

14

33.9

22.3

46.4

12.1

35.3

12.0

16.9

6.4

silcrete

23

7.2

6.5

26.1

6.8

19.3

4.9

12.4

5.0

quartz

49

3.2

6.3

17.6

7.4

11.5

6.5

7.9

5.3

FGS/CCS

8

15.9

22.8

28.0

12.2

20.6

10.0

13.0

6.0

quartzite

1

36.4

all

95

10.1

25.3

16.1

41.1
16.1

25.0
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9.0

37.5
13.1

18.0

30.0
11.2

11.0

6.6

weight
industry

material

max length

S.D.

mean

S.D.

max width
mean

S.D.

max thickness

no.

mean

mean

hornfels

1

21.7

40.2

28.4

15.9

silcrete

1

17.5

32.0

27.0

23.2

quartz

15

1.3

FGS/CCS

1

4.2

S.D.

B. BLADE CORES ONLY
ELSA

1.8

16.4

6.1

25.3

9.4

4.0

16.1

5.6

2.3

9.0

quartzite

Robberg

all

18

3.5

6.2

19.1

8.7

11.8

7.0

7.3

5.1

hornfels

6

25.1

20.5

39.6

8.6

28.9

9.5

17.1

7.4

silcrete

17

6.2

3.1

25.9

5.0

19.8

4.6

12.4

2.9

quartz

24

1.1

1.7

15.2

4.7

8.9

4.4

5.5

2.9

FGS/CCS

7

17.2

24.3

28.7

13.0

20.6

10.8

13.2

6.5

all

54

7.5

13.3

23.0

10.4

16.1

9.3

9.9

5.9

C. BIPOLAR CORES ONLY
ELSA

Robberg

7.5

hornfels

4

12.2

7.7

36.0

5.6

32.3

8.5

9.9

4.6

quartz

29

2.3

6.4

16.6

7.1

11.0

6.9

6.4

3.6

FGS/CCS

1

4.2

25.3

16.1

9.0

quartzite

1

38.3

61.3

41.2

16.0

all

35

4.5

9.1

hornfels

2

8.2

silcrete

4

4.8

quartz

42

2.0

FGS/CCS

1

0.8

all

49

2.4

20.3

11.6

14.4

10.7

7.1

4.0

5.4

2.8

12.8

19.6

4.2

12.3

1.7

3.0

26.9

9.1

17.1

4.2

8.8

3.8

4.4

15.9

5.8

10.2

5.6

6.7

4.3

7.5

11.1

18.7
4.4

17.6

8.4

4.6
5.9

7.0

4.3

Discussion: the early microlithic at PL8 in context

The late Pleistocene LSA sequence at PL8 is associated with two distinct early
microlithic assemblages. The chronology and technological characteristics associated
with the younger of the two assemblages conforms well with current understanding of
what the Robberg Industry looks like and when it occurs. This assemblage, for
instance, dates to c. 21–18 ka, is blade-rich, associated with a change in lithic material
preference from hornfels to silcrete for the production of blades and is associated with
evidence for the use of bipolar techniques of reduction, particularly in the core
component. In contrast, local characteristics of the ELSA are presently poorly known,
providing no ready expectations for the characteristics of the ELSA in this part of the
subcontinent. Assignment of the earlier microlithic assemblage to the ELSA is
therefore necessarily inferred based on its earlier age (>22 ka), the absence of
technological features such as evidence for prepared core technology generally
associated with the MSA, and the fact that, despite the strong blade element, it is
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clearly different from the overlying Robberg at the site. Given these points, several
conclusions can be made regarding the character of the early microlithic at PL8 with
interesting patterns of continuity and variation identified between the ELSA and
Robberg units.
The ELSA at PL8 (Figure 7-4) is primarily associated with the reduction of hornfels
cobbles unidirectionally using free-hand techniques to produce a range of flakes and
blades. While bipolar techniques were in use, bipolar artefacts represent only a minor
component of the technology discarded at the site during this period. The low bipolar
flake:bipolar core ratio, and specifically the rarity of bipolar flakes, suggests an
organisational strategy in which bipolar flaking primarily took place off-site with cores
subsequently transported to site and eventually discarded. Blade production in this
period was relatively expedient involving minimal or no initial core preparation.
Instead, knappers took advantage of natural ridges on subangular hornfels river
cobbles to guide the systematic removal of blades. Most blades are associated with the
early stages of production, while the oversupply of unclassifiable specimens, high
proportions of cortex and lack of evidence for core maintenance suggests an
opportunistic approach to blade production during this period. The high blade:blade
core ratio indicates that some blades may have been introduced to the site having been
produced elsewhere in the landscape and/or that the cores associated with blade
production were systematically removed from the sample. If blades were produced
off-site this is most likely to have occurred closer to the source of the hornfels river
cobbles (i.e. the Doring River). A study of the surface archaeology along the Doring
River may help to resolve this.
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Figure 7-4 Examples of ELSA artefacts from PL8 including a selection of cores
(prefaced by the number 1) and a selection of flakes and blades (prefaced by the
number 2): (1a) hornfels core; (1b-1d) quartz bipolar cores; (1e) silcrete blade core;
(2a) dorsal surfaces for a selection of hornfels blades; (2b) facetted flake platform;
(2c) ventral, side-profile and dorsal surface of a cortical hornfels blade; (2d) ventral,
side-profile and dorsal surface of a non-cortical hornfels blade (White bar is 10mm)

The Robberg at PL8 (Figure 7-5) shows a number of technological continuities with
the underlying ELSA in terms of evidence for bipolar and laminar flaking systems.
Bipolar techniques become more common during the Robberg, though continuity can
be seen in the strong association between bipolar technology and the use of quartz, and
the lack of variation in the size of bipolar artefacts between the two periods. The size
of bipolar cores if limited to quartz (which accounts for the majority of the bipolar core
sample and controls for any variation relating to differences in package size), for
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example, does not change through the sequence with most quartz bipolar cores being
discarded upon reaching a weight of <1g in both units. The Robberg is associated with
similar blade frequencies to the ELSA though there is evidence for more regimented
laminar systems of production involving at least some initial core preparation and later
stage core maintenance. Most of the blades discarded at PL8 during the Robberg relate
to the optimal phase of production, which, combined with the relatively low
blade:blade core ratios suggests some on-site blade manufacture during the Robberg,
albeit that the relatively small number of initial core preparation blades and the strong
emphasis on silcrete imply some preparation and reduction of cores prior to arrival at
PL8. The Robberg blades are also smaller than those made during the ELSA,
something previously noted at Umhlatuzana in the SRZ (Kaplan, 1990: 57-58).
Flake and core attributes indicate further differences in systems of production and
varying degrees of reduction intensity between the two periods. Flakes and blades in
the Robberg are associated with a higher frequency of linear platforms, a higher
frequency of bending initiations and a higher incidence of platform lipping, which,
combined, suggest marginal percussion with soft hammer or soft-stone hammer. The
higher frequency of crushed platforms associated with the Robberg reflects the greater
contribution of bipolar flaking during this period. Results also suggest that cores were
more heavily reduced during the Robberg, with more flakes removed per core prior to
discard. Production strategies during the ELSA, on the other hand, are characterised
by less concern over maximising output from available material, with cores discarded
after only a few flake removals and prior to reaching an exhausted state. Although a
unidirectional flaking pattern is dominant in both the ELSA and Robberg, the
incidence of other dorsal flake scar direction categories differs significantly between
the two units. ELSA flakes are predominantly associated with a unidirectional flaking
pattern, while Robberg flakes are associated with a higher incidence of bidirectional
opposed and orthogonal flaking patterns.
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Figure 7-5 Examples of Robberg artefacts from PL8 including a selection of cores
(prefaced by the number 1) and a selection of flakes and blades (prefaced by the
number 2): (1a-1c) selection of silcrete unidirectional blade cores; (1d) silcrete
bidirectional opposing blade core; (1e) silcrete bidirectional orthogonal blade core;
(1f-1g) FGS/CCS unidirectional blade cores; (1h-1k) selection of quartz bipolar
cores; (1l) hornfels unidirectional core; (1m) hornfels bidirectional orthogonal core;
(1n) hornfels unidirectional core; (2a-2e) selection of blades; (2f) crested blades.
(White bar is 10mm)

These results have a number of implications for understanding the early microlithic in
the eastern Cederberg compared to the subcontinent more broadly. Unlike the ELSA
at sites in the north/northeast of southern Africa, bipolar systems of production and an
emphasis on the use of quartz are not defining features of the earliest LSA at PL8.
Instead, the ELSA is best distinguished by the expedient production of small blades
and the broad absence of prepared core systems. The blade component of the ELSA at
PL8 appears to represent an adaptation to the local lithological conditions involving
the manufacture of blades through exploitation of natural features on available subangular hornfels river cobbles. To the extent that this strategy is adapted to the cobbles
available in the Doring River, there is only limited potential for such a technological
configuration to be deployed in areas with different geographical constraints. This
perhaps explains why the late Pleistocene microlithic at PL8 is technologically distinct
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from the ELSA at Elands Bay Cave on the opposite side of the Cederberg mountains
only ~70 km away where evidence for the production of blades is lacking (Parkington,
1980, Parkington and Yates, n.d.). Similarities in terms of early evidence for small
blade production, however, can be drawn between the ELSA at PL8 and a number of
sites in the SRZ (e.g. Heuningneskrans, Cave James and Umhlatuzana) and YRZ (e.g.
Boomplaas) which provide evidence for the production of blades during the earliest
LSA (Beaumont, 1981, Wadley, 1987, Mitchell, 1988a, Kaplan, 1990), though the
SRZ samples generally pre-date the ELSA at PL8 by 10–15 ka.
In the overlying Robberg, bipolar systems become more common and the production
of blades becomes more formalised. The shift to silcrete during the Robberg here
invokes similarities to assemblages from sites on the south west coast such as
Byneskranskop in the WRZ and Boomplaas, Kangkara and Nelson Bay Cave in the
YRZ which are also associated with short-lived spikes in the use of silcrete within the
bladelet-rich Robberg interval (Schweitzer and Wilson, 1982, Deacon, 1984a). Like
the ELSA, however, the paucity of quartz distinguishes the PL8 Robberg sample from
that at nearby Elands Bay Cave (Parkington, 1980, Orton, 2006) and Faraoskop
(Manhire, 1993) on the west coast. In technological form and raw material selection
the Robberg from PL8 appears more similar to sites on the south coast. Results from
PL8 therefore contrast with the general pattern described in Mitchell’s (1988a) quartz
dominant blade manufacturing technological province suggesting that the situation is
spatially and temporally complex.

7.6

Conclusion

This paper has described the late Pleistocene early microlithic technology at PL8
rockshelter in the eastern Cederberg, Western Cape highlighting distinctions from
local patterns on the opposite side of the Cape Fold Mountain Range. Results indicate
that the late Pleistocene early microlithic at PL8 is distinctive in the dominance of
hornfels throughout the sequence with patterns of continuity and variation observed
between the ELSA and the Robberg. Overall, the early microlithic at PL8 suggests that
the uptake of post-MSA microlithic systems was regionally complex in timing and
form, with greater regional similarities in the Robberg. Ultimately, the late Pleistocene
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sequence at PL8 is significant for helping to characterise the pre-Robberg in an area
where the nature of the ELSA is currently under-defined.
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8 ELSA TECHNOLOGY AT A LANDSCAPE-SCALE:
EVIDENCE FROM THE OPEN-AIR LOCALITY UPK7
Low, M., Mackay, A. & Phillips, N. (2017) Understanding Early Later Stone Age
technology at a landscape-scale: evidence from an open-air locality Uitspankraal 7
(UPK7) in the Western Cape, South Africa. Azania: Archaeological Research in
Africa, 52 (3): 373-406.

Preface to Article
This article contributes to the aims of this thesis by further characterising the ELSA in
the southwest of the subcontinent as well as exploring how early microlithic
technology is organised at a landscape scale, investigating provisioning systems and
lands-use patterns. This paper uses data from the open-air site UPK7 and compares it
to the late Pleistocene sequence at PL8 (described in the previous Chapter 7) to build
on the previous questions addressed in the last paper as well as addressing the
following specific thesis question: How are expressions of the early microlithic
similar/different at open-air and rockshelter sites? And what does this tell us about
provisioning systems and broader land-use patterns? The archaeological background
to the site and sample used is provided in greater depth in the context of Chapter 5
while a more detailed discussion of the attributes and measures recorded are provided
in Chapter 6 which outlines the methods of technological analysis used in this thesis.
Methods specific to the recording of artefacts in the open-air setting, however, are
covered below while explicit definitions for all attributes and measures can be found
in Appendix A. At the time of preparing and publishing this paper, the underlying
sediments for the AoA 3 sample were still awaiting results from OSL dating program
being conducted by Natasha Phillips. This sample has subsequently been dated with
OSL results yielding an age of 34.18 ± 2.26 ka and thus provides additional support
for the interpretations made below in this paper. This article was published in
ANZANIA: Archaeological Research in Africa and an off-print of the paper as it
appears in the journal can be found in Appendix B.
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Abstract
Understandings of past human behaviour in southern Africa are hampered by a sitebased approach to prehistoric technological systems which relies on spatially isolated
samples from one or a few key ‘type-sites’. Lithic technological behaviour, however,
was a landscape-scale process with raw material acquisition, reduction, transportation,
use, maintenance and discard taking place at varied locations. This study takes a
landscape approach to the investigation of early Later Stone Age (ELSA) technology
on the Doring River by exploring two points in what we believe to be one system. We
compare data from an open-air lithic scatter from Uitspankraal 7 (UPK7) located on
the Doring, the major river and lithic source in the area, with a published rockshelter
sample from Putslaagte 8 (PL8) located 2 km from the Doring and 15 km to the northwest of UPK7. Differences between the two assemblages support a scenario in which
hornfels blades and flakes were produced at the river and transported into the
surrounding landscape, with limited transportation of cores. Intriguingly little evidence
of quartz-bipolar reduction was found in the open-air sample at UPK7, raising the
possibility that different ELSA technological components were organised in distinct
patterns across the landscape. Results suggest that the composition of ELSA
assemblages is highly situational, with proportions of quartz and/or bipolar
technology, for instance, appearing responsive to local context. Overall, this study
highlights the importance of taking a landscape orientated approach to investigating
the nature and cause of continuity and variability in the archaeological record. Such an
approach will inevitably lead to a more comprehensive understanding of early LSA
technology, behaviour and landuse patterns.
Key words: Early Later Stone Age, open-air, landscape archaeology, lithic technology,
Uitspankraal 7, South Africa

8.1

Introduction

Archaeological research documents and explains change through time and across
space in an attempt to understand prehistoric lifeways and the dynamic interplay
between the social, technological and environmental milieus in which people lived in
the past. The complex nature of human behaviour, however, makes identifying
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behaviourally meaningful patterns and interpreting variability in the archaeological
record among the biggest challenges faced by archaeologists. In the context of
southern African stone age research, a hierarchical approach is traditionally used to
‘order’ broad-scale variability, with the archaeological record arranged into temporally
discrete technocomplexes (also referred to as Industrial complexes), comprising
groups of geographically dispersed Industries that possess a range of technological
features in common that are indicative of shared manufacturing traditions (Bishop and
Clark, 1967, Lombard et al., 2012). A site-based approach has dominated this research,
with Industries defined based on data pertaining to one or a few key ‘type
sites/assemblages’, typically derived from rockshelter deposits. Such an approach
hinges on the identification of diagnostic artefact ‘types’ and/or technological
characteristics that are then used to group superficially similar assemblages into
Industries. Small scale temporal differences within Industries are generally expressed
as ‘phases’ while spatial variation between assemblages dating within the same
temporal boundary are typically understood to represent regional variants of a
particular Industry and/or distinct Industries in themselves (Lombard et al., 2012).
Although the technocomplex approach remains a valuable tool for linking assemblages
in dated contexts (such as rockshelter sequences), with those from settings where dates
are difficult to obtain (such as is the case in many open-air settings), it does not
adequately accommodate the range of finer-scaled variability expected to occur as a
result of the diverse geological, environmental and social contexts characterising the
different regions in which these Industries have been identified. Contributing to the
problem, and perhaps of greater concern when attempting to understand prehistoric
lifeways, is that the current paradigm ignores the fact that lithic technological
behaviour occurs at a landscape-scale with activities such as the acquisition of lithic
materials, the reduction of stone, the transportation of artefacts and/or tool stone, the
use, maintenance and eventual discard of artefacts taking place at multiple landscape
locations. In this way, sites represent aggregates of technological behaviour at a single
spatial point within a broader system (Barton and Riel-Salvatore, 2014). An approach
that views technological systems at a landscape scale is required if we are to expand
upon traditional site-type based understandings of past human behaviour and gain a
more holistic understanding of the interaction between past humans, their
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technological systems and the landscape in which they lived. Acknowledging these
facts, this paper explores the early Later Stone Age (ELSA) on the Doring River from
a landscape-scale perspective, comparing data from a newly analysed open-air artefact
scatter from Uitspankraal 7 (UPK7), located on the major river itself and at the lithic
source, with a rockshelter sample from Putslaagte 8 (PL8) located 2 km from the
Doring and 15 km to the north-west of UPK7. By exploring two points in what we
believe to be one system this study explores how different aspects of this technological
system are articulated at a landscape level.
This paper begins with a brief overview of the LSA lithic sequence as it is currently
understood in southern Africa, outlining associated ages and providing defining lithic
technological features for each technocomplex. Focus is placed on summarising the
earliest late Pleistocene portion of the LSA as the assemblage from UPK7 was
preliminarily assessed as relating to this period based on technological similarities with
the PL8 rockshelter sample. The validity of this initial assessment is explored as part
of the research presented later in this paper. The aim of this overview is not to provide
comprehensive coverage but rather to establish the general framework within which
the new data presented in this paper can be considered and to highlight the dominance
of rockshelter sites as the primary contributors of data with which each technocomplex
has been defined. For more detailed coverage of the LSA sequence of southern Africa,
the reader is directed to the foundational works of J. Deacon (1984a) and Mitchell
(2002, 1988a) as well as the more recent revised sequence presented in Lombard et al.,
(2012) on which the summary presented here is largely based. Following this broad
overview, results from the recently published rockshelter sample at PL8 are
summarised focussing on the defining features of the local ELSA and Robberg as
identified at the site. The background to the UPK7 sample is then provided and the
methods used in this study described. After a descriptive presentation of results, the
major findings of this study are considered. All dates are cited as calibrated ages and
are expressed as ‘ka’ (thousand years ago) with all radiocarbon ages calibrated using
OxCal 4.2 (Bronk-Ramsey, 2009) and the Southern Hemisphere terrestrial calibration
curve SHCal13 following Hogg et al., (2013).
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8.2

The southern African Later Stone Age (LSA) sequence

The LSA sequence in southern Africa extends back at least 40 ka (thousand years ago)
when the technological systems of the LSA are recognised to have replaced those of
the MSA in at least some parts of the subcontinent (e.g. Beaumont, 1978, Lombard et
al., 2012). A number of distinct technocomplexes are currently recognised for the LSA
period in southern Africa including from earliest to most recent: (1) ELSA (~40–18
ka); (2) Robberg (~18–12 ka); (3) Oakhurst (~12–7 ka); (4) Wilton (~8–4 ka); (5) final
LSA (~4–0.1 ka); and (6) ceramic final LSA (<2 ka) (Lombard et al., 2012). The nature
and timing of changes between these technocomplexes are variable across the subcontinent and most sites contain discontinuous sequences indicative of episodes of
occupation separated by periods of non-occupation (Mackay et al., 2014). Common to
all LSA technocomplexes, however, is the general absence of evidence for MSA
prepared core technology, such as prepared cores types (including Levallois and radial
cores), flakes with faceted platforms, and MSA retouched artefact types such as
bifacial points and unifacial points. Each technocomplex within the LSA is associated
with a defined temporal range and is characterised by a number of distinct
technological features and/or artefact types, typically described based on
characteristics identified at one or a few key type-sites (summarised in Table 8-1). The
earliest pre-12 ka part of the LSA sequence is often referred to as the late Pleistocene
microlithic (e.g. Deacon, 1984a, Mitchell, 1988a, Orton, 2014) and is represented by
the Robberg and ELSA technocomplexes, and we discuss the characteristics of these
in some detail below. Note that the term ‘blade’ is used in this study to refer to parallel
sided flakes whose axial lengths are at least twice as long as the axial width. No a
priori distinction was made between blades and bladelets (Pargeter and Redondo,
2016).

Table 8-1 General summary of the southern Africa LSA lithic sequence including
associated chronology and defining lithic assemblage characteristics based on
Lombard et al., (2012)
technocomplex
ceramic
final
LSA

other names /
variants
ceramic postclassic Wilton,
Late Holocene
with pottery

MIS
1

date
(ka)
<2

lithic assemblage characteristics
frequency of retouched artefacts
variable, but include long end
scrapers & small numbers of backed
artefacts, associated with pottery
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key
reference/s
Deacon, J.
1984

technocomplex

other names /
variants

MIS

final
LSA

post-classic
Wilton,
Holocene
microlithic
Smithfield C,
Holocene
microlithic

1

~0.1–4

1

~4–8

Albany,
Lockshoek,
Smithfield A,
terminal
Pleistocene/
early Holocene
nonmicrolithic
late
Pleistocene
microlithic

1

~7–12

2

~12–
18

Early LSA,
late
Pleistocene
microlithic,
MSA/LSA
transitional

3/2

~18–
40

Wilton

Oakhurst

Robberg

ELSA

8.2.1

date
(ka)

lithic assemblage characteristics
(grit- or grass-tempered)
highly variable, large unretouched
flakes common, scrapers, backed
artefacts & adzes

key
reference/s
Deacon, J.
1984

blades/bladelets common, retouched
artefacts numerous & highly
standardised, small convex scrapers,
small backed artefacts common
large side-struck flakes common,
blades/bladelets rare, retouched
artefacts uncommon but those
present include scrapers, naturally
backed knives

Deacon, J.
1972;
Deacon, J.
1984
Deacon, J.
1984

evidence for the systematic
production of small blades/bladelets
(usually associated with a shift to
fine-grained lithic materials such as
silcrete and/or FGS/CCS), some
bipolar technology, retouched
artefacts rare, pièces esquillées (aka.
outils écaillés or scaled pieces)
bipolar technology common, blade
frequencies highly variable,
retouched artefacts rare, pièces
esquillées (aka. outils écaillés or
scaled pieces)

Deacon, J.
1984

Beaumont
1978;
Wadley
1993

The Robberg technocomplex (~12–18 ka)

Identification of the Robberg’s technological systems dates back to the 1940s (see
Wadley, 1996: 64), but it was not until over 30 years later that it was formally
recognised and defined based on excavations at Nelson Bay Cave on the Robberg
Peninsula. Assemblages attributed to the Robberg generally date to ~18–12 ka, though
they may begin earlier and end later in the southeast than elsewhere in southern Africa
(Loftus et al., 2016a). The earliest dates reported so far for the Robberg, for instance,
are associated with the late Pleistocene sequence at Sehonghong in Lesotho (Pargeter
et al., 2017a). Robberg assemblages are broadly characterised by evidence for the
systematic production of small blades/bladelets (generally inferred from the presence
of high frequencies of blades/bladelets and/or the cores from which they were
produced); the preferential use of fine-grained materials such as silcrete, fine grain
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silicious (FGS)/crypto-crystalline silicates (CCS; sometimes referred to as opalines)
and quartz; the common use of bipolar techniques for reducing stone (as evidenced by
bipolar flakes and cores and/or the presence of pièces esquillées); and relatively low
frequencies of formal retouched artefact types (Deacon, 1979, Deacon, 1984a, Deacon
and Deacon, 1999, Klein, 1974, Mitchell, 1988a, 1995, 2002, Wadley, 1993, 1996: 2330). Small non-elongate flakes measuring <20 mm in maximum dimension
(sometimes referred to as ‘micro-flakes’), represent an additional key component of
the Robberg at some sites (e.g. Porraz et al., 2016b). The Robberg has been identified
at sites throughout southern Africa, typically in rockshelter deposits (e.g. Deacon,
1976, Deacon, 1984a, Humphreys and Thackeray, 1983, Kaplan, 1990, Mitchell, 1995,
Schweitzer and Wilson, 1982, Pienaar et al., 2008, Wadley, 1996). Only a handful of
possible open-air Robberg-like assemblages has, however, been identified (Beaumont
and Morris, 1990, Churchill et al., 2000, Palmison, 2014, Price-Williams and Barham,
1982, Wilkins and Chazan, 2012). The identification of these assemblages is based
primarily on the presence of distinctive bladelet core types and are rarely associated
with small flakes and/or blades/bladelets.

8.2.2

The ELSA technocomplex (~18–40 ka)

Early manifestations of LSA technology dating ~40–18 ka in southern Africa are often
referred to as the early LSA or ELSA (e.g. Ambrose, 2002, Orton, 2006, Lombard et
al., 2012), a term originally introduced into the archaeological lexis by Beaumont and
Vogel (1972) to accommodate a geographically dispersed and technologically diverse
range of stone tool Industries from sub-equatorial Africa. Although understudied, the
ELSA is generally characterised by assemblages dominated by small relatively
unstandardised flakes and a strong emphasis on the use of locally available lithic
material types such as quartz (e.g. Beaumont, 1978, Porraz et al., 2016a) and CCS (e.g.
Clark, 1999, Mitchell, 1994). In contrast to the assemblages of the Robberg, the
presence and frequency of blades/bladelets is highly variable, though most
assemblages are largely bladelet-poor. Bipolar techniques represent the dominant
method used to reduce lithic material with pièces esquillées (sometimes referred to as
scaled pieces or outils écaillés) being particularly common. A number of ELSA
assemblages have significant, sometimes dominant, large flake components (e.g.
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Wendt, 1976) leading to a degree of uncertainty regarding the ELSA’s standing as a
distinct technological stone working tradition and status as a discrete technocomplex
(Ambrose, 2002, Beaumont and Vogel, 1972, Clark, 1997, Kaplan, 1990, Lombard et
al., 2012, Mitchell, 2002: 115, Villa et al., 2012, Wadley, 1991) and the term ‘ELSA’
has been criticised as being a “catch-all category” for poorly defined late Pleistocene
assemblages “united only by their informality” (Clark, 1997, Mitchell, 2002, Wadley,
1993). At present it is perhaps the pre-22/18 ka date of these assemblages and the
significant contribution of local material types that best defines them as ELSA. While
the term remains in use as an archaeological technocomplex, it is acknowledged that
the assemblages it encompasses are characterised by much variation and that this
variability remains to be documented and described in a range of settings (Wadley,
1993, Clark, 1997, Ambrose, 2002, Mitchell, 2002, Orton, 2006, Lombard et al.,
2012). A recent analysis of late Pleistocene lithic material from Putslaagte 8
rockshelter (PL8) in the Western Cape (Low and Mackay, 2016) represents one such
attempt to better understand and define the late Pleistocene ELSA and Robberg within
a specific region.

8.3

Evidence from PL8

The late Pleistocene lithic sequence at PL8 rockshelter in the eastern Cederberg of the
Western Cape contains two successive, yet distinct, assemblages characterised by high
proportions of small blades (Low and Mackay, 2016). The youngest of these is
characteristically Robberg and associated with an age of c. 18–21 ka. Underlying this
assemblage is material dating c. 22–25 ka with this assemblage interpreted as
representing a new component/local expression of the ELSA that differs
technologically from that recognised at sites on the opposite side of the Cape Fold
Mountain Range and in the north of the subcontinent where the ELSA is largely quartzbipolar dominant (Low and Mackay, 2016). The following overview of the PL8 late
Pleistocene sequence focusses on data for artefacts >20 mm only (summarised in
Table 8-11) as to ensure comparability with the results presented later in this paper
from UPK7. While the imposition of the >20 mm size cut-off obviously results in
slight shifts in published numerical frequency values for PL8, overall no major change
in the general frequency trends observed between the Robberg and ELSA units occurs.
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The younger of the late Pleistocene assemblages at PL8 was found to be associated
with dates and technological characteristics typical of the Robberg technocomplex.
The Robberg at PL8 is hornfels dominant (62.1% of total assemblage), blade-rich
(15.3% of complete flakes), associated with the preferential use of silcrete for the
production of blades, has a low frequency of retouched artefacts (2.4% of flaked
assemblage), a relatively high frequency of cores (12.5% of flaked assemblage) and is
associated with a significant contribution of bipolar working for reducing stone (7.9%
of flaked assemblage), particularly in the core component (26.9% of complete cores).
A degree of continuity between this assemblage and the underlying ELSA was
observed in the similar yet slightly higher frequency of hornfels in the latter (76.7% of
total assemblage), the equally low frequency of retouched artefacts (2.4% of flaked
assemblage) and the high frequency of blades (17.8% of complete flakes). Several
technological features, however, distinguish the ELSA from the overlying Robberg at
PL8. While both assemblages are associated with the production of blades, notable
differences occur in lithic material preference, methods of production and the size of
the blades produced. While the Robberg is associated with the preferential use of
silcrete to produce small blades, the ELSA is characterised by a preference for the use
of hornfels and the manufacture of blades of a comparatively larger size. Blade
production in the Robberg was relatively formalised, involving phases of core
maintenance and high proportions of optimal phase blades, while in the ELSA blades
were more irregular, with no evidence for core maintenance. Production of these
blades involved the exploitation of natural ridges on hornfels cobbles. The ELSA
assemblage at PL8 is also associated with a considerably lower frequency of cores
(5.4% of flaked assemblage) and a lower contribution of bipolar techniques for
reducing stone (bipolar technology forms 3.0% of flaked assemblage). Blade to blade
core ratios differed strikingly between these assemblages. The ratio for all material
types during the Robberg is 1.1:1 and when restricted to hornfels is 2.3:1. In contrast,
the blade to blade core ratio for the ELSA is 8.0:1 for all lithic materials and 35.0:1
when restricted to hornfels with this difference primarily driven by the relative paucity
of hornfels cores. Results for blade to blade core ratios during the ELSA hinted at an
organisational system where hornfels blades were produced elsewhere in the landscape
and introduced to the site and/or the cores from which they were produced were
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systematically removed from the sample (Low and Mackay, 2016). While the results
from PL8 are important, particularly in highlighting the technological variability
associated with the ELSA, there is a need to further explore this variability within a
regional context at a landscape-scale to determine whether similar patterns hold true
at other sites and in a range of landscape settings (i.e. rockshelter and open-air
localities). Specifically, based on the PL8 results it was concluded that an assessment
of surface archaeology along the Doring River was necessary to further investigate the
possibility that blade production occurred closer to the Doring as the primary source
of hornfels.

8.4

Uitspankraal 7: site background and description

UPK7 is a semi-arid, open-air locality situated on a remnant sediment stack of fluvial
and/or aeolian origin near the confluence of the Biedouw and Doring Rivers and in the
rain shadow of the Western Cape’s Cederberg Mountains (Figure 8-1). The site is
situated within the modern winter rainfall zone (WRZ) experiencing >66% of its mean
annual precipitation (~200 mm) during the winter months between April and
September (Chase and Meadows, 2007). Erosion at UPK7 has resulted in the exposure
of a dense concentration of stone artefacts on the terrace surface which lies roughly
seven meters above the Doring River on its north-eastern side. The scatter includes
numerous technologically- and spatially distinct components (Figure 8-2), including
a previously-published post-Howiesons Poort accumulation in ‘area of analysis’
(AoA) 1 and 2 (Will et al., 2015) (see Chapter 5 section 5.6 for additional details
concerning the archaeological background to the site).
Some 12 m east of the post-Howiesons Poort cluster is an area of ~76 m2 (AoA 3)
recently exposed by migration of the aeolian sands which cap the deposit (Figure 8-3).
The hornfels-dominated assemblage in this deflation feature rests on a substrate
situated upslope of the post-Howiesons Poort assemblage and downslope of an
assemblage containing pottery (Will et al., 2015) (Figure 8-2). AoA 3 was initially
assigned to the ELSA based on visual comparison with the excavated sample from
PL8 located approximately 15 km to the north-west (Figure 8-1). The cluster contains
very few potentially Levallois or discoidal elements (n=7, including one preferential
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Levallois core and six convergent flakes) in the assemblage of over 3,000 recorded
pieces, strongly suggesting post-MSA accumulation.

Figure 8-1 Map showing the location of UPK7 (white circle with dot) in relation to
PL8 (white triangle with dot). Other white triangles in the main image represent
other excavated LSA sites nearby: Klipfonteinrand (KFR) and Mertenhof (MRS).
Inset: Dark grey shading represents the distribution of the modern winter-rainfall
zone; light grey shading represents the modern year-round rainfall zone; unshaded
area represents the modern summer rainfall zone. Major excavated LSA sites shown
are Border Cave (BC), Elands Bay Cave (EBC), Klipfonteinrand (KFR) and Nelson
Bay Cave (NBC). Rectangle documents the location of the study area

Minimal evidence was observed suggesting the reworking of stone material in the
assemblage (i.e. post-depositional movement of artefacts via natural agents of water
and/or wind resulting in the smoothing over of edges on an artefacts surface) in the
study sample with only 5.2% (n=158) of all lithic artefacts exhibiting any degree of
rounding. In terms of the dominant hornfels lithic component, only 5.6% display
surface patination (n=117) and 6.8% (n=143) show signs of chemical weathering
resulting in the deterioration of surface features. The lack of evidence for significant
reworking and/or weathering of the stone assemblage, in addition to the presence of
several conjoin and refit artefacts found at UPK7 (including a core and flake refit
identified in the north-west corner of the AoA 3) suggest that artefacts have not moved
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far despite post-depositional processes likely operating the site. Based on these
observations, we thus assume that AoA 3 is associated with a reasonable degree of
spatial integrity; ongoing geomorphological analyses are aimed at testing this
assumption. Formational issues aside, the questions arising from our identification of
this sample were:
A. To what, if any, known part of the LSA does it most likely relate?
B. If ELSA or Robberg, how does it articulate with the assemblage at PL8?

Figure 8-2 Map of UPK7 showing the spatial distribution of tempo-technological
artefact types. A base layer of aerial footage from 2010 depicts vegetation coverage
as darkened amorphous patches
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Figure 8-3 Map of UPK7 showing the spatial distribution of lithic material types,
illustrating the hornfels dominated ELSA zone which is discrete from the silcrete and
quartzite dominated MSA areas. A base layer of aerial footage from 2010 depicts
vegetation coverage as darkened amorphous patches

8.5

Methods

Data collection in AoA 3at UPK7 reported in this paper was undertaken over the
course of two month-long field seasons, the first in October 2014 and the second in
March 2015. The locations of all stone artefacts measuring >20 mm in addition to any
diagnostic artefacts <20 mm (e.g. backed artefacts, bipolar artefacts etc.) were marked
out and the artefacts allocated unique identification numbers. Spatial positions were
recorded using a Nikon C-Series Total Station rectified to WGS84 using local control
points previously established with a Trimble RTK base and rover DPGS.
Technological attributes and measurements were recorded for each artefact in the field.
No artefacts were collected and each was replaced in its original location after analysis.
Lithic material type, cortex type, cortex percentage, maximum dimension (recorded as
the maximum length of the artefact irrespective of artefact percussion orientation) and
weight were recorded for all artefacts regardless of the degree of fragmentation.
Whether an artefact was associated with bipolar reduction was also recorded. Bipolar
artefacts were identified in this study based on the presence of certain technological
attributes commonly found to be associated with this reduction technique, specifically
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the occurrence of crushing on opposed edges and/or compression waves extending
towards one another from opposing directions suggestive of impact from two points
of applied force (Barham, 1987, de la Peña, 2015b). Bipolar flakes typically exhibit
crushed platforms, sheared bulbs of percussion and crushed distal ends while the
reduced cores characteristically display crushed chisel-like edges (Barham, 1987, de
la Peña, 2015b). Additional technological attributes and measurements were recorded
for complete specimens (Table 8-2 and Table 8-3). The length, width and thickness
of complete flakes were measured as axial dimensions oriented to the
flaking/percussion axis. During the first field season, core dimensions (length, width
and thickness) were measured in relation to the main flaking axis and the primary core
face with the additional recording of maximum block dimensions taken during the
second field season. For the purpose of this paper, core size data will only be
considered using the larger core sample (n=138) recorded during the March 2015 field
season (i.e. based on maximum core dimensions) as these results are comparable to
the data collected from PL8.
The length of the longest complete flake scar on each core was also recorded to
approximate the maximum size of flakes detached prior to abandonment. Additionally,
when considered in relation to other technological features, such as the size of
complete flakes, an assessment can be made regarding the likely degree of reduction
represented in the assemblage and/or the possibility of the importation/exportation of
certain artefacts from/to the site. If the size of the largest flake scar on a core, for
instance, is smaller than the average size of flakes of the same material in the
assemblage, it can be argued that the core was heavily reduced and/or that larger flakes
were introduced to the site (Holdaway and Stern, 2004: 186-187). To assess whether
the >20 mm size cut off would mask potentially important technological detail, a
sample of artefacts <20 mm in maximum dimension was recorded from six 50 cm by
50 cm samples squares placed in transects across the site. The results presented in the
paper pertain to the >20 mm data only as the exclusion of the <20 mm sample has little
effect on the overall patterns observed (see below).
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Table 8-2 Explanation of additional technological attributes recorded on complete
flakes
COMPLETE FLAKES: TECHNOLOGICAL ATTRIBUTES
attribute
categories
definition
dorsal cortex
Refers to the amount of cortex (the ‘rough’ weathered
0%, 1–50%, 51–
amount
exterior surface of the stone material) on the dorsal surface
100%
of the flake
dorsal flake
scar count

0, 1–3, 4-6, >7

Recorded as the number of scars, including partial flakes
scars, on the dorsal surface of a flake measuring over 5 mm
in maximum dimension

dorsal flake
scar pattern

unidirectional
bidirectional
opposing
bidirectional
orthogonal
centripetal

Two or more scars that originate from the one direction
Two or more scars that originate from two opposed
directions
Two or more scars that meet at right angles to one another
from two platforms
Three or more scars that converge to a centripetal point from
three or more differing directions e.g. typical on Levallois
flakes
Three of more scars from three or more different directions
Not possible to determine dorsal flake scar pattern possibly
due to the absence of flake scar arises on small pieces

polydirectional
other/unknown
overhang
removal

yes, no

Appears as slight crushing and/or stepping along the edge of
the platform on the dorsal surface of the flake. Used to
strengthen core platform, particularly useful when removing
flakes from small cores with high platform angles (Clarkson
2008: 288)

flake
platform type

cortical

‘Natural’ surface unmodified by previous flaking. Typically
associated with flakes removed early during the reduction of
a core
Relatively smooth, planar, non-cortical single flaked surface
Preserves evidence of two flaked surfaces, divided by an
arris/ridge
Preserves evidence of three or more flake removals on
platform surface (i.e. multiple arises/ridges)
Extremely thin platform with a width less than 1.5 mm
Damaged platform. Typically occurs on small thin flakes
produced using bipolar techniques

single flake
double flake
multi-flake
linear
crushed/shattered
termination
type

feather
step
hinge
plunge
axial

Thin termination, tapering at the distal end
Results from an abrupt traverse break or snap at right angles
to the ventral surface during the flakes removal from the core
Distal end terminated with a ‘rounded’ shape at right angles
to the longitudinal flake axis (resembling a door hinge)
Forms a ‘J-shape’ resulting from the distal end curving
prominently away from where the core face was positioned
(aka. outré passé)
Flake terminated by passing right through the bottom of the
core
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Table 8-3 Explanation of additional technological attributes recorded on complete
cores
COMPLETE CORES: TECHNOLOGICAL ATTRIBUTES
attribute
cortex
percentage
flake scar count

categories

1–3, 4–6, 7–9,
>10

Represents the minimum number of flakes removed from the
core as earlier flake scars are removed during further
reduction. Recorded as the number of flake scars, including
partial flake scars, greater than 5 mm in maximum dimension

aberrant
terminations

0, 1–2, 3–4, 5–
6, >7

Records the total number of step and hinge terminations
present on a core including those associated with partial
flake scars over 5 mm in maximum dimension

dominant core
flaking
products

flakes

Dominated by flake scars relatively irregular in size and/or
shape
Flake scars are predominantly elongate with lengths at least
twice as long as wide and parallel sides
Roughly equal mix of blade/bladelet and irregular flake scar
morphologies
Flake scars terminate in a point. Arises of the removed flakes
lateral margins must begin to converge from above or at the
midway mark along a flakes percussion length to converge at
the distal end

0, 1–50, 51–100

blades
mixed
point

flaking
direction

8.6
8.6.1

unidirectional
unifacial
unidirectional
bifacial
bidirectional
unifacial
bidirectional
bifacial
centripetal
unifacial
centripetal
bifacial
polydirectional

definition
Refers to the amount of cortex on the core surface

Flakes removed in single direction on a single
face/exploitation surface
Flakes removed in single direction on two faces/exploitation
surfaces
Flakes removed in two opposed directions on a single
face/exploitation surface
Flakes removed in two opposed directions on two
faces/exploitation surfaces
Flakes removed towards a central point on a single
face/exploitation surface
Flakes removed towards a central point on two
faces/exploitation surfaces
Flakes removed in multiple directions on multiple
faces/exploitation surfaces

Results: characterising the probable ELSA lithic scatter at UPK7
General assemblage composition

A total of 3,078 stone artefacts >20 mm was analysed from AoA 3 at UPK7. Table
8-4 provides a general overview of this sample based on counts for artefact class,
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artefact completeness and lithic material type. Complete and broken flakes are
dominant, forming almost 83% of the assemblage. Notable is the relatively high
frequency of cores (7.8% of material analysed) and the relatively low frequency of
retouched artefacts (1.1% of artefacts analysed). Most retouched artefacts in the
assemblage are miscellaneous retouched pieces (n=24) though some distinctive ‘types’
are present including: one hornfels naturally backed knife (NBK), two pièces
esquillées (one hornfels and one FGS/CCS specimen), two hornfels burins and five
scrapers of various material types (hornfels = 2, FGS/CCS = 1 and silcrete = 2) (Figure
8-7). Non-flaked stone artefacts form 1.5% of the assemblage with this component
including a range of sandstone and quartzite hammerstones (n=20), a quartzite anvil,
several ground pieces of stone (n=6), including a single specimen of ground ochre, and
an assortment of manuports such as unworked quartz crystals (n=2) and heat-fractured
hornfels river cobbles.

Table 8-4 Technological class and artefact completeness counts for the UPK7 ELSA
assemblage based on lithic material types
class
core

flake

retouched
flake

flaked piece

material
hornfels
quartzite
quartz
FGS/CCS
silcrete
dolerite
total
hornfels
quartzite
quartz
FGS/CCS
silcrete
dolerite
total
hornfels
quartzite
quartz
FGS/CCS
silcrete
dolerite
total

complete
131
54
7
1
2
195
1272
482
31
21
8
5
1819
21
3

broken
37
7
1
1
46
478
219
9
11
3
1
721
3
1

total
168
61
7
2
1
2
241
1750
701
40
32
11
6
2540
24
4

1
3

3

4
3

28

7

35

139

139

hornfels
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class

non-flaked

all

8.6.2

material
quartzite
quartz
FGS/CCS
silcrete
dolerite
total
hornfels
quartzite
quartz
sandstone
ochre
total
total

complete

broken
75

total
75

1
16
2
4
1
24

1
215
9
7
1
2
4
23

1
215
10
23
3
6
5
47

2066

1012

3078

Lithic materials and cortex

The AoA 3 assemblage is hornfels-dominant with this lithic type forming roughly 68%
of the material analysed (Table 8-4). Quartzite is the next most common material
(28%) followed by quartz (1.6%) and FGS/CCS (1.2%) with all other raw material
types contributing less than 0.5% each to the total assemblage (Table 8-4). Figure 8-3
illustrates the hornfels dominant nature of the scatter particularly in comparison to the
probable post-Howiesons Poort MSA zone (AoA 1 & 2) located to the west which is
dominated by silcrete and quartzite. Overall, the AoA 3 assemblage is characterised
by a high degree of cortex retention with almost 65% of flaked artefacts (including
both complete and broken specimens) preserving cortical surfaces (Table 8-5). Cortex
retention is highest on hornfels artefacts and the very small dolerite sample with the
lowest cortex rates associated with the small number of silcrete specimens (Table 8-5).
Of the cortex observed on hornfels artefacts, 97.8% is consistent with that found on
cobbles in the adjacent riverine source. Quartzite, on the other hand, appears largely
to have been acquired from nearby outcrops, including the surrounding cliff lines and
adjacent scree slopes (92.4%) with little use made of fluvial cobbles (7.2%). Unless
otherwise stated, the following discussion concentrates on results for complete flaked
stone artefacts only.
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Table 8-5 Count and frequency of cortex type and percentage for all flaked stone
artefacts regardless of artefact completeness from UPK7
cortex

type

category

fluvial
outcrop

hornfels

quartzite

FGS/CCS

silcrete

dolerite

total

%

no.

%

no.

%

no.

%

no.

%

no.

%

no.

%

1374

97.8

35

7.2

2

7.7

9

34.6

3

37.5

4

57.1

1427

72.9

29

2.1

449

92.4

9

34.6

4

50.0

2

28.6

499

25.5

15

0.8

crystal

%

quartz

no.

6

23.1

15

57.7

indeterm
inate
0

2

0.1

2

0.4

3

11.5

8

30.8

1

12.5

1

14.3

17

0.9

676

32.5

355

42.2

21

44.7

12

31.6

7

46.7

2

22.2

1073

35.4

1-25

535

25.7

183

21.8

10

21.3

14

36.8

3

20.0

3

33.3

748

24.7

26-50

355

17.1

106

12.6

7

14.9

3

7.9

2

13.3

2

22.2

475

15.7

51-75

237

11.4

91

10.8

7

14.9

7

18.4

1

6.7

1

11.1

344

11.3

76-99

241

11.6

93

11.1

2

4.3

1

2.6

2

13.3

1

11.1

340

11.2

100

37

1.8

13

1.5

1

2.6

51

1.7

8.6.3

Blade technology

The AoA 3 assemblage is associated with a strong elongate hornfels element (Table
8-6). Blade forms make up 18.3% of complete flakes. Almost one-quarter of complete
hornfels flakes are blades (24.1%). In contrast, under 10% of complete quartz,
FGS/CCS and quartzite flakes are associated with this flake form, with blades making
up 9.7%, 9.5% and 4.1% of the flakes in these material types respectively. The sample
sizes of complete flakes for the remaining material types (i.e. silcrete and dolerite) are
too small to make meaningful comment. Looking at the dominant flaking products
associated with complete cores in the assemblage reveals that just over 40% preserve
evidence for the production of at least some blades. In terms of material types, over
half of all complete hornfels cores are associated with production of blades (52.7%) in
contrast to quartzite cores where only 11.1% are associated with blade production. The
number of complete cores in the remaining material types is very small (Table 8-6).
The blade to blade core ratio in AoA 3 is 4.2 (i.e. 4.2 blades per blade core) when all
lithic materials are considered and 4.4 when looking exclusively at the dominant
hornfels component.
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Table 8-6 Counts and frequencies for: (a) blade flake forms (complete specimens
only), (b) blade cores (complete specimens only), (c) all artefacts associated with
bipolar flaking systems (regardless of artefact completeness), (d) bipolar flakes
(complete specimens only), and (e) bipolar cores (complete specimens only) in terms
of material types in the UPK7 ELSA assemblage
flaking system
blade technology

category
blade flake forms

blade cores

bipolar

bipolar technology

bipolar flake

material
hornfels
quartzite
quartz
FGS/CCS
silcrete
dolerite
total
hornfels
quartzite
quartz
FGS/CCS
silcrete
dolerite
total
hornfels
quartzite
quartz
FGS/CCS
total
hornfels
quartzite
quartz
FGS/CCS
total
hornfels
quartzite
quartz
FGS/CCS
total

bipolar cores

count
306
20
3
2
1
1
333
69
6
4

%
91.9
6.0
0.9
0.6
0.3
0.3
100.0
87.3
7.6
5.1

79
2
1
15
2
20

100.0
10.0
5.0
75.0
10.0
100.0

1
12
1
14
1

7.1
85.7
7.1
100.0
25.0

2

75.0

3

100.0

All complete blades were additionally classified according to the Soriano et al.,
(2007b) scheme to identify the likely stages of production represented in the
assemblage and the degree of preparation, if any, involved in the production process.
Results for this breakdown are presented in Table 8-7. The blade sample is
characterised by a relatively high proportion of specimens associated with the initial
stages of blade production (20.7% of blades) and a high frequency of blades preserving
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dorsal cortex (65.5%). The lack of crested blades and blades associated with core
maintenance, however, suggests that there was little or no investment in the initial
preparation of cores and highlights the inelaborate nature of blade manufacture at the
site. A small number of hornfels blades are morphologically similar to crested blades
but are entirely cortical on their dorsal surface with the ‘pseudo-crest’ representing a
natural angular ridge that was exploited during production (Figure 8-7b). This natural
cortical ridge likely acted to help guide flake removal resulting in the consistent
production of large blades.

Table 8-7 Count and frequency of blade types and marginal cortex location for
complete blades in the UPK7 ELSA assemblage
production stage
initial stage

main production phase

other
total
dorsal cortex percentage

categories
A1
A2
A3
total
B1
B2
B4
B5
B6
B8
B11
total
D2 or E1
0
1–25
26–50
51–75
76–99
100

total
marginal cortex location

left
right
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count
1
20

%
0.3
6.0

48
69
98
7
7
1
80
3
28
224
40
333
115
74
68
33
29
14
333
46
27

14.4
20.7
29.4
2.1
2.1
0.3
24.0
0.9
8.4
67.3
12.0
100.0
34.5
22.2
20.4
9.9
8.7
4.2
100.0
63.0
37.0

8.6.4

Bipolar technology

The AoA 3 assemblage is associated with very limited evidence for the use of bipolar
reduction (Table 8-6). Bipolar artefacts, for example, form 0.7% of the total flaked
stone assemblage with bipolar cores making up 1.5% of the core sample and bipolar
flakes representing only 0.8% of all complete flakes (Table 8-6). To test the possibility
that this lack of bipolar artefacts was a result of the sample size cut-off implemented,
all artefacts <20 mm were recorded from a series of six 50 by 50 cm sample squares
laid out across the site; only one additional bipolar artefact (a bipolar core) was
identified in the sample of 147 (0.7%). The possibility that bipolar artefacts may
preserve differently to the relatively larger free-hand produced artefacts in open-air
contexts also requires consideration. This is currently being tested by a recovery bias
experiment at the site looking at the differential preservation and movement of bipolar
versus free-hand artefacts in open-air semi-arid contexts prone to fluvially driven
erosional processes.

8.6.5

Flaking patterns – complete flakes

Results for flaking patterns based on data for complete flakes are summarised in Table
8-8. The AoA 3 assemblage is associated with a high frequency of complete flakes
exhibiting between 1–50% dorsal cortex, between 1–3 dorsal flake scars, usually
indicative of a unidirectional flaking pattern, have single flake platforms (i.e. flake
platforms that are relatively smooth planar non-cortical surfaces with no ridges
associated with previous flaking), feather terminations and are associated with
minimal evidence for the use of overhang removal. A degree of variability can be seen
in the flaking patterns associated with different material types. While hornfels appears
to be primarily associated with unidirectional flaking, complete flakes of FGS/CCS
and silcrete are associated with higher frequencies of high dorsal flake scar counts, a
higher proportion of non-unidirectional dorsal flake scar patterns, a higher frequency
of multi-flake platforms (i.e. flake platforms preserving evidence of three or more
flaked surfaces in the form of multiple ridges on the platform surface) and the
occurrence of overhang removal. FGS/CCS flakes, for example, record the highest
frequency of complete flakes with 4-6 dorsal flake scars (55%) while silcrete flakes
are associated with the highest frequency of flakes preserving >7 dorsal flake scars
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(12.5%). Similarly, the incidence of overhang removal appears to be strongly
associated with silcrete (25% of complete flakes) and FGS/CCS (14.3% of complete
flakes) lithologies. Although the sample sizes for FGS/CCS (n=21) and silcrete (n=8)
are relatively small, the contrasting flaking patterns observed in association with these
materials may be indicative of differences in reduction intensity and the desire to
maximise output from materials that were not as readily available in the immediate
environs as the locally derived hornfels.

Table 8-8 Count and frequency of attributes relating to flake flaking patterns and
flake platform attributes in the UPK7 ELSA assemblage
attribute
dorsal cortex amount

categories
0

dorsal flake scar count

1–50
51–100
total
0

dorsal flake scar pattern

overhang removal

flake platform type

termination type

1–3
4–6
>7
total
unidirectional
bidirectional opposing
bidirectional orthogonal
centripetal
polydirectional
other/unknown
total
yes
no
total
cortical
single flake
double flake
multi-flake
linear
crushed/shattered
total
feather
step
hinge
plunge
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count
627
784
408
1819
47
1219
506

%
34.5
43.1
22.4
100.0
2.7
68.8
28.6

47
1819
1506
110
42
3
41
70
1772
113
1706
1819
527
1150
19
63
42
18
1819
1064
242
184
65

2.7
100.0
85.0
6.2
2.4
0.2
2.3
4.0
100.0
6.2
93.8
100.0
29.0
63.2
1.0
3.5
2.3
1.0
100.0
58.5
13.3
10.1
3.6

attribute

8.6.6

categories
axial
total

count
264
1819

%
14.5
100.0

Flaking patterns – complete cores

Results for flaking pattern based on core data are summarised in Table 8-9. Overall,
the AoA 3 assemblage is associated with a high frequency of cores with cortex,
particularly in the >50% cortex range (almost half of the complete cores fall in this
high-range category), a high proportion of cores with blades as the dominant flaking
product (18.5%) and a high frequency of cores with unidirectional flaking on either
one or two core faces (72.3%). Just over 53% of complete cores preserve a minimum
of seven flake scars and almost 30% associated with flake scar counts of >10. Cores
are additionally associated with high rates of aberrant terminations with just over 30%
of complete cores having a minimum of five step and/or hinge terminations.

Table 8-9 Count and frequency of attributes relating to core flaking patterns in the
UPK7 ELSA assemblage
attribute
core cortex percentage

categories
0
1–50
51–100
total

core flake scar count

core aberrant
terminations

dominant core flaking
products

1–3
4–6
7–9
>10
total
0
1–2
3–4
5–6
>7
total
flakes
blades
mixed
point
total
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count
13
87
95

%
6.7
44.6
48.7

195
20
71
47
57
195
18
56
60
53
8
195
115
36
43
1
195

100.0
10.3
36.4
24.1
29.2
100.0
9.2
28.7
30.8
27.2
4.1
100.0
59.0
18.5
22.1
0.5
100.0

attribute
flaking direction

8.6.7

categories
unidirectional unifacial
unidirectional bifacial
bidirectional unifacial
bidirectional bifacial
centripetal unifacial
centripetal bifacial
polydirectional
total

count
128
13
25
2
4
3
20
195

%
65.6
6.7
12.8
1.0
2.1
1.5
10.2
100.0

Artefact size

The mean and standard deviations for the weight and metrics of complete flakes and
cores in terms of lithic material types are presented in Table 8-10. Based on mean
results, flakes manufactured from quartzite represent the heaviest, widest and thickest
of all complete flakes in the assemblage. In contrast, quartz flakes are on average the
smallest in all dimensions followed by the small sample of flakes manufactured from
FGS/CCS and silcrete. Mean results for hornfels flakes generally fall somewhere
between the two. Based on mean results for complete cores, quartzite specimens are
the largest and heaviest in the assemblage with an average weight of over 560 g and a
mean maximum dimension of 100.3 ± 30.7 mm (Table 8-10). In contrast, hornfels
cores, which form just over 80% of the core sample, are smaller with an average weight
of 77.5 ± 52.0 g and a mean maximum dimension of roughly 60 mm. A frequency
histogram of core weights, regardless of lithic material type, demonstrates that most
cores weigh less than 100 g with the highest frequency of these cores falling between
30–60 g (Figure 8-4). Similarly, a frequency histogram of core maximum dimensions
and a boxplot of the maximum length, width and thicknesses of complete cores support
the idea that core sizes overall are relatively constrained (Figure 8-5). Most cores, for
instance, have a maximum dimension within the range of 50-70 mm (Figure 8-5). The
occurrence of a few outliers is likely due to the large quartzite specimens in the sample.
Metrical data can also be used to examine more specific technological questions
relating to the production of hornfels blades. On average, hornfels blades are longer
(mean length: 45.0 ± 14.5 mm), narrower (mean width: 16.5 ± 5.7 mm) and thinner
(mean thickness: 7.8 ± 4.7 mm) compared to the complete flake category as a whole.
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The frequency histogram of blade lengths shows that a range of blade sizes are present
in the assemblage with the highest frequencies concentrated on blades with lengths
ranging between 25–55 mm (Figure 8-6). The box-plot of blade lengths, widths and
thicknesses shows that roughly half of the blades have a length falling between 30–55
mm with results for width and thickness appearing more constrained. Roughly 60% of
blades, for instance, possess widths of around 10–20 mm and thicknesses of around 5–
10 mm (Figure 8-6).

Table 8-10 Mean, standard deviation and median of weight and size data for
complete flakes and complete cores based on material types for the UPK7 ELSA
assemblage. Core data are for complete cores from the second field season only
categor
y
all
complet
e flakes

all
complet
e cores

material

no.

weight
S.D.
13.1

media
n
5.0

mea
n
33.1

27.0

48.4

10.0

37.0

width

quartzite

127
2
482

quartz

31

2.9

2.4

2.0

22.2

21.0

14.7

S.D
.
10.
1
16.
5
4.0

15.0

6.2

2.8

5.0

FGS/CC
S
silcrete

21

4.4

3.2

3.0

25.1

7.5

24.0

20.8

8.0

18.0

7.1

3.2

7.0

8

9.8

7.5

9.5

41.4

36.5

26.8

6.8

2.6

7.0

5

13.6

22.7

4.0

31.2

25.0

24.2

16.0

7.6

6.7

4.0

total

14.1

28.3

6.0

33.9

25.5

22.0

9.0

5.4

8.0

77.5

52.0

60.5

59.2

57.5

42.5

40.0

24.9

7.6

24.0

quartzite

21

563.4

350.5

100.3

101.0

77.9

73.0

52.6

4

109.0

12.5

53.0

34.0

33.5

24.5

22.5

23.
5
13.
1

48.0

quartz

561.
4
195.
3

14.
8
12.
4
30.
7
43.
5

30.0

hornfels

181
9
112

10.
5
16.
1
12.
8
11.
1
26.
4
19.
0

22.5

dolerite

15.
8
9.4

FGS/CC
S
total

1

12.0

12.0

35.0

35.0

23.0

23.0

17.0

138

148.8

68.0

65.2

60.0

47.5

41.0

29.0

277.
0

23.
1

media
n
30.0

mea
n
23.2

33.0

32.4

thickness

S.D
.
14.
2
16.
1
6.8

hornfels

mea
n
9.6

length

19.
6

media
n
21.0

mea
n
8.0

S.D
.
4.4

media
n
7.0

28.0

12.2

6.7

11.0

17.0
17.0

15.
3

25.0

Hornfels blade cores are on average lighter (mean weight: 72.2 ± 42.8 g) and smaller
(mean length: 59.8 ± 11.9 mm; mean width: 39.6 ± 10.1 mm; mean thickness: 24.2 ±
6.6 mm) compared to the core category as a whole (Table 8-10). The average length
of the longest complete flake scar on hornfels blade cores is 45.2 ± 13.0 mm. This is
almost identical to the mean length of complete hornfels blades in the assemblage of
45.0 ± 14.5 mm. That is, almost all of the blades in the sample could have come from
these cores in their state at discard, and it is thus unlikely that the cores were subject
to significant on-going reduction after initial blade production. Combined with the
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relative frequency of cortex on these cores, our impression is that these blade
production systems were characterised by relatively short reduction chains.

Figure 8-4 Frequency histogram of UPK7 core weights for: (1) all cores; and (2)
cores <100 g
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Figure 8-5 Frequency histogram of core maximum dimensions and boxplot of core
sizes for UPK7
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Figure 8-6 Frequency histogram of blades lengths and boxplot of blade sizes for
UPK7
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8.7
8.7.1

Discussion
Is the AoA 3 lithic scatter a local expression of the ELSA?

Spatial and technological evidence supports the notion that the AoA 3 lithic scatter at
UPK7 is in fact representative of a local expression of the ELSA in the eastern
Cederberg. Spatially, the scatter is positioned on a substrate situated vertically above
of a clearly MSA post-Howiesons Poort scatter and below a later Holocene LSA one
containing pottery (Figure 8-2). That no major evidence for Levallois and/or discoidal
reduction systems were observed in the sample (only one preferential Levallois core
and seven convergent flakes were recorded, representing 0.2% of the total assemblage)
supports the notion that the assemblage is not of MSA origin but rather that we are
dealing with an assemblage of LSA derivation (ESA remains in the form of handaxes
are present in the colluvium at UPK7 [Figure 8-2] and at nearby UPK1 that rests on a
well-developed calcrete (Bleed et al., Forthcoming)). The question then is: to which
part of the LSA does the AoA 3 assemblage likely belong? Pending dating results from
OSL samples taken at the site, to explore this question we must rely upon comparisons
between the technological characteristics of the AoA 3 assemblage and current
understandings of the ‘defining’ technological features associated with each
technocomplex within southern Africa’s LSA sequence (Table 8-1), as well as those
from the nearby PL8 sequence (Low and Mackay, 2016).
From a purely technological standpoint, the AoA 3 assemblage can be defined based
on a number of key features relating to its lithic technology. The assemblage is
hornfels-dominant, blade-rich, associated with a very low frequency of retouched
artefacts and lacks evidence for a significant contribution of bipolar techniques for
reducing stone. Based on these characteristics alone it is reasonable to exclude several
technocomplexes in the LSA sequence. The absence of pottery – and its common
presence elsewhere at UPK7 – seems to discount the ceramic final LSA as a probable
candidate. Technological features such as the blade-rich nature of the AoA 3
assemblage suggests assignment to the final LSA or Oakhurst is unlikely, given that
both of these are generally flake-based technocomplexes that lack clear evidence for
the preferential production of blades. Despite the presence of a single hornfels NBK
in the AoA 3 sample (an artefact type generally associated with the Oakhurst Industry)
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the fact that this artefact type has also been found in association with the Robberg at
sites such as Elands Bay Cave (Mitchell, 1988a: 105, Orton, 2006: 13), Sehonghong
(Mitchell, 1995, 1994) and Umhlatuzana (Kaplan, 1990), warns against placing too
much emphasis on the presence of such a small sample;– a cluster of at least 35 NBKs
in another part of the site east of the limits of Figure 8-2 likely provides a better
example of the Oakhurst. Similarly, although the Wilton technocomplex contains a
significant blade/bladelet element, the unretouched nature of the blades in the AoA 3
sample as well as the lack of backed artefacts or a significant retouched component in
general, renders the Wilton unfavourable as a likely designation; mid Holocene
occupation of the site may be better reflected in the concentration of small convex
scrapers made predominantly on CCS and silcrete 30 m north of the scatter analysed
here (Figure 8-3). Eliminating known late, middle and early Holocene LSA
technological variants, it seems likely that the AoA 3 scatter at UPK7 is most closely
aligned to the late Pleistocene LSA, and thus either the ELSA or Robberg. As the
ELSA is currently understudied and poorly defined in many regions, however, we must
look to the local late Pleistocene archaeological record for more clues.
As discussed previously, analysis of the late Pleistocene LSA sequence at PL8
rockshelter revealed the existence of two hornfels-dominant assemblages, both
characterised by a high frequency of blades, a low frequency of retouched artefacts,
and a significant contribution of bipolar techniques for reducing stone, particularly
evident in the core component (Low and Mackay, 2016). The primary distinguishing
features between the two assemblages relates to the dominant lithic material and
methods associated with the blade production systems in each unit. In the ELSA at
PL8 hornfels is the dominant rock for blade production (Figure 8-9) while silcrete
dominates in the Robberg blade corpus. Hornfels cores are far more common than
silcrete cores in the ELSA, while the opposite is true in the Robberg. The main method
of blade production in the ELSA involved the opportunistic removal of elongate flakes
down natural ridges on hornfels cobbles with limited core maintenance; in the
Robberg, crested blades occur and optimal phase blades dominate, reflecting a more
regimented production system.
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Technologically, the AoA 3 lithic assemblage at UPK7 conforms quite strongly with
the stratified ELSA assemblage from PL8 (Table 8-11 and Table 8-12; Figure 8-9).
Hornfels dominates the blade component of the assemblage, and silcrete blades are
most striking by their near total absence (n=1). The same is true of cores; the sample
of cores from AoA 3 is quite large (n=241) but includes only a single broken silcrete
example, and none among the blade cores; analysis of the PL8 Robberg sample
suggested that silcrete cores were a major focus of lithic transport. While the blades in
the ELSA at PL8 were much longer than those in the Robberg (meanELSA=34.0,
s.d.=14.6; meanRobberg=26.9, s.d.=8.8), the blades at UPK7 AoA 3 are larger again
(mean=44.9, s.d.=14.6). As with the PL8 ELSA, the blade sample from UPK7 AoA 3
lacks evidence of core maintenance in the form of crested blades, but includes
numerous blades struck down natural ridges on hornfels cobbles. Production of blades
by this means was in many ways the defining feature of the ELSA at PL8, and is well
expressed in the AoA 3 assemblage at UPK7.

Table 8-11 Summary of results for UPK7 compared to the PL8 ELSA and Robberg
assemblages
technological feature

UPK7

PL8

ELSA

ELSA

Robberg

hornfels as a % of assemblage

67.9

76.7

62.1

cortical artefacts as % of assemblage

65.0

44.8

52.1

retouched artefacts as a % of assemblage

1.1

2.4

2.4

cores as a % assemblage

7.8

5.4

12.5

blades as a % of flakes

18.3

17.8

15.3

blade cores as a % of cores

18.4

25.0

61.5

hornfels blades as a % of hornfels flakes

24.1

16.3

8.9

hornfels blades cores as a % of hornfels cores

52.7

12.5

54.5

blade to blade core ratio (all materials)

4.2

8.0

1.1

blade to blade core ratio (hornfels)

4.4

35.0

2.3

bipolar artefacts as a % of assemblage

0.7

3.0

7.9

bipolar cores as a % of cores

1.5

33.3

26.9

bipolar flakes as a % of flakes

0.8

0.4

6.8
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Table 8-12 Summary of results identifying continuity and variability in the ELSA
technology associated with UPK7 and PL8
continuity

variability

general assemblage
composition

• hornfels dominant
• overall low frequency of retouched
artefacts (particularly compared to
other stone artefact industries/periods
in southern Africa)
• similar frequencies of flaked pieces

blade technology

• blade manufacture is inelaborate,
involving little or no investment in
initial core preparation and/or core
maintenance
• overall low frequency of artefacts
associated with bipolar technology
(particularly compared to the ELSA in
the north of the subcontinent and on the
opposite side of the cape fold mountain
range)
• dorsal flake scars suggestive of a
unidirectional flaking pattern dominant
on complete flakes at both sites
• minimal evidence for overhang
removal
• single flake platforms dominant

• higher frequency of cores and
hammerstones at UPK7
• higher frequency of retouched
artefacts at PL8
• higher degree of cortex
retention at UPK7, particularly
within the core technological
class
• higher proportion of blades
associated with the initial stages
of blade production at UPK7

bipolar technology

flaking patterns

artefact size

• bipolar technology slightly
more frequent in the ELSA at
PL8

• UPK7 associated with higher
frequency of flakes with dorsal
cortex, cortical platforms and
low dorsal flake scar counts
• UPK7 cores associated with
higher frequency of high flake
scar counts, higher rates of
aberrant terminations and a
higher frequency of
unidirectional flaking
• PL8 cores associated with a
greater range of flaking patterns
with bidirectional flaking on one
or two faces and polydirectional
flaking particularly common
• cores, flakes and blades are on
average much larger in the
UPK7 assemblage compared to
PL8

Assuming that the UPK7 sample relates to some known variant of the LSA, it seems
most likely to be a local expression of the ELSA previously documented at PL8. This
suggestion is based both on the strong resemblance to the defining blade production
system documented for the local ELSA, and the poor fit with any other industry. The
amount of variation from known examples required to accommodate the UPK7 AoA
3 sample into the Robberg, Oakhurst, Wilton, late LSA etc. is far greater than that
required to class it as ELSA. The fact that more compelling examples of several of
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these industries have been observed elsewhere at UPK7 obviates recourse to local
factors (e.g. the immediate availability of hornfels) in accounting for these differences.
If we thus accept that the AoA 3 assemblage is a Doring River expression of the ELSA,
we can use the similarities and differences with the PL8 sample to begin to explore the
manner in which ELSA technology was organised at a landscape scale in the eastern
Cederberg.

Figure 8-7 Selection of ELSA flakes and retouched artefacts from UPK7: (a)
FGS/CCS bipolar flake; (b) silcrete core rejuvenation flake; (c) FGS/CCS core
rejuvenation flake; (d) selection of ‘pseudo-crested’ cortical hornfels blades; (e)
selection of plunging hornfels blades; (f) partial crested FGS/CCS blade; (g)
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selection of laminar hornfels blades; (h) selection of smaller hornfels blades; (i)
silcrete end-scraper; (j) hornfels naturally backed knife; (k) hornfels burin blade; (l)
hornfels retouched flake; (m) FGS/CCS pièces esquillées; (n) hornfels pièces
esquillées; (o) large quartzite retouched flake. (White bar is 10 mm)

Figure 8-8 Selection of ELSA cores from UPK7: (a-f) unidirectional hornfels blade
cores; (g-m) unidirectional hornfels cores; (n) bidirectional orthogonal hornfels core;
(o) bidirectional opposing hornfels core; (p) large multidirectional quartzite core; (q)
large unidirectional quartzite core; (r) multidirectional hornfels core. (White bar is 10
mm)
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Figure 8-9 Selection of ELSA artefacts from PL8: (1a-b) hornfels blade cores; (2a-d)
ventral, side profile and dorsal surfaces for a sample of hornfels blades; (3) selection
of hornfels blades showing (a) ventral and (b) dorsal surfaces (White bar is 10 mm)

8.7.2

The organisation of ELSA technology at a landscape-scale in the eastern
Cederberg

Results demonstrate that the ELSA assemblage at UPK7, like that at PL8, is
predominantly associated with the production of blades from locally acquired hornfels
river cobbles. The inelaborate nature of the technology is reflected in the high degree
of cortex retention in the assemblage, the constrained size of cores, the high proportion
of blades relating to the initial stages of production, such as those with cortical
platforms and/or cortical dorsal surfaces, and the absence of evidence for core
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maintenance. Knappers at the site took advantage of the natural ridges on subangular
river cobbles to detach flakes and blades generally in a single direction (i.e.
unidirectionally) using free-hand techniques, with minimal initial core preparation
required.
In contrast to the dominant hornfels reduction system identified, different reduction
goals appear to be associated with the non-hornfels artefacts at AoA 3. The reduction
of quartzite at the site, for example, is associated with the production of large, chunky,
irregular (i.e. non-elongate) flake forms from very large cores. These quartzite cores
were discarded relatively quickly after the removal of only a small number of flake
products (typically 3–6) with quartzite artefacts (flakes and cores) representing by far
the largest specimens in the assemblage. Quartz-bipolar systems at UPK7, though
almost absent, are associated with the local acquisition, reduction and discard of nonriverine rocks.
In contrast to the onsite reduction of hornfels, quartzite and quartz, it is likely that
FGS/CCS and silcrete artefacts were imported to UPK7 and discarded. The presence
of a small number of FGS/CCS blades combined with the absence of cores of this
material suggests that such specimens may have been produced elsewhere in the
landscape with technological attributes indicating the use of a different system of
reduction. Partial cresting on some FGS/CCS blades (Figure 8-7f), for instance, is
indicative of a more complex reduction system (at least compared to that involved in
the manufacture of hornfels blades) involving a degree of initial core preparation.
Alternatively, if the small sample of FGS/CCS and silcrete artefacts was produced
onsite, the cores from which they were manufactured must have been removed. This
scenario, however, is unlikely due to the absence of other flaking debris associated
with these lithic material types.
At a technological level, the ELSA artefact scatter at UPK7 resembles the stratified
ELSA material from PL8, but there are notable compositional differences. The UPK7
ELSA assemblage is characterised by a much higher proportion of cores, a higher
number of non-flaked stone artefacts relating to the manufacturing process, such as
hammer stones and anvil, and a much higher rate of cortex retention, particularly in
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the core technological class. The stark contrast in results for hornfels blade to blade
core ratios between the two sites – close to an order of magnitude in difference –
supports the proposition that the manufacture and discard of hornfels artefacts were
staged in different landscape settings. The production of hornfels blades appears to
have taken place closer to the source of hornfels cobbles on the Doring river with
subsequent transportation of the products into the surrounding landscape and
apparently limited transportation of cores.
In contrast, non-hornfels artefacts manufactured on lithic materials not readily
available in the immediate environs (i.e. FGS/CCS and silcrete) were likely
transported to UPK7 and discarded on site having been produced elsewhere in the
landscape. Similar to the organisation of hornfels technology – and in contrast to the
Robberg – there is little evidence for the transportation of FGS/CCS and silcrete cores
during the ELSA with strategies apparently emphasising the transportation of flaking
products rather than the cores used to produce them. Another interesting result relates
to the association between bipolar technology and specific landscape contexts. Results
indicate that the bipolar-quartz signal is weak in the open-air ELSA setting at UPK7
with a comparatively stronger association (though still somewhat weak compared to
sites on the opposite side of the Cape Fold mountain range and in the north of the
subcontinent) being identified in the stratified rockshelter deposit at PL8. Bipolar
technology is 20 times more common in the ELSA core component at PL8 than at
UPK7. It is likely that the transportation of hornfels blades, but not hornfels cores,
from the Doring is partly responsible for the relatively heavy use of locally- available
quartz at PL8 (e.g. the quartz to hornfels ratio at PL8 is 10 times higher than at UPK7)
as well as the higher frequency of evidence for bipolar technology at PL8 (e.g. bipolar
cores are more common than blade cores in the PL8 sample; while bipolar cores
represent less than one thirteenth of the blade core frequency at UPK7). Quartzite may
have functioned in an equivalent role in the ELSA at UPK7, forming a discrete
secondary production system focussing on local rocks. These results suggest that
different ELSA technological components may have been organised in distinct
patterns at the landscape-scale within the study area.
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These results indicate that the dominant technological organisational system in place
during the ELSA in the eastern Cederberg involved the transportation of flaking
products around the landscape, with minimal movement of cores. Intriguingly this
strategy may represent a key elemental difference in the way technology was organised
during the ELSA compared to the Robberg Industry which temporally supersedes it.
The increased frequency of cores in the Robberg context at PL8, for instance, may
suggest that the small size of cores and the more fragile nature of the small flakes and
blades/bladelets produced favoured a system in which cores where transported around
the landscape. A greater understanding of Robberg technology from a range of site
contexts in the study area, however, is required to test this hypothesis. Future research
must therefore be directed at gaining a more comprehensive understanding of how and
where artefacts were manufactured, and subsequently discarded, during the Robberg
and whether these patterns differ to those observed for the ELSA. Important in any
such discussion will be the recognition of potential variability in the patterns of artefact
discard, particularly in relation to specific artefact classes, which may suggest
differential patterns of manufacture, transportation and use between the two broad
technological periods of the ELSA and Robberg. The challenge will be to provide
adequate explanations for why such continuity and/or variability occurs.

8.7.3

Technological diversity in the ELSA of southern Africa

The results from UPK7 and PL8 combine to document a new, local expression of the
ELSA associated with the Doring River in the eastern Cederberg. Considered within
the broader context of the earliest LSA in southern Africa, these results contribute to
the apparent diversity that marks the stone technology made and used by populations
during this period and a number of key aspects of ELSA lithic assemblages can be
identified. The first defining aspect relates to the prominent role played by locally
acquired lithic materials in the material provisioning strategies employed by
populations during the ELSA with variation between sites appearing to reflect
differences in the local geological landscapes associated with each. While local
hornfels is dominant in the ELSA at the sites along the Doring in the eastern Cederberg
(i.e. UPK7 and PL8), for instance, local quartz is the major lithic type during the ELSA
at Elands Bay Cave (Porraz et al., 2016a), Border Cave (Beaumont, 1978) and
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Heuningneskrans (Beaumont, 1978) and local CCS dominates the ELSA at Rose
Cottage Cave (Clark, 1999) and Sehonghong (Mitchell, 1994). Continuity between
ELSA assemblages can therefore be seen in the strong emphasis on the use of local
lithic materials with variability expressed in terms of differences in the specific types
emphasised in each local context. Previous characterisations of the ELSA, which often
recognise quartz as a defining feature (e.g. Wadley, 1993, Mitchell, 2002), must
therefore be adjusted to emphasise the local nature of the material used rather than
attempting to identify one or a few key raw material types that appear to have been
targeted at several sites during the earliest LSA.
The second defining aspect of the ELSA in southern Africa relates to the high degree
of technological diversity observed in the lithic assemblages between sites. This
diversity is implied, for example, by variability in the methods used to reduce lithic
materials and/or the dominant flake forms produced. In most discussions of ELSA
technology reference is made to the extensive use of bipolar techniques for reducing
stone, particularly in association with the use of quartz (Ambrose, 2002, Lombard et
al., 2012, Mitchell, 2002, Wadley, 1993), though sometimes in association with other
raw material types such as CCS (Clark, 1999, Mitchell, 1994). This was indicated in
Beaumont and Vogel’s (1972) original definition by the criteria suggesting an
abundance of pièces esquillées and by Mitchell (2002: 115) who identifies “an
emphasis on quartz, typically reduced by bipolar flaking” as one of the only features
that unites these late Pleistocene assemblages. While evidence for a strong emphasis
on bipolar technology (whether in the form of bipolar flakes, bipolar cores and/or
pièces esquillées) does appear to be particularly common in many ELSA assemblages
(e.g. Beaumont, 1978, Clark, 1999, Deacon, 1984a, Mitchell, 1994, Porraz et al.,
2016a), the data from UPK7 is important in suggesting that its use is situational rather
than time- or material- specific. Bipolar technology, for instance, is well represented
in the ELSA at PL8 located on a tributary of the Doring and with no immediate access
to hornfels, though is almost absent in the ELSA assemblage at UPK7 which is situated
at the source hornfels.
Another technological feature contributing to the diversity associated with the earliest
LSA relates to variability in the occurrence of evidence for blade/bladelet technology.
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This point was recognised even in the earliest descriptions of the ELSA though was
agued to be dependent upon access to “suitable” lithic materials (Beaumont and Vogel,
1972: 155). Blades/bladelets are infrequent and/or absent from the ELSA sequences at
sites such as Border Cave (Beaumont, 1978) and Boomplaas (Deacon, 1984a). In
contrast, results from UPK7 and PL8 demonstrate that, at least in this part of the
subcontinent, blade technology formed a significant component of the technology
made and used during the earliest LSA. This also appears to be the case during the
ELSA at Rose Cottage Cave (Clark, 1999), Sehonghong (Mitchell, 1994),
Umhlatuzana (Kaplan, 1990) and Elands Bay Cave (Porraz et al., 2016a). These results
suggest that the blade/bladelet production systems were in place in some areas of
southern Africa during the earliest stages of the LSA, though in a somewhat
unsystematic form and with temporal differences in raw materials, flaking strategies
and the general size of the blades/bladelets produced usually observed (e.g. Kaplan,
1990, Low and Mackay, 2016, Mitchell, 1994, Porraz et al., 2016a). Variability in the
presence of blade/bladelet technology in some ELSA assemblages, but not others,
however, implies that the transition to the LSA was not uniform in character across
southern Africa and hints at a scenario in which different technological trajectories
may have been involved.

8.8

Conclusion

This paper has described a probable ELSA lithic scatter from the semi-arid, open-air
locality UPK7 in the eastern Cederberg of the Western Cape. Comparisons with the
stratified ELSA material from the nearby rockshelter PL8 not only provides support
for the interpretation of the UPK7 sample as a local expression of the ELSA, but also
highlights important continuity and variability in how ELSA technology was
articulated at a landscape level within a restricted geographical area (~20 km east to
west). The UPK7 data suggests that different ELSA technological components may
have been organised in distinct patterns at the landscape-scale. Results provide
evidence for an organisational system involving the manufacture, transportation and
discard of different artefacts in different landscape contexts. Results support the
hypothesis that hornfels blade production occurred close to the Doring River as the
primary source of the hornfels with the subsequent transportation of blades around the
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landscape and minimal movement of cores. The transportation of hornfels blades,
rather than the cores used to produce them, appears to have resulted in the
comparatively higher reliance on locally-available quartz and bipolar technology in
the PL8 rockshelter context. Overall, this study demonstrates the value of viewing
technological systems at a landscape-scale and provides an example of how evidence
from open-air contexts can be integrated with evidence from traditional, stratified
rockshelter deposits within a regional setting to allow for a more comprehensive
understanding of early LSA technology, behaviour and landuse patterns. An important
point made clear when lithic technologies are viewed as landscape-scale systems is
that the character of any given assemblage will be highly situational, responding to the
local environmental, geological and social conditions of a region at a particular time.
While ordering board-scale variability into technocomplexes has its use, it often masks
these situational differences. A landscape-scale approach should thus form a key
component in the methodological arsenal for archaeologists interested in exploring the
interplay between past humans, their technological systems and the landscape in which
they lived.
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9 CONTINUITY, VARIABILITY AND THE NATURE OF
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE DURING THE LATE
PLEISTOCENE: EVIDENCE FROM KFR ROCKSHELTER
Low, M. (not submitted) Continuity, variability and the nature of technological change
during the late Pleistocene at Klipfonteinrand rockshelter in the Western Cape, South
Africa.

Preface to Article
This article contributes to the aims of this thesis by adding to characterisations of the
Robberg in the southwest of the subcontinent specifically exploring diachronic
continuity and variability and the nature of technological change. Using data from
Klipfonteinrand rockshelter, this article addresses the following specific thesis
questions: What is the nature of technological change during the Robberg in the study
area? And what is the nature of the Robberg’s disappearance and its replacement by
the technological systems of the post-Robberg and when does this occur in the study
area? A detailed description of the site background can be found in Chapter 5 while
information concerning the methodology used are provided in more detail in Chapter
6. Specific definitions for all attributes and measures can be found in Appendix A.
This article is in the process of being submitted to a journal.

Abstract
This paper characterises the late Pleistocene lithic sequence at Klipfonteinrand (KFR)
rockshelter in the eastern Cederberg of the Western Cape. A characteristically Robberg
technological system associated with the production of small silcrete blades from small
cores was in place at the site by ~22 ka (thousand years ago) with a hornfels-dominant,
non-microlithic Oakhurst system replacing it at the relatively early date of ~16 ka. Key
technological differences in lithic material selection, artefact size and/or form and
techniques relating to the manufacturing process itself are apparent between early and
later components within the Robberg and between the Robberg and Oakhurst more
broadly. Results suggest that technological change during the late Pleistocene was a
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fluid process involving continual modifications within the broader technological
system in place at the time. Variation during the Robberg occurred within a constrained
range and the nature of change through the sequence was overall relatively gradual.
The KFR data contributes to the emerging picture of the Robberg as temporally,
spatially and technologically complex with nuanced variation relating to the nature of
technological change apparent at a finer-scale.
Keywords: Robberg, lithic technology, Klipfonteinrand, South Africa, variability

9.1

Introduction

In southern Africa, broad variability in the archaeological record is typically arranged
into a sequence of typologically and temporally defined Stone Age technocomplexes
(Lombard et al., 2012). As a coarse analytical unit, a technocomplex refers to a group
of industries characterised by stone technology suggestive of a common
manufacturing tradition. Assemblages within an industry share certain technological
features and/or artefact types in common and while they may be located over a wide
geographical area they are associated with dates that fall within a general specified
temporal boundary. Conceptualised within this paradigm, late Pleistocene microlithic
assemblages that date to c. 24–12 ka (thousand years ago) in southern Africa are
typically referred to as the Robberg technocomplex (Pargeter et al., 2018b, Pargeter et
al., 2017b, Loftus et al., 2016b, Lombard et al., 2012). Under this framework, the
technological systems of the Robberg are understood to be characterised by a high
degree of uniformity with a number of key technological features appearing to unite
assemblages from a widely distributed collection of sites (Wadley, 1993, Lombard et
al., 2012). Such an approach, however, often results in an over-emphasis on
technological similarities between sites and a superficial exploration of technological
change and variability, whether this be temporally (i.e. between different
technocomplexes at a single site) or spatially (i.e. between different sites at which the
same technocomplexes have been identified). Much less attention has been specifically
directed towards understanding finer-scale patterns of variation within a single
technocomplex. Interesting variability in the archaeological record, therefore, often
remains masked in current approaches to investigating technological change (Mackay
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et al., 2014, Orton, 2014, Low et al., 2017b, Soriano et al., 2007a). This is particularly
problematic when attempting to understand the nature of technological change
surrounding the uptake, development and subsequent disappearance of the Robberg
during the late Pleistocene in southern Africa.
Building upon preliminary results presented in Mackay et al. (in prep.), this paper
addresses this issue by characterising in more detail the late Pleistocene lithic sequence
at Klipfonteinrand (KFR) rockshelter in the eastern Cederberg of the Western Cape,
dating ~23–13 ka. This paper aims to identify diachronic continuity and variability
within the sequence and to explore the nature of technological change leading to the
Robberg’s replacement by the technological systems of the Oakhurst. I begin by
describing the characteristics of the Robberg, before introducing the site and sample,
the methods employed, and a descriptive presentation of results. Implications of the
results from KFR are then discussed in terms of processes of technological
transformation.

9.2

The Robberg technocomplex and the nature of technological change

The Robberg technocomplex of southern Africa encompasses a geographically
dispersed group of microlithic assemblages that date to the late Pleistocene Later Stone
Age (LSA) between c. 18–12 ka (Lombard et al., 2012). Key technological features of
the Robberg include: (1) evidence for a strong emphasis on the production of small
blades/bladelets from small, typically single platform cores; (2) a preference for the
reduction of fine-grained lithologies such as silcrete, quartz and a variety of finegrained silicious (FGS)/ crypto-crystalline silicates (CCS) (sometimes referred to as
opalines) such as cherts, chalcedonies and jaspers; (3) a significant bipolar component
in the form of bipolar cores, bipolar flakes and pièces esquillées, particularly in
assemblages where quartz and/or FGS/CCS constitutes a dominant lithic material; and
(4) a paucity of retouched artefacts which rarely exceed 1% of the flaked stone
artefacts present (Deacon, 1978, 1984a, Mitchell, 1988a, 1995, 2002, Wadley, 1993,
1996).
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The Robberg usually, though not always, overlies material associated with the early
LSA (or ELSA) dating c. 40–18 ka and grouped into the technologically variable
ELSA technocomplex (Lombard et al., 2012). Assemblages characterised by nonmicrolithic technology referred to as the Oakhurst technocomplex typically supersede
the Robberg at the terminal Pleistocene/early Holocene boundary at c. 12 ka with the
Albany and Lockshoek industries representing regional variants in the southern Cape
and Karoo respectively (Lombard et al., 2012). Although many sites conform to this
general pattern, variability in the actual timing and nature of the Robberg’s uptake,
and later disappearance, at a number of sites across southern Africa has been identified
(e.g. Loftus et al., 2016a, Pargeter et al., 2017a, Bousman and Brink, 2017). The
situation, therefore, is more complex than the current technocomplex paradigm allows,
with evidence from a number of sites variously suggesting an earlier pre-18 ka date
for the uptake of the Robberg, a later post-12 ka date for the termination of the Robberg
or an earlier pre-12 ka date for the uptake of the Oakhurst.
In the context of the late Pleistocene microlithic in southern Africa, the nature of
technological change has been variously modelled as either representing a
discontinuous rapid-punctuated process (i.e. plateaux separated by periods of rapid
change) or a continuous one involving gradual change through time. Based on
extensive fieldwork in the southern Cape, for instance, H. J. Deacon (1976) proposed
that the archaeological record could be understood as representing periods of stability
that were punctuated by periods of rapid change. In this way, industrial
technocomplexes were viewed as ‘adaptive plateaus’ in which only minor
readjustments were made as needed. In line with this understanding of diachronic
change, the Robberg technocomplex (at least as expressed at sites on the south coast)
has been argued to be representative of “a stable long-term (8000 years) adaptation to
grassland conditions… and to the hunting of large migratory grazing animals and an
inferred reliance on hunting rather than plant-food collecting” (Deacon, 1978: 107).
These early models/explanations of diachronic change, however, do not adequately
accommodate for the discontinuous nature of technological sequences during this
period and differences in the scale of changes occurring temporally and spatially.
Further, when diachronic change is explored and recognised, it is typically done at a
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broad level looking at variability between units at a technocomplex level. In such
cases, the presence of hiatuses in occupation evident in the sequences at most sites
may be responsible for providing a false impression of broad patterns of change that
are

rapid

and

punctuated,

automatically

enhancing

contrasts

between

units/assemblages (Parkington and Yates, n.d., Orton, 2006, Mitchell, 1988a).
Nevertheless, recent research, as discussed in the previous section, suggests that the
transition to the Robberg may actually have been relatively rapid (at least in
comparison to other technological transitions in southern Africa) possibly representing
“a rapid sub-continental wide cultural transformation” beginning as early as ~23.4 ka
in the Summer-rainfall zone (SRZ) and Year-round-rainfall zone (YRZ), and ~20.0 ka
in the Winter-rainfall zone (WRZ) (Bousman and Brink, 2017: 1, see also Loftus et
al., 2016a, Porraz et al., 2016a: 242).
The apparent rapidity of the transition to the Robberg and its conceptualisation within
the current technocomplex paradigm (Low et al., 2017b) implies a degree of
homogeneity in the technological systems through time and across a large
geographical area. While the existence of broad spatial patterning has been identified
in the form of two raw-material-conditioned technological provinces (Mitchell, 1988a,
2002), the identification of diachronic variability during the Robberg and exploration
of technological change at a finer-scale have overall received less attention. At sites
containing relatively long Robberg sequences, however, a degree of time-related
technological variability has been noted between earlier and later occurrences. This
variability typically pertains to observed shifts in the relative contribution of certain
lithic raw materials and/or the frequency of evidence for the production of blades.
A brief but sharp increase in the use of silcrete during the Robberg, for instance, has
been identified at several sites including Byneskranskop in the WRZ and Nelson Bay
Cave and Boomplaas in the YRZ (Schweitzer and Wilson, 1982, Deacon, 1984a). A
similar pattern has not been identified at sites within the SRZ (Mackay et al., 2014:
17). Similarly, though in relation to the termination of the Robberg’s technological
systems, J. Deacon (1984a) found in her analysis of the late Pleistocene sequence at
three sites in the YRZ that a change in the dominant lithic material present at each site
occurred between c. 12–9 ka. While the timing appeared to coincide between the sites,
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the lithic material preferences themselves varied. At Boomplaas this period saw an
increase in the use of hornfels, while at Kangkara silcrete was replaced by quartz as
the dominant lithic type and at Nelson Bay Cave quartzite was superseded by a
preference for quartz and CCS (Deacon, 1984a).
In addition to the general identification of shifting patterns in lithic raw material
preference, a number of sites provide evidence for potential temporal developments in
the flaking methods used to produce small blades and/or changes in the size of flaking
products. At Umhlatuzana in the SRZ, for instance, a number of technological
differences were observed between an undated early Robberg (which overlies an
assemblage attributed to the ELSA dated ~32 ka) and a late Robberg occurrence
(dating ~16.1–10.4 ka; Kaplan, 1990). While both Robberg levels share many
similarities, most notably the preference for quartz (compared to hornfels in the
underlying ELSA), the late Robberg occurrence is associated with an increase in the
use of quartzite and CCS, an increase in the production of bladelets (with the highest
frequencies of bladelets occurring in these layers), a manufacturing strategy geared
towards the production of smaller bladelets (with the bladelets reaching their smallest
mean size in these layers) and a reduced emphasis on bipolar reduction techniques
(with the late Robberg associated with a lower proportion of bipolar worked cores and
pièces esquillées compared to the early Robberg) (Kaplan, 1990). Temporal variability
in the way bladelet platform cores were prepared prior to flaking has also been
identified in the long-sequence Robberg at Sehonghong where the removal of cortex
appeared to represent an important initial step in the bladelet production process
associated with the earliest Robberg phase at the site but not the later (Mitchell, 1995:
31).
Overall, discussion of technological variability during the Robberg has generally
focussed on patterning at broad spatial scales with less attention directed towards
understanding finer-scale variability through time (though see Porraz et al., 2016a,
Kaplan, 1990, and Mitchell, 1995). The weaker exploration of temporal developments
may in part relate to the nature of the archaeological record itself which often preserves
punctuated and discontinuous sequences of occupation with the excavation of long
‘uninterrupted’ sequences rare (Porraz et al., 2016a: 240). The recovery of a well233

preserved and well-dated long-sequence late Pleistocene assemblage from
Klipfonteinrand (KFR) rockshelter assigned to the Robberg and Oakhurst (Mackay et
al., in prep.), therefore provides a rare opportunity to explore diachronic continuity and
variability and the nature of technological change during the late Pleistocene in the
eastern Cederberg.

9.3

Klipfonteinrand – background to site and sample

Klipfonteinrand (KFR) is a large east-facing rockshelter located on a small sandstone
ridge in the northeastern corner of Bushmanskloof Reserve in the eastern Cederberg
(see Chapter 5 section 5.4 for additional details concerning the archaeological
background to the site). The Doring River lies 13 km to the north-east of the site while
two of its highly seasonal tributaries, the Biedouw and Brandewyn Rivers, occur 9.8
km to the south and 3.6 km west respectively (Figure 9-1). No constant reliable source
of water exists within the immediate surrounds of KFR though small pools of water
may temporarily have been available proceeding a few days of sustained rainfall
(Parkington pers. comm. 2008 referenced in Mackay, 2009).
Geologically KFR resides in the Table Mountain Sandstone Group and borders the
quartzite- and shale-dominant Bokkeveld Series of the interior with this setting
offering a range of flakeable lithic materials to site occupants. Quartz is ubiquitous in
the landscape occurring predominantly as conglomerate pebbles associated with the
Table Mountain and Nardouw formations and as rare veins in the sandstone. Finegrained silicious (FGS)/CCS rock types such as chert, jasper and chalcedony are also
found as conglomerate pebbles though their occurrence is much less common.
Hornfels in the form of cobbles and pebbles is distributed among the cobble beds of
the Doring River. The location of primary sources of hornfels are currently unknown.
Two primary sources of silcrete – Swartvlei and Agtersfontein - are currently known
both located over 30 km straight-line distance from the site.
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Figure 9-1 Map showing location of KFR (star) and sites mentioned in text in
relation to the modern rainfall zones. (1) Elands Bay Cave; (2) Putslaagte 8; (3)
Byneskranskop; (4) Boomplaas; (5) Kangkara; (6) Nelson’s Bay Cave; (7)
Sehonghong; (8) Umhlatuzana (map created by Shane Hourigan)

KFR rockshelter measures roughly 18 meters in length along the entrance and 13.5
meters from the dripline to the rear. Rock art is present on the walls with the highest
concentrations occurring towards the rear of the shelter. Initial excavations at the site
were undertaken by Parkington and colleagues in 1969 as part of a wider research
program concerned with investigating late Holocene occupation in the Clanwilliam
region (Parkington, 1977). More recent excavations were conducted during 2011 and
2012 under the direction of Mackay with the aim of establishing a refined sequence
and chronology for the site that would allow comparisons to be made with the late
Pleistocene archaeology of the Western Cape more broadly. Details covering the
excavation and dating can be found in Mackay et al. (in prep.) with a brief summary
provided below focussing on the late Pleistocene material.
The archaeological sequence at KFR contains material attributable to an early MSA,
Howiesons Poort, post-Howiesons Poort, Robberg and early- to mid-Holocene
(Mackay, 2012). Two unconnected trenches have been excavated at the site and
although separated by 3 m, the stratigraphy and cultural sequences associated with
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each are quite different; the front trench is dominated by MSA material while most of
the material from the rear trench relates to the LSA. My interest here relates solely to
the material recovered from the rear trench. The uppermost stratigraphic unit in that
trench comprises loose historical fill which is homogeneous in colour. Below this are
six major stratigraphic units (stratigraphic aggregates) within which finer depositional
features are visible.
The stratigraphic aggregates of interest to this paper are LWBS (laminated white and
brown series), OB (orange band), White Series (WS), Black Band (BB), Brown, White
and Black Series (BWBS) and Basal Brown (BSB). AMS ages for the upper five strata
are summarised in Table 5-4 in Chapter 5, and reveal an occupational sequence
covering the interval from 22.3 ka to 13.4 ka. LWBS and (tentatively) OB have
previously been assigned to the Oakhurst, and WS, BB and BWBS to the Robberg
(Mackay et al., in prep.). BSB is MSA and is as yet undated. The sample selected and
analysed in this study includes all stone artefacts (i.e. both piece plotted finds and sieve
residue with no size cut-off imposed) associated with the late Pleistocene LSA
stratigraphic aggregates in the rear trench from squares 8 and 9 as well as all cores
from square 10.

9.4

Methods

The attributes and measurements recorded in this study (summarised in Table 9-1)
were chosen to help characterise the KFR late Pleistocene sequence relative to key
technological markers that have either been: (1) used to distinguish between the
Robberg and Oakhurst and/or (2) identified as aspects of variability at sites with
comparably long Robberg sequences. The Robberg and Oakhurst were therefore
specifically compared in terms of retouch artefact frequency, differences in the
selection and acquisition of raw materials and the frequency of laminar and/or blade
technology as these are aspects that have been proposed to distinguish the two
technocomplexes. The term ‘blade’ is used to refer to parallel sided flakes with an axial
length at least double the axial width and no a priori distinction was made between
blades and bladelets (Pargeter and Redondo, 2016). Following this, evidence for
potential variability in the methods of flake removal were explored particularly in
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relation to bipolar technology and evidence for marginal percussion with soft stone
hammer based on flake platform characteristics. Evidence from the nearby site PL8
revealed increases in the contribution of bipolar techniques and marginal percussion
between the ELSA and Robberg (Low and Mackay, 2016) and the KFR data allows
for an exploration of whether a change in these trends occurred leading out of the
Robberg. Finally, analysis looked more closely at the changing relationship between
flake length and width to evaluate shifts in the aims of flaking both between and within
the two technocomplexes. Metrical data was also used to examine evidence for a shift
in the size of blades through the Robberg stratigraphic aggregates by comparing axial
length standardised by platform thickness (Dibble, 1997 and explained below in results
section).

Table 9-1 Overview of attributes and measures recorded in this study
topic

attribute

categories/measurements

criteria

general
assemblage
composition

technological
class

core, flake, retouched flake,
flaked piece, non-flaked

all artefacts

completeness

complete, broken

all artefacts

selection and
acquisition of
raw materials

raw material
type

hornfels, silcrete, quartz,
quartzite, FGS/CCS,
other/unknown

all artefacts

cortex type

fluvial, outcrop, crystal, NA

all artefacts

evidence for
laminar
flaking
systems

yes, no

all artefacts

blade flake
form

yes, no

complete
flakes only

blade core

yes, no

complete
cores only

aims of
flaking:
laminar
technology &
evidence for
blade
production

blade: blade
core ratio

aims of
flaking: the
nature of
change

complete
blades and
blade cores
only
complete
blades only

blade stage
types

initial stage, main phase,
maintenance, other (after
Soriano et al. 2007)

blade size

axial length (mm), axial
width (mm)

complete
blades only

flake lengthwidth
relationship

axial length (mm), axial
width (mm)

complete
flakes only
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topic

attribute

categories/measurements

criteria

methods of
production:
bipolar
technology &
flaking
characteristics

bipolar

yes, no

all artefacts

initiation
type

hertzian, bending, wedging,
indeterminate

complete
flakes only

platform
type

single flake, double flake,
multi-flake, linear,
crushed/shattered

complete
flakes only

platform
preparation
(overhang
removal)

yes, no

complete
flakes only

platform
lipping

yes, no

complete
flakes only

In focussing on the identification of continuity and/or variability at two scales –
broadly between the Oakhurst and Robberg and at a finer scale between stratigraphic
aggregates – it is possible to explore the nature of technological change at the site. To
determine the significance of results, 11 statistical tests were performed throughout the
analysis, employing an alpha level of 0.05. In order to correct for multiple testing and
inflated Type 1 error, however, the critical level for determining statistical significance
was corrected to 0.05/11 via the Bonferroni method with the adjusted alpha level of
0.0045 becoming the specific threshold for significance. Analyses were conducted
using the R Studio statistical software (RStudio-Team, 2016) while the ggplot2
package (Wickham, 2016) is used for data presentation. Results are organised and
presented in terms of general assemblage composition (based on technological artefact
class), raw material selection and acquisition (based on raw material type and cortex
type), the prevalence of laminar flaking systems and evidence for blade production;
potential variability in the methods of production (including bipolar flaking techniques
and other aspects relating to flake removal based on flake platform characteristics) and
the nature of change as tracked by changes in the aims of flaking (based on axial length
and width data for unretouched flakes and blade size). All measurements were made
to the nearest 0.1 mm using standard dial vernier calipers.

9.5

Results- characterising the late Pleistocene lithic sequence at KFR

Over 4000 stone artefacts were analysed from the late Pleistocene contexts from
squares 8 and 9 at KFR with an additional 61 cores (59 complete) analysed from square
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10. Table 9-2 provides an overview of this sample based on technological class and
artefact completeness per stratigraphic aggregate with the numbers in brackets
referring to the supplementary square 10 core sample. Unless otherwise stated results
discussed pertain to the artefacts analysed from squares 8 and 9 with the additional
square 10 core data used to increase the sample size later on when considering flaking
characteristics associated with cores more broadly. The aim here is to provide a
descriptive characterisation of the sequence, particularly with respect to variability
within and between the Robberg and Oakhurst units.

Table 9-2 Technological class and artefact completeness (C = complete and B =
broken) counts for the KFR late Pleistocene sequence based on lithic material types.
Numbers in brackets refer to the supplementary sample of cores analysed from
square 10 to increase core sample size
strat. agg.

C

B

C

B

retouched
flakes
C
B

LWBS

510

84

21 (+2)

2

14

3

11

OB

189

41

10 (+7)

5

1

5

WS

372

95

30 (+13)

3 (+1)

1

1

9

1

123

635 (649)

BB

458

112

28 (+3)

3

1

9

2

140

753 (756)

BWBS

880

305

78 (+34)

5 (+1)

16

2

17

5

266

1574 (1609)

total

2409

637

167 (+59)

13 (+2)

37

7

51

9

709

4039 (4100)

9.5.1

flake

core

nonflaked
C
B
1

flaked
pieces

total

134

780 (782)

46

297 (304)

General assemblage composition

In the late Pleistocene sequence at KFR, complete and broken flakes form over 73%
of artefacts in each stratigraphic aggregate (Table 9-2). The frequency of retouched
artefacts (complete and broken) is relatively low throughout the late Pleistocene
sequence (Table 9-2). During the Robberg, the highest frequency of retouched
artefacts occurs in the oldest stratigraphic aggregate BWBS where retouched
specimens form 1.1% of the assemblage. Retouched artefacts are almost absent in the
two overlying Robberg units BB and WS where they contribute less than 0.3% of the
lithic artefacts in these units (Table 9-2). The frequency for retouched artefacts is
comparably higher in the assemblages associated with the Oakhurst where they
represent 2.0% and 2.2% of artefacts in layers OB and LBWS respectively. A test of
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equal proportions yielded significant difference in the relative quantity of retouched
artefacts between the Robberg and Oakhurst (X2=13.62, df=1, p=<0.001). However,
the effect size of the two proportions is small (Cohen’s h=0.12), reflecting the small
actual difference in the retouched proportions of these two technocomplexes.
In terms of retouched artefact types, most are classified as miscellaneous retouched
pieces and scrapers of various forms. A number of ‘diagnostic’ types, however, were
identified. Diagnostic types associated with the Robberg layers include: several pièces
esquillées (three from BWBS and one from WS; Figure 9-6g and y), two hornfels
backed artefacts (one complete and one broken from BWBS) and two burins.
Diagnostic types associated with the Oakhurst layers include four hornfels naturally
backed knives (NBKs) from LWBS, several pièces esquillées (four from LWBS and
one from OB), a single hornfels backed artefact from LWBS (Figure 9-7g) and a
single hornfels adze from OB. Although limited pièces esquillées are associated with
both the Robberg (n=4) and Oakhurst (n=5) units, there are possible differences in
lithic material and size. Pièces esquillées from the Robberg layer BWBS are quartz
(Figure 9-6y) and appear to be on average smaller (mean length = 16.0 mm; mean
width = 9.9 mm; mean thickness = 4.3 mm) than those in the Oakhurst layers (mean
length = 44.0 mm; mean width = 27.6 mm; mean thickness = 8.3 mm), which were
manufactured from hornfels (Figure 9-7f), though the samples are too small for
statistical tests.

9.5.2

Selection and acquisition of raw materials

Raw material proportions at KFR reflect a mix of relative stability and gradual change
(Figure 9-2a). Quartz is the most common lithology and is well represented in all
stratigraphic aggregates. The proportion of hornfels increases steadily through the
sequence, from 26.5% in BWBS to 50.6% in LWBS. Silcrete is common in the
Robberg layers but undergoes a gradual decline, falling from 23.3% in BWBS to 3.1%
in LWBS. Although FGS/CCS is relatively uncommon, frequencies follow a similar
trend to that observed for silcrete. Quartzite frequencies are similarly low overall,
though reach their highest proportions in the youngest and oldest strata. Results for
cortex type are reported in Table 9-3. Cortex suggestive of an outcrop source is
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dominant in the earliest stratigraphic aggregate where this cortex type accounts for
60.3%, 48.3% and 46.3% of the cortex types recorded for stratigraphic aggregate
BWBS, BB and WS respectively (Table 9-3). In contrast, the incidence of cortex
suggestive of a fluvial source increases through the sequence with the highest
frequencies associated with layers OB and LWBS where fluvial cortex represents
between 42–46% of cortex types in these layers (Table 9-3); a test of equal proportions
indicates that this difference in the amount of fluvial cortex artefacts between the
Robberg and the Oakhurst is significant (X2=22.78, df=1, p=<0.001). This trend in
consistent with the increased contribution of hornfels through the sequence with the
likely source being the cobble beds of the Doring River.

Table 9-3 Count and frequency of cortex type for all stone artefacts in the late
Pleistocene sequence at KFR regardless of artefact completeness and where cortex
does not equal 0
strat.
agg.
LWBS
OB
WS
BB
BWBS
total

fluvial
count
%
166
45.7
62
41.9
116
40.4
107
35.7
160
26.8
611
36.0

outcrop
count
%
162
44.6
64
43.2
133
46.3
145
48.3
360
60.3
864
51.0
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crystal
count
%
35
9.6
22
14.9
38
13.2
48
16.0
77
12.9
220
13.0

total
363
148
287
300
597
1695

Figure 9-2 Frequencies of: (a) lithic materials; (b) silcrete versus laminar
technology; and (c) quartz versus bipolar technology in relation to stratigraphic
aggregates
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9.5.3

Laminar technology and evidence for blade production

Table 9-4 displays the count and frequency of: (a) artefacts associated with laminar
flaking systems (regardless of completeness); (b) blades (complete specimens only);
and (c) blade cores (complete specimens only and including the supplementary sample
of cores from square 10) in terms of material types for each stratigraphic aggregate.
The highest frequency of laminar technology occurs in BWBS (10.6%) after which it
decreases steadily through the sequence, reaching its lowest proportion in LWBS
(1.3%). The frequencies of laminar technology and silcrete artefacts appear to correlate
across the strata (Figure 9-2b), although statistical test for correlation is not conducted
due to the low number of samples (n=5). There is a shift across the sequence in the
lithologies used for blade production; silcrete accounts for most laminar technology
and for most blades in BWBS but thereafter the contribution of quartz to both increase
until it is comfortably the most common lithology. This change is most dramatic from
OB to LWBS, although by this point in the sequence laminar technology is quite
uncommon overall.
When results are restricted to silcrete, the frequencies of blade cores in BWBS, BB
and WS increases to greater than three-quarters of complete cores for this material
type, supporting the strong relationship between blade production and silcrete
observed in the results for blade flake forms and laminar technology in general.
Nevertheless, quartz represents the dominant lithic type associated with blade cores in
all stratigraphic aggregates overall (Table 9-4). This disjunction may be reflected in
the contrasting results for blade to blade core ratios for quartz and silcrete. A higher
number of blades per core is observed for silcrete in BWBS, BB and WS (ratios for
silcrete = 5.1, 3.8 and 18.0 respectively) compared to quartz in these same layers (i.e.
ratios for quartz = 2.9, 2.8 and 3.6 for BWBS, BB and WS respectively). It may be
that silcrete blades were introduced to the site having been produced elsewhere in the
landscape (Low and Mackay, in review) and/or that silcrete blade cores were reduced
more heavily than quartz specimens. Alternatively, silcrete blade cores may have been
transported off-site and discarded elsewhere in the landscape. Examination of the
likely stages of production represented in each stratigraphic aggregate and for different
material types may help to explore this possibility.
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Table 9-4 Count and frequencies for: (a) laminar technology (all flaked artefacts
regardless of artefact completeness), (b) blade flake forms (complete specimens
only), (c) blade cores (complete specimens only and including supplementary sample
from square 10), (d) bipolar technology (all flaked artefacts regardless of artefact
completeness), (e) bipolar flakes (complete specimens only), and (f) bipolar cores
(complete specimens only and including supplementary sample from square 10) in
terms of material types in each stratigraphic aggregate
flaking
system

category

laminar

laminar
technology

blade
flake
forms

blade
cores

material

quartz

BWBS

BB

WS

no.

%

no.

%

33

19.6

18

30.0

no
.
17

OB

LWBS

%

no.

%

no.

%

38.6

8

61.5

3

30.0

4

40.0

5

38.5

3

30.0

hornfels

7

4.2

2

3.3

4

9.1

silcrete

107

63.7

35

58.3

21

47.7

FGS/CCS

21

12.5

5

8.3

2

4.5

total

168

100

60

100

44

100

13

100

10

100

quartz

43

30.3

25

39.7

29

53.7

15

71.4

17

58.6

hornfels

19

13.4

9

14.3

5

9.3

2

9.5

6

20.7

silcrete

56

39.4

23

36.5

18

33.3

4

19.0

3

10.3

FGS/CCS

22

15.5

5

7.9

2

3.7

quartzite

2

1.4

1

1.6

3

10.3

total

142

100

63

100

54

100

21

100

29

100

quartz

22

42.3

10

58.8

12

75.0

6

100

3

60.0

hornfels

6

11.5

1

5.9

1

6.3

silcrete

16

30.8

6

35.3

3

18.8

1

20.0

FGS/CCS

8

15.4
1

20.0

ironstone
bipolar

bipolar
technology

bipolar
flake

bipolar
cores

total

52

100

17

100

16

100

6

100

5

100

quartz

59

88.1

42

93.3

25

83.3

15

100.
0

31

81.6

hornfels

6

9.0

2

4.4

5

16.7

7

18.4

silcrete

1

1.5

1

2.2

other

1

1.5

total

67

100

45

100

30

100

15

100

38

100

quartz

33

100

29

96.7

15

100

10

100

22

95.7

1

3.3

1

4.3

hornfels
total

33

100

30

100

15

100

10

100

23

100

quartz

25

71.4

10

83.3

12

80.0

8

100

9

100

hornfels

7

20.0

1

8.3

3

20.0

silcrete

1

2.9

1

8.3

FGS/CCS

2

5.7

total

35

100

12

100

15

100

8

100

9

100

Results for blade types based on the Soriano et al. (2007b) scheme, summarised in
Table 9-5, are useful not so much for identifying diachronic variation during the
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Robberg but rather in suggesting that the production of blades from different
lithologies may have been staged variably across the landscape. For silcrete, blades
associated with the initial stages of production are completely absent in all units (Table
9-5). A single silcrete blade in BWBS also represents the only specimen providing
evidence for blade core maintenance within the three major raw material categories.
In contrast, when results are restricted to quartz, relatively high frequencies of initial
stage blades were recorded with the frequency of initial stage blades being highest in
the hornfels category in all stratigraphic aggregates (Table 9-5). Hornfels blades in
each unit are also associated with the high frequency of unclassifiable blades (i.e.
specimens displaying an irregular dorsal flake scar pattern, dorsal cortex in unusual
locations such as restricted to the proximal platform end and/or twisted profiles and
thus recorded in the ‘other’ category) perhaps indicative of a different approach to
blade production for this material type.
Overall, these results support the idea that, while all stages of blade production for
quartz and hornfels may have taken place at a single location, a different picture
emerges when it comes to silcrete with the initial preparation of cores, the manufacture
of blades and the eventual discard of the blade cores apparently taking place at varied
locations across the landscape.

Table 9-5 Count and frequency of blade types for complete blades in the KFR late
Pleistocene sequencing based on the three main lithic raw material types (quartz,
silcrete and hornfels) for each stratigraphic aggregate
material
quartz

categories

BWBS

BB

WS

OB

LWBS

no.

%

no.

%

no.

%

no.

%

no.

%

initial stage

6

14.0

4

16.7

2

7.1

2

13.3

2

11.8

main phase

31

72.0

18

75.0

24

85.7

11

73.3

9

52.9

other

6

14.0

2

8.3

2

7.1

2

13.3

6

35.3

total

43

100.0

24

100.0

28

100.0

15

100.0

17

100.0

main phase

53

96.4

23

100.0

16

88.9

3

75.0

3

100.0

maintenance

1

1.8

other

1

1.8

2

11.1

1

25.0

total

55

100.0

23

100.0

18

100.0

4

100.0

3

100.0

initial stage

3

15.8

4

44.4

1

50.0

2

33.3

maintenance

silcrete

hornfels

initial stage
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material

categories

BWBS

BB

WS

OB

LWBS

no.

%

no.

%

no.

%

no.

%

no.

%

9

47.4

2

22.2

3

60.0

1

50.0

2

33.3

other

7

36.8

3

33.3

2

40.0

2

33.3

total

19

100.0

9

100.0

5

100.0

6

100.0

main phase
maintenance

9.5.4

2

100.0

Methods of production: bipolar technology

Table 9-4 displays counts and frequencies of: (a) all bipolar artefacts (regardless of
artefact completeness; (b) bipolar flakes (complete only); and (c) bipolar cores
(complete only and including the supplementary core sample from square 10) in terms
of material types for each stratigraphic aggregate. Evidence for bipolar technology
fluctuates through the sequence though rarely exceeds 6% of the artefacts (Table 9-4).
The lowest frequency of bipolar technology occurs in BWBS (4.3%) of the flaked
stone assemblage. Over 80% of all bipolar artefacts in each stratigraphic aggregate are
quartz, followed by hornfels (4–18%). Over 42% of all cores are bipolar reduced, with
the highest frequency occurring in OB (80%) though the sample size is relatively small
for this unit. Similarly, between 41–56% of complete cores manufactured from quartz
in each stratigraphic aggregate are bipolar with no obvious temporal patterning.
Although quartz represents the dominant material associated with bipolar technology
in each stratigraphic aggregate, a change in the frequency of quartz does not
necessarily result in a comparable change in the frequency of bipolar technology
(Figure 9-2c) suggesting that the use of quartz alone did not dictate the use of bipolar
techniques of reduction.

9.5.5

Methods of production – flake platform characteristics

Previous work at PL8 rockshelter provided evidence for a shift in the way flakes were
removed from cores. Results from PL8 suggested that flakes during the Robberg were
associated with a notably high frequency of linear platforms (17.3% of complete
flakes), bending initiations (7.9% of complete flakes) and platform lipping (9.8% of
complete flakes) compared to the ELSA, indicative of the increased contribution of
marginal percussion with a soft hammer or soft-stone hammer (Low and Mackay,
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2016: 156). Similarly, preliminary analysis of the PL8 sequence suggested that flakes
with cortical platforms were most common in the post-Robberg spits (11-8) with this
patterns relating to the reduction of hornfels and quartzite pebbles from a single
platform along the short-axis of cores (Mackay et al., 2015: 13, 20). The data from
KFR provides an opportunity to investigate these technological associations in more
detail, by exploring whether the Robberg is in fact characterised by an increasing
contribution of marginal percussion techniques and if so whether this changed through
time and whether the Oakhurst at KFR is summarily characterised by flakes with
cortical platforms.
Results for flaking characteristics based on complete flakes are presented in Table 9-6
for each stratigraphic aggregate. Most flakes in the sequence are associated with single
platforms and hertzian initiations, though a degree of temporal patterning is apparent
in several attributes particularly between the Robberg and Oakhurst (Table 9-6).
Linear platform types, for instance, are relatively common through the sequence (~20–
33% of complete flakes), though the frequency of this platform type is significantly
higher (~25–33% of complete flakes) in the Oakhurst units (test of equal proportion:
X2=11.02, df=1, p=<0.001). Like the results for PL8 cortical platforms are more
frequent in the Oakhurst than in the Robberg (test of equal proportion: X2=28.40, df=1,
p=<0.001). Unlike the Robberg at PL8 where bending initiations were recorded on
7.9% of complete flakes, this initiation type is relatively infrequent during the Robberg
at KFR (Table 9-6). Bending initiations in fact occur in higher frequencies in the
Oakhurst than the Robberg (test of equal proportion: X2=18.08, df=1, p=<0.001).
While platform lipping is relatively uncommon in BWBS occurring on <5% of
complete flakes, frequencies increase through the sequence reaching 11.6% and 13.3%
in OB and LWBS respectively. This difference between the Robberg and the Oakhurst
is again significant (test of equal proportion: X2=90.99, df=1, p=<0.001). Similarly,
overhang removal is relatively uncommon in BWBS and BB (recorded on 2.2% of
complete flakes in each stratigraphic aggregate), though its frequency increases to 4%
in WS and reaches almost 12% in LWBS.
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Table 9-6 Count and frequency of attributes relating to flake flaking patterns and
flake platform attributes in the KFR late Pleistocene sequence according to
stratigraphic aggregate
attribute
flake
initiation type

categories

total

BWBS
no.
%
486
55.
2
21
2.4
4
0.5
369
41.
9
880
100

cortical

73

8.3

no.
22
4
14
3
21
7
45
8
39

single flake

563

double flake
multi-flake

1
1

64.
0
0.1
0.1

29
0
1
2

63.
3
0.2
0.4

99

21.
6
5.9
100

hertzian
bending
wedging
indeterminate

flake platform
type

overhang
removal

flake platform
lipping

linear

210

crushed
total

32
880

23.
9
3.6
100

yes

19

2.2

total

880

100

lipped

43

4.9

total

880

100

BB

27
45
8
10

%
48.
9
3.1
0.7
47.
4
100
8.5

2.2

45
8
30

100

45
8

100

6.6

WS
no.
%
19
53.
8
2
9
2.4
2
0.5
16
43.
3
8
37 100
2
61
16.
4
21
57.
5
8
2
0.5
2
0.5
77
15
37
2
15

20.
7
4.0
100
4.0

37
2
30

100

37
2

100

8.1

OB
no.
10
0
13

%
52.
9
6.9

76

40.
2
100

18
9
25
86

13.
2
45.
5

1

0.5

63

33.
3
7.4
100

14
18
9
20
18
9
22
18
9

10.
6
100
11.
6
100

LWBS
no.
%
21
41.
1
4
31
6.1
3
0.6
26
52.
5
0
51 100
0
93
18.
2
25
50.
9
8
1
0.2
5
1.0
12
7
25
51
0
60
51
0
68
51
0

24.
9
4.9
100
11.
8
100
13.
3
100

Overall, these frequency patterns suggests that, while attributes such as linear
platforms and platform lipping may represent prominent features of the Robberg at
both KFR (and PL8), the frequencies of these technological features do not culminate
during this technological phase but instead continue to increase in contribution well
into the Oakhurst. Such a trend implies a gradual diachronic shift in the importance of
marginal percussion through the sequence.

9.5.6

Aims of flaking: flaking products and the nature of change

The shift from the Robberg to the Oakhurst is defined largely by a change in the overall
size and morphology of the defining flaking products – from small elongate
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flakes/blades to larger, often expanding flake forms. Such a change essentially reflects
a shift in the relationship between the length and width of the flake forms produced
through time. Indeed, the axial length and width relationship for complete unretouched
flakes between the Robberg and Oakhurst at KFR is significantly different (F test for
variance: F(698/1709)=0.8763, p=0.0404; Welch’ t test: t=-9.2945, df=1378.6,
p=<0.001) suggesting that there is an overall technological shift between these two
technocomplexes in the KFR sample. Whether this shift was gradual or abrupt,
however, is not clear at such a broad ‘technocomplex scale’. The axial lengths and
widths of complete unretouched flakes were therefore plotted according to their
associated stratigraphic aggregate and a trend line generated for each unit based on
this data (Figure 9-3). For the purpose of this broad examination, differences in raw
material were not considered.
Superficially, Figure 9-3 illustrates that there does appear be some degree of variation
in the flake length to width relationship between the different stratigraphic aggregates.
ANOVA and HDS tests were run on assemblage flake length-width ratios to identify
whether this variation is statistically significant and to determine where any significant
variation lies (i.e. between which layers). Results are illustrated schematically in
Figure 9-4 and demonstrate that: (1) no significant difference exists between the
Robberg stratigraphic aggregates (i.e. any combination comparing BWBS vs. BB vs.
WS); (2) no significant difference exists between the Oakhurst stratigraphic aggregates
(i.e. OB vs. LWBS); (3) a significant difference exists between the earliest two
Robberg stratigraphic aggregates and all Oakhurst units (i.e. BWBS vs. OB or LWBS
and BB vs. OB or LWBS); and (4) although the final Robberg stratigraphic aggregate
(WS) and the youngest Oakhurst (LWBS) are significantly different, there is no
significant difference between this Robberg unit and the earliest Oakhurst one (i.e. WS
vs. OB). Thus, while there are significant differences through the sequence, these
differences do not occur between adjacent stratigraphic aggregates. In fact, adjacent
layers even across the Robberg and early Oakhurst (i.e. stratigraphic aggregates WS
and OB) do not share significant differences (Figure 9-4). Overall, results provide
support for technological change (at least as tracked by a changing relationship
between flake length and width) that was gradual through the sequence, with these
graduals shifts leading to significant changes between the Robberg and late Oakhurst.
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Figure 9-3 Scatterplot of the axial lengths and axial widths of all complete
unretouched flakes according to associated stratigraphic aggregates with trend line
modelled by linear regression
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Figure 9-4 Schematic representation of ANOVA and Tukey HSD (honest significant
difference) test results comparing the relationship between the axial lengths and axial
widths of complete unretouched flakes in each stratigraphic aggregate. Robberg and
Oakhurst stratigraphic aggregates are shaded orange and purple respectively and
overlaid on an image of the south section of square 8 (square 8/9 boundary) with
stratigraphic aggregates marked. The dotted lines on the left hand side display
relationships that are statistically non-significant with p-values marked,
demonstrating that no significant difference between adjacent layers was found. In
contrast, the full lines on the right hand side of the schematic stratigraphic sequence
illustrates that non-adjacent layers are significantly different with associated p-values
marked

9.5.7

Aims of flaking: blade size

Analysis of the long sequence Robberg at Umhlatuzana in the SRZ identified a trend
in which the mean size of blades decreased through the sequence indicating an
increasing preference for smaller sized blades over time (Kaplan, 1990). The longsequence Robberg at KFR offers a means to explore whether a similar trend can be
identified in the context of the WRZ. The mean and standard deviation for the axial
length of all complete blades are therefore presented in Table 9-7 in terms of material
types for each stratigraphic aggregate associated with the Robberg while a boxplot of
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these results is presented in Figure 9-5. Results demonstrate that blades from BWBS
are the largest on average with a general decrease in mean results for axial length and
width for complete blades in BB and WS. At least three-quarters of complete blades
regardless of associated stratigraphic aggregate are associated with axial lengths <20
mm (Figure 9-5). Nevertheless, a degree of temporal variation is apparent between the
box-plots. Blades in stratigraphic aggregate WS, for instance, are generally the
smallest in the sequence with roughly 75% of complete specimens in this stratigraphic
aggregate recording axial lengths around 5–15 mm (Figure 9-5).

Table 9-7 Mean and standard deviations for the axial length of all complete blades in
terms of material types for each stratigraphic aggregate associated with the Robberg
strat. agg.

material

BWBS

quartz

BB

WS

quartzite
hornfels
silcrete
FGS/CCS
total
quartz
quartzite
hornfels
silcrete
FGS/CCS
total
quartz
quartzite
hornfels
silcrete
FGS/CCS
total

no.
43

blade axial lengths
mean S.D. median
13.5
3.7
13.3

2
19
56
22
142
25
1
9
23
5
63
29

50.0
26.5
16.1
18.6
17.5
13.6
25.0
25.9
15.4
18.3
16.6
12.1

29.5
12.8
6.1
7.4
9.2
4.6

50.0
24.1
14.9
17.9
15.2
11.6

11.0
5.1
3.8
7.2
3.3

25.8
15.5
17.4
15.9
11.6

5
18
2
54

16.1
17.1
13.2
14.2

5.1
10.4
3.2
6.9

16.0
14.6
13.2
12.8

In terms of material types, quartz blades are the smallest on average in each
stratigraphic aggregate with mean results for axial lengths <15 mm throughout the
sequence (Table 9-7). While there is little variation in the size of quartz blades through
the sequence, a degree of temporal patterning is evident in those manufactured from
silcrete. Based on mean results, for example, silcrete blades represent the next smallest
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blade category in BWBS and BB with an increase in size observed in WS where
silcrete specimens represent on average the largest blades in this stratigraphic
aggregate (Table 9-7).

Figure 9-5 Boxplots comparing axial lengths for complete blades in each
stratigraphic aggregate associated with the Robberg

According to controlled experiments conducted by Dibble (1997) and colleagues (e.g.
Lin et al., 2013) a relationship exists between platform thickness and flake length with
thicker platforms resulting in larger (and perhaps longer) flakes. If people were aiming
to produce blades of different sizes during different stages of the Robberg as
represented in the stratigraphic aggregates, where knappers manipulated platform
morphology such as platform thickness to produce larger or smaller blades, such a
technological change should be observable in the changing relationship between blade
length and blade platform thickness (see also Muller and Clarkson, 2014). To explore
whether knappers were indeed likely manipulating platform morphology to produce
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different sized blades during different stages of the Roberg at KFR, therefore, the axial
lengths of all complete blades were standardised by platform thickness (axial length
divided by platform thickness) and tests for significance in variation between Robberg
stratigraphic aggregates applied. Results found that there were no statistically
significant differences between group means as determined by an ANOVA (df=2,
F=2.288, p=0.104). Thus, although metrical data superficially supports a trend for the
decreasing size of blades similar to that observed at Umhlatuzana, results based on
standardised blade lengths indicate that this variation occurs within a relatively
constrained range overall, with differences not statistically significant at the
stratigraphic aggregate level and despite changes in the dominant lithic raw materials
used for blade production through the sequence suggesting that lithic material type was
also not an influencing factor in blade size.

9.6

Discussion – continuity, variability and the nature of change during the
late Pleistocene at KFR

The assemblages from BWBS, BB and WS generally conform well to established
understandings of the Robberg technocomplex. Results demonstrate a degree of
continuity between BWBS, BB and WS and combine to suggest that the Robberg at
KFR: (1) is quartz-dominant though associated with a clear strong silcrete element; (2)
provides evidence for the common exploitation of outcrop lithic sources; (3) has a low
frequency of retouched artefacts (generally <1%) and a relatively high frequency of
cores (~5%); (4) demonstrates a possible association between the incidence of silcrete
and laminar technology; and (5) is associated with a relatively6 low frequency of
bipolar technology (Figure 9-6).
Local-scale similarities can be drawn between the general composition of the Robberg
at KFR and that described at PL8 rockshelter located ~15 km to the north-east and
dating ~21–18 ka (Low and Mackay, 2016). The Robberg at PL8, for instance, is
similarly blade-rich (13.3% of complete flakes), associated with a significant increase
in the contribution of silcrete (29.6% of total lithic assemblage) and is almost bereft of

6

‘Relative’ to comparable late Pleistocene assemblages from neighbouring sites such as Putslaagte 8
rockshelter (Low and Mackay, 2016)
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retouched artefacts (0.9% of total lithic assemblage). Local-scale compositional
differences between the Robberg at KFR and PL8, however, can be seen in the
contribution of quartz and the frequency of evidence for bipolar technology. KFR is
associated with a higher proportion of quartz (KFR = 36.6% vs. PL8 = 23.8% of the
total lithic assemblages) but a lower frequency of bipolar artefacts (KFR = 4.9% vs.
PL8 = 9.6% of the flaked stone assemblages). This is a somewhat surprising finding
and reinforces the complexity of the quartz/bipolar relationship (e.g. Low and Mackay,
2016).
Within the Robberg at KFR, technological differences between silcrete and quartz
blade production systems are evident and suggest that the production of blades from
these two lithic types may have been staged variably across the landscape. The
relatively low blade to blade core ratios for quartz, for instance, suggest that quartz
blade production was relatively expedient with all stages of reduction likely occurring
onsite. Contrasting results for silcrete support a differential staging of activities
relating to blade manufacture. The low frequency of silcrete blades associated with the
initial phase of production, for instance, suggest that initial core set-up likely occurred
off-site with prepared-cores subsequently transported, reduced and discarded at
various locations across the landscape. The higher blade to blade core ratios recorded
for silcrete may additionally imply a greater concern with maximising output from this
material type, at least in comparison to that observed for quartz, and/or may relate to
the removal and discard of some of the cores off-site. That the technological patterns
just described are common to BWBS, BB and WS, suggests that the differential
organisation of quartz and silcrete blade production may have been an organisational
strategy common to all phases of the Robberg at KFR. Similarities can also be drawn
to the Robberg at nearby PL8 where the small number of initial core preparation blades
and the strong emphasis on silcrete implied that some preparation and reduction of
silcrete cores occurred prior to their arrival at the site (Low and Mackay, 2016: 156)
suggesting that this organisational pattern is structured at the landscape scale (Low and
Mackay, in review).
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Figure 9-6 Selection of artefacts from Robberg stratigraphic aggregates at KFR.
Artefacts are arranged chronologically with late Robberg (~17 ka) material from WS
(a-g) displayed in the top panel followed by material from the middle Robberg (~18
ka) layer BB (h-l) and finally early Robberg material from BWBS (~22-19 ka)
displayed in the bottom panel (m-y). Technological descriptions are as follows: WS
(a) unidirectional silcrete core; (b) polydirectional quartz core; (c-e) bidirectional
opposed bipolar quartz cores; (f) dorsal surfaces of a selection of quartz and silcrete
blades (laminar); (g) quartz pièces esquillées; BB (h-i) unidirectional silcrete cores;
(j) bidirectional opposed bipolar quartz core; (k) ventral and dorsal surface of a
bipolar quartz blade; (l) dorsal surfaces of a selection of silcrete blades (laminar);
BWBS (m) dorsal surfaces of a selection of silcrete and quartz blades (laminar); (n)
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dorsal and ventral surface of a partially crested FGS/CCS blade; (o) ventral and
dorsal surface of a silcrete core rejuvenation flake; (p) unidirectional silcrete core;
(q) bidirectional opposed FGS/CCS core; (r) unidirectional silcrete core; (s-t)
unidirectional FGS/CCS cores; (u) bidirectional opposed bipolar quartz core; (v-w)
unidirectional quartz cores; (x) unidirectional quartz core; (y) quartz pièces
esquillées. (White bar is 10 mm)

Despite continuities across the Robberg at KFR, a number of technological differences
are apparent between early and later components. In terms of general assemblage
composition, for instance, BWBS is associated with a higher frequency of retouched
artefacts, higher frequencies of silcrete and FGS/CCS and a higher contribution of
strict laminar flaking systems. In contrast, BB and WS are almost devoid of retouched
artefacts, are associated with an increased contribution of hornfels and an increased
quartz laminar element, with quartz becoming the dominant lithic material associated
with blade production in these two assemblages. Flaking characteristics reveal further
diachronic variability relating to the manufacturing process itself. Complete flakes in
BB and WS, for instance, are associated with a higher frequency of platform lipping
potentially indicative of a shift towards the greater use of soft-hammer or soft stone
hammer techniques (Pelcin, 1997, Odell, 2003: 59) and thus also displaying
similarities to the Robberg as characterised at PL8 rockshelter nearby (Low and
Mackay, 2016: 156) and Elands Bay Cave on the opposite side of the Cape Fold Belt
(Porraz et al., 2016a).
Differences in the mean size of artefacts are also apparent with blades being on average
smaller in the later Robberg (i.e. BB and WS) compared the early Robberg (i.e.
BWBS) at the site. A similar reduction in the size of blades during the late Robberg
was identified in the long sequence Robberg at Umhlatuzana in the SRZ (Kaplan,
1990). The fact that these diachronic differences in blade size, at least in terms of the
KFR sequence, are not statistically significant contribute to the idea that variation
during the Robberg where apparent may be occurring within a constrained/accepted
range of variability.
In contrast to the variability apparent within the Robberg, a much greater differences
are observed between the Robberg and the overlying stratigraphic aggregates
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associated with the terminal Pleistocene Oakhurst. According to the technocomplex
paradigm, the post-Robberg systems of the Oakhurst are associated with a change to
the production of large flakes, usually side struck resulting in widths that are greater
than lengths, with this change in flaking generally paralleled by a shift to the increased
emphasis on the exploitation of lithic types that occur as large packages such as
quartzite and hornfels (see references in Lombard et al., 2012). Technological
characteristics in the Oakhurst assemblages from OB and particularly LWBS at KFR
conform well to this general pattern.
Results, for instance, suggest that the Oakhurst at KFR is: (1) hornfels-dominant with
a high contribution of quartz, the highest frequency of quartzite and minimal use of
silcrete; (2) demonstrates an increase in the use of fluvial lithic sources, consistent with
the increased use of hornfels derived from the cobble beds of the Doring River; (3)
records a higher frequency of retouched artefacts (~2%), including a small sample of
NBKs (Figure 9-7g), and a lower frequency of cores (~3%) compared to the
underlying units; (4) is associated with a paucity of evidence for laminar flaking
systems and, while blades are present, they occur in small frequencies and are
predominantly of quartz; (5) is associated with evidence (the higher incidence of linear
platforms, lipped platforms and bending initiations) indicative of an even greater use
of soft hammer or soft stone hammer compared to the Robberg; and (6) is associated
with a low frequency of bipolar artefacts which, like during the Robberg, generally
form <6% of the flaked stone component in each stratigraphic aggregate. The Oakhurst
at KFR is therefore compositionally distinct from the underlying Robberg in its
minimal use of silcrete, decreased frequency of evidence for blade production and
increased frequency of retouched artefacts (Figure 9-7).
A degree of technological continuity, however, is apparent between the Robberg and
Oakhurst technological systems within the KFR sequence. Both the Robberg and
Oakhurst assemblages, for instance, are associated with similar frequencies of bipolar
artefacts (<6% of the flaked stone component in each stratigraphic aggregate). This
contrasts with results from PL8 where the frequency of bipolar technology increases
from the Robberg (9.6% of the flaked stone component) to the Oakhurst (12.2% of the
flaked stone component). Similarly, the presence of pièces esquillées in both Robberg
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and Oakhurst units at KFR demonstrates a degree of continuity in retouch type forms
between the two temporally sequential technocomplexes. While possible temporal
differences in size and the lithic materials used to produce them are apparent, with the
small sample of Robberg specimens smaller and manufactured from quartz (Figure
9-6g and y) compared to those from the Oakhurst which are larger and manufacture
from hornfels (Figure 9-7f). The very small size of the samples in both units, however,
means that not too much emphasis can be placed on this patterning and a larger sample
is needed to test this observation.

Figure 9-7 Selection of artefacts from Oakhurst stratigraphic aggregates at KFR
arranged stratigraphically with the latest Oakhurst material from LWBS (a-g) in the
top panel and the earlier material from OB in the bottom panel (h-m). Technological
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descriptions are as follows: LWBS (a) polydirectional hornfels core; (b) silcrete
Robberg-like core; (c) bidirectional opposed bipolar quartz core; (d) ventral and
dorsal surface of a silcrete laminar flake; (e) ventral and dorsal surface of a hornfels
blade; (f) hornfels pièces esquillées; (g) side, front and back profiles of a hornfels
naturally backed knife; OB (h) bidirectional opposed quartz core; (i) unidirectional
quartz core; (j) bidirectional orthogonal Robberg-like silcrete core; (k-m) ventral and
dorsal surfaces of hornfels expanding flake forms. (White bar is 10 mm)

A number of technological similarities between the latest Robberg unit WS and the
overlying Oakhurst layers OB and LWBS are also apparent. In terms of flaking
characteristics, for instance, complete flakes in WS record similarly high frequencies
of cortical platforms and overhang removal. Overall these similarities, in addition to
the evidence for several frequency trends through the late Pleistocene sequence (e.g.
decreasing contribution of silcrete and evidence for soft stone hammer marginal
percussion), provide evidence in favour of a gradual transition from the Robberg to the
systems of the Oakhurst that proceed. This was particularly well demonstrated in the
data indicating a gradual shift in the relationship between flake length and width
through the entire late Pleistocene sequence which was significantly different only at
a broad technocomplex level but not between adjacent stratigraphic aggregates
including the final Robberg (i.e. WS) and early Oakhurst (i.e. OB).

9.7

Conclusion

This paper has characterised the late Pleistocene lithic sequence at KFR identifying
diachronic continuity and variability in lithic technology within the sequence. A
characteristically Robberg technological system associated with the production of
small silcrete blades from small cores was in place at the site by ~22 ka with a hornfelsdominant system, devoid of the defining emphasis on blade production, replacing it by
~16 ka. Key technological differences are apparent between early and later Robberg
components including a shift from silcrete to quartz as the dominant material
associated with blade production, evidence for an increasing emphasis on the use of
soft hammer or soft stone hammer techniques to reduce stone and a reduction in the
mean size of blades produced. These results suggest that the Robberg was not uniform
but rather that technological change during the late Pleistocene was a fluid process
involving continual modifications within the broader technological system in place at
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the time. In terms of the Robberg, the evidence from KFR supports a scenario in which
technological systems were in a constant state of adaptive variance, with this variation
albeit generally occurring within a broader coherent theme.
Results presented in this paper indicate that the technological systems of the Oakhurst
differ fundamentally from those of the Robberg in terms of lithic material selection,
the size and form of flaking products (as suggested in the low frequency of blade
technology and the significantly different relationship between flake length and width
that defines the flaking products) and manufacturing techniques. Nevertheless, the
presence of certain shared technological features between the Robberg and Oakhurst,
such as the persistent use of quartz, the similar frequencies of bipolar technology and
the presence of pièces esquillées, however, implies a degree of technological
continuity between these systems within the sequence. This continuity and the
evidence suggesting a gradual shift in the aims of flaking across the stratigraphic
aggregates associated with the final Robberg (i.e. WS) and earliest Oakhurst (i.e. OB)
argue in favour of a transition that was gradual in nature rather than rapid in onset.
Overall, the evidence presented from the KFR sequence favours a model in which
diachronic technological change is the result of a process involving gradual,
continuous adjustments within an existing technological system, culminating in broadscale variability that is statistically different at the technocomplex-level as well as
variability at a finer-scale occurring within an accepted range of variation for each
technocomplex. The results suggest that the onset and eventual termination of the late
Pleistocene microlithic, as represented by the Robberg technocomplex in southern
Africa, is temporally, spatially and technologically complex with the timing and nature
of technological changes appearing not to conform to a specific and predictable
pattern.
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10 THE ORGANISATION AND SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF
ROBBERG BLADE TECHNOLOGY: EVIDENCE FROM THE
EASTERN CEDERBERG
Low, M., & Mackay, A. (in review) The organisation of Late Pleistocene Robberg
blade technology in the Doring River Catchment, South Africa.

Preface to Article
This article contributes to the aims of this thesis by exploring the organisation of
Robberg blade technology in the eastern Cederberg, building upon understandings of
provisioning strategies associated with the early microlithic as identified in the
previous two chapters. Using data from three rockshelter sites – Putslaagte 8,
Mertenhof and Klipfonteinrand – this article addresses the following thesis questions:
What is the spatial structure of Robberg blade technology in the study area? And what
influence do small-scale differences in the procurement of lithic materials and distance
to water have on the organisation of blade technology at a local landscape-scale?
Specific definitions for all attributes and measures can be found in Appendix A. To
minimise repetition, the section on ‘local geology and the identification of the local
lithic landscape’ has been condensed with a more comprehensive coverage of these
details found in Chapter 5 section 5.2.2 in the context of discussing the background
for the study area and site set up. The section instead is limited to providing a summary
of this information. This article was submitted to the Journal of African Archaeology
in April 2018 and is currently in review.

Abstract
Emphasis on the production of small unretouched blades is the strongest defining
technological characteristic of southern African assemblages referred to as the
Robberg – a ‘technologically uniform’ technocomplex identified across the subcontinent. This paper explores the spatial organisation of Robberg blade technology
from three rockshelter sites in the Doring River catchment of the eastern Cederberg
Mountains. The Doring is both a key source of water and toolstone, and the three sites
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are located at varying distances from it. Blades and blade cores from these sites are
used to explore the influence of distance to source on the abundance of raw materials,
staging of production and maintenance/reduction of transported artefacts. Results
suggest key differences in procurement and provisioning strategies for different
materials. Hunter-gatherers ‘geared up’ with hornfels and silcrete blades at the river
before moving up the tributaries where toolkits were supplemented by small numbers
of blades made from transported silcrete cores and the situational use of local rock
types such as quartz. Results demonstrate the importance of understanding local-scale
controls on technological organisation before inferring patterns of broader behavioural
import.
Keywords: blade technology, lithic technology, technological organisation, raw
material, South Africa, Robberg

10.1 Introduction
The concerted production and discard of small unretouched blades – or bladelets –
characterizes a large number of lithic assemblages in southern Africa dating to later
Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) 2, from ~22–12 ka (thousands of years ago); (Klein, 1974,
Deacon, 1984a, Deacon and Deacon, 1999, Mitchell, 1988a, 1990: 103-104, Wadley,
1991: 128, 1993, 1996). Also common to the flaked stone component of these
assemblages are small cores dedicated to blade production, the prominent use of
bipolar techniques for working stone, a lack of formal retouched tool types and a
preference for lithologies such as quartz and various forms of crypto-crystalline
silicate (CCS) materials including chert, chalcedony, agate and jasper (Mitchell,
1988a, 1995, 2002, Deacon and Deacon, 1999, Wadley, 1993, 1996, Deacon, 1979,
Deacon, 1978, 1984a, Klein, 1974). Conceptualized within the dominant culturestratigraphic paradigm, these assemblages are referred to as the Robberg
technocomplex and represent the earliest well-defined stone artefact making tradition
of the Later Stone Age (LSA) in southern Africa (Lombard et al., 2012).
Discussions of the Robberg often highlight the high degree of coherence in lithic
technology with similar technological systems identified at sites in diverse ecological,
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climatic, and geological settings across South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland (e.g.
Wadley, 1993, Barham and Mitchell, 2008, Lombard et al., 2012)(Figure 10-1). This
technological uniformity, and a perceived (though rarely validated) increase in the use
of fine-grained often ‘non-local’ lithologies during the Robberg, have been used to
support arguments for the existence of increased ranging behaviour (i.e. expanded
territorial/home ranges and increased mobility) and/or increased long-distance
connections (i.e. increased exchange / interaction) in the context of generally reduced
ecological productivity during the last glacial maximum (LGM)(e.g. Ambrose, 2002:
21, Bousman, 2005: 215, Mitchell, 2000, 2002, Barham and Mitchell, 2008, though
note Chase et al., 2018). Where variability within the Robberg has been treated, focus
has generally remained on patterning at broad spatial scales. Mitchell (2002, 1988a),
for example, differentiated two technological provinces across southern Africa
conditioned by the availability of different lithologies (Mitchell, 1988a, Carter et al.,
1988) suggesting that patterns of lithic material acquisition and reduction strategies
were controlled by differences in regional geology (Mitchell, 2002: 122).
While these synthetic models provide insights into the general factors structuring the
pattern we recognise as the Robberg technocomplex, they effectively mask
technological decision-making that is sensitive to local conditions. Hunter-gatherer
lives were adapted to the distribution of key resources across the landscape at scales
far smaller than geological provinces or culture-historic entities (MacEachern, 1998).
Yet such adaptive technological organisation has been weakly addressed in studies of
the Robberg as well as in studies of most other lithic technocomplexes in southern
Africa more generally (though note Bousman, 2005, McCall and Thomas, 2012). It
seems reasonable to suggest that behaviour at the landscape scale should be resolved
before inferences regarding long distance connections and/or expanded territorial
ranges and mobility can be made with confidence.
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Figure 10-1 Map of southern Africa showing the location of key sites containing
assemblages attributed to the Robberg mentioned in the text. Sites denoted by a star
refer to those where quartz represents a significant and/or dominant component of
the blade technology while those marked by a circle are associated with a significant
and/or dominant contribution of CCS materials. Sites are numbered as follows: 1,
Elands Bay Cave; 2, Faraoskop; 3, Byneskranskop; 4, Boomplaas; 5, Kangkara; 6,
Nelson Bay Cave; 7, Umhlatuzana; 8, Siphiso; 9, Sehonghong; 10, Thoutle; 11, Rose
Cottage Cave; 12, Blydefontein; 13, Wonderwerk Cave
Recognising this, this paper examines the influence of one key resource – lithic raw
material – on the organisation and spatial structure of Robberg blade technology during
the LGM across a study area in the eastern Cederberg of the Western Cape.
Assemblages were studied from three rock shelter sites – Putslaagte 8 (PL8),
Klipfonteinrand (KFR) and Mertenhof (MRS) – all containing blade-rich assemblages
dating ~22–18 ka, and located at increasing distances from the Doring River (2 km, 13
km and 19 km respectively), the main river system in the region and a known lithic
source commonly used in the period (Figure 10-1 and Figure 10-2). The paper
examines how blade production systems at these three ‘neighbouring’ sites differs and
what influence, if any, local resource structure may have had on variation in Robberg
technological organisation.
This paper begins with an overview of the Robberg focusing on current understandings
of its technological organisation, lithic material selection patterns and the potential
existence of geologically-conditioned reduction strategies. This is used to establish the
context within which the data presented here can be considered. The materials and
methods are introduced and the results from the analysis described. Conclusions
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highlight the importance of understanding context-specific variability at a local scale
to inferences of broader behavioural significance relating to the settlement systems of
hunter-gatherers during the LGM. Unless otherwise stated, all dates mentioned in the
text are calibrated to SHCal 13 following Hogg et al. (2013) and expressed as ‘ka’
meaning thousands of years ago.

Figure 10-2 Geological map of study area showing the location of the study sites
MRS, KFR and PL8 (triangles) in relation to the Doring River (dark blue line) and
the Putslaagte and Biedouw Rivers (lighter blue lines), the known locations of the
two outcropping silcrete sources, Swartvlei and Agtersfontein (white stars), and the
location of the Doring Material Survey (DMS) points undertaken by Mackay along
the Doring River (small orange circles)
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10.2 Robberg technological organisation
Aspects of lithic material availability such as the abundance, quality and form of lithic
resources represent important factors which influence the life histories of stone
artefacts as well as the organisation of prehistoric technologies more broadly
(Bamforth, 1986, Andrefsky, 1994, Inizan et al., 1999: 19, Beck et al., 2002: 482,
Kuhn, 1995). Mobile populations faced regular trade-offs between the transport of
tools, and varying access to the raw materials necessary for their replacement
(Bamforth, 1986, 1991, Binford, 1979, 1980, Kelly, 1988, 1992, Kuhn, 1995). In order
to sustain a regular supply of stone tools to meet tasks under differing geological
conditions, foragers could implement a range of non-exclusive strategies, including
maintenance of transported tools (Bamforth, 1986, Bleed, 1986, Bousman, 2005,
Shott, 1986), transport of lightweight, pre-prepared cores (Hiscock, 2006), caching of
tool-making potential for future use (Parry and Kelly, 1987), and the situational use of
locally-available resources (Binford, 1979). All of these strategies were necessarily
organised around the primary requirement of obtaining the baseline subsistence
resources – principally food and water – which structure patterns of mobility (Binford,
2001, Kelly, 1995, Kuhn, 1995, Shott, 1986). To that end, lithic raw material is largely
assumed to have been procured during trips to acquire subsistence resources (Binford,
1979), or less frequently on special purpose trips to allow ‘gearing up’ at residential
nodes (Gould and Saggers, 1985).
Specific consideration of lithic technological organisation in relation to the Robberg
technocomplex has been reasonably limited. Mitchell (2000) explored changes in
technological organisation through the Pleistocene/Holocene transition in the Caledon
Valley near the Lesotho/South Africa border (Figure 10-1), finding tentative evidence
for caching of toolstone in the Robberg and the transport of lightweight cores, with a
subsequent escalation of tool maintenance and intensive core reduction in the early
Holocene assemblages. Pargeter (2017) similarly found evidence for transport of toolmaking potential in the form of unworked nodules at Sehonghong (Lesotho) from 24–
14 ka, and in the early (but not later) Robberg at Boomplaas. Drawing on a different
data set for the same site, Chase et al. (2018) note high core to retouched flake ratios
coupled with a high density of finds to imply common on-site working of toolstone
during part of the interval in which the Robberg occurs. It might thus be that Robberg
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technological organisation at Boomplaas involved shifts between transport and
caching of unworked mass and the transport of lightweight, pre-prepared ‘working’
cores. In that respect, the observation by Deacon and Deacon (1999: 108) of dense
concentrations of bladelets at Boomplaas – implying either caching or mass production
(also note White, 1968)– is pertinent. Furthermore, researchers working on
assemblages at numerous sites have noted discrepancies in the ratios of
blades/bladelets to blade/bladelet cores through sequences (Mitchell, 1988a, 1990,
Parkington, 1980, Parkington and Yates, n.d., Wadley, 1993, Orton, 2006, Deacon,
1984a, Schweitzer and Wilson, 1982, Barham, 1989a, Beaumont, 1990), potentially
suggesting that these elements of the toolkit were transported or discarded
independently.
While these studies specifically treat technological organisation at the site scale, as we
noted in our introduction, synthetic approaches to Robberg technological patterning
have been more common. For example, Mitchell (1988a) identified two geologicallyconditioned technological provinces within the Robberg. The smaller of these
provinces encompasses sites situated in the north and north-east of the subcontinent
where bladelet production systems are dominated by the use of CCS and the presence
of crested bladelets removed from small platform bladelet cores by free-hand
percussion after careful preparation to set up flaking ridges (Mitchell, 2002: 120). The
second and larger province encompassing sites in the south and south-west of the
subcontinent is characterised by a prevalence of quartz and the presence of specialised
small- and flat-bladelet cores reduced using bipolar techniques. In his study, raw
material availability (abundance of quartz) is seen to condition reduction strategies
(increased bipolar reduction) in ways that might otherwise have been interpreted in
terms of reduction intensity.
A second example is the inferred link between the abundance of non-local material
and the increased range of habitual movement among Robberg populations (Deacon,
1984a: 227, Deacon and Deacon, 1999: 117-120, Ambrose, 2002: 12). At Boomplaas,
increased use of silcrete, which does not occur in the local geology of the Cango
Valley, is observed during MIS 2 (Mitchell, 2002: 131). At Blydefontein rockshelter
in the eastern Karoo, non-local CCS materials such as jasper and agate occur in their
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highest frequencies during the Robberg phase, with these lithologies likely deriving
from 60 km to the north and north-east of the shelter (Bousman, 2005: 206). In linking
raw material abundance directly to patterns of movement, these studies tacitly accept
the dominance of an embedded or ‘neutral’ model of procurement (Brantingham,
2003), whereby raw material was acquired on encounter. Targeted procurement of
specific raw materials during gearing up would complicate this inference, to the extent
that apparent increases in ‘non-local’ rocks might rather reflect an increased effort to
obtain them during periods of proximity, however limited, rather than increased
periods of proximity.
Of the past work on Robberg technological organisation we have reviewed so far, only
Pargeter’s work (2017) gives consideration to the influence of site setting relative to
key subsistence resources on technological decision-making. Yet as we noted, patterns
of movement and technological organisation were necessarily responsive to these
factors. In part this oversight occurs because few studies have explicitly considered
the articulation between several sites that were likely incorporated into a single
subsistence system, and the way subtle, local-scale changes in the availability of
resources might have influenced technological systems deployed at them. Previous
work on the pre-Robberg early LSA from two sites in the Doring River catchment
(Low et al., 2017) highlights the potential importance of such an approach. Though
the sites studied were only 2 km apart, one was located on the Doring itself, providing
access to water and the toolstone hornfels which was heavily used in this period
(discussed further below), while the other was located in a dry tributary with access to
sandstone, quartzite and quartz. Even at 2 km from the Doring, the proportion of
hornfels artefacts declined appreciably. Furthermore, while hornfels blades and blade
cores were common at the site on the river, only the blades appear to have been
transported regularly into the tributary valley. The technological response to this
selective transport of tools appears to have been situational – specifically, an increased
use of small quartz pebbles, reduced through bipolar reduction, leading to a change in
the overall character of the technological system. While matching the positive
relationship between the use of quartz and bipolar reduction anticipated by Mitchell
(1988a), these results suggest that patterning at the scale of geological provinces may
mask behaviourally important variability.
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Given these observations, our objective with this paper is to explore how Robberg
blade technology was organised through space, using data from multiple nearby sites
located at increasing distances from a major water source, and at variable distances
from key sources of toolstone. In particular we are interested in examining whether
increasing distances to key lithic sources produce the characteristic decay pattern we
would expect under conditions of embedded or ‘neutral’ procurement (e.g.
Brantingham 2003, Bamforth 1986, 1991, Beck 2002, Clarkson and Bellas 2014, Jeske
1989, Torrence 1986), with the situational uptake of locally-available rocks and
whether/to what extent this occurs across different lithologies. We are also interested
to know whether transport patterns within lithologies affect all aspects of the
technological system equally, or whether, like the early LSA example described above,
different components of the tool kit were transported to differing degrees. These
objectives should shed light not only on the organisation of Robberg technology in our
study area, but add detail to past explanations for the technology of this period more
generally.

10.3 Materials and methods
To investigate the organisation of blade technology during the LGM in the Doring
River catchment, blades and blade cores from three rockshelter sites with Robberg
assemblages were chosen for analysis. What follows is a brief overview of the sites
chosen for use in this study looking specifically at the location and chronology of each.
This is followed by a general examination of the local geology in the study area and
an identification of the range of potential lithic sources available. Finally, the various
technological definitions, attributes and measures used to explore variation in the
structure of Robberg blade technology during the LGM in this study are identified and
explained.
10.3.1 Background to study area, sites and samples
The three rockshelter sites – Putslaagte 8 (PL8), Klipfonteinrand (KFR) and Mertenhof
(MRS) – are located on the eastern flanks of the Cederberg Mountains in the Doring
River catchment c. 250 km north of Cape Town (Figure 10-1 and Figure 10-2). The
sites are separated by intervals of c. 10–15 km and are positioned at varying distances
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(2 km, 13 km and 19 km respectively) from the Doring River (Figure 10-2). The
Doring is also the principle source of hornfels cobbles which were commonly used for
making artefacts through the later Pleistocene in this area (Low and Mackay, 2016,
Low et al., 2017). The site samples selected for analysis are summarized in Table 10-1
and include all complete blades and blade cores from units associated with dates
centred around the later part of the LGM at ~22–18 ka, a time period with a strong
archaeological signal at all three sites. A summary of the associated conventional ages
and their calibrated determinations used in this study are presented in Table 10-2. For
the purposes of this analysis we have aggregated all data from the target interval at
each site. This necessarily homogenizes some intra-site variation during the LGM; it
allows us, however, to explore the broader structural patterns of interest with
sufficiently large samples.

Table 10-1 Overview of the sites and samples selected for use in this study. Sample
numbers are for complete artefacts only. Blade cores are those preserving evidence
for the removal of at least one blade, in the form of an elongated flake scar with
parallel margins, at the time of discard
site

sample contexts

age

PL8
KFR
MRS

spits 15–12 in SQ1
metastrat BWBS & BB in SQ8 & 9
late Pleistocene contexts in SQ3, 4,
5&6

21–18 ka
22–18 ka
22–18 ka

sample numbers
blades blade
total
cores
sample
102
54
156
205
49
254
419
81
500

The first rockshelter, PL8, is situated on the west side of a low-lying kloof in the
Putslaagte Valley located on a dry tributary of the Doring River which lies a further c.
2 km to the east (Figure 10-2). Two squares measuring one-by-one meters were
excavated at the site, revealing a cultural sequence spanning more than 75 ka and
preserving Middle Stone Age (MSA), ELSA, Robberg, Oakhurst and Holocene
components. Specifics relating to the excavation procedure and dating program can be
found in Mackay et al. (2015). The sample selected from PL8 includes all complete
blades and blade cores from spits 15–12 from a single square (SQ. 1) with OSL and
AMS determinations for the overlying and underlying units indicating an age for this
material of ~21–18 ka (Table 10-2).
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Table 10-2 Summary of conventional ages and their max, min and median calibrated
determinations for the samples used in this study. Radiocarbon determinations were
calibrated using OxCal 4.2 (Bronk-Ramsey, 2009) and the Southern Hemisphere
terrestrial calibration curve SHCal13 following Hogg et al., (2013)
site

context

technique

material

lab code

conventional
or OSL age
(BP)

Cal BP
(max)

Cal BP
(min)

Cal BP
(median)

PL8

CGBSS11

OSL

sediment

PL8-8

17000 ± 1200

NA

NA

NA

CGBSS13

OSL

sediment

PL8-7

17800 ± 1200

NA

NA

NA

CGBSS16

AMS

charcoal

AA98830

17700 ± 590

22900

20000

21400

AMS

charcoal

AA99784

18500 ± 280

23100

21700

22400

OSL

sediment

PL8-6

22900 ± 1600

NA

NA

NA

OSL

sediment

PL8-5

27600 ± 1900

NA

NA

NA

AMS

charcoal

14656 ± 55

18100

17600

17800

AMS

charcoal

14706 ± 65

18100

17600

17900

AMS

charcoal

15309 ± 65

18800

18400

18600

AMS

charcoal

15342 ± 65

18800

18400

18600

AMS

charcoal

15871 ± 59

19400

18900

19100

AMS

charcoal

18232 ± 71

22400

21800

22100

RGB/S

AMS

charcoal

15186 ± 71

18700

18200

18500

RGB/S

AMS

charcoal

D-AMS
003799/858
D-AMS
001838/876
D-AMS
002440/686
D-AMS
002441/736
D-AMS
003800/920
D-AMS
001839/924
D-AMS
003801/114
D-AMS
003802/141

16084 ± 56

19600

19200

19400

KFR

BB

BWBS

MRS

The second site, KFR rockshelter, is located on a small sandstone ridge in the northeastern corner of Bushmanskloof Reserve east of the Pakhuis Pass and c. 15 km to the
south of PL8 (Figure 10-2). The site is situated roughly 15 km to the south-west of the
Doring River and approximately 10 km from two of its highly seasonal tributaries: the
Biedouw 10 km to the south and the Brandewyn 2 km to the west. The drainage
immediately in front of KFR does not hold water even after heavy rains.
Klipfonteinrand was excavated by Parkington in 1969 and again by Mackay in
2011/12, revealing an archaeological sequence with early MSA, Howiesons Poort,
Robberg, Oakhurst and early- to mid-Holocene. Details concerning the excavation
procedure and dating program can be found in Mackay et al. (in prep.). The KFR
sample includes all complete blades and blade cores from stratigraphic aggregates
BWBS and BB in two squares (SQ. 8 and 9) with this material being associated with
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an upper age limit of ~22.4–21.8 ka (D-AMS 001839/924) and a lower limit of ~18.1–
17.6 ka (D-AMS 003799/858; Table 10-2).
The final site, MRS rockshelter, is located on the south side of a low-lying kloof above
the Biedouw River roughly 10.5 km to the south-east of KFR and c. 24 km to the southeast of PL8 (Figure 10-2). This rockshelter represents the furthest site from the Doring
River which flows almost 20 km to the northeast. MRS was excavated between 2013–
2017 with excavations ongoing. The rockshelter preserves a long late Pleistocene
occupation with the sequence components including early MSA, Still Bay, Howiesons
Poort, early and late post-Howiesons Poort, late MSA, Robberg and late-Holocene.
Details concerning the excavation methods and archaeological and stratigraphic
sequence can be found in the supplementary material provided in Will et al. (2015).
An abundance of small platform and rotated cores of CCS and silcrete recovered from
the Red and Grey Brown Series (RGB/S) suggest affinity with the Robberg (Will et
al., 2015). Preliminary dates for this blade-rich stratigraphic aggregate indicate an age
between ~22–18 ka (Table 10-2) and the sample selected from MRS therefore includes
complete blades and blade cores from RGB/S-assigned contexts in four squares (SQ.
3, 4, 5 and 6).

10.3.2 Local geology and the identification of the local lithic landscape
A discussion of the local geology and lithic materials available in the study area is
provided in Chapter 5 section 5.2.2. To minimise repetition, therefore, what follows is
a condensed version of this information.
The local geology of the Cederberg predominantly consists of the Cape Supergroup
(comprising the Table Mountain Sandstone, Witteberg and Bokkeveld Series) in
addition to the younger Karoo Supergroup (incorporating the Dwyka, Ecca and
Beaufort Series) of which the sedimentary rocks of the Table Mountain Sandstone
Group are dominant. Available lithic raw material types in this group include massive
outcrops of sandstones, quartzites and shales throughout the catchment with the
occurrence of quartz common in the landscape in the form of conglomerate pebbles.
While FGS/CCS is found as conglomerate pebbles in the region, its occurrence is
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comparatively rare. At present, no primary sources of hornfels are known in the study
area with the occurrence of this lithic type strongly associated with the bedload of the
Doring River in the form of cobbles and pebbles. Two extensive sources of silcrete
have so far been identified in the study area, the first at Agtersfontein (lower
Witteberg) and the second at Swartvlei (upper Bokkeveld/Bidouw formation). Both
sources are situated on ridge tops within 5 km of the Doring but at elevations about
200 m above the valley floor.
Table 10-3 provides a summary of the estimated distance-to-source for each site based
on minimum Euclidean (straight-line) measures for the different material types. These
distances represent approximations only and it is recognised that a more
comprehensive survey and identification of likely sources in the study area are
necessary to constrain real foraging distances and/or cost-weighted distances (which
take into account vertical and horizontal restrictions on movement). Notable from
Table 10-3 is the fact that, while distance to hornfels differs by an order of magnitude
between sites, and while quartz is locally available at all sites silcrete is similarly ‘nonlocal’ (25–32 km) to all, with MRS marginally being the nearest to a known source.

Table 10-3 Summary of the estimated distance-to-source (based on minimum
straight-line measures) for quartz, hornfels, silcrete and FGS/CCS for each study site.
*distance to the Doring River as the major (near-permanent) water source. This
distance is not necessarily a location for sourcing river pebble material (e.g.
hornfels). **Dykes occur west of the Doring River but none of those visited have
been associated with hornfels. Exploited primary outcrops of hornfels are thus likely
to be present east of the river but their locations are presently unknown.
***FGS/CCS also occurs locally as conglomerate pebbles in the surrounding
landscape though unlike quartz, its occurrence is rare
site

distance to
the Doring
River*

hornfels

quartz

silcrete

FGS/CCS***

locally available
but variable

locally
available &
abundant

locally rare

locally rare

Doring
River
cobble
beds

Dykes/
outcrop**

conglomerate
pebbles

Agtersfontein
outcrop

Swartvlei
outcrop

major
geological
outcrop

minor
outcrops

immediate
environs
immediate
environs
immediate
environs

45 km

31 km

27 km

16 km

36 km

32 km

39 km

26 km

26.5 km

25 km

35 km

32 km

PL8

2 km

2 km

unknown

KFR

13 km

13 km

unknown

MRS

19 km

19 km

unknown
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10.3.3 Definitions, attributes and measures
For the purposes of our analysis, we focus on artefacts that, in their discarded state,
retained technological detail relating directly to the production of blades, as these have
been considered the defining feature of the Robberg. While recognising that the
morphology of the flaking products may change over the course of core reduction (i.e.
a core originally used for the production of blades may later be used for the production
of non-elongate flaking products and vice versa) and that ‘blade cores’ and ‘non-blade
cores’ may not represent discrete categories, for the purpose of this analysis only cores
preserving at least one blade in their discarded form were included in this analysis. We
define blades as flakes with parallel sides and axial lengths at least twice as long as
they are wide. This allows for the inclusion of specimens not necessarily associated
with strict laminar production systems and can include blades with fully cortical dorsal
surfaces and those with non-parallel sided dorsal flake scars. We make no a priori
distinction between blades and bladelets (Pargeter and Redondo, 2016). We define
blade cores as those cores that preserve evidence for the removal of at least one blade
at the time of discard in the form of an elongate flake scar with a length twice as long
as wide and parallel flake scar margins.
Attributes and measures were chosen to explore the structure of blade technology in
the study area looking specifically at variability in the selection and use of different
lithic materials, the staging of blade production, and the maintenance/reduction of
transported artefacts. Technological variability is explored at two scales: (1) within a
site (e.g. between different raw material types); and (2) between sites (i.e. in terms of
the decay effect on different materials). The first stage of analysis involved identifying
the lithic materials present in each assemblage in order to explore whether a decay
trend in the use of hornfels could be observed the further one moves from the Doring
River and if so, what effect this had on the selection of alternative raw material types
whether locally abundant or locally rare. If lithic procurement was predominantly
neutral or embedded – the least-cost assumption that flakable raw material will be
taken on encounter (Binford 1979, Gould and Saggers 1985, Brantingham 2003) – then
the frequency in which a material occurs should decrease the further one moves from
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its source location in response to increasing transportation and the opportunity to reprovision with other types of stone. However, if distance-to-source cannot explain
variation in the frequency of raw material types, then non-neutral transport
mechanisms (i.e. targeted acquisition and transport of certain lithic resources) can be
inferred. In this study, each artefact was assigned to one of the lithologies identified
above (i.e. hornfels, silcrete, quartz, quartzite, and FGS/CCS) while cortex type was
used to look at the likely nature of each source, specifically differentiating between
outcrop and fluvial source contexts.
Flakes and cores were classified as either ‘bipolar’ or ‘free-hand’ in order to explore
potential variability in the relative contribution of different reduction techniques.
Artefacts classed as bipolar exhibit crushing on opposed edges in addition to signs of
having two opposed points of applied force such as compression waves extending
towards one another from opposing directions (Barham, 1987, de la Peña, 2015b).
Blades produced using bipolar methods commonly possess crushed/shattered
platforms, sheared bulbs of percussion and crushing on the distal end while bipolar
cores exhibit chisel-like edges (Barham, 1987, de la Peña, 2015b). While a
considerable degree of technological variation is subsumed under the term ‘bipolar’
(Pargeter and Eren, 2017), we do not deal with such variation in this study.
Attributes and measures potentially reflecting the extent of reduction, such as cortex
rates, flake scar patterns (as a proxy for number of core rotations), flake scar counts
and artefact size data, were used to explore evidence for economizing behaviour
relative to distance-to-source. Cortex rates were recorded for each artefact as an
ordinal value (i.e. 0%, 1–50% or >50%) to help assess the extent of reduction
associated with different raw materials at each site. Flake scar patterns based on flaking
direction

(i.e.

unidirectional,

bidirectional,

orthogonal,

centripetal

and

multidirectional) indicate directions of past removals and were used to provide insights
on core rotation and intensity of reduction – the former assuming that flake scar
patterning, in the majority of cases, results from sequential operations and the latter
assuming that rotations may increase but cannot decrease with reduction. Both cortex
amount and number of rotations can be relatively blunt instruments for assessments of
reduction – cores may be rotated for a variety of purposes within the context of a single
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reduction system, while some reduction systems reserve significant cortex coverage
throughout a core’s use-life (Porraz et al., 2013). The limitations of both thus need to
be borne in mind.
Flake scar counts – including all complete and partial scars >5 mm – were used as an
additional indicator of reduction intensity. On cores <10 mm, no scar size cut-off was
used but flake scars had to be at least 20% of the maximum length of that core. Number
of scars >20% of core maximum length were also recorded for all cores to allow
comparability. Both the absolute and proportional scar size cut-offs are arbitrary and
carry no assumptions about flake utility.
Measurements of artefact dimensions were used to provide another proxy for artefact
reduction and economizing behaviour. Generally speaking, as reduction increases, the
size of cores and the flakes they produce will decrease. If ‘working’ cores (defined as
cores that form part of a transported tool-kit) are subject to on-going reduction during
transport, size is expected to decrease with increasing distance to source. Comparison
of size for different artefact classes can provide additional insights into transport and
reduction patterns. For example, a comparison of the length of complete blades with
flake scar length data from related cores of the same material can be used to explore
variation in the intensity and nature of reduction strategies between material types. If
the length of the longest flake scar on a core is small in comparison to that of associated
flakes of the same material, for example, it can be argued either that cores were heavily
reduced at that location or that both cores and blades from earlier reduction events
were transported together (Holdaway and Stern, 2004: 186). The axial dimensions for
length, width and thickness were recorded for complete blades while measurements
for maximum dimensions, weight and axial length of the longest flake scar were made
for complete cores. All measurements were taken using standard digital callipers to
the nearest 0.1 mm while weight was measured to the nearest tenth of a gram (g).
The final aspect of analysis aimed to investigate late Pleistocene provisioning systems
and the staging of production by specifically looking at whether different lithic
materials were transported across the landscape as tool-making capacity and/or as the
finished usable end-products. Cortex rates and blade-to-blade core ratios were used to
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explore this. It has been argued that a decrease in the average amount of dorsal cortex
may be expected to occur in contexts associated with expanded territorial ranges,
increased mobility and/or where the number of procurement trips to a source are
reduced (Bousman, 2005: 209). It is therefore reasonable to expect that as source-tosite distance increases (i.e. transport distance increases) the amount of cortex will
decrease, assuming that lithic materials were not entirely decorticated prior to
transportation from a source.

10.4 Results
10.4.1 Lithic material consumption patterns
The sample used in this study consists a total of 726 complete blades and 184 complete
blade cores from contexts dating ~22–18 ka at PL8, KFR and MRS (Figure 10-3). An
overview of this sample is displayed in Table 10-4 in terms of lithic material types for
each site while Figure 10-4 presents a comparison of the lithic material frequencies
for the artefacts in each assemblage. In the three samples, five lithologies are
represented including hornfels, quartz, silcrete, FGS/CCS and quartzite. Observations
of cortex types associated with each material category indicate that quartz, silcrete and
quartzite appear to have been exclusively sourced from outcrop and/or land-surface
contexts (Table 10-5). In contrast, cortex preserved on the hornfels artefacts in each
sample is consistent with sourcing predominantly from a fluvial context, coherent with
the Doring River as the main source, with only minor contributions from outcrop
sources (Table 10-5). The cortex on FGS/CCS artefacts is consistent with a more
evenly distributed exploitation of both outcrop/conglomerate and fluvial sources
(Table 10-5). Due to the extremely small sample of quartzite artefacts, the following
discussion focuses primarily on results for artefacts manufactured from the remaining
four material types.
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Figure 10-3 Selection of Robberg blades and blade cores from PL8, KFR and MRS

Table 10-4 Overview of samples displayed in terms of technological class and raw
material type for each site. Complete specimens only
techno-class

material
type

PL8

blades

hornfels
silcrete
quartz
FGS/CCS
quartzite
all
hornfels
silcrete
quartz
FGS/CCS

24
51
20
7

blade cores

quartzite
all
total

280

MRS

102
6
17
24
7

KFR
counts
28
79
68
27
3
205
5
17
24
3

54
156

49
254

81
500

45
119
171
65
19
419
1
26
46
8

Table 10-5 Count and frequency data for cortex types based on lithic material types
for each site using combined blades and blade cores samples where cortex is
preserved
FREQUENCY OF CORTEX TYPES
site

PL8

material

no.

fluvial

outcrop

count

%

count

%

13

86.7

2

13.3

hornfels

15

quartz

18

11

61.1

silcrete

16

16

100.0

FGS/CCS

5

2

40.0

3

60.0

all

54

15

27.8

32

59.3

hornfels

17

13

76.5

4

23.5

quartz

36

21

58.3

quartzite

3

3

100.0

silcrete

11

11

100.0

FGS/CCS

9

2

22.2

7

77.8

all

76

15

19.7

46

60.5

hornfels

17

14

82.4

3

17.6

quartz

86

48

55.8

quartzite

4

4

100.0

silcrete

20

20

100.0

FGS/CCS

25

11

44.0

14

56.0

all

152

25

16.4

89

58.6

crystal
count

%

7

38.9

7

13.0

15

41.7

15

19.7

38

44.2

38

25.0

quartzite

KFR

MRS

At PL8, the site closest to the Doring, silcrete and hornfels are the dominant lithologies
associated with complete blades (Figure 10-4a). Silcrete remains dominant at KFR,
though a decrease in its frequency and that of hornfels are matched by increases in the
contribution of quartz and FGS/CCS. In contrast, at MRS, the site furthest from the
Doring, quartz is the dominant lithic type with the frequency of silcrete specimens
ranking second (Figure 10-4a). The frequency of FGS/CCS blades also increases
reaching its highest proportion at MRS, while the contribution of hornfels is
concomitantly low.
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Figure 10-4 Comparison of lithic material frequencies at each site for: (a) blades;
and (b) blade cores

Hornfels blades demonstrate the anticipated decay pattern with distance from the
Doring, while locally available quartz and FGS/CCS increase in response. More
surprising is the decline in the relative abundance of silcrete blades with distance from
the Doring despite the fact that this is not the principle source of that rock. While
silcrete is available among the river cobbles, as noted above, cortex suggests that in all
discernible cases the silcrete artefacts we examined had been sourced from outcrops.
Yet if silcrete exhibited a decay relationship with distance from either Agtersfontein
or Swartvlei sources we would expect either an increase in silcrete with distance from
the Doring (Swartvlei) or a relatively even distribution (Agtersfontein or most
proximate source). Neither occurs.
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For most lithologies the pattern of change with distance in the blade class is not
matched among blade cores. Only among quartz does the proportion of blade cores
respond regularly with distance from the Doring. Hornfels is relatively stable from
PL8 to KFR before dropping off markedly at MRS. Neither silcrete nor FGS/CCS
show any clear trend.
The fact that the proportion of silcrete blades varies between the samples, while that
of silcrete blade cores does not (Table 10-4), may be a result of numerous alternative
causes, some of which are explored later during this analysis. First, we examine
whether variation occurs between material types and/or sites in terms of the nature and
intensity of flaking systems used to produce blades.

10.4.2 The nature of blade production systems – bipolar technology
A summary of the count and frequency of bipolar artefacts in terms of material types
and techno-class for each site is displayed in Table 10-6. If bipolar reduction is
positively associated with quartz abundance, then the use of this technique should
increase from PL8 to MRS. Figure 10-5 compares the frequency of: (A) quartz as a
percentage of sample; (B) bipolar artefacts as a percentage of sample; (C) quartzbipolar artefacts as a percentage of quartz artefacts; (D) quartz cores as a percentage
of cores; and (E) quartz-bipolar cores as a percentage of quartz cores. Results indicate
that although the frequency of quartz increases with distance from the Doring River, a
similar increase is not seen in the frequency of bipolar technology (Figure 10-5 A and
B). Almost 80% of the quartz artefacts from PL8 appear to have been worked using
bipolar techniques with this frequency decreasing to less than a third of the quartz
artefacts in both the KFR and MRS samples (Figure 10-5 C). Looking exclusively at
the core sample, the frequency with which quartz was reduced using bipolar techniques
actually decreases with distance from the Doring (Figure 10-5 E), reflecting the
general pattern just outlined for quartz samples in general (Figure 10-5 C). Overall,
these results imply a difference in the treatment of quartz at each site with bipolar
reduction particularly common at PL8 but not as prominent at the other two sites.
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Table 10-6 Count and frequency of bipolar artefacts in each site sample based on
class and material type
BIPOLAR TECHNOLOGY
class
material
blades

cores

hornfels
quartz
silcrete
FGS/CCS
all
hornfels
quartz
silcrete
FGS/CCS
all

PL8
count
1
13
1
1
16
2
22
2
1
27

%
4.2
65.0
2.0
14.3
15.7
33.3
91.7
11.8
14.3
50.0

KFR
count
%
10

14.7

10
2
15
1

4.9
40.0
62.5
5.9

18

36.7

MRS
count
%
35

20.5

1
36

1.5
8.6

26
2
2
30

56.5
7.7
25.0
37.0

To investigate whether the higher frequency of bipolar reduction at PL8 compared to
the other sites is a factor of differences in the package size of the quartz pebbles
available at each site (i.e. with smaller quartz pebbles occurring at PL8), a comparison
of the summary statistics for the weight and maximum dimensions of bipolar vs. nonbipolar quartz cores at each site was made (Table 10-7). Results indicate that there is
no difference in the average size of bipolar quartz cores between the three sites
(ANOVA on bipolar blade core weight, all sites, F(2,58)=0.53, p=0.948). Moreover,
cores in the small free-hand sample from PL8 are actually relatively large compared
to those from KFR and MRS. These results do not support the proposition that
available pebble size influenced the abundance of bipolar working across the study
area. It may be instead that the patterns observed in the frequency of bipolar
technology are related to differences in reduction intensity between the three sites, a
possibility which is explored below.
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Figure 10-5 Bipolar technology and quartz. Comparison of frequencies for: (a)
quartz as a % of each sample; (b) bipolar as a % of each sample; (c) quartz bipolar
artefacts as a % of quartz artefacts in each sample; (d) quartz cores as a % of cores in
each sample; and (e) quartz bipolar cores as a % of quartz cores in each sample

Table 10-7 Summary statistics for the weight and maximum dimension of quartz
cores in each sample comparing results for bipolar versus free-hand specimens
site

PL8
KFR
MRS

quartz
cores –
reduction
type
bipolar

no.

weight (g)

maximum dimension (mm)

max

min

mean

s.d.

median

max

min

mean

s.d.

median

22

6.70

0.05

0.80

1.40

0.50

26.70

9.40

14.40

4.00

13.70

free-hand

2

6.10

1.80

4.00

3.00

3.95

26.50

20.60

23.60

4.20

23.60

bipolar

15

2.50

0.21

0.90

0.60

0.70

21.10

9.20

15.00

3.00

15.00

free-hand

9

12.00

0.25

4.00

3.30

3.06

29.20

7.40

18.10

5.80

17.50

bipolar

26

2.47

0.10

0.80

0.60

0.59

25.90

8.70

15.00

4.80

13.20

free-hand

20

14.08

0.87

3.90

3.00

3.42

29.00

11.10

19.30

4.70

19.90

10.4.3 The nature of blade production systems – reduction intensity
Results for dorsal flake scar counts and flaking direction associated with the complete
blades at each site are displayed in Table 10-8. Overall, PL8 is associated with the
highest frequency of blades with >4 dorsal flake scars with this frequency decreasing
at KFR and again at MRS (Table 10-8). Looking at variability between sites for
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specific material types, results indicate that the frequency of hornfels blades with >4
dorsal flake scars increases marginally with distance from the Doring River (Table
10-8). In contrast, quartz blades at PL8 are associated with a higher frequency of
specimens with >4 dorsal flake scars compared to the other two sites where less than
a quarter of quartz blades fall into this category (Table 10-8). Silcrete and FGS/CCS
blades at KFR are associated with the highest frequencies of specimens with >4 dorsal
flake scars.

Table 10-8 Counts for the flake scar numbers and flake scar patterning on the dorsal
surfaces of complete blades in each sample based on material type
dorsal flake scar count
site

material

no.

24
20

1–3
16
9

4–6
8
10

7–9

hornfels
quartz
quartzite
silcrete
FGS/CCS
all

51
7
102

28
3
56

22
4
44

1

hornfels
quartz
quartzite
silcrete
FGS/CCS
all
hornfels
quartz
quartzite
silcrete
FGS/CCS
all

28
68
3
79
27
205
45
171
19
119
65
419

18
51
2
37
10
118
26
124
11
63
45
269

10
16
1
41
16
84
18
41
6
50
19
134

0
PL8

KFR

MRS

1

1
3

1
4

1

2

1
1
2
1
3
2
6
12

number of core rotations (based
on dorsal flake scar direction
data)
none
one
two or more
22
2
9
10
1
40
4
75

11
3
26

19
40
2
71
18
150
39
106
16
90
57
308

6
25
1
8
8
48
3
60
1
29
7
100

1
3
2

1
6
3
2
2

7

Regarding flake scar patterns, >90% of hornfels blades at PL8 preserve a
unidirectional dorsal flake scar pattern, while hornfels blades at KFR and MRS are
associated with a greater range of flaking directions (bidirectional, orthogonal and
multidirectional) consistent with increasing core rotations further from the Doring
(Table 10-8). The opposite pattern is observed for FGS/CCS and quartz specimens
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with evidence suggesting a higher number of core rotations at PL8 compared to KFR
and MRS (Table 10-8). No patterning with regards to silcrete blades was identified
with minimal evidence for core rotation found at each site (i.e. silcrete blades
predominantly associated with unidirectional flaking pattern at all sites; Table 10-8).
Results for flake scar counts and flaking directions for the complete blade cores at each
site are displayed in Table 10-9. These data are most useful in revealing similar intrasite patterning in terms of the association between certain raw materials and intensity
of reduction as well as hinting at inter-site variability in the reduction intensity of
hornfels. The silcrete and FGS/CCS blade cores in each sample are consistently
associated with evidence for more intensive core reduction compared to quartz and
hornfels. Over three-quarters of the silcrete and FGS/CCS blade cores in each sample
record flake scar counts >7 (Table 10-9). Similarly, blade cores on silcrete and
FGS/CCS are associated with the only evidence for multidirectional flaking indicative
of multiple core rotations (Table 10-9). In contrast, quartz blade cores in each sample
are generally associated with lower flake scar counts of between 4–6 and a high
frequency of bidirectional opposed flaking (Table 10-9). Considering that quartz blade
cores are on average the smallest in each sample based on results for maximum
dimension (Table 10-11) and that smaller cores have less surface area for preserving
evidence of flake removals, the lower flake scar counts associated with these cores
could be related to their smaller size rather than being an indication of reduced
reduction intensity compared to silcrete and FGS/CCS.

Table 10-9 Counts for the flake scar numbers and number of core rotations (using
dominant core flaking direction data as a proxy) on complete blade cores in each
sample based on material type
core flake scar count
site

PL8

material
type

hornfels
quartz
silcrete
FGS/CCS
all

no.

6
24
17
7
54

1–3

4–6

7–9

>10

1
1

4
16
3

2

23

1
5
6
2
14

1
2
7
5
15
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number of core rotations
(based on dominant core
flaking direction data)
none
one
two or
more
3
3
4
20
8
8
3
3
3
1
18
34
4

core flake scar count
site

KFR

MRS

material
type

hornfels
quartz
silcrete
FGS/CCS
all
hornfels
quartz
silcrete
FGS/CCS
all

no.

5
24
17
3
49
1
46
26
8
81

1–3

4–6

7–9

1

2
11
2

2
11
6

1

15

2
1

20
5
3
28

19
1
17
10

3

28

>10

2
9
3
14
7
10
5
22

number of core rotations
(based on dominant core
flaking direction data)
none
one
two or
more
2
3
7
15
2
11
4
2
2
20
22
6
1
17
25
4
12
7
7
2
3
3
31
36
14

10.4.4 The nature of blade production systems – artefact size
Table 10-10 presents the mean, standard deviation and median values for the axial
dimensions of complete blades in each sample in terms of material types. The PL8
blades are on average longer, wider and thicker compared to the samples from KFR
and MRS (Table 10-10). This pattern is probably not what it appears, however, as
revealed by differences between raw materials.
Blades manufactured from hornfels – which are proportionally most numerous at PL8
– are consistently the largest in all axial dimension in each sample, and vary relatively
little between sites (Table 10-10). The same is broadly true of silcrete. Conversely,
quartz specimens are consistently smallest and increase in frequency from PL8 to KFR
to MRS, though these are significantly smaller in the latter two sites than at PL8 (Table
10-10). The trend to decreasing blade size with distance from the Doring is thus driven
by an increase in the proportion and to some extent a decrease in the size of quartz
blades. The sizes of hornfels and silcrete blades are surprisingly non-responsive to
distance to the river given the effect this seems to have on their relative abundance.
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Table 10-10 Summary of the means, standard deviations and medians for the axial
dimensions (mm) of complete blades in each sample in terms of material types, with
ANOVA tests. CCS and quartzite are excluded from ANOVA tests due to small
samples. Cells highlighted in grey produced statistically results at p<0.05
axial length (mm)
site

material

no.

PL8

hornfels

KFR

MRS

axial width (mm)

axial thickness (mm)

mean

S.D.

median

mean

S.D.

median

mean

S.D.

median

24

24.5

12.6

19.5

8.8

4.4

7.0

4.1

3.2

2.8

quartz

20

16.6

5.6

14.8

6.7

3.1

6.0

3.4

2.3

3.2

silcrete

51

16.8

5.7

14.9

6.5

2.1

6.3

2.7

1.2

2.5

FGS/CCS

7

17.6

4.9

16.1

6.3

1.7

5.5

2.5

1.5

2.5

all

102

18.6

8.4

16.2

7.1

3.1

6.4

3.2

2.2

2.7

hornfels

28

26.3

12.0

25.0

10.8

5.6

10.3

4.4

2.4

4.3

quartz

68

13.5

4.0

13.3

5.4

1.6

5.2

2.5

1.4

2.1

quartzite

3

41.6

25.3

29.1

17.4

11.9

11.5

8.0

5.0

5.4

silcrete

79

15.9

5.8

15.1

6.0

2.1

5.6

2.0

1.0

1.7

FGS/CCS

27

18.5

6.9

17.4

7.1

2.8

6.7

3.0

2.5

2.4

all

205

17.2

8.7

15.4

6.8

3.7

5.8

2.7

2.0

2.1

hornfels

45

25.2

12.6

21.4

8.8

3.7

7.6

3.6

2.1

3.0

quartz

171

12.4

4.2

11.6

4.9

1.6

4.7

2.4

1.2

2.1

quartzite

19

28.1

11.3

26.7

11.6

5.9

10.5

5.6

2.7

5.0

silcrete

119

16.0

5.6

14.5

6.1

2.3

5.5

2.5

1.3

2.0

FGS/CCS

65

14.1

4.9

13.5

5.3

2.0

4.7

1.9

1.1

1.7

all

419

15.8

8.0

13.5

6.0

3.0

5.3

2.6

1.6

2.2

df

F

p

df

F

p

df

F

p

ANOVA
hornfels

2,94

0.1

0.865

2,94

1.9

0.152

2,94

1.0

0.389

quartz

2,255

10.4

<0.001

2,255

11.0

<0.001

2,255

5.2

0.006

silcrete

2,246

0.478

0.620

2,246

1.022

0.361

2,246

7.014

0.001

Table 10-11 summarises the results for the mean, standard deviation and median of
the weight, maximum dimensions (length, width and thickness) and the length of the
longest complete flake scar for complete blade cores in each sample in terms of
material types7. Results for these cores show similarities and differences from those
for complete blades identified above. Both hornfels and silcrete blade cores generally
decrease in size with distance from the river, albeit that the decrease is much more
muted for silcrete. Conversely, quartz blade cores become generally larger with
distance from the Doring.

7

Due to small samples of cores in most lithologies we do not run statistical tests on these data and rely
on visual assessment of trends.
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Table 10-11 Summary of the means, standard deviations and medians for the weight
(g), maximum dimensions (mm) and length of the longest complete flake scar (mm)
for complete blade cores in each sample in terms of material types
site
PL8

KFR

MRS

material

no.

max length (mm)

max width (mm)

max thickness (mm)

mean

S.D.

median

mean

S.D.

median

mean

S.D.

median

hornfels

6

39.6

8.6

40.8

28.9

9.5

29.4

17.1

7.4

13.6

quartz

24

15.2

4.7

13.9

8.9

4.4

7.4

5.5

2.9

4.9

silcrete

17

25.9

5.0

26.3

19.8

4.6

19.4

12.4

2.9

13.4

FGS/CCS

7

28.7

13.0

27.8

20.6

10.8

17.8

13.2

6.5

10.4

all

54

23.0

10.4

21.1

16.1

9.3

15.1

9.9

5.9

10.1

hornfels

5

26.1

7.9

23.7

16.1

6.9

12.8

8.9

2.9

9.0

quartz

24

16.1

4.4

16.0

10.8

5.2

9.2

8.1

3.8

6.7

silcrete

17

22.9

4.4

23.3

16.8

4.6

17.1

13.3

4.7

12.6

FGS/CCS

3

18.6

3.1

17.6

16.2

0.7

16.6

11.5

3.2

12.2

all

49

19.6

6.0

18.6

13.8

5.7

13.2

10.2

4.6

10.5

hornfels

1

21.4

NA

21.4

15.4

NA

15.4

9.1

NA

9.1

quartz

46

16.8

5.2

17.0

11.5

4.4

10.9

8.1

4.1

7.3

silcrete

26

22.6

5.4

22.4

16.0

4.4

15.9

11.5

4.0

11.4

FGS/CCS

8

24.0

6.1

23.1

16.7

6.1

18.1

12.0

4.5

12.4

all

81

19.4

6.1

19.9

13.5

5.1

13.7

9.6

4.4

9.7

Table 10-11 continued
site
PL8

KFR

MRS

material

no.

weight (g)

length longest flake scar (mm)

mean

S.D.

median

mean

S.D.

median

hornfels

6

25.1

20.5

20.2

25.4

9.9

24.2

quartz

24

1.1

1.7

0.7

11.9

3.4

11.5

silcrete

17

6.2

3.1

5.4

17.8

6.2

16.6

FGS/CCS

7

17.2

24.3

7.0

19.2

5.5

19.3

all

54

7.5

13.3

2.8

16.2

7.0

14.0

hornfels

5

5.5

6.0

2.7

18.0

9.5

17.0

quartz

24

2.0

2.5

0.9

11.4

3.3

11.3

silcrete

17

5.1

2.9

5.3

14.0

4.0

13.4

FGS/CCS

3

3.6

1.7

3.0

13.0

3.8

15.1

all

49

3.5

3.4

2.5

13.1

4.8

12.2

hornfels

1

2.6

NA

2.6

14.1

NA

14.1

quartz

46

2.1

2.5

1.3

11.8

3.0

11.7

silcrete

26

4.7

3.4

4.1

13.8

3.4

13.0

FGS/CCS

8

6.1

4.2

4.8

15.5

3.2

14.4

all

81

3.4

3.3

2.5

12.8

3.3

12.3
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Results for changing blade scar lengths are summarized in Table 10-12. Looking at
spatial variation, we note a pattern whereby the frequency of hornfels and silcrete
blades with lengths greater than the mean length of the longest core blade scars,
increases away from the Doring (Table 10-12). Essentially at PL8, 2 km off the river,
most hornfels and silcrete blades are slightly (i.e. 1 mm) smaller than the average
largest blade scar. As we move away from the river, blade scar size declines for both
these lithologies, but, as we noted earlier, the average size of the hornfels and silcrete
blades remains relatively consistent. At PL8 the average hornfels blade is roughly 0.9
mm shorter than the average largest blade scar; at MRS it is more than a centimetre
larger, driven by an 11.3 mm decline in average largest blade scar. The effect is once
again more muted for silcrete but the pattern is the same. The opposite trend is noted
for quartz, where scar size is constant between samples but blade size declines.

Table 10-12 Comparison of the mean lengths (mm) of all complete blades per
material type and complete blades with lengths greater than the length of the largest
complete flake scar on cores of the same material in each sample. Asterisk (*)
indicates the mean length of longest flake scar on cores of that material type in the
assemblage
site
PL8

material
hornfels
quartz
silcrete
FGS/CCS

KFR

hornfels
quartz
silcrete
FGS/CCS

MRS

hornfels
quartz

blade population
all complete blades
complete blades > 25.4 mm in length*
all complete blades
complete blades > 11.9 mm in length
all complete blades
complete blades > 17.8 mm in length
all complete blades
complete blades > 19.2 mm in length
all complete blades

mean
24.5
39.0
16.6
18.0
16.8
23.3
17.6
24.0
26.3

S.D.
12.6
11.1
5.6
5.4
5.7
3.9
4.9
2.5
12.0

count
24
8
20
16
51
18
7
2
28

complete blades > 18.0 mm in length
all complete blades
complete blades > 11.4 mm in length
all complete blades
complete blades > 14.0 mm in length
all complete blades
complete blades > 13.0 mm in length
all complete blades
complete blades > 14.1 mm in length
all complete blades

37.0
13.5
15.5
15.9
19.6
18.5
20.9
25.2
28.4
12.4

10.1
4.0
3.2
5.8
4.9
6.9
5.7
12.6
12.2
4.2

12
68
46
79
45
27
21
45
36
171
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%
33.3
80.0
35.3
28.6
42.9
67.6
57.0
77.8
80.0

site

material
silcrete
FGS/CCS

blade population
complete blades > 11.8 mm in length
all complete blades
complete blades > 13.8 mm in length
all complete blades
complete blades > 15.5 mm in length

mean
15.7
16.0
19.3
14.1
20.5

S.D.
4.0
5.6
5.2
4.9
5.4

count
76
119
68
65
16

%
44.4
57.1
24.6

10.4.5 Reduction intensity and artefact transport
Cortex rates (Table 10-13) and blade-to-blade core ratios (Table 10-14) were used to
investigate the intensity of reduction and artefact transport patterns. There is no
appreciable trend in cortex coverage on hornfels blades with distance from source –
the proportion of hornfels blades with cortex increases from PL8 to KFR before
declining again at MRS, and at both KFR and MRS we found blades with more than
50% cortical coverage. The proportion of silcrete blades with cortex decreases
markedly from PL8 to KFR but is steady thereafter. Neither quartz nor CCS/FGS
blades exhibit trends with cortex coverage. Also notable among the blades generally
is that hornfels specimens are more frequently cortical than those made from other raw
materials.

Table 10-13 Comparison of cortex rate frequencies for complete blades and
complete blade cores in terms of lithic material types in each assemblage
site
PL8

class
blades

blade cores

KFR

blades

material
hornfels
silcrete
quartz
FGS/CCS
all
hornfels
silcrete
quartz
FGS/CCS
all
hornfels
silcrete
quartz
FGS/CCS
quartzite

total
24
51
20
7
102
6
17
25
7
54
28
79
68
27
3

0
58.3
74.5
60.0
71.4
67.6
16.7
82.4
56.0
57.1
61.1
46.4
92.4
69.1
70.4
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1–25
8.3
9.8
25.0
14.3
12.7
50.0
5.9
24.0
28.6
22.2
17.9
6.3
5.9
14.8
33.3

26–50
20.8
11.8
5.0
11.8
33.3
11.8
16.0
14.3
16.7
14.3
1.3
11.8
14.8
33.3

51–75
8.3
3.9
5.0
14.3
5.9

76–99
4.2

10.7

10.7

7.4

4.4

33.3

100

5.0
2.0

1.5

site

class
blade cores

MRS

blades

blade cores

material
all
hornfels
silcrete
quartz
FGS/CCS
all
hornfels
silcrete
quartz
FGS/CCS
quartzite
all
hornfels
silcrete
quartz
FGS/CCS
all

total
205
5
17
23
3
48
45
119
171
65
19
419
1
26
46
8
81

0
74.1
60.0
70.6
34.8
66.7
52.1
62.2
90.8
67.3
69.2
78.9
74.2
100.0
65.4
34.8
37.5
45.7

1–25
9.3
20.0
17.6
43.5
33.3
31.3
17.8
5.0
15.2
20.0
12.6
23.1
34.8
50.0
32.1

26–50
8.8
20.0
11.8
17.4

51–75
4.4

14.6
15.6
3.4
11.7
4.6
5.3
8.4

2.1
4.4
0.8
2.9
1.5
10.5
2.6

11.5
26.1
18.5

76–99
2.9

100
0.5

1.2
3.1
5.3
1.2

1.8
1.5

4.3

2.2
12.5
2.5

1.0

2.2
1.2

As with our other analyses here, blade cores document different patterns as compared
to blades. For hornfels there is a decrease in frequency of cortex with distance to the
Doring. While the sample size is small, this trend is at odds both with the stability of
cortex on hornfels blades from site to site, but also with the tendency for hornfels
blades to be more often cortical than other lithologies in all samples. For silcrete we
see the opposite pattern – blade cores generally exhibit some cortex more often as
distance from Doring increases, though silcrete cores tend to have been completely
decorticated (i.e. have 0% cortex) more often than cores from other lithologies.
Consistent with some of our other observations implying greater reduction of quartz
blade cores at PL8, we find that blade cores with no cortex are more frequent at this
site than at MRS or KFR. Furthermore, and consistent with regular situational use of
quartz at those latter two sites, quartz blade cores are far more frequently cortical than
other lithologies – two thirds of all quartz blade cores at KFR and MRS have some
cortex and between 17.4% and 26.1% have cortex coverage exceeding 50%.
Patterns in blade-to-blade core ratios (Table 10-14) are variable between lithologies.
For hornfels and quartz numbers of blades per blade core generally increase with
distance from the river; for silcrete and CCS/FGS there is no trend. The most striking
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single figure comes from MRS where hornfels blades are 45 times more common than
hornfels blade cores. Perhaps more noteworthy is that, for every lithology, the relative
abundance of cores is highest at PL8. There are roughly two blades per blade core at
PL8, four at KFR and five at MRS.

Table 10-14 to blade core ratios in terms of lithic material type for each assemblage
ratio

material

PL8

KFR

MRS

blade to blade core ratios

hornfels

4.0

5.6

45.0

quartz

0.8

2.8

3.7

silcrete

3.0

4.6

4.6

FGS/CCS

1.0

9.0

8.1

all

1.9

4.2

5.2

10.5 Discussion
As we noted in our introduction, interest in the broad-scale coherence of the Robberg
has acted to suppress engagement with variability at local scales. To that end we set
out to explore the sensitivities of Robberg blade technology relative to local scale
variation in key resources, specifically the availability of toolstone. We discuss our
results in three sections, looking first at the relationship between toolstone and the
abundance and characteristics of blades and blade cores from different lithologies, then
considering the relationship between the prevalence of quartz and the prevalence of
bipolar reduction, and turning finally to the staging of artefact production and the
delivery – or provisioning – of blades across the catchment.

10.5.1 Raw material availability and assemblage composition
The results of this study imply structural patterning in the selection, reduction and
discard of different lithologies within the catchment of the Doring River. The hornfels
in our samples overwhelmingly derived from the Doring River, and its relative
abundance in both the blade and blade core assemblage components declined
consistently with distance to source. Distance to source also influenced the intensity
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with which hornfels blade cores were reduced with increasing distance resulting in
smaller cores with less cortex and smaller blade scars, albeit with no obvious trend in
core rotations or scar counts. Interestingly, however, there were no comparable
patterns for size and cortex among hornfels blades; these remained of similar size with
similarly high rates of cortex in all samples.
Like a number of sites with Robberg assemblages in the southern Cape, a strong
silcrete component is present in each assemblage. A surprising finding was that the
frequency of silcrete blades follows a similar decay trend to that observed for hornfels
– decreasing with increased distance from the Doring – despite the fact that the Doring
was highly unlikely to have been their source. The frequency of silcrete blade cores,
on the other hand, did not follow this pattern, remaining relatively consistent in
abundance across the study sites. As with hornfels, silcrete blade cores become smaller
and their largest scars decrease in size with distance to the Doring (rather than to
nearest source), yet – and again as with hornfels – the size of silcrete blades showed
only muted change through space. Complicating this further, while the highest rates of
cortex on silcrete blades occurred nearest the river at PL8, for cores, cortex coverage
generally increase with distance from the Doring, albeit that silcrete cores still
invariably had no cortex more often than cores from the other lithologies. These
findings – that for both hornfels and silcrete, blades and blade cores show differing
trends through space – are consistent with the idea that different components of mobile
toolkits may have been transported differently (Kuhn, 1995). We take up this issue
again in the third section of our discussion.
The decreasing contribution of hornfels and silcrete blades at sites located further from
the river resulted in greater dependence on quartz and conglomerate-derived
FGS/CCS. Quartz cores are more cortical in all assemblages than cores from other
rocks, and have fewer blades per core, consistent with opportunistic local acquisition
and discard after short periods of reduction. That the prevalence of quartz and
FGS/CCS blades respond to changes in the prevalence of hornfels and silcrete blades
provides support for Parkington’s (1984) hypothesis for the situational use of quartz
during the Robberg in the Western Cape.
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10.5.2 Quartz blade production and the role of bipolar technology
Bipolar methods of reduction are an effective way of reducing materials that occur in
small-sized packages (Andrefsky, 1998: 241, Barham, 1987) and therefore offer clear
advantages in contexts centered on the production of miniaturized artefacts (Pargeter
and Eren, 2017). For the Robberg, it has been argued that the use of bipolar methods
for the production of blades is closely linked to a dependence on the use of quartz
(Mitchell, 1988a). Our results provide some support for this suggestion but also imply
that the underlying controls are more complex.
At a basic level, quartz and the use of bipolar reduction are strongly linked in our
samples – quartz accounts for 38.8% of all artefacts but for 88.3% of all bipolar
artefacts. Bipolar reduction was thus rarely used to produce blades from any other
lithologies. However the strongest signal for bipolar technology in any single
assemblage was at PL8 which had the lowest frequency of quartz overall. While a full
raw material survey would be required to confirm this, we could find no support in our
data for the idea that this was a consequence of smaller starting pebbles; if anything
the quartz cores at this site may have been slightly more heavily reduced than at other
sites. The results suggest that while bipolar reduction is more likely to be deployed if
quartz is used, the abundance of quartz in an assemblage is not linearly related to the
frequency of bipolar reduction. There may be site-specific effects at play.

10.5.3 Variability in the staging of production and evidence for the existence of
distinct lithic-material-specific provisioning strategies
The technological patterning identified in this study, and summarized above, provides
support for the existence of lithology-specific provisioning systems associated with
Robberg blade technology in the catchment of the Doring River. To that end we assess
provisioning patterns for each rock type in turn.
Hornfels was sourced from the river and used to produce artefacts that were
transported at least 19 km across the catchment – a simple distance-decay relationship
governs most of the patterns we observed. The question relating to provisioning is
what form transported hornfels blades and blade cores took. While hornfels blade cores
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were necessarily transported, they are relatively rare in all samples, even near the river.
Patterns in their size and cortex coverage suggest ongoing reduction with transport.
But these patterns are not replicated among hornfels blades, for which size and cortex
coverage are reasonably constant in all sites. Hornfels blades are also proportionally
more common than hornfels blade cores in all samples. Furthermore blade scars on
hornfels cores can account for the size of average blades at the site nearest the Doring
River, they become increasingly smaller than average blades as distance from the river
increases. At the same time, the ratio of blades to blade cores increases dramatically,
reaching 45:1 at MRS. Given the increasing mismatches in size, cortex, and abundance
with distance from the river, it seems unlikely that most of the hornfels blades we
found at KFR and MRS were made from transported hornfels blade cores. The most
likely explanation for the observed pattern is that large numbers of hornfels blades
were made at or near the river and transported along with small numbers of hornfels
blade cores that were subject to ongoing reduction and relatively rapid discard. This is
consistent with our previously documented patterns for the ELSA in this region (Low
et al., 2017).
Patterns observed for silcrete blades are surprisingly similar to those for hornfels
blades and do not accord with a decay trend with distance from lithic source. A
provisioning system in which cores were transported directly from nearest source to
site and reduced there would produce a pattern consistent with the relative frequency
of cores and the sizes of blades, but not with sizes of cores or the relative frequency of
blades. We thus posit a provisioning scenario as follows. Silcrete was acquired from
sources and taken to locations on the Doring River, which is the most reliable water
body in the area and thus a likely focus of occupation. Like hornfels, silcrete blades
were produced on the Doring for transportation; we have previously reported sites on
the Doring with large numbers of silcrete cores with Robberg-like patterns of reduction
that may correspond with such ‘gearing up’ locations (Mackay et al., 2014). Such
‘gearing up’ would explain both the high frequency of silcrete blades at the site nearest
the river, and also the high proportion of cortex there. Both silcrete blades and blade
cores were transported from the Doring River into the wider catchment, however, the
transport of silcrete blade cores was much more pervasive than the transport of
hornfels cores.
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Regardless of the validity of this interpretation, it should be noted that strict neutral
procurement cannot explain raw material acquisition in the catchment. Hornfels is
closer to all sites than silcrete yet is never as prevalent. Furthermore, hornfels has an
extensive linear distribution whereby any visit to the region’s major waterway would
provide people the opportunity to acquire it. In contrast, silcrete occurs in rare and
spatially-constrained patches perched on elevated ridgetops. Given that it is rarer and
less strongly associated with the location of other key resources there seems to be an
inherently lower likelihood of chance encounters with silcrete than with hornfels while
foraging in the Doring catchment.

10.5.4 The elephant in the paper: flakes
Our paper has explored the spatial organisation of blade technology in the Robberg.
To pursue this aim efficiently we constrained our analysis to blades and the cores
which could be visually assessed as having produced them. Unquestionably this brings
problems. Whether blade cores arrived at sites first as unworked or barely-worked
nodules would have been easier to test by looking for primary or near-primary flakes.
Similarly, if blade cores are simply a reduction stage subsequent to and/or prior to a
stage of concerted flake production, then our data may misrepresent overall
provisioning patterns to some degree. The absolute amount of artefacts in all
lithologies – in terms of all flakes, and all cores, and both combined – may follow quite
different trends to those we observed for blades and blade cores alone. These are the
inherent limitations of our analysis and we can only acknowledge them. At the same
time, if blades are taken to be the defining feature of the Robberg, then it seems to an
extent reasonable to study them in isolation. Future analyses in which all assemblage
elements are included for all sites will allow us to test and (ideally) refine the
explanations we have proposed.

10.6 Conclusions
The distribution and availability of lithic material resources is recognised as one of the
factors influencing prehistoric technological organisation (e.g. Andrefsky, 1994, 2008:
9, Inizan et al., 1999: 19, Beck et al., 2002: 482, Bamforth, 1986, Kuhn, 1995). In spite
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of this, the structural effects of variance in such resources has not typically been
considered in analyses of industries like the Robberg. And yet, as we have
demonstrated here, Robberg blade technology is highly sensitive to local resource
distribution. Linear decay models of raw material abundance consistent with neutral
procurement hold in some cases, but not equally for all assemblage components nor
for all raw materials. The pattern was thus both sensitive and complex. Furthermore,
if neutral procurement was not a universal means of raw material acquisition, then
attendant inferences about the habitual range of mobility based on changes in the
abundance of certain rock types are invalidated. Rather than a change in home range,
an increase in ‘non-local’ rocks at a site may reflect a strategic switch from
manufacturing artefacts on encounter with a source and their subsequent transport to
one involving targeted forays to acquire material for transported cores.
Unquestionably, the Robberg is one of the most distinctive and technologicallycoherent of southern Africa’s culture-historic units. However, the valid research in
identifying and describing the broad, defining characteristics of the Robberg has often
come at the cost of engagement with the ways in which technology was delivered.
While the Robberg can reasonably be viewed as an expression of shared information
over large areas, at finer scales it can equally be understood as a system for the delivery
of cutting-edge potential across landscapes. If we wish to understand such systems,
and the adaptive information they convey, engagement with technology at a landscape
scale is essential.
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11 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION: UNDERSTANDING THE
CHARACTER AND ORGANISATION OF EARLY
MICROLITHIC SYSTEMS IN THE EASTERN CEDERBERG

11.1 Introduction
The archaeological record chronicles a long history of technological change, providing
evidence for major periods of adaption where human populations altered their
technological strategies to ensure people were provisioned with stone tools or the
material needed for their production at the times and locations of need (Elston, 1990,
Bamforth and Bleed, 1997, Kuhn, 1995). One such major form of adaptation evident
in many archaeological records across the globe is the general trend to emphasising
smaller stone artefacts with evidence for this shift often referred to as a process of
microlithisation. Indeed, microlithic technological adaptations are spatially and
temporally prevalent appearing in many areas of the world from the late
Pleistocene/Upper Palaeolithic and present in one form or another on almost every
continent by the mid-Holocene. The pervasive nature of microlithic technology means
that it has attracted considerable interest, particularly regarding the reasons for its
proliferation in a range of settings (e.g. Elston and Kuhn, 2002, Kuzmin et al., 2007,
Hiscock et al., 2011, Pargeter, 2016) to the extent that the identification and
explanation of variability operating at finer-scales have often remained underexplored.
The ‘microlithic’ is not a coherent technological phenomenon and the exact
technological details surrounding its character vary considerably even within a single
region (e.g. the Howiesons Poort vs. the Robberg vs. the Wilton microlithic industries
of southern Africa) or during a specific temporal period (e.g. the ELSA of southern
Africa). The extent to which small flake and/or blade/bladelet technology is associated
with the process of microlithisation, the contribution of bipolar flaking methods and
the occurrence of small retouched tools types (such as backed artefacts and small
scrapers), in particular, represent key areas of continuity and variability in how
microlithic technology is articulated at an assemblage, industry and/or technocomplex
level and the ‘microlithic’ can mean different things in different contexts.
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Despite the significant effort already directed towards the study of microlithic
technologies in many areas, a focus on the identification of broad similarities and
differences has led to a lack of inquiry regarding patterning at smaller scales. Little is
known, for instance, concerning the influence of local scale controls on variation in
the character and deployment of specific microlithic systems at a landscape level and
much variability remains to be characterised and explained. This is particularly the
case in the context of the early microlithic in late Pleistocene southern Africa where
temporal and spatial variation is not well understood and where changes in technology
and the contribution of different microlithic elements may be site specific (Mitchell,
2002, Wadley, 1993). In light of this, the research presented in this thesis has explored
early microlithic technology dating to the last glacial peak (~29–12 ka) from a
combination of rockshelter and open-air sites in the eastern Cederberg of South Africa.
Rather than searching for ‘Holy Grail type’ explanations for the appearance, spread
and eventual demise of microlithic technology in this specific context, this thesis has
focussed on exploring aspects of variability at a range of temporal and spatial scales
with particular emphasis on the local landscape setting of the Doring River catchment.
The aims of this thesis, therefore, focus on describing what microlithic systems look
like and how they respond to various controls in this particular setting but does not
explicitly engage with explanations for their appearance, proliferation or
disappearance. The approach taken considered the microlithic at an assemblage level
viewing it as a system operating at the scale of a landscape and interpretations of
variation and continuity were informed by technological organisation theory with
Kuhn’s (1995) provisioning systems model and Hiscock’s (2006) abundanceextension continuum being of particular value. The setup of the study sites – each
located at varying distances from the Doring River as a key source of both water and
toolstone during the late Pleistocene – allowed for an exploration of how differences
in local scale controls influenced variation in the composition and organisation of
microlithic technology in the specific context of the Doring River catchment. The
particularly long sequence at one of the study sites – KFR – additionally allowed for
an investigation of diachronic variability at a finer-scale and the nature of
technological change during the late Pleistocene.
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This final chapter looks generally at what we have learnt from this new data, drawing
together and summarising the major results. Efforts were made throughout this thesis
to link findings back into wider understandings for the region and the summary
provided below continues in this vein, synthesising results for the specific case of the
eastern Cederberg in terms of current understandings for the subcontinent more
generally. The chapter concludes by providing some tentative explanations and
identifying the broader implications of this research for the study of microlithic
systems in general.

11.2 Understanding the character and organisation of the early microlithic:
summary of major findings
11.2.1 The ELSA and the appearance of microlithic technology
A theme in recent studies of the ELSA has been to emphasise technological diversity
focussing more on the process of change and exploring variability rather than
attempting to provide a universal account of the character and timing of the ELSA
technocomplex (e.g. Porraz et al., 2016b, Bousman and Brink, 2017). This thesis
continued with this new focus, characterising the early microlithic in the southwest of
the subcontinent, an area where understandings of the ELSA in particular have
remained elusive and where time-based developments and spatial variability at localscales during the ensuing Robberg have not been explored in great detail. In the context
of the eastern Cederberg, local characteristics of the ELSA were previously unknown
providing no ready expectations other than that suggested from sites located elsewhere
in the subcontinent and deductive hints from local sequences. As such, the research
presented in this thesis is significant in describing a new local-expression of the ELSA
unique to the catchment of the Doring River with these results contributing to the range
of technological diversity incorporated within the ELSA specifically and the early
microlithic more generally.
The presence of small blade/bladelet technology in assemblages attributed to the
ELSA is highly variable, a point that was recognised even in the earliest descriptions
of the ELSA where, in the absence of “suitable” lithic materials, the “micro-blade”
component was said to be likely be unexpressed (Beaumont and Vogel, 1972: 55).
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Although the variable presence of small blade technology may have more to do with
historical contingency rather than the availability of specific “suitable” lithic raw
material types, the variable occurrence of blade/bladelet technology in assemblages
attributed to the ELSA is quite clear. Evidence for small blades/bladelet technology,
for instance, is present in the ELSA at Rose Cottage Cave (Clark, 1999), Sehonghong
(Mitchell, 1994), Umhlatuzana (Kaplan, 1990) and Elands Bay Cave (Porraz et al.,
2016b) though is infrequent or absent in the ELSA assemblages from sites such as
Border Cave (Beaumont, 1978) and Boomplaas (Deacon, 1984a). In terms of the
eastern Cederberg, results presented in this thesis demonstrate that, at least in this part
of the subcontinent, blade technology formed a significant component of the
technology made and used during the earliest LSA. In fact, it is the expedient
production of hornfels blades from locally acquired river cobbles that represents the
key defining characteristic of the ELSA in the catchment of the Doring.
In sequences where small blade/bladelet technology is present in both the ELSA and
Robberg levels, temporal differences are generally noted in relation to preferred
material types, size and specific flaking strategies associated with their production (e.g.
Kaplan, 1990: 57-58, Mitchell, 1994, Porraz et al., 2016b). Evidence from recent work
at Elands Bay Cave indicates that while both the ELSA and Robberg are associated
with the production of blades/bladelets, they differ fundamentally in the choice of
materials used and the nature of the reduction process (Porraz et al., 2016b: 56). This
broad temporal variability is also observed in the data presented in this thesis from the
eastern Cederberg where the shift from the ELSA to the Robberg saw a reduction in
the size of blades, a change from hornfels to silcrete for their production and an
adjustment in the associated flaking strategies with an increase in evidence suggesting
the use of soft-hammer techniques (Table 11-1). Results documented a blade
production system during that ELSA that was inelaborate, involving minimal or no
initial core preparation. Instead knappers took advantage of the natural ridges on subangular river cobbles to detach a range of flakes and blades generally in a single
direction using free-hand techniques. Nevertheless, the presence of small
blades/bladelets technology in the ELSA is significant in indicating that the
blade/bladelet production systems of the Robberg were already in place in some areas
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of the subcontinent, including now the eastern Cederberg, prior to their proliferation
and formalisation, though in a somewhat less systematic form.

Table 11-1 Summary of key similarities and differences between the ELSA and
Robberg in the eastern Cederberg
technological
aspect
raw material
use

continuity

divergence

- emphasis on hornfels
- situational use of quartz

- contribution of silcrete
(Robberg=defining contribution)

blade
technology

- production of small blades

- size of blades produced
(Robberg=smaller; e.g. mean axial
lengths of PL8 blades:
Robberg=18.6±8.4 mm vs.
ELSA=26.0±13.0 mm)
- preferred raw material types used for
blade production(Robberg=silcrete;
ELSA=hornfels)
- production systems (Robberg=more
regimented; ELSA=inelaborate,
expedient)

bipolar
technology

- situational use of bipolar flaking
methods

- stronger use of bipolar reduction
methods during the Robberg

small
retouched tools
provisioning
systems

- not a defining feature
- ‘gearing-up’ with blades at the
Doring River (ELSA=hornfels,
Robberg=hornfels+silcrete)
- limited transportation of hornfels
cores
- local acquisition, reduction and
discard of non-riverine rocks (i.e.
quartz and conglomerate-derived
FGS/CCS)
- Major focus on individual
provisioning through abundance
strategies

- silcrete cores a major focus of lithic
transport
-both blades and cores as regular
components of the transported toolkit
- the addition of an extension strategy
within the broader individual
provisioning system

While the ELSA in the eastern Cederberg is considered broadly ‘microlithic’ by virtue
of its association with the production of small blades, it lacks the defining occurrence
of all other major elements typically associated with microlithic technologies
including the presence of small retouched tool types and the significant contribution
of bipolar flaking methods (Table 11-1). The comparatively minor role played by
bipolar technology in this region is particularly conspicuous considering its defining
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presence in practically all other ELSA occurrences recorded from other areas of the
subcontinent. Most discussions of ELSA technology, for instance, make reference to
the extensive use of bipolar flaking methods often in association with the use of quartz
(e.g. Wadley, 1993, Ambrose, 2002, Mitchell, 2002, Lombard et al., 2012) although
sometimes associated with other raw material types such as CCS (e.g. Mitchell, 1994,
Clark, 1999). This was indicated in Beaumont and Vogel’s (1972) original definition
for the ELSA in the criteria suggesting an abundance of scaled pieces (referred to in
this thesis as pièces esquillées) and by Mitchell (2002: 115) who identified “an
emphasis on quartz, typically reduced by bipolar flaking” as one of the only features
uniting these late Pleistocene assemblages.
Despite the fact that evidence for a strong emphasis on bipolar technology (whether in
the form of bipolar flakes, bipolar cores and/or pièces esquillées) does appear to be
particularly common in many ELSA assemblages (Beaumont, 1978, Deacon, 1984a,
Mitchell, 1994, Clark, 1999, Porraz et al., 2016b), the data from the eastern Cederberg
is important in suggesting that its use and thus presence in an assemblage is highly
situational, rather than time- or raw material- specific, with proportions of quartz
and/or bipolar technology responsive to local context. Although bipolar technology
does not feature as a prominent defining element in the ELSA overall, its presence in
the ELSA at PL8 (particularly in the core component) though almost complete absence
in the assemblage at UPK7 suggests that, in the context of the Doring catchment at
least, the incidence of bipolar flaking appear situational, increasing with distance from
the Doring River as the location of a preferred lithic source (i.e. hornfels) exploited
during the ELSA. An experimental study conducted at the site indicates that this
pattern is not likely the result of a preservation bias towards larger non-bipolar
artefacts but rather reflects variability in human behaviour operating at the scale of a
landscape (Phillips et al., 2018). This pattern of increasing bipolar with increased
distance from the Doring is also observed during the Robberg with such a
configuration involving the gradual replacement of hornfels with quartz, and to an
extent bipolar technology, clearly tracked in the shifting composition of all
assemblages analysed in this study regardless of associated technocomplex. The fact
that the specific characteristics (such as the presence of quartz and bipolar technology)
of individual assemblages even within a restricted area can vary in relation to local
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resources, highlights the problem with using evidence from one or a few key site types
to define technocomplexes. This demonstrates the need to explore and define
technology at a systems level, a point which is returned to in more detail later in this
chapter.
Nevertheless, one characteristic that is emerging as a key feature of ELSA assemblages
in southern Africa relates to the prominent role played by locally acquired lithic
materials during this period with variation in specific raw material types reflecting
local geological context (Table 11-1). A strong emphasis on the use of local lithic
sources, for instance, is observed in most if not all ELSA assemblages with variation
between sites appearing to reflect differences in the local geological landscapes
associated with each. Thus while local hornfels is dominant in the ELSA at sites in the
eastern Cederberg studied in this thesis, sites on the opposite side of the range such as
Elands Bay Cave (Porraz et al., 2016b) and in the north of the subcontinent at Border
Cave and Heuningneskrans (Beaumont, 1978), document a heavy reliance on locallyavailable quartz. Similarly, in the southeast of the subcontinent where various forms
of CCS are widely available, ELSA occupants at sites such as Rose Cottage Cave
(Clark, 1999, Wadley, 1996) and Sehonghong (Mitchell, 1994) preferentially selected
for these material types. Previous characterisations which refer to quartz as a defining
feature (e.g. Wadley, 1993, Mitchell, 2002: 115), must therefore be revised to
emphasise the local nature of the material used rather than attempting to define one or
a few key raw material types that appear to have been targeted during the ELSA.

11.2.2 The Robberg, the development of the microlithic and the nature of
technological change
Although the microlithic systems of the Robberg are better studied and characterised,
the relationship to the earlier technological systems of the ELSA, internal
technological developments within the Robberg and the nature of technological
change during this period of the late Pleistocene largely remain unclear. Explorations
of variability during the Robberg have typically focussed on patterning at broad spatial
scales (e.g. Mitchell, 1988a, Wadley, 1993) with fine-scale temporal developments
and local-scale spatial variability receiving limited attention despite the fact that
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situational differences likely had a significant influence on the character and
deployment of specific technological systems in the past. Indeed, the results presented
in this thesis demonstrate that Robberg technology is highly sensitive to the
distribution of local resources.
The Robberg in the eastern Cederberg is associated with a clear emphasis on the
production of small blades using a combination of free-hand marginal percussion with
soft-stone hammer as well as the common use of bipolar techniques. Continuity with
the ELSA is therefore seen in the production of small blades (Table 11-1) with both
industries recording similar frequencies. As mentioned above, however, the Robberg
is associated with a change in lithic material preference from hornfels to silcrete with
results also suggesting a more regimented laminar system of production involving at
least some initial core preparation and later stage core maintenance. Like the ELSA,
small retouched tool types are not a defining component of the Robberg as articulated
in the eastern Cederberg, with the backed artefacts that define the microlithic
Howiesons Poort and the small scrapers of the microlithic Wilson being almost
completely absent (Table 11-1). The low frequency and diversity of retouched
artefacts during the Robberg in general is quite clear, with retouched components
forming less than 1% of the total assemblages at most sites including Sehonghong
(Binneman and Mitchell, 1997), Faraoskop (Manhire, 1993), Umhlatuzana (Kaplan,
1990), Nelson Bay Cave (Deacon, 1978) and Rose Cottage Cave (Wadley, 1996).
In the context of the eastern Cederberg, bipolar techniques become more common
during the Robberg compared to the earlier ELSA, though its contribution during this
period is not constant through time or across space again precluding a simple
association between flaking method and technocomplex. Results from the long
sequence Robberg at KFR, for instance, revealed bipolar technology as forming a more
consistent part of production strategies during the later quartz-dominant Robberg
phases at the site with similar levels of bipolar reported for the overlying nonmicrolithic Oakhurst. The fact that bipolar technology is more common in the ‘nonmicrolithic’ Oakhurst compared to the ‘microlithic’ ELSA is important in
demonstrating that bipolar technology and microlithic technology are only tenuously
coupled. The link between bipolar technology and quartz, however, is not
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straightforward with the controls underlying the use of bipolar flaking methods more
complex, a result particularly well-demonstrated in the study investigating the spatial
structure and organisation of Robberg blade technology within the catchment (Chapter
10). Overall, the research presented in this thesis revealed that, while bipolar reduction
is more likely to be deployed in cases where quartz is used, the abundance of quartz in
an assemblage is not linearly related to the frequency of bipolar reduction suggesting
that site specific effects are likely also at play. Such an idea, however, is not a new
one.
In the Robberg sequence at Elands Bay Cave, for instance, Porraz et al. (2016a: 222,
232) discovered that while a stronger association with quartz was found, the bipolar
technique was used regardless of material, leading them to conclude that the technique
“cannot be interpreted as direct adaptation to raw material properties”. As such it can
be stated that the Robberg is defined by the common use of production strategies
involving both bipolar and free-hand percussion techniques, though the way
techniques were applied and the reasons for their application vary. Observations of the
early microlithic in the eastern Cederberg add support to this idea – rather than
representing a time-specific technological marker or reduction method associated with
a specific raw material type, the use of bipolar technology is highly contextual and a
multitude of situational aspects, perhaps relating to factors such as individual
preference and/or raw material geometry, must be influencing its use in contexts of
microlithisation. More research such as that recently undertaken by Pargeter and
colleagues (e.g. Pargeter et al., 2018a, Pargeter and Eren, 2017, de la Peña and Wadley,
2014) must be a focus of concerted attention in the future if the bipolar-microlithisation
relationship is to be successfully unpacked.
In addition to characterising the Robberg, its relationship to the earlier ELSA and the
influence of local scale controls on variability, the data presented in this thesis provides
insights into potential temporal developments within the Robberg and the nature of
technological change surrounding its development and demise in the context of the
eastern Cederberg. The long and well-dated late Pleistocene sequence at one of the
study sites – KFR – in which several temporally distinct Robberg stratigraphic
aggregates were identified (Mackay et al., in prep.), for instance, allowed for an
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exploration of diachronic variability at a finer scale, providing insights into the nature
of technological change during the late Pleistocene and the Robberg’s replacement by
the non-microlithic systems of the Oakhurst.
The evidence from the eastern Cederberg presented in this thesis is especially
important in contributing to the image of the Robberg as temporally, spatially and
technologically complex. Data largely based on the KFR sequence (presented in
Chapter 9) provided evidence for nuanced variation during the Robberg at a finer scale
(Table 11-2) with these results complementing the through-space adaptations
presented in Chapters 8 and 10. Evidence from KFR, for instance, revealed small scale
shifts in material preference, blade size and techniques relating to flake removal
between earlier and later Robberg components (Table 11-2). While a degree of
diachronic variation is therefore apparent during the Robberg, differences tended not
to be statistically significant at the stratigraphic aggregate level and the similarities far
outweighed the differences (Table 11-2). All stratigraphic aggregates associated with
the Robberg at KFR, for instance, lack retouched artefacts, have a defining (though
variable) presence of silcrete, are associated with a strong blade production element
and a similar mix of bipolar and free-hand production strategies. Even inter-material
variation in the way quartz versus silcrete blades systems were organised across the
landscape appear to be shared between all Robberg units at KFR and during the
Robberg at the remaining study sites (discussed in more detail below). Overall, the
research presented in this thesis indicates that the microlithic systems of the Robberg
and, presumably also the ELSA, were in states of constant adaptive variance but this
variation generally occurred within a coherent theme with gradual shifts leading to
significant differences only at a broader temporal scale (i.e. between the Robberg,
ELSA and Oakhurst).

Table 11-2 Summary of key similarities and differences between the Robberg and
Oakhurst in the eastern Cederberg
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technological
aspect
raw material
use

continuity

divergence

- common use of quartz
- hornfels common but increases
through the sequence

- hornfels dominant during Oakhurst
- contribution of silcrete (Robberg=defining
presence vs. Oakhurst=uncommon)

blade
technology &
aims of flaking

- blade production not a defining feature of
the Oakhurst
- significant difference in the length – width
relationship of unretouched flakes between
the two technocomplexes

methods of
production

- common use of bipolar flaking
methods
- evidence for use of soft-stone
hammer common but increases
through the sequence

- higher frequency of evidence for soft-stone
hammer during Oakhurst

retouched
artefacts

- lack of retouched tool types
often associated with microlithic
technologies (i.e. backed
artefacts, small scrapers)
- presence of pièces esquillées

- higher frequency of retouched artefacts
during Oakhurst
- possible differences in material & size of
pièces esquillées (Robberg=small & quartz;
Oakhurst=large & hornfels)

In contrast, a higher degree of variation at the technocomplex level between the
Robberg and Oakhurst is manifest with key differences in lithic material selection,
artefact size and/or form and techniques relating to the manufacturing process itself
apparent (Table 11-3). The post-Robberg levels associated with the Oakhurst at KFR,
for instance, are non-microlithic in their lack of any technological components
typically associated with microlithic technologies. The Oakhurst in the eastern
Cederberg is hornfels dominant, blade-poor and although associated with a higher
frequency of retouched artefacts, lacks backed artefacts and small scrapers typical of
microlithic systems. Bipolar technology is present though does not represent a defining
or distinguishing feature of this, or any other, late Pleistocene technocomplex.
Nevertheless, despite differences at the technocomplex level, the research presented
supports a scenario in which the nature of technological change was overall gradual
with ongoing adjustments leading to significant differences between the Robberg and
late Oakhurst at a broad technocomplex scale. This was particularly well demonstrated
and tracked in the changing relationship between flake length and width within the late
Pleistocene at KFR. Technological change associated with the late Pleistocene was a
fluid process involving continual modifications within the broader technological
systems in place at the time.
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Table 11-3 Summary of key similarities and differences through the Robberg
sequence in the eastern Cederberg
technological
aspect
selection &
acquisition of
raw materials

continuity

divergence

- quartz common
- defining presence of silcrete

- hornfels common but increases
through sequence
-silcrete common but decreases
through sequence

retouched
artefacts

- low frequency of retouched
artefacts

blade
technology

- high frequency of evidence for
concerted blade production
- shared organisational strategy for
quartz versus silcrete blade systems

- raw material change from silcrete to
quartz for blade production
- higher frequency of strict laminar
production during earliest Robberg
- superficial decrease in mean size of
blades through Robberg

methods of
production

- similar mixed contribution of
bipolar & free-hand production
methods

- evidence for use of soft-stone
hammer increases through sequence

11.2.3 Organising the early microlithic in the eastern Cederberg
Technological activities relating to raw material acquisition, tool production,
transportation, use, maintenance and discard were organised at a landscape scale to
reduce contingency risks (Elston, 1990) and ensure stone tools and/or the materials
necessary for their manufacture were available at the times and locations of need. A
range of strategies could be used to achieve this with Kuhn’s (1995) provisioning
model and Hiscock’s (2006) extendibility continuum providing a useful means of
conceptualising and comparing the various options and configurations open to past
populations. The research from the eastern Cederberg presented in this thesis is
important in highlighting the complexity of past organisational strategies, suggesting
that different technological components during the early microlithic were organised in
distinct patterns across the landscape. The reduction of raw materials, production of
artefacts, their use and eventual discard were all staged differently in relation to local
controls largely centred around the Doring River as the key source of (near permanent)
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water and hornfels toolstone, a lithic material type known to have been targeted during
the late Pleistocene in this region.
In general, the technological systems of the ELSA and Robberg in the eastern
Cederberg are representative of organisational systems centred largely around the
provisioning of individuals with transportable toolkits (Kuhn, 1995). This is primarily
suggested in the cumulative evidence indicating a major focus on the transportation of
small blades during both periods (Table 11-1). While the provisioning strategies
associated with the Robberg and ELSA are similar in their focus on individual
provisioning, they differ fundamentally in terms of the actual configuration of the
transported toolkits and these similarities and differences are discussed below.
During the ELSA cores were reduced at or in close proximity to their source location
- hornfels on the Doring and quartz at the rockshelter sites – and were discarded after
relatively short reduction sequences with minimal transportation of cores away from
these production activity locations. This pattern of artefact transportation resulted in
the rapid replacement of hornfels blade cores with locally-procured and bipolarreduced quartz as distance from the Doring increased. Bipolar technology is therefore
distinctly associated with the local acquisition, reduction and discard of non-riverine
rocks. Similar to the organisation of hornfels technology, there is limited evidence for
the transportation of FGS/CCS and silcrete cores (i.e. flaking potential). A similar
observation was made for the ELSA at Elands Bay Cave where artefacts manufactured
from silcrete, a material which outcrops at a minimal distance of 10–30 km from the
site (Mitchell, 1988a: 103, Porraz et al., 2016a: 210), appear to have been imported
into the site in the form of finished flaking products in contrast to locally abundant
quartz which was acquired, reduced and discarded onsite (Porraz et al., 2016b: 47).
Overall, the evidence for the ELSA in the eastern Cederberg implies a provisioning
system based largely on the gearing up of mobile individuals with transported hornfels
blades.
The Robberg is first and foremost defined by its emphasis on the production of small
blades and while the frequencies of blades and blade cores vary between sites such
discrepancies likely reflect differences in the organisational strategies in place, with
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the choice of one strategy over another influenced by a variety of different local
factors/mechanisms. In terms of the Robberg in the eastern Cederberg, the research
presented in this thesis revealed the existence of a lithology-specific provisioning
system with results suggesting key differences in the procurement and provisioning
strategies for different materials as well as the independent transportation and discard
of different elements of the mobile toolkit. Like the ELSA, strong evidence indicative
of the regular transportation of small blades was found (Table 11-1). However, the
Robberg sees the addition of a silcrete based tool-making potential element to the
individual provisioning strategy. The picture that emerges for the Robberg in the
catchment of the Doring, therefore, is one whereby hunter-gatherers ‘geared up’ with
hornfels and silcrete blades at or near the river before moving up the tributaries where
the small number of transported blades were supplemented with fresh specimens
produced from transported silcrete cores and, like the ELSA, the situational use of
locally-acquired rock types such as quartz and conglomerate FGS/CCS.
Continuity between the ELSA and Robberg in the eastern Cederberg region thus can
be seen in the production of hornfels blades at the river with these artefacts
subsequently transported along with a small number of hornfels blade cores that were
subject to ongoing reduction and relatively rapid discard. Although similar in this
respect (i.e. strategies focussed on the regular transportation of small blades),
divergence can be seen in terms of the contribution of abundance-extension strategies
(Hiscock, 2006) aimed at prolonging the usefulness of the lithic artefacts and/or raw
materials on hand.
Emphasis on the production and transportation of small blades evident during both the
ELSA and Robberg is conceivable in terms of an abundance strategy where large
numbers of small blades helped to improve the readiness of toolkits while also
reducing procurement costs by extending the time required between procurement trips.
Further, in implementing technological strategies that were suited to the reduction of
small nodules of locally-available and abundant quartz (and to a degree rarer
conglomerate FGS/CCS) procurement costs would have been further reduced. The
supplementation of transported toolkits with the situational reduction of quartz during
both periods would therefore effectively have loosened the ‘tether’ on favoured,
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perhaps more distant, lithic sources. While both periods are associated with
technological strategies that lean heavily towards the abundance end of the continuum
the shift to the Robberg is associated with evidence suggesting the addition of an
extension element to the existing abundance strategy (Table 11-1).
As already mentioned, the shift to the Robberg sees the addition of small silcrete cores
to the transported tool-kit, representing a second aspect of major focus for transport
during this period. Such a change can be understood as representing the addition of an
extension strategy (Hiscock, 2006: 81) to the existing individual provisioning tactic by
offering individuals with future tool-making potential in the form of small transported
silcrete ‘working cores’. The habitual transport of silcrete working cores seen in the
eastern Cederberg case displays parallels with observations made by Mitchell (2000)
for the Robberg in the Caledon Valley as well as Porraz et al.’s (2016a: 217, 223)
results for the Robberg at EBC indicating that such an organisational strategy,
involving the addition of an extension element to the system, may represent a recurrent
feature of the Robberg more broadly. At Elands Bay Cave, for instance, the low
number of silcrete cores (n=3) in contrast to the high number of bladelets and small
flakes of silcrete suggested to the authors that “some cores were introduced to the site,
exploited in situ and taken away to another site ('ghost cores'; Porraz, 2008)” with the
reduction chain associated with silcrete cores being “interrupted and fragmented in
different places” (Porraz et al., 2016a: 217, 223).
The Robberg in the eastern Cederberg, and in other areas such as the west coast and
the Caledon Valley, is therefore distinct from earlier LSA technological systems in the
addition of small silcrete blades and cores to the mobile toolkits. In the eastern
Cederberg case presented in this thesis, the regular transport of silcrete cores was
identified as representing a key elemental difference in the way technology was
organised between the Robberg and earlier ELSA it in the region. In this way,
continuity with the ELSA can be seen in the continued emphasis on production rate
(i.e. an abundance strategies) though divergence is seen in the addition of a unique
strategy aimed at increasing reduction potential (i.e. an extension strategy).
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The addition of a strong silcrete component during the Robberg, as witnessed in the
eastern Cederberg but also noted at sites on the southwest coast in the WRZ and YRZ
(e.g. Schweitzer and Wilson, 1982, Deacon, 1984a), begs the question of whether such
a pattern is the result of a widespread change/expansion in home-range during this
period as has previously been hypothesised (e.g. Ambrose, 2002, Bousman, 2005,
Barham and Mitchell, 2008) or whether it represents the emergence of a more-focused
strategy of raw material acquisition. The first of these explanations assumes an
encounter type scenario as the primary explanation for the increased emphasis on nonlocal raw materials where an expansion in ranging territory lead to such encounters.
Evidence presented from the eastern Cederberg, however, favours the second scenario
where the Robberg in this context may be associated with a shift in strategies used for
the focussed acquisition of raw materials and it is worth looking in more detail at this
scenario.
The occurrence of silcrete in the eastern Cederberg is relatively rare with only a couple
of spatially-constrained sources identified. Those sources that are known occur up on
the elevated ridge tops away from the location of other key resources meaning that
acquisition via chance encounter is considerably less likely when compared to
materials such as hornfels. Considering the constrained distribution of this raw
material type and the fact that silcrete cores were a major focus of lithic transport
during the Robberg suggests that rather than a change in home-range, the increase in
‘non-local’ rocks such as silcrete may reflect a strategic switch from manufacturing
flakes on encounter with a source and their subsequent transport, to one involving
targeted forays to acquire material for transported cores.
In the case of the eastern Cederberg at least, it is likely that silcrete was acquired from
sources and taken to locations on the Doring as a focus of occupation. Like hornfels,
silcrete blades were produced at or near the river for transportation into the wider
catchment. In this scenario the small size of the cores and the more fragile nature of
the small flakes and blades/bladelets produced may have favoured a system in which
cores were transported as a regular component offering hunter-gatherers with toolmaking potential and therefore fresh edges, throughout the landscape resulting in the
diversified toolkit witnessed during the Robberg. Although such a scenario is well
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supported by the evidence presented in this thesis, a number of limitations associated
with the approach taken must be acknowledged.
While the study comparing the blade production systems from KFR, PL8 and MRS
provided some important insights into the provisioning systems in place during the
Robberg, the main weakness of these results lies in the fact that, by focussing only one
aspect of the assemblage (i.e. evidence associated with the production of small blade
technology), it is not possible to tell how representative such patterns are of the
technological system as a whole (see Holdaway and Douglass, 2012 for a similar
discussion of this issue). As already acknowledged in the relevant chapter, such an
understanding would require the inclusion and treatment of the complete assemblages
specifically including the non-elongate flake components at each site as well as cores
lacking evidence for the removal of blades. Time and resources, however, did not
permit such an approach.
Nevertheless, evidence from two of the study sites – KFR and PL8 – from which all
stone artefacts dating to MIS 2 were analysed means that it is possible to test and
comment here on the patterns presented in Chapter 10 which focussed solely on blade
technology. Although not included in the paper format, the additional data suggests
that the same decay patterns for hornfels and silcrete as observed in the blade
components at each site are indeed tracked in the results based on the complete artefact
corpus (i.e. flakes, blades and cores) for the Robberg layers at PL8 and KFR (i.e.
decrease in both hornfels and silcrete with increasing distance from the Doring). This
data is summarised in Table 11-4. Similarly, while the ratio of hornfels flakes to cores
increases moderately from PL8 (11.5) to KFR (15.5) it rises considerably more
strongly for the silcrete component (6.6 at PL8 to 13.3 at KFR). The low silcrete flake
to core ratio at PL8 implies greater transportation of silcrete cores over that distance
compared to the transportation of hornfels cores. While this pattern is observed in the
KFR data, the result in less pronounced. It is possible, however, that a higher degree
of hornfels blade transportation did occur but may not have been detected in the
evidence from KFR.
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Table 11-4 Frequency of hornfels and silcrete during the Robberg at PL8 and KFR
based on the complete flaked stone artefact corpus (i.e. flakes, blades, cores) and
calculated using complete specimens only for the aggregated Robberg layers
hornfels

silcrete

PL8

43.2

26.1

KFR

26.4

20.5

Another lacuna of the research presented in this thesis is the lack of engagement with
arguments concerning the ‘why’ of microlithic systems. In focussing on describing the
character of microlithic systems, how they were deployed and how they responded to
various local-scale controls in the eastern Cederberg, the research presented in this
thesis does not explicitly engage with arguments for the reasons behind the appearance
and proliferation of microlithic technology in this context or beyond. Nevertheless
some tentative explanations have recently been offered by other researchers and these
are discussed below including new data from the eastern Cederberg where possible.

11.3 Explaining the early microlithic: a brief side-note
The aims of this thesis have primarily been concerned with describing the microlithic
systems of the last glacial peak in the eastern Cederberg, focussing on what they
looked like and how they responded to various controls at a local landscape scale. As
such, discussion has concentrated on exploring how these systems of technology were
implemented not why they occurred. While not explicitly engaging with the ‘why’ of
microlithic technology, the results presented in this thesis nonetheless hold some
relevance to these broader discussions and it is therefore worth looking at current
explanations surrounding this technological phenomenon. What follows is a brief
discussion of tentative explanations for the microlithic in the case of late Pleistocene
southern Africa in light of recent research on the topic (Chase et al., 2018, Bousman
and Brink, 2017) and data from the eastern Cederberg.
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The appearance and spread of early microlithic technology in southern Africa during
the last glacial phase as a period of environmental and climatic instability and change
is intriguing and cannot be ignored. What specific feature/s of the climate and/or
environment during this period that required such a shift in technological strategies,
however, has yet to be determined. The question is: what in the environment required
humans to adapt their technology in such a way that lead to the process of
microlithisation? Many arguments make a link between some aspect of climatic
change and increased subsistence ‘risk’ usually associated with an inferred decline in
environmental productivity and adjustments to mobility and settlement patterns in
response to changing resource structure (e.g. Mitchell, 1988a, Deacon, 1984b,
Ambrose and Lorenz, 1990). Early models, for example, proposed a correlation
between increased aridity and the uptake of microlithic technology, where increasingly
dry conditions were assumed to have resulted in a decline in reliable resource base,
higher residential mobility and thus the need for transportable, reliable, and
maintainable toolkits such as characterises microlithic technologies (Mitchell, 2000,
Ambrose, 2002). In such a scenario, the ‘initial’ catalyst behind the string of changes
that eventually lead to the development of microlithic toolkits was a decrease in water
availability (i.e. aridity).
Access to water is undeniably a key feature in an environment necessary for survival
and broad changes in climate patterns that may have influenced the local availability
of water (as well as other resources) therefore may have had a major impact on the
distribution people and thus the technology employed to mediate such changes.
Indeed, according to Mitchell (1988b: 30), the principle constraint on the distribution
of populations during the early LSA between ~25–12 ka was mean annual precipitation
as opposed to other climatic features such as temperature. The results presented in this
thesis identified the Doring River - a source of near-permanent water (and toolstone)
- as a key ‘focal point’ in the local landscape around which people organised
themselves and their technology. The distance-decay data concerning the drop-off of
silcrete at sites with increasing distance from the Doring River, but not source-to-site
distance, is important in suggesting this. Implied is a situation where people gathered
to manufacture and maintain toolkits at locations directly adjacent to the Doring before
moving up the tributaries where access to water may have been less reliable. Such an
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interpretation, however, requires a better understanding of precipitation and moisture
levels in the Cederberg and it is therefore useful to consider what changes may have
been taking place in the study area at this time.
A wealth of evidence suggests that the LGM in the Western Cape WRZ was generally
much cooler and humid than today with temperatures about 6–7°C lower. At a regional
scale, broad differences in palaeoenvironmental evidence for the Cederberg (Quick et
al., 2011, Scott and Woodborne, 2007a, 2007b, Meadows and Sugden, 1990) and the
west coast on the opposite side of the Cape Fold Belt (Parkington et al., 2000) suggest
that the mountainous inland areas of the WRZ and the lowland costal and near-coastal
regions responded differently to climate change throughout the last glacial (Meadows
et al., 2010). Differences in precipitation during the height of the LGM, for instance,
are suggested with the west coast interior upland regions (e.g. Cederberg sites)
experiencing a relatively dry phase at the LGM peak in contrast to the west coast
lowlands (e.g. Elands Bay Cave), which appear to have remained relatively moist (as
suggested by pollen and charcoal records from Elands Bay Cave; Cartwright et al.,
2016, Cartwright et al., 2014, Parkington et al., 2000).
At a more local scale, contradictory interpretations of the palaeoenvironment
surrounding the LGM means that it is difficult to reconcile local changes in specific
environmental features with shifts the in technology documented in the occupational
records from eastern Cederberg sites. Results of an analysis of charcoals from the KFR
sequence provide evidence for a decline in soil moisture leading out of the LGM into
the LGIT (Mackay et al., in prep.), an interpretation which was supported broadly by
Scott and Woodborne’s (2007a) interpretations of the pollen record from the nearby
Pakhuis Pass hyrax midden as well as the vegetation trends based on pollen data from
de Rif 2 midden (Quick et al., 2011) which both indicated a cool dry phase in the
Cederberg at this time. In contrast, however, these results are challenged by
interpretations of the stable carbon and nitrogen isotope (δ15N) data from the De Rif
2 midden which suggested increasing moisture levels through this period (Quick et al.,
2011) indicating that the situation may be more complex and alternative lines of
evidence may be required.
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As precipitation levels are often linked to the level of biomass within an ecosystem,
evidence from faunal records may provide more reliable indications of the degree of
productivity during certain periods. The faunal assemblages from sites in the eastern
Cederberg offer insights into the range of animal resources available to occupants of
the region and the likely environment that supported them. Small bovids (e.g.
Klipspringer) and hyrax are common in the late Pleistocene components at PL8
reflecting the rocky nature of the region (Mackay et al., 2015: 6). Although the samples
at PL8 are small in number, ELSA units dating to ~25–22 ka are dominated by small
bovids such as grysbok/steenbok while Robberg units dating to ~21–18 ka contain
small grazers and a number of species that have become locally extinct such as
Alcelaphine antelope and rhinoceros (Mackay et al., 2015: 20-21). The presence of
Alcelaphine hartebeest/wildebeest, zebra and Cape buffalo in the late Pleistocene
deposits at a number of sites in the region are indicative of grassland habitats. While
previous interpretations of similar flora and faunal records were used to suggest
periods of increasing aridity and reduced biomass (Deacon and Lancaster, 1988),
recent findings indicate that grassier vegetation may be linked to “more/more regular
precipitation” and a “more productive vertebrate resource base” at least in the valley
and plains within the southern Cape (Chase et al., 2018: 40-41, Chase, 2010, Faith,
2013) and thus potentially also the eastern Cederberg.
Although recent research supports a link between the spread of microlithic systems
and environmental change (Chase et al., 2018) the specific configuration of the
association (i.e. the link between increased aridity, unproductive environments and the
appearance of microlithic technology) remains in question. Evidence from the
Seweweekspoort hyrax midden in the southern Cape, for instance, is indicative of a
declining trend in humidity leading into the Holocene. This pattern considered
alongside chronological and technological evidence from Boomplaas rockshelter
located 70 km distance to the east suggests that the termination of the Robberg at
Boomplaas tracks declining humidity (Chase et al., 2018). If this is correct, then the
association between ‘reduced environmental productivity’ and the production of
bladelets may be untrue. The authors argue instead that the production of bladelets
occurred during “a period of relative resource abundance” (Chase et al., 2018: 41).
Evidence from KFR appears to similarly support a correlation between the cessation
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of Robberg blade production and reduced humidity with the analysis of charcoal from
the site indicating a trend of decreasing moisture levels from ~19.3 ka to 15.9 ka
(Mackay et al., in prep.) with bladelet technology decreasing at ~16 ka (see Chapter
9).
So far, explanations that recourse to environmental stimulus are attractive though the
precise nature of associations remain unclear. Either a universal association between
bladelet technology and moisture levels does not apply for all areas of the subcontinent
or the current state of our understanding of palaeoenvironmental records is not finetuned enough to uncover the existence of such a pattern. Alternatively differences in
pressures/stress brought on by changing demographics may represent an alternative or
contributing infleunecing factor and with results from a recent study by Bousman and
Brink (2017) providing some compelling evidence for such a case. In their study,
Bousman and Brink (2017) compared spatial patterning in the distribution of ELSA
and Robberg sites to available genetic information/models for the same period and
identified a tentative link between the timing of the transitions to the ELSA and then
the Robberg with evidence for population divergence. Whether or not technological
and demographic shifts were a result of broader climatic events, however, is not clear
(Bousman and Brink, 2017: 18).
The distribution of the Robberg technology is widespread, occurring in rockshelter and
open-air contexts, at coastal, near-coastal and inland locations and spread across all
three rainfall zones. As Porraz et al. (2016a: 241) state, the extensive existence of
Robberg technology portrays “a system adapted to all sorts of different environments”.
Despite the spatially pervasive nature of the early microlithic technology and the
apparent coincidence between the timing of technological transitions with periods of
environmental and climatic change and/or demographic shifts, such associations do
not explain how and in what specific ways these systems were beneficial in these
different contexts.
The shift to technological systems that emphasise small blades would ultimately have
changed the way people planned and organised their activities. It is easy to imagine
the potential advantages such a technological strategy would have provided, allowing
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tool makers to exploit a wider range of raw materials occurring in smaller sized
packages (such as quartz pebbles and conglomerate FGS/CCS in the case of the eastern
Cederberg) and offering a seemingly transportable technology that was perhaps
reliable and maintainable (Mitchell, 1988b, Bamforth and Bleed, 1997). Incorporated
as part of a dynamic and flexible individual provisioning strategy, this system of
technology ensured tools and the materials needed for their manufacture were
available in at the times and locations of need. Future research must therefore be
directed at understanding these aspects.
While recent research programs, such as those just discussed, demonstrate the potential
for exploring possible links between technological change and changes in palaeoenvironments and/or demographics, the incomplete nature of these later archives
means that we are still a long way off of providing solid explanations for the spread of
early microlithic technology at wider regional, continental and even global scales.
Inconsistencies in current interpretations of the local records for environment since the
LGM, for instance, demonstrate the need for more research aimed at testing current
models of palaeoenvironmental change through the identification and interpretation of
a larger sample of near-continuous well-dated proxy records. As Chase et al. (2018:
41-42) remind us: “all lithic technologies can be adaptive solutions, not only those
often assumed to provide particular adaptive benefits”. Ultimately, explanations for
the appearance, spread and eventual disappearance of the early microlithic must be
incorporated within a regional perspective that considers the technological systems
that came before and after the microlithic in addition to the environmental and social
context within which these changes occurred. The scale at which these changes operate
must be also be comparable. While the specific data presented in this thesis does not
directly help to resolve such issues, a number of implication for research of microlithic
technology more broadly can be drawn. This chapter now concludes with a discussion
of these broader repercussions.

11.4 Conclusion: the broader implications of this research
If we are to understand the widespread process of microlithisation that occurred during
the late Pleistocene in southern Africa, we must first recognise the influence of local
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scale controls and historical contingencies on the course of technological development
and the nature of change in different contexts before incorporate these results into
wider regional perspectives. As Mitchell et al. (1998: 113) state, change and variation
of local or regional significance must be distinguished from that which is
subcontinental in scale and explanations must be sought that acknowledge such
differences. Results from the eastern Cederberg as presented in this thesis support the
notion that the transition to the microlithic systems of the LSA across southern Africa
was regionally complex in timing and form, with greater regional similarities apparent
during the Robberg. Similarities between the ELSA and Robberg in sequences such as
those from the eastern Cederberg (e.g. Table 11-1) suggest that the development of
microlithic systems may have been progressive in at least some areas of the
subcontinent. Variability such as the presence of blades/bladelets in some ELSA
assemblages but not others, however, suggests that the course of technological change
was not universal in character nor organisation hinting at a scenario in which different
technological trajectories may have been involved.
This thesis has demonstrated how a multi-site landscape approach allows for an
appreciation of nuanced complexities in the way people organised themselves and their
technology in relation to key resources in their local environment. The data presented
and discussed contributes to the emerging picture of the early microlithic as being
characterised by a considerable degree of technological diversity. In the eastern
Cederberg, local-scale controls influenced not only the frequency of certain raw
materials but also how the production of artefacts from different materials were staged
and the provisioning strategies used to reduce contingency risks. The situational
transport of different elements of the system was found to result in a significant change
in the overall character of an assemblage. This is perhaps best exemplified in the near
absence of bipolar components in the ELSA at sites closest to the Doring in contrast
to those located away from the River as the main source of permanent water and
preferred toolstone. This demonstrates how information from a single site and/or
landscape context cannot be expected to convey the whole picture, highlighting the
significance of a multi-site systems approach that considers the influence of local scale
controls on variability as was implemented in this thesis.
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Overall, the research presented in this thesis is significant for understandings of the
early microlithic in southern Africa more generally demonstrating that: (1) the
characteristics of any given assemblage will be highly situational, responsive to local
context, and (2) different technological components were organised in distinct patterns
across the landscape. What is clear and must be recognised in future discussions,
therefore, is that technological diversity must be understood within the unique
framework provided by the local environmental, geological and social contexts in
which early microlithic technology was created, used and discarded. Important in any
discussion will be the recognition of potential variability in the patterns of artefact
discard, particularly in relation to specific artefact classes and/or raw material types,
that may suggest the differential organisation of activities relating to manufacture,
transportation and use. The challenge then will be to provide adequate explanations
for why continuity and/or variability, that cannot be explained in terms of local
situational factors, occurs. So what message does the case of the eastern Cederberg
convey to the study of microlithic technology more generally?
The research presented in this thesis is of relevance for the study of the microlithic
across the globe more broadly, not so much in the specific patterns of variation
identified in the late Pleistocene microlithic of southern Africa but rather in the
approach used to investigate and understand this variability. Perhaps the most
significant contribution this research has made is in demonstrating the value of viewing
microlithic technology at an assemblage level operating at the scale of a landscape.
Observations made in this thesis suggest that it is not possible to gain a complete
understanding of the characteristics and organisational strategies associated with
microlithic technology by focussing merely on evidence from a single site and/or
landscape context. The fact that not all sites contain continuous, uninterrupted
sequences of occupation means that no single site is likely to provide a complete
picture of the character and variability associated with the microlithic in a region.
Furthermore, lithic technological behaviour takes place at the scale of a landscape,
with different stages including raw material acquisition, artefact manufacture,
transportation, use, maintenance and discard, occurring at multiple locations within an
environment. As Grove (2009: 222) so aptly puts it: “…while the analysis and
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understanding of individual sites will always be of paramount importance, huntergatherer adaptive strategies are necessarily composed of many, interacting activities
occurring at diverse locales”. These factors alone necessitate a contextual, multi-site
approach that integrates evidence from traditional historically over-emphasised
rockshelter deposits with that derived from understudied open-air contexts, allowing
individual sites to be integrated into wider systems of landscape use.
Related is the need to consider how local scale controls induce variation in the
appearance of microlithic technology, prior to an identification of patterns of wider
behaviour import. As Kuhn and Elston (2002: 4-5) state: “the true challenge is working
out analytically how each of the many possible influences on the form of
archaeological assemblages actually affected a particular assemblage, site or region”.
While the research presented in this thesis represents one such attempt to do this in the
specific context of the early microlithic in southern Africa, archaeologists are still far
from understanding the controls underlying the variability assimilated within the
various microlithic systems in a range of other contexts and time periods.
More research must be directed at understanding specific cases of the microlithic in
relation to the unique contexts in which they occur. For each specific case
archaeologists must consider: (1) the historical contingencies associated with
particular cases of microlithic technology (Torrence, 2002, Hiscock, 1994, 2002) by
looking at the technological systems that they replaced as technological precedents
will ultimately dictate to a degree the range of technological options that were open to
tool makers; and (2) the influence differences in the access to key resources such as
toolstone and water have on the deployment of technology at a landscape level and
whether local scale controls can account for any variation/patterning observed. The
fact that sites represent collections of technological behaviour at a single point in space
within a broader system (Barton and Riel-Salvatore, 2014), mean that if we are to
unveil technological decision-making that is sensitive to local conditions and expand
upon traditional site-type based understandings of past human behaviour then we must
approach the study of microlithic technology as a system operating at the scale of the
landscape. This study demonstrates the value of taking such an approach and if it has
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achieved one thing, I hope that it is to emphasise the fact that before we can “think big
about small tools” (Torrence, 2002) we must think small.
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Record
ID
Original ID
Site
Square
Context
Level
Class

Categories

Core
Flake

Retouched flake

Flaked piece

Non-flaked
Non-lithic
Inferred
flaking system

Laminar

Levallois

Discoidal

Other
Flake form

Flake
Convergent flake

Blade

Definition/criteria
Unique numerical ID
Assigned at the time of excavation or in a previous
analysis
Name of site
Square from which artefact was excavated
Context or spit associated with artefact
Stratigraphic level associated with artefact
No ventral surface, one or more striking platforms,
negative flake scars (sometimes with negative bulbs of
percussion)
Clear ventral surface (often with bulb of percussion).
Depending upon completeness, may include additional
features such as striking platform &/or point of impact,
termination, ripple marks/ compression waves, &
fissures
Flake that has been modified after removal from core.
Usually in the form of a series of small, relatively
continuous removals along one or more edges resulting
in the modification of the shape &/or angle of the
flake’s edge
A flaked piece of stone for which a ventral or dorsal
surface is not distinguishable possibly due to breakage
during the flaking process or post depositional
processes. May include core fragments. Sometimes
referred to as ‘shatter’ or ‘angular fragments’
Any piece of stone that has not been flaked including
hammerstones, grindstones, manuports, potlids etc.
All non-lithic artefacts or objects including shell, bone
etc.
Associated with the preferential production of
elongated flakes (blades/bladelets). Must have signs
suggestive of the repeated removal of a series of
elongate flakes. To be classified as laminar, cores must
have parallel ridges. Likewise, flakes must have
parallel sides & parallel arises on the dorsal surface
suggesting they are the result of a laminar flaking
system (i.e. not all blades/bladelets may be laminar)
Likely associated with specific prepared core
technology. Cores are roughly circular & have two
asymmetrical convex surfaces, one of which forms the
striking surface & the other the flaking (exploitation)
surface. Flakes are removed to set up & restore the
convexities of the lateral & distal edges in preparation
for preferential flake removal
Cores have two asymmetrical convex surfaces, one of
which forms the striking surface & the other, the
flaking surface. Unlike the Levallois, the two surfaces
are interchangeable during the production process (i.e.
both can be used as exploitation/removal surfaces).
Flake removal is continuous & directed towards the
centre of the core. Flakes are all of a similar size,
unlike Levallois in which a series of smaller flakes are
removed in preparation for the preferential removal of
a larger flake
Likely associated with a flaking system other than
those described above
Flake relatively irregular in size &/or shape
Flake terminates in a point. Lateral margins must begin
to converge from above or at the midway mark along a
flakes percussion length to converge at distal end.
Dorsal scar arises on the dorsal surface must also be
convergent
Parallel-sided flake that is at least twice as long as it is
wide
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Condition
All artefacts
Where
applicable
All artefacts
All artefacts
All artefacts
All artefacts
All artefacts

All artefacts

All
detached
pieces

Record

Categories
Indeterminate

Soriano et al.
(2007)
blade/bladelet
technological
classification

A1 – initial stage
A2 – initial stage
A3 – initial stage
B1 – main phase
B2 – main phase
B3 – main phase
B4 – main phase
B5 – main phase
B6 – main phase
B7 – main phase
B8 – main phase
B9 – main phase
B10 – main phase
B11 – main phase
B12 – main phase
B13 – main phase
B14 – main phase
C1- core
maintenance
C2 – core
maintenance
D1 – other
D2 – other

Lateral cortex
location

E1 indeterminate
Left
right

Flake subtype
(method)

Burin spall
Redirecting flake

Crested flake

Definition/criteria
Not possible to identify flake morphology, perhaps due
to fragmentation
Crested blade with one or two prepared guiding ridges
(triangular or trapezoidal cross-section) with some
cortex present
Blade with 100% cortex on dorsal face
Blade with more than 50% cortex on dorsal surface
Blade with no cortex & unidirectional or bidirectional
scars
Blade with cortex on distal edge
Plunging blade with a section of the opposite striking
platform preserved & unidirectional or bidirectional
scars
Plunging blade with a section of the opposite cortical
end preserved & unidirectional or bidirectional scars
Blade directly underlying a crested blade with
symmetrical or asymmetrical section & unidirectional
or bidirectional scars
Blade with less than 50% cortex which is located on
the lateral edge & unidirectional or bidirectional scars
Blade with a cortical/natural steep back &
unidirectional or bidirectional scars
Blade with less than 50% cortex which is located on
the lateral & distal edge
Blade with centripetal scars restricted to one side only
Blade with cortical/natural steep back & distal cortical
edge
Plunging blade of type B4 & B6 (with lateral cortical
edge & plunging cortical end)
Plunging blade of type B4 & B7 (with lateral cortical
steep back & plunging cortical end)
Plunging blade of type B3 & B6 (with lateral cortical
edge & plunging on a section of the striking platform)
Plunging blade of type B3 & B7 (with lateral cortical
steep back & plunging on a section of the striking
platform)
Second generation crested blade (crest along midline of
blade)
Second generation crested blade (crest in lateral
position)
Generic crested blade that cannot be identified as either
first or second generation
Blades that do not fit into any of the classifications
described above
Not classified due to fragmentation or irregular raw
material
Lateral cortex is located on the left side when blade is
oriented with ventral surface facing up &
proximal/platform end at the top
Lateral cortex is located on the right side when blade is
orientated with ventral surface facing up &
proximal/platform end at the top
Thin, narrow, elongate flake with roughly parallel
lateral margins resulting from burin retouch
Flake resulting from the rejuvenation/renewal of a
core’s striking platform. Also known as a tablet flake,
the old striking platform (including negative flake
scars) are preserved on the resulting flake’s dorsal
surface
Flake with a unifacial or bifacial ridge parallel with the
percussion axis of the flake. Also known as a ridge
flake or lame a crete, they are associated with the initial
preparation, shaping &/or maintenance of cores,
especially blade cores
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Condition

Complete
blades

Complete
blades of
type: B6,
B7, B8,
B10-B14
All flakes &
retouched
flakes
where
applicable

Record
Retouched
flake type

Categories
NA
Backed artefact

Unifacial point
Bifacial point
Burin

Pieces esquillees

Scraper
Miscellaneous
retouched piece
Used flake

Retouched
flake subtype
(morphology)

Core-on-flake
Segment
Backed
blade/bladelet
Backed flake
Backed piece
Side scraper
End scraper
Double scraper
Scraper other

Non-flaked
subtype

Naturally Backed
knife
None
Hammerstone

Lower grinding
stone

Upper grinding
stone

Definition/criteria
Flakes not associated with a specific subtype
An artefact that has been shaped by backing retouch, a
technique in which small, steep, near 90-degree flakes
are removed from an artefact’s lateral margin, an action
thought to have been undertaken to intentionally blunt
the edge, thereby allowing it to be held in the hand
safely (Andrefsky, 1998: 253), facilitating the hafting
process (Holdaway and Stern 2004: 259) &/or helping
to form a particular edge, surface, or artefact shape
(Andrefsky, 1998: 79)
An artefact that has been shaped into a point at one end
with unifacial retouch
An artefact that has been shaped into a point at one end
with bifacial retouch
A flake with at least two retouched flake removals (or
spalls) at right angles to each other resulting in a
durable, sharp, chisel like edge. May also be
considered as a type of core (e.g. burin blade core)
Usually associated with bipolar techniques. The
complete artefact is typically wedge-like in
morphology with a series of small stepped scars
extending from two bidirectionally opposed chisel-like
edges (Wilkins et al. 2014)
A flake with continuous retouch along one or more
margins & a flat ventral surface
Any retouched artefact that does not fit into the specific
technologically defined categories described above
A flake with evidence of use in the form of small flake
scars generally less than 1 mm in max dimension,
extending partially or completely along the margin of a
flake
A flake with large retouch scars which possibly could
have been used as a source of flakes
Artefact with backing retouch extending along a curved
arc edge opposite a straight sharp edge
Blade/bladelet with steep backing retouch on one or
more margins
Non-elongate flake with steep backing retouch on one
or more margins
Any artefact with backing retouch that does not fit the
subtypes described above
Retouch is continuous along one lateral margin
Retouch is continuous incorporating the distal end
Retouch is continuous along two edges but does not
converge
Any scraper with continuous retouch that does not fit
the definitions above
Large D-shaped scraper with a natural steep lateral
edge
Not associated with a specific subtype
A stone, usually with a rounded end, that shows
evidence of use as a hammer e.g. crushing, pitting &/or
abrasion. Small negative flake scars may also be
present on some hammerstones if the material used was
not particularly hard
Typically a large slab of stone that shows evidence of
grinding activity on one or more of its surfaces. Size
can range from very small (~150 mm in max
dimensions) to very large (~700 mm in max
dimension). Can be rectangular, oval, round or
irregular in shape. Generally an abrasive rock (e.g.
sandstone, basalt or quartzite) is used
Also known as a top stone, the upper grinding stone is
generally smaller (fits comfortably in one hand) &
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Condition
All
retouched
flakes

All
retouched
artefacts
where
applicable

All nonflaked stone

Record

Categories

Ground piece
Combination
hammerstone/
grindstone
Anvil
Unmodified
ochre
Modified ochre
Manuport

Non-lithic
subtype

Potlid/ heat
shatter
Split cobble
Unmodified shell
Modified shell
OES bead
OES fragment
OES engraved
Roof-spall
Unmodified bone
Modified bone
Other

Weight
Complete

Yes
No

Transversal
break

None
Proximal
Medial
Distal

Longitudinal
break

None
Left
Right

Left LCS
Right LCS
Central

Definition/criteria
rounder compared to the lower grinding stone. Shows
evidence of grinding activity on one or more of its
surfaces
A piece of stone that exhibits evidence of grinding &
does not easily fit one of the categories described
above
A stone that shows evidence for use as both a hammer
& a grinding stone (see above for descriptions)

Condition

A large flat slab of stone with evidence of utilisation in
the form of crushing consistent with use as a resting
surface
Ochre that has no obvious signs of use or modification
Ochre that has likely been modified (smoothed,
engraved or notched) by a cultural agent
Natural piece of stone that has been brought into a site
by a human agent but has no signs of flaking or use
A small circular or oval piece of stone that is the result
of exposure to heat & is non-artefactual
A broken cobble that may be naturally split
Natural piece of shell
Shell with evidence of cultural modification
Ostrich eggshell bead
Piece of unmodified but broken ostrich eggshell
Ostrich eggshell with markings indicative of engraving
Non-cultural piece of rock associated with cave roof
spalling
Bone that has no obvious signs of use or modification
Bone that is smoothed, engraved or notched likely as a
result of a cultural agent
Any non-lithic object that does not fit the above
subtype descriptions
Measured to the nearest tenth of a gram (g) for all
artefacts
Refers to whether the artefact is complete or has been
broken in manufacture, during its use life or after
deposition
No transversal break
Broken flake that preserves evidence of the point of
impact in the form of platform, bulb of percussion,
bulbar scar &/or fissures but lacks a termination
Broken flake that retains neither a platform &/or point
of impact or termination but for which a ventral &
dorsal surface can still be identified
Broken flake that retains a termination but lacks
evidence of a platform &/or point of impact
No longitudinal break
Flake that has been broken longitudinally parallel to
the axis of percussion (flaking axis). Left lateral margin
when flake is orientated with platform at the top
Flake that has been broken longitudinally parallel to
the axis of percussion (flaking axis). Right lateral
margin when flake is orientated with platform at the
top
Flake that has been broken longitudinally through the
bulb of percussion (cone). Left lateral margin when
flake is orientated to the top
Flake that has been broken longitudinally through the
bulb of percussion (cone). Right lateral margin when
flake is orientated to the top
Flake that has been broken longitudinally on both
lateral edges so that both margins are absent
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All nonlithic
artefacts

All artefacts
All artefacts
All flakes &
retouched
flakes

All flakes &
retouched
flakes

Record

Categories
Marginal

Lithic material
type

Quartz
Quartzite
Hornfels
Silcrete

FGS/CCS
Volcanic
Ochre
Other/unknown
Cortex rate/
percentage

0, 1-50, 51-100

Cortex type

Outcrop
Fluvial
Crystal
Unknown

Evidence for
bipolar
production

Yes, No,
Indeterminate

Weathering

Patinated
Decayed

Reworking

None
Light rounding,
Heavy rounding,
None

Use-wear

Yes, No,
Indeterminate

Residue

Yes, No,
Indeterminate

Dorsal flake
scar count

0, 1-3, 4-6, >7

Dorsal flake
scar pattern

Unidirectional
Bidirectional
opposing
Bidirectional
orthogonal
Centripetal

Definition/criteria
Flake that has been broken on a margin but cannot be
orientated as either left or right
Mineral composed of crystalline silica that can occur in
a variety of colours & transparencies
Metamorphosed quartz-rich sandstone material that
exhibits a range of colours & qualities depending upon
grain size. Identifiable by its granular, ‘sugary’ texture
Metamorphosed shale which has formed through
contact with an igneous intrusion
Silica-rich sedimentary material with quartz inclusions
in a (usually) finer silica matrix. Exhibits a wide range
of colours & depending on the size of inclusions the
texture can range from fine to coarse
Fine-grained siliceous/ crypto-crystalline silicates that
can occur in a variety of forms e.g. chert, chalcedony,
jasper, agate etc.
Volcanic stone often coarse e.g. dolerite, basalt
A type of weathered ironstone that can occur in a
variety of colours
Any raw material that cannot be discerned or is not
listed above. Includes materials that may be
unrecognisable due to heat damage &/or weathering
Refers to the amount of cortex (the ‘rough’ weathered
exterior surface of the stone material) on either the
dorsal surface of flakes & retouched flakes or on the
surface of cores
Rough cortex with an uneven texture
Smooth, rounded cortex with a polished water-worn
surface e.g. river pebble cortex
Smooth planar cortex found specifically on hexagonal
crystal quartz pieces
Any cortex that is not easily identified as one of the
categories described above
Identifies whether an artefact is associated with bipolar
production. May have crushing on opposed edges &
other signs of impact suggestive of two points of
applied force (e.g. compression waves extending
towards one another from opposing directions
Change in surface colour as a result of exposure to
natural elements
Chemical weathering resulting in the deterioration of
surface features
No visible weathering
Refers to the degree of reworking that an artefact has
undergone. Reworking refers to the smoothing over of
edges on an artefact’s surface as a result of postdepositional movement of artefacts via natural agents
of water &/or wind
Identified as tiny negative flake scars less than 1 mm
long usually restricted to a small section on the edge of
an artefact
Identified as an organic compound adhering to the
surface &/or edge of an artefact e.g. mastic, gum, resin
etc.
Recorded as the number of scars, including partial
flakes scars, on the dorsal surface of a flake measuring
over 5 mm in maximum dimension
Two or more scars that originate from the one direction
Two or more scars that originate from two opposed
directions
Two or more scars that meet at right angles to one
another from two platforms
Three or more scars that converge to a centripetal point
from three or more
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Condition

All artefacts

All artefacts

All artefacts
preserving
cortex

All artefacts

Hornfels
artefacts

All artefacts

All artefacts
All artefacts
Complete
flakes
Complete
flakes

Record

Categories
Polydirectional
Other

Flake platform
lipping

Yes, No

Overhang
removal

Yes, No

Platform
faceting

Yes, No

Flake platform
type

Cortical
Single flake
Double flake
Multi-flake
Linear
Crushed/shattered

Flake initiation
type

Hertzian
Bending

Wedging

Indeterminate
Initiation point

Centred
Lateral

Termination
type

Not expressed
Feather
Step
Hinge
Plunge
Axial

Definition/criteria
Three of more scars from three or more different
directions
Not possible to determine dorsal flake scar pattern
possibly due to the absence of flake scar arises on
small pieces
Records the presence or absence of a platform lip, the
thin overhang/projection at the edge where the platform
connects to the ventral surface. It has been suggested
that lipping may be the result of a high angle of force
typical of soft hammer techniques (Pelcin 1997; Odell
2003: 59)
Appears as slight crushing and/or stepping along the
edge of the platform on the dorsal surface of the flake.
Used to strengthen core platform, particularly useful
when removing flakes from small cores with high
platform angles (Clarkson 2008: 288)
Evidence of three or more very small flakes removed
from the platform surface (negative bulbs are visible)
indicative of an attempt to strengthen a cores platform
for flake removal
‘Natural’ surface unmodified by previous flaking.
Typically associated with flakes removed early during
the reduction of a core
Relatively smooth, planar, non-cortical single flaked
surface
Preserves evidence of two flaked surfaces, divided by
an arris/ridge
Preserves evidence of three or more flake removals on
platform surface (i.e. multiple arises/ridges)
Extremely thin platform with a width less than 1.5 mm
Damaged platform. Typically occurs on small thin
flakes produced using bipolar techniques
Single most defining feature indicative of
hertzian/conchoidal fracture is a prominent bulb of
percussion
Features indicative of bending initiation include
platform lipping & the absence of a bulb of percussion,
though superficially a diffuse bulb of percussion may
appear on the proximal ventral surface (Cotterell &
Kamminga 1987: 690). Typically associated with acute
exterior platform angles
Usually associated with bipolar techniques & quartz
reduction. Features include a flattish fracture surface
below point of initiation & the absence of a bulb of
percussion
Not possible to assign flaking initiation type with
confidence
Initiated approximately in the centre of the flake
platform
Initiation point visible towards the margin of a flake,
well off-centre
Initiation point not visible
Thin termination, tapering at the distal end
Results from an abrupt traverse break or snap at right
angles to the ventral surface during the flakes removal
from the core
Distal end terminated with a ‘rounded’ shape at right
angles to the longitudinal flake axis (resembling a door
hinge)
Forms a ‘J-shape’ resulting from the distal end curving
prominently away from where the core face was
positioned (aka. outré passé)
Flake terminated by passing right through the bottom
of the core
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Condition

Complete
flakes

Complete
flakes

Complete &
proximal
flakes
Complete
flakes

Complete
flakes

Complete
flakes

Complete
flakes

Record
Core flake scar
count

Categories
1-3, 4-6, 7-9,
>10

Aberrant
terminations

0, 1-2, 3-4, 5-6,
>7

Dominant core
flaking
products

Flakes
Blades
Mixed
Point

Core flaking
direction

Unidirectional
unifacial
Unidirectional
bifacial
Bidirectional
unifacial
Bidirectional
bifacial
Centripetal
unifacial
Centripetal
bifacial
Polydirectional

Maximum
dimensions

Max length
Max width
Max thickness

Axial
dimensions

Axial length
Axial width

Axial thickness
Platform
dimensions

Platform width
Platform
thickness

Length &
width of
complete flake
scars on cores

Definition/criteria
Represents the minimum number of flakes removed
from the core as earlier flake scars are removed during
further reduction. Recorded as the number of flake
scars, including partial flake scars, greater than 5 mm
in maximum dimension
Records the total number of step and hinge
terminations present on a core including those
associated with partial flake scars over 5 mm in
maximum dimension
Dominated by flake scars relatively irregular in size
and/or shape
Flake scars are predominantly elongate with lengths at
least twice as long as wide and parallel sides
Roughly equal mix of blade/bladelet and irregular flake
scar morphologies
Flake scars terminate in a point. Arises of the removed
flakes lateral margins must begin to converge from
above or at the midway mark along a flakes percussion
length to converge at the distal end
Flakes removed in single direction on a single
face/exploitation surface
Flakes removed in single direction on two
faces/exploitation surfaces
Flakes removed in two opposed directions on a single
face/exploitation surface
Flakes removed in two opposed directions on two
faces/exploitation surfaces
Flakes removed towards a central point on a single
face/exploitation surface
Flakes removed towards a central point on two
faces/exploitation surfaces
Flakes removed in multiple directions on multiple
faces/exploitation surfaces
Measured to the nearest tenth of a millimetre as the
maximum length/dimension regardless of artefact
orientation
Measured to the nearest tenth of a millimetre as the
distance perpendicular to the length measurement
Measured to the nearest tenth of a millimetre as the
thickness perpendicular to width measurement
Measured to the nearest tenth of a millimetre as the
distance along the percussion axis, from the point of
impact to the termination
Measured to the nearest tenth of a millimetre as the
distance between the left & right lateral margins
perpendicular to the percussion axis & bisecting axial
length at midpoint
Measured to the nearest tenth of a millimetre as the
distance between the ventral & dorsal surfaces at the
midpoint of the artefact
Measured as the maximum distance between a flake’s
two lateral margin across the surface of the platform
Measured as the maximum distance between the
ventral & dorsal surfaces on the platform at right
angles to platform width. This definition of platform
thickness is used because it does not rely on the
presence of a clear point of percussion
Measurements taken in relation to the percussion axis
of the negative flake scars (i.e. axial flake dimensions).
Only flakes over 5 mm are considered in order to
minimise the chance of confusing small flakes with
those associated with preparation/modification of the
core platform
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Condition
Complete
cores

Complete
cores
Complete
cores

Complete
cores

All artefacts

Complete
flakes

Complete &
proximal
flakes

Complete
cores

Record
Core face
length for
complete flake
scars

Categories

Definition/criteria
Measured for all complete flake scars. Measured as the
maximum distance between the point of impact at the
platform to the end of the core below where the flake
scar terminated (measured parallel to the striking axis)
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Condition
Complete
cores

Measuring axial flake dimensions

Measuring maximum flake dimensions

361

Flake platform measurements

Blade/bladelet classification scheme (Soriano et al. 2007: 688)
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Core size measurements

Core flake scar measurements
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Core scar pattern classification system (Mackay 2014: 11)
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the late Pleistocene early microlithic at Putslaagte
8 (PL8) rockshelter in the eastern Cederberg of the Western Cape.
Focus is placed on: 1) characterising the pre-Robberg Early Later Stone
Age (ELSA) and Robberg at the site, and 2) determining if and how the
ELSA anticipates the Robberg. Results suggest that the ELSA in the
eastern Cederberg is associated with the production of hornfels blades
with a shift in production emphasis towards smaller silcrete blades
during the Robberg. Blade production systems and modes of delivery,
however, are quite different in the two periods. Bipolar technology
forms only a minor component of the ELSA technology and there
is minimal use of quartz despite its presence in the landscape. This
contrasts with the ELSA at sites on the opposite side of the Cape Fold
Mountain Range and in the north of the subcontinent where bipolar
technology and a preference for quartz appear to be defining features.
The late Pleistocene sequence at PL8 is particularly significant for
helping to characterise the pre-Robberg in the southwest of southern
Africa – an area where the nature of the ELSA is currently underdefined.
Key words: Early Later Stone Age, Robberg, lithic technology,
Putslaagte 8, South Africa.
INTRODUCTION
The appearance of microlithic technologies – generally
defined as those dominated by small flakes and blades1 and/or
containing large numbers of backed pieces (Elston and Kuhn
2002) – are often taken to identify the onset of the Later Stone
Age (LSA) in Africa (though note De la Peña 2015). In the context of southern Africa, the term ‘Early Microlithic’ has been
used to refer to LSA assemblages that pre-date c. 12 ka (thousands of years) (Mitchell 1988). While a diversity of terms has
been used to further classify and describe these late Pleistocene
assemblages2, two successive technocomplexes are generally
recognised. The earlier of these is the poorly defined Early
Later Stone Age (ELSA; c. 40–18 ka). Assemblages dating to this
period are sometimes referred to as Middle Stone Age
(MSA)/LSA transitional and in certain instances chronologically overlap with assemblages attributed to the final MSA
(Lombard et al. 2012). Assemblages ascribed to the ELSA typically contain evidence for the production of microlithic
artefacts (usually in the form of small morphologically irregular
flakes though sometimes in the form of blades/bladelets), are
typically quartz dominant, demonstrate evidence for an
emphasis on the use of bipolar reduction techniques, are lacking in formal retouched artefacts, and lack technological
features reminiscent of the MSA (e.g. prepared cores and flakes
with faceted platforms) (Beaumont 1978, 1981; Plug 1981;
Wadley 1987; Mitchell 1988; Kaplan 1990; Orton 2006; Orton
et al. 2011). The prevalence of blades in these samples is highly

variable, while non-microlithic assemblages associated with
the earliest LSA have also been recorded (e.g. Wendt 1976;
Opperman 1978, 1987) leading to a degree of uncertainty regarding the identification of key defining characteristics for the
ELSA and thus its status as a discrete stone working tradition
(Beaumont & Vogel 1972; Kaplan 1990; Wadley 1991; Clark
1997; Ambrose 2002; Mitchell 2002; Lombard et al. 2012; Villa
et al. 2012).
Temporally succeeding the ELSA are the more developed
microlithic systems of the Robberg (c. 18–12 ka) which represents the earliest well-defined LSA stone artefact making tradition south of the Limpopo River (Wadley 1991; Deacon H.J.
1995; Clark 1997; Deacon H.J. & Deacon J. 1999; Bousman 2005;
Lombard et al. 2012). Identified at sites spread across much of
the subcontinent (Fig. 1), the defining characteristics of the
Robberg include: (i) a strong emphasis on the production of
unretouched blades/bladelets generally from small singleplatform bladelet cores; (ii) the presence of specialised bladelet
core types including small- and flat-bladelet cores, particularly
in assemblages in which quartz is the dominant material; (iii)
evidence for a significant use of bipolar techniques of production in the form of bipolar cores, bipolar flakes and pièces
esquillées; (iv) a preference for the use of fine-grained rock types
including quartz and Crypto-Crystalline Silicates (CCS; sometimes referred to as opalines and includes materials such as
cherts, chalcedonies and jaspers); and (v) a low frequency of
formal retouched artefacts (Humphreys 1974; Schweitzer &
Wilson 1982; Humphreys & Thackeray 1983; Deacon J. 1984;
Mitchell 1988, 1993, 1995, 2002; Wadley 1993, 1996; Deacon H.J.
& Deacon J. 1999; Lombard et al. 2012). In sites where the
Robberg and ELSA occur together, blades have been noted to
be smaller in the younger unit (Kaplan 1990: 57–58). Spatial
variation during the Robberg has also been noted, with two
technological provinces conditioned by lithic material availability identified by Mitchell (1988), each apparently associated
with different bladelet production strategies. The first province
located in the northeastern regions of southern Africa is CCS
dominant and characterised by the presence of crested
bladelets indicating a technique in which bladelet cores were
carefully prepared prior to flake removal. By contrast, the
second province in the southwest is characterised by the prevalence of quartz and the presence of specialised small- and
flat-bladelet cores indicating the use of bipolar reduction techniques.
Based on these observations, past research appears to
suggest that the early microlithic in southern Africa is characterised by a great deal of diversity in its stone technology.
Despite the recognition of two sequential microlithic technocomplexes (i.e. the ELSA and Robberg) and the identification of
some broad spatial and temporal patterning, the uptake of
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FIG. 1. Map showing location of Putslaagte 8 (PL8) and key sites with ELSA and/or Robberg assemblages in association with rainfall zones. The winter rainfall
zone (WRZ) experiences more than 66% of its mean annual precipitation (~200 mm) during the winter months (April and September), the summer rainfall zone
(SRZ) experiences more than 66% of mean yearly rainfall during the summer months (October and March) while the yearly rainfall zone (YRZ) experiences a more
evenly dispersed rainfall pattern, experiencing both winter rains from the west and summer rains from the east. PL8 is represented by a star. Circles represent sites
numbered as follows: 1, Apollo 11; 2, Spitzkloof; 3, Elands Bay Cave; 4, Faraoskop; 5, Klein Kliphuis; 6, Klipfonteinrand; 7, Byneskranskop; 8, Buffelskloof; 9,
Boomplaas; 10, Kangkara; 11, Nelson Bay Cave; 12, Melkhoutboom; 13, Kathu Pan; 14, Wonderwerk; 15, Dikbosch; 16, Erfkroon; 17, Rose Cottage Cave; 18,
Ntloana Tsoana; 19, Sehonghong; 20, Melikane; 21, Shongweni; 22, Umhlatuzana; 23, Border Cave.

microlithic systems in southern Africa is not well understood,
and changes in the proportion of lithic materials, the frequency
of artefact types and/or the implementation of specific manufacturing strategies may be site-specific and/or time dependent
(Mitchell 1988). At present, it is the earlier timing of ELSA
assemblages (i.e. >22 ka), in association with their lack of MSA
technological characteristics, that primarily defines and distinguishes them from the more recent microlithic expressions of
the Robberg. Little is known, however, regarding the character
of the pre-Robberg ELSA in the southwest of the subcontinent,
and how it relates to the later, more developed microlithic
expressions of the Robberg. This is because most knowledge
derives from sites located in the north/northeast, and the
known southwestern samples are often small and/or poorly
described.
Preliminary analysis of the late Pleistocene sequence at PL8
rockshelter, located in the eastern Cederberg area of southwestern South Africa, suggested the presence of two distinct,
sequential, and broadly microlithic assemblages in the age
range 25–17 ka (Mackay et al. 2015), offering the chance to
investigate the nature of the early microlithic in this region. The
younger of these units was assessed as typically Robberg with
the underlying material likely representing an ELSA component, suggested by its non-MSA character and the fact that it

antedates 22 ka (Mackay et al. 2015). The aims of this paper,
therefore, are: (i) to explore in more detail the technological
characteristics of the pre-Robberg ELSA and Robberg at PL8;
(ii) to explore the relationship between these two assemblages
to determine if and how the ELSA anticipates the Robberg; and
(iii) to consider this relationship in the context of the
ELSA/Robberg across the subcontinent more broadly.
PUTSLAAGTE 8 ROCK SHELTER
PL8 is a small north-northeast facing rockshelter located in
the eastern Cederberg roughly 250 km to the north of Cape
Town and 40 km to the northeast of Clanwilliam (Fig. 1). The
Cederberg Mountains form the northernmost range of the
Cape Fold Mountain Belt and are positioned in the heart of the
modern Winter Rainfall Zone (WRZ; cf. Chase & Meadows
2007). The site is situated in a small kloof adjacent to the
Putslaagte River, a tributary of the Doring River and is on the
border between the Fynbos and Succulent Karoo vegetation
biomes. Two contiguous square metres were excavated in
October and November 2010. Details concerning the excavation procedure and dating programme are reported in Mackay
et al. (2015). Chronological evidence (Table 1) indicates that the
site contains an extensive cultural sequence spanning more
than 75 000 years and preserving MSA, late Pleistocene LSA

TABLE 1. PL8 late Pleistocene chronology. Conventional radiocarbon determinations and their median calibrated age round to the nearest 100 (95.4% probability)
are presented. Calibrations of radiocarbon determinations were made using OxCal 4.2 (Bronk-Ramsey 2009) and the Southern Hemisphere terrestrial calibration
curve SHCal13 following Hogg et al. (2013). Since optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) ages are expressed in calendar years they can be compared directly to
the calibrated age (BP) ranges of radiocarbon determinations. Ages produced using the OSL dating method are reported in the calibrated age column.
PL8 LATE PLEISTOCENE CHRONOLOGY
Context

Association

Technique

Material

Lab Code

Conventional or
OSL age (BP)

Cal BP
(max)

Cal BP
(min)

CGBSS16

ELSA

OSL

Sediment

PL8-5

27 600 ± 1900

NA

NA

CGBSS16

ELSA

OSL

Sediment

PL8-6

22 900 ± 1600

NA

NA

CGBSS16

ELSA

AMS

Charcoal

AA99784

18 500 ± 280

23 100

21 700

CGBSS16

ELSA

AMS

Charcoal

AA98830

17 700 ± 590

22 900

20 000

CGBSS13

Robberg

OSL

Sediment

PL8-7

17 800 ± 1200

NA

NA

CGBSS11

Robberg

OSL

Sediment

PL8-8

17 000 ± 1200

NA

NA
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and Holocene components (Mackay et al. 2015). Both occupation and sediment deposition at the site occurred in pulses, and
given low sedimentation rates, lack of visible strata, and the
necessary use of arbitrary units (spits), some mixing of cultural
debris, particularly at the boundaries of occupational pulses, is
expected to be common. Nevertheless, preliminary observations of the technological trends suggest that the late Pleistocene LSA sequence includes an ELSA industry recovered from
spits 19–16 and dated to c. 25–22 ka overlain by a Robberg component recovered from spits 15–12 and dated to c. 21–18 ka
(Mackay et al. 2015). The sample selected for analysis in this
study comprised all stone artefacts from square one, spits
18–12. Spit 19 was omitted due to potential mixture with underlying MSA material. The sample therefore captures the ELSA
and Robberg units with dates bracketing this material to
between c. 25 and 17 ka.
METHODS
For the purpose of this paper, data from the PL8 sequence
will be aggregated for the ELSA (spits 18–16) and Robberg (spits
15–12) contexts analysed. Details concerning the general composition of the late Pleistocene units including frequencies of
artefact classes, lithic materials and the occurrence of retouched
artefact types can be found in Mackay et al. (2015). This analysis
instead focuses on examining the changing prevalence of
specific technological features during the ELSA and Robberg
relating to: (i) laminar flaking systems and evidence for the production of blades; (ii) bipolar flaking systems; (iii) associated
flaking patterns; and (iv) artefact size. These technological
aspects feature prominently in discussions on the late Pleistocene early microlithic in southern Africa and thus warrant
detailed consideration when examining the character of the
ELSA and Robberg in the southwest of the subcontinent.
LAMINAR FLAKING SYSTEMS AND EVIDENCE FOR THE
PRODUCTION OF BLADES
Whether an emphasis on the production of blades originated during the ELSA and became more pronounced during
the Robberg is a key question in debates concerning the origins
of LSA microlithic technology in southern Africa. In this analysis all artefacts associated with laminar flaking systems were
identified in order to make a general assessment of the overall contribution of blade production, in a strict technological sense, during the ELSA and Robberg at the site. Laminar
flaking systems are associated with the preferential production
of elongated flakes (i.e. blades). For an artefact to be assigned
to the laminar flaking system category, it must retain signs
suggestive of the repeated removal of a series of elongate
flakes. Cores must therefore have parallel dorsal scar ridges,
while elongate flakes must have parallel sides and parallel flake
scar ridges on their dorsal surfaces. In this way, not all flakes
identified as blades are associated with laminar technology
(even though they may very well be). It is recognised that in
using these criteria some of the products of laminar flaking
systems will remain unidentified (e.g. elongate flakes with
100% cortex on their dorsal surfaces). The general identification of laminar technology in the sequence therefore represents a minimum appraisal and the results are necessarily
underestimates of the real contribution of laminar flaking
systems in the composition of these assemblages. However,
blade and blade core frequencies can also be used to examine
the degree to which the production of blades was emphasised
during the late Pleistocene sequence at PL8. In this analysis a
blade is defined as a flake with parallel margins and a length at
least twice as long as it is wide. As this definition is based purely
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on morphology, blades with fully cortical dorsal surfaces can be
included in this grouping (unlike in the assessment of laminar
flaking systems in general). Similarly, blade cores are cores that
preserve at least some evidence for the production of blades in
the form of at least one flake scar with a length at least twice its
width and in association with parallel flake scar ridges.
In this analysis, all complete blades are further classified
using the scheme devised by Soriano et al. (2007) which aims to
understand “the degree of core preparation and the position
of the blade on the core flaking surface” (Soriano et al. 2007:
685). In this scheme, blades are classified into one of 19 possible
categories. Each of these categories is associated with a particular stage of production including: (i) Initial stage, (ii) Main production phase and (iii) Core maintenance. Where blades were
produced using an elaborate core preparation strategy, resulting assemblages will likely contain a large number of first
generation crested blades (those with unilateral or bilateral
crests). Ongoing maintenance of cores was likely linked to the
production of second-generation blades with lateral crests. If
the initial reduction of a core was undertaken at a site a high
number of cortical blades will be present. This may also be
indicative of a more opportunistic method of blade production
involving minimal or no initial core preparation. Among other
benefits, this blade classification scheme can be used to assess
the stages of blade production represented in an assemblage.
BIPOLAR FLAKING SYSTEMS
Evidence for a strong emphasis on the use of bipolar techniques of reduction is often cited as a key feature of the ELSA
particularly at sites in the northeast of the subcontinent. The
association, if any, between the earliest LSA and bipolar technology in the southwest of the subcontinent, however, is not
yet clear. Similarly, bipolar techniques feature in Mitchell’s
(1988) hypothesis concerning the lithic material conditioned
technological provinces used to explain the existence of two
spatially distinct bladelet production strategies during the
Robberg. Whether bipolar technology was emphasised to a
similar degree during the late Pleistocene in all areas associated
with a wide availability and distribution of quartz is yet to be
established. One of the aims of this analysis was therefore to
investigate the role of bipolar technology in the reduction
strategies employed during the late Pleistocene in the eastern
Cederberg, an area where small packages of quartz are common in the landscape. In this analysis, all artefacts (regardless
of artefact class or completeness) were identified as either
bipolar or non-bipolar. Artefacts associated with bipolar flaking
systems typically exhibit crushing on opposed edges in addition to other signs of impact suggestive of two points of applied
force such as compression waves extending towards one
another from opposing directions (De la Peña 2015). Analysis
additionally considered evidence for bipolar technology in
terms of complete flakes and complete cores to identify more
specifically what proportion of these artefact classes can be
related to this flaking technique.
ARTEFACT SIZE
To investigate consistency in the products of flaking and
look at whether, on average, artefact size decreased during the
late Pleistocene, it is necessary to look at metrical data for flakes
and cores and how these may vary between the two units. The
size of complete flakes is examined using mean results for the
descriptive statistics of weight, axial length, axial width, axial
thickness, and maximum dimension, regardless of flaking
orientation. The size of complete cores is considered in terms of
mean results for weight and the maximum dimensions for
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length, width and thickness. All measurements were made to
the nearest 0.1 mm using standard dial vernier callipers, while
weight was recorded to the nearest tenth of a gram (g).
FLAKING PATTERNS AND PLATFORM ATTRIBUTES
A number of technological attributes can be used to look at
possible variation in the methods used to produce flakes during the ELSA and the Robberg. Attributes observed on flakes in
this analysis include platform type, initiation type, point of
initiation, the presence or absence of platform preparation and
platform lipping, and an identification of dorsal flake scar
patterns. Linear platform types are associated with widths
typically less than 1.5 mm indicating that marginal percussion
was involved in flake removal. Crushed/shattered platform
types typically occur on small thin flakes produced using
bipolar techniques. Additional platform types are defined
based on the number of flaked surfaces visible (e.g. cortical [no
previous flaking], single flake, double flake and multi-flake
platforms). Initiation types include hertzian (typical of
hard-hammer flaking), ‘wedging’ (indicative of bipolar flaking)
and bending initiations (associated with force application to a
low platform angle) (Cotterell & Kamminga 1987; Odell 2003).
Platform lipping refers to the thin overhang/projection at the
edge of a flake platform and may be the result of a high angle of
force typical of soft hammer techniques (Pelcin 1997; Odell
2003: 59; although note Magnani et al. 2014). The point of initiation provides an indication of where the percussor made contact with the core platform to remove flakes (Soriano et al. 2007)
and is recorded as centred, lateral or not expressed. The identification of dorsal flake scar patterns in this analysis is based on
the direction of previous flake removals. Core attributes used
in this analysis include cortex percentage, flake scar count,
number of aberrant terminations, and core flaking products.

The presence and amount of cortex on a core can be informative on the degree of core preparation and/or stage of reduction. The count of flake scars on a core represents the minimum
number of flakes removed as earlier evidence for flake removals are concealed during further reduction. In this analysis, all
flake scars, including partial scars, greater than 5 mm in maximum dimension were recorded. The number of aberrant terminations (i.e. step and hinge) on a core can be informative on the
overall condition of a core, whether it was exhausted, and
therefore why it may have been discarded. Finally, an identification of dominant flake scar type, whether flake, blade or
mixed, is used to look at the main aims of flaking.
RESULTS: CHARACTERISING THE EARLY
MICROLITHIC AT PL8
A total of over 2500 stone artefacts from the late Pleistocene
contexts at PL8 was analysed in this study. The aim here is to
provide a detailed descriptive characterisation of the pre-Robberg
ELSA and Robberg units in the sequence in terms of continuity
and variation in bipolar flaking systems, laminar/blade flaking
systems, associated flaking patterns and artefact size. A general
overview of the sample analysed is provided in Table 2 which
displays the count and frequency of artefact classes based on
material type and completeness for the ELSA and Robberg
units. Figure 2 illustrates the changing frequency of lithic
materials, demonstrating the overall dominance of hornfels in
the sequence, particularly during the ELSA, the significant
spike in the use of silcrete associated with the Robberg and the
relatively stable presence of quartz.
BIPOLAR TECHNOLOGY
Table 3 displays the count and frequency of: (a) all bipolar
artefacts (regardless of artefact completeness), (b) bipolar flakes

TABLE 2. Technological class and artefact completeness counts for PL8 late Pleistocene assemblage.
ELSA

Robberg

Total

TOTAL

Class

Material

Complete

Broken

Complete

Broken

Complete

Broken

Flake

Quartz
Hornfels
Silcrete
FGS/CCS
Quartzite
Total

93
496
49
11
43
692

24
198
45
4
20
291

172
361
201
22
12
768

45
161
153
8
9
377

265
857
250
33
55
1460

69
359
198
12
29
668

Core

Quartz
Hornfels
Silcrete
FGS/CCS
Quartzite
Total

38
9
2
1
3
53

Retouched flake

Quartz
Hornfels
Silcrete
FGS/CCS
Quartzite
Total

2
5
1

2
3

1
9

1
6

Flaked piece

Quartz
Hornfels
Silcrete
FGS/CCS
Quartzite
Total
TOTAL

49
14
23
8
1
95
1
5
3
1

1
1

10

2

15
75
4

396

3
10
4
1
1
19

10
64
20
2
4
100

5
99
754

87
23
25
9
4
148

873

479

1627

334
1216
448
45
84
2128
87
23
25
9
4
148

2
4
1
1
8

5
14
5
1
2
27

25
139
24
2
9
199

25
139
24
2
9
199

875

2502

150
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FIG. 2. Frequencies of lithic materials per spit.

(complete specimens only), and (c) bipolar cores (complete
specimens only) in terms of material types for each unit while
Table 4 presents statistical results. Frequencies of laminar, bipolar, and other systems are significantly different between the
ELSA and Robberg (c2 = 31.962, d.f. = 2, P < 0.001) (Table 4).
Adjusted residuals (Haberman 1973) suggest that the difference is driven principally by the increased abundance of both
bipolar and laminar products in the Robberg.
These assemblage-level results are generally supported by
data for the unretouched flake category. The bipolar flakes
comprise only 2.3% of complete flakes in the ELSA but 9.5% of
complete flakes in the Robberg. A different pattern emerges
when looking at the core data; roughly 66% of ELSA cores are
bipolar but only 51.6% of Robberg cores fall into this category.
There is thus a notable shortfall of bipolar flakes per core in the
ELSA (~0.5) compared with the Robberg (1.5). Given minimal
difference in mean bipolar core weight at discard (meanELSA =
2.1, S.D. = 4.0; meanRobberg = 2.5, S.D. = 4.4), variation in bipolar

FIG. 3. Frequencies of quartz versus bipolar technology per spit.

flake:core ratios is more likely to reflect differential staging of
reduction and discard between the two periods than differential reduction intensity. In both cases, however, quartz is the
dominant material associated with bipolar cores throughout
the sequence and there is a clear association between the frequency of quartz and the frequency of bipolar technology at
the spit level (Fig. 3).
LAMINAR TECHNOLOGY AND EVIDENCE FOR BLADE
PRODUCTION
Table 3 displays the count and frequency of: (i) all artefacts
associated with laminar flaking systems (regardless of artefact
completeness); (ii) blade forms (complete specimens only); and
(iii) blade cores (complete specimens only) in terms of material
types for the ELSA and Robberg while statistical results are
presented in Table 4. Frequencies of laminar technology are
significantly more common during the Robberg (7.5%) than
the ELSA (4.7%) (c2 = 31.962, d.f. = 2, P < 0.001). However,
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TABLE 3. Count for: (a) all artefacts associated with laminar flaking systems (regardless of artefact completeness), (b) blade flake forms (complete specimens only),
(c) blade cores (complete specimens only), (d) all bipolar artefacts (regardless of artefact completeness), (e) bipolar flakes (complete specimens only), and (f) bipolar
cores (complete specimens only) in terms of material types for each spit.
Flaking system

Category

Material

ELSA
Count

LAMINAR

Laminar technology

Blade flake forms

Blade cores

BIPOLAR

Bipolar technology

Bipolar flake

5
18
69
10

4.9
17.6
67.6
9.8

102

100.0

1.9
51.9
38.9
5.6
1.9
100.0

Quartz
Hornfels
Silcrete
FGS/CCS
Quartzite
Total

11
54
15
5
1
86

12.8
62.8
17.4
5.8
1.2
100.0

20
24
51
7

19.6
23.5
50.0
6.9

102

100.0

31
78
66
12
1
188

Quartz
Hornfels
Silcrete
FGS/CCS
Quartzite
Total

15
1
1
1

83.3
5.6
5.6
5.6

24
6
17
7

44.4
11.1
31.5
13.0

39
7
18
8

18

100.0

54

100.0

72

46
6

83.6
10.9

2
1
55

3.6
1.8
100.0

105
16
6
3

80.8
12.3
4.6
2.3

130

100.0

151
22
6
5
1
185

14
1

87.5
6.3

1
16

6.3
100.0

57
13
2
1
73

78.1
17.8
2.7
1.4
100.0

71
14
2
2
89

Quartz
Hornfels
Silcrete
FGS/CCS
Quartzite

29
4

82.9
11.4

1
1

2.9
2.9

42
2
4
1

85.7
4.1
8.2
2.0

71
6
4
2
1

TOTAL

35

100.0

49

100.0

84

Quartz
Hornfels
Silcrete
FGS/CCS
Quartzite
Total

TABLE 4. Statistical results for laminar, bipolar and other flaking systems
during the ELSA and Robberg. Adjusted residuals (adj. res.) follow Haberman
(1973), with values exceeding ±2.0 usually considered to represent significant
departure from expectations.
Robberg

Flaking system

Count

Adj.res

Count

Adj.res

Laminar
Bipolar
Other

54
55
1041

–2.9
–4.6
5.6

102
130
1120

2.9
4.6
–5.6

Total

1150

1352

%

1
28
21
3
1
54

blade forms, sensu lato, occur as similar proportions of complete
flakes in both periods (ELSA = 12.4%; Robberg = 13.3%) with
significant difference (c2 = 0.236, d.f. = 1, P = 0.627). The implication is that blades were equally prevalent in both periods, but
that there are numerous blades in the ELSA that were not made
by strictly (or easily identifiable) laminar methods.
This inference is supported by the results of the blade classification following Soriano et al. (2007), displayed in Table 5.

ELSA

TOTAL

Count

Quartz
Hornfels
Silcrete
FGS/CCS
Quartzite
Total

Quartz
Hornfels
Silcrete
FGS/CCS
Total

Bipolar cores

Robberg
%

6
46
90
13
1
156

Roughly 21% of blades in the ELSA were unclassifiable
according to this system while roughly two-thirds correspond
to the optimal phase of production. Unclassifiable blades either
displayed irregular dorsal flake scar patterns, exhibited dorsal
cortex in atypical locations (such as at the proximal end near
the flake platform) and/or were characterised by an unusual
twisted profile. In the Robberg, the proportion of unclassifiable
blades is much lower (6.9%) and the proportion of optimal
phase blades higher (81.4%). The ELSA also records a higher
frequency of blades associated with the early stage of blade
production (category A blades), while the only evidence for
blade core maintenance (category C blades) occurs in the
Robberg. Notably, the ELSA category A blades do not include
any crested blades (type A1); blade production was largely
initiated through the exploitation of natural ridges on subangular hornfels river cobbles. Overall, the distribution of
blades according to the aggregated Soriano classes (A, B, C &
D/E) is significantly different between the ELSA and Robberg
(c2 = 11.591, d.f. = 3, P = 0.009), driven principally by an oversupply of optimal phase blades in the Robberg and an oversupply of unclassifiable blades in the ELSA. It can also be noted that
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TABLE 5. Count, frequency and adjusted residuals for blade types associated with the ELSA and Robberg and results for cortex location.
Production stage

Initial stage

Main production phase

Categories

A1
A2
A3
Total
B1
B2
B4
B5
B6
B8
B9
Total

ELSA
Count

%

2
9
11

2.3
10.5
12.8

43
3

50.0
3.5

1
9
1

1.2
10.5
1.2

57

66.3

0

Robberg
Adj. res.

Count

%

1

1.0

8
9

7.8
8.8

64
3
1

62.7
2.9
1.2

14

13.7

–2.4

1
83

0.0

–1.6

0.9

TOTAL
Adj. res.

–0.9

1
2
17
20

1.2
81.4

2.4

107
6
1
1
23
1
1
140

3

2.9

1.6

3

Maintenance

C2

Other

D2 or E1
Total

18
86

20.9
100.0

2.8

7
102

6.9
100.0

–2.8

25
188

Dorsal cortex percentage

0
1–25
26–50
51–75
76–99
100
Total

56
12
7
6
3
2
86

65.1
14.0
8.1
7.0
3.5
2.3
100.0

–0.4
0.2
–0.8
0.3
0.6
1.5

69
13
12
6
2

67.6
12.7
11.8
5.9
2.0

0.4
–0.2
0.8
–0.3
–0.6
–1.5

102

100.0

125
25
19
12
6
1
188

Left
Right

2
6

25.0
75.0

4
10

28.6
71.4

6
16

Marginal cortex location

blades made during the ELSA were generally much larger
(both heavier and longer) than those discarded in the Robberg
(Table 7).
Some of the differences in the nature of blade production
between the two periods may be explained by the different
origins of the main rock types used. In the ELSA, the laminar
component is dominated by hornfels (~52%) which is common in the cobble beds of the Doring River 2 km away. This
may explain not only the greater prevalence of class A blades,
but also the larger and apparently more expedient nature of
blade production. The laminar element during the Robberg, on
the other hand, is predominantly silcrete (~68%), local sources
of which are presently unknown, potentially explaining the
lower proportions of early stage blades, the greater frequency
of optimal phase and core maintenance blades and the smaller
size of blades overall (Tables 5 & 7).
Another interesting observation is that, in contrast to the
bipolar component of these assemblages, there are considerably more blades per blade core in the ELSA (4.8) than in the
Robberg (1.9) when all raw materials are considered. This
pattern is even more striking when different raw materials are
considered separately. Leaving aside quartz blade:blade core
ratios, which are similarly low in both periods (ELSA = 0.7,
Robberg = 0.8), blade:blade core ratios for the ELSA are proportionately far higher among hornfels (ELSA = 54, Robberg = 4),
silcrete (ELSA = 15, Robberg = 3) and fine-grained silicious
(FGS)/CCS (ELSA = 5, Robberg = 1). Indeed, overall, and
excluding quartz, blade:blade core ratios are 10 times higher in
the ELSA than in the Robberg. Thus, either blades were being
manufactured elsewhere and introduced to PL8 during the
ELSA, or blade cores were being reduced but not discarded
there. Another possibility, which we consider below, is that
blade cores were regularly transformed into flake cores during

their later reduction in the ELSA, and that this transformation
masks their relative abundance. Patterns in the Robberg, on the
other hand, are consistent with the transport, reduction, maintenance and regular discard of blade cores on site.
One final observation that links blade production between
the two periods, however, is a curious pattern in the location in
which cortex occurs on blades with marginal cortex (Table 5).
Three-quarters of the ELSA blades with marginal cortex have
cortex located on the right lateral margin (when the blade is
orientated with the ventral surface facing up and the proximal/platform end at the top), potentially indicating successive
removals in an anticlockwise direction. The same pattern
occurs during the Robberg (71.4%). While individually the
samples are quite small, the combined binomial probability of
16 right-hand cortical blades out of 22 is quite low (1.8%) and
may reflect a more significant structural element to the technological habits shared between these two periods.
FLAKING CHARACTERISTICS
Flake and core attributes help to further highlight similarities and differences in the flaking patterns between the ELSA
and Robberg. With respect to indicators of core reduction, there
is no statistically significant difference in cortex coverage
between the two periods (c2 = 4.367, d.f. = 3, P = 0.359) both
are dominated by cores with 0% and 1–50% cortex in roughly
equal proportions (Table 6). This holds even when raw material
is controlled for. However, it can be noted that cores are generally smaller in the Robberg (Table 7), have significantly more
flake scars (Mann-Whitney U = 1742.5, P = 0.025), and significantly more aberrant (step or hinge) terminations (MannWhitney U = 1664, P = 0.009) (Table 6). Thus, and consistent
with earlier inferences about the non-local origin of many
Robberg artefacts and the greater investment in core mainte-
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TABLE 6. Count, frequency and adjusted residuals for attributes relating to core and flake flaking patterns and flake platform attributes.
Attribute

Categories

ELSA
Count

%

Robberg

TOTAL

Adj. res.

Count

%

Adj. res.

Dorsal flake scar pattern

Unidirectional
Bidirectional opposing
Bidirectional orthogonal
Polydirectional
Other
Total

599
58
8
4
20
689

86.9
8.4
1.2
0.6
2.9
100.0

4.9
–3.7
–3.3
–1.2
–0.3

585
112
30
9
24
760

77.0
14.7
3.9
1.2
3.2
100.0

–4.9
3.7
3.3
1.2
0.3

1184
170
38
13
44
1449

Flake platform lipping

Lipped
Not lipped
Total

38
748
786

4.8
95.2
100.0

–3.9
3.9

92
843
935

9.8
90.2
100.0

3.9
–3.9

130
1591
1721

Flake platform type

Cortical
Single flake
Double flake
Multi-flake
Linear
Crushed/Shattered
Total

66
587
15
15
49
16
748

8.8
78.5
2.0
2.0
6.6
2.1
100.0

–4.4
10.0
3.1
0.9
–6.5
–6.4

136
460
3
12
146
86
843

16.1
54.6
0.4
1.4
17.3
10.2
100.0

4.4
–10.0
–3.1
–0.9
6.5
6.4

202
1047
18
27
195
102
1591

Flake initiation type

Hertzian
Bending
Wedging
Indeterminate
Total

390
6
9
361
766

50.9
0.8
1.2
47.1
100.0

–1.2
–6.9
–5.2
6.3

465
68
53
275
861

54.0
7.9
6.2
31.9
100.0

1.2
6.9
5.2
–6.3

855
74
62
636
1627

Initiation point

Centered
Lateral
Not expressed
Total

462
110
176
748

61.8
14.7
23.5
100.0

–1.7
–4.4
6.9

556
197
90
843

66.0
23.4
10.7
100.0

1.7
4.4
–6.9

1018
307
266
1591

Core cortex percentage

0
1–50
51–100
Total

26
23
4
53

49.1
43.4
7.5
100.0

–0.3
–0.2
1.2

49
43
3
95

51.6
45.3
3.2
100.0

0.3
0.2
–1.2

75
66
7
148

Core flake scar count

1–3
4–6
7–9
>10
Total

5
26
19
3
53

9.4
49.1
35.8
5.7
100.0

5
45
23
22
95

5.3
47.4
24.2
23.2
100.0

10
71
42
25
148

Core aberrant terminations

0
1–2
3–4
5–6
>7
Total

13
29
6
3
2
53

24.5
54.7
11.3
5.7
3.8
100.0

15
43
20
11
6
95

15.8
45.3
21.1
11.6
6.3
100.0

28
72
26
14
8
148

Core flaking products

Flakes
Blades
Mixed
Total

35
5
13
53

66.0
9.4
24.5
100.0

41
18
36
95

43.2
18.9
37.9
100.0

nance, it seems that cores in this period were generally more
heavily reduced, in spite of the lack of difference in core cortex.
The cortex pattern is probably explained by removal of cortical
lateral core margins during ongoing reduction of Robberg
cores, resulting in continued production of cortical blades (proportions of cortical blades do not differ significantly between
ELSA and Robberg: c2 = 3.572, d.f. = 3, P = 0.613).
During the ELSA, a higher proportion of cores have flake
only removals (c2 = 7.285, d.f. = 2, P = 0.026) while blade, and
mixed blade and flake removals are more common on cores
discarded during the Robberg (Table 6). However, while this
may appear to provide support for the above-mentioned idea
of blade core to flake core transformation in the ELSA, it should

2.7
–1.5
–1.7

–2.7
1.5
1.7

76
23
49
148

be noted that blade cores are actually significantly smaller than
flake cores in the ELSA (Mann-Whitney U = 169, P = 0.022)
(Table 7), and thus flake cores in this period are highly unlikely
to be the result of extended reduction of what were originally
blade cores. Instead, flake and blade production in this period
may have been at least partially distinct technological components. By contrast, there is no significant difference in the size
of blade and flake cores in the Robberg (Mann-Whitney U =
890.5, P = 0.282) (Table 7).
In terms of flaking systems as identified from dorsal flake
scar directions, a unidirectional flaking pattern is dominant in
both the ELSA and Robberg (Table 6), however, unidirectional
flaking is proportionally more abundant in the ELSA while
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TABLE 7. Mean and standard deviations of weight and size data for: (a) all complete flakes, (b) blade flake forms only, (c) bipolar flakes only, (d) all complete cores,
(e) blade cores only, and (f) bipolar cores only in terms of grouped spits and material types.
Weight
Industry

Material

B. BLADES ONLY
ELSA

Robberg

C. BIPOLAR FLAKES ONLY
ELSA

Robberg

Axial thickness

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

496
49
93
11
43
692

2.0
1.4
0.5
0.3
3.3
1.8

3.7
3.9
0.8
0.2
4.0
3.5

18.0
17.3
11.8
14.4
21.4
17.2

10.4
9.2
4.4
6.8
10.3
9.9

13.8
10.8
8.6
7.8
16.7
13.0

6.9
5.9
3.4
2.2
6.8
6.7

3.9
3.2
3.1
2.4
5.5
3.8

2.5
2.1
1.8
0.9
2.9
2.5

Hornfels
Silcrete
Quartz
FGS/CCS
Quartzite
All

361
201
172
22
12
768

2.3
0.9
0.6
0.7
7.9
1.6

5.0
2.0
1.9
1.3
11.7
4.1

16.3
13.8
11.2
13.8
23.9
14.6

10.5
6.7
5.1
6.6
14.4
8.9

14.9
9.7
8.9
9.0
23.6
12.1

8.6
5.1
4.7
4.3
11.7
7.7

3.9
3.0
3.3
3.0
7.9
3.6

3.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
3.9
2.9

Hornfels
Silcrete
Quartz
FGS/CCS
Quartzite
All

54
15
11
5
1
86

2.5
1.6
0.6
0.4
2.8
2

3.7
3.1
0.4
0.3

14.2
9.8
3.8
4.2

4.7

4.1
3.7
3.6
2.5
4.9
3.9

2.3
2.8
1.5
1.0

13.0

10.5
9.1
6.4
7.5
12.6
9.6

5.1
4.4
2.1
2.4

3.3

29.4
22.3
16.2
19.7
33.4
26.0

2.2

Hornfels
Silcrete
Quartz
FGS/CCS
All

24
51
20
7
102

1.9
0.4
0.8
0.4
0.8

2.9
0.4
1.3
0.3
1.6

24.5
16.8
19.6
17.6
18.6

12.6
5.7
5.6
4.9
8.4

8.8
6.5
6.7
6.3
7.1

4.4
2.1
3.1
1.7
3.1

4.1
2.7
3.4
2.5
3.2

3.2
1.2
2.3
1.5
2.2

Hornfels
Quartz
FGS/CCS
Quartzite
All

1
14
1

0.6
0.6
0.5

0.5

10.9
15.0
10.4

4.2

10.8
7.0
10.0

2.9

3.6
3.7
3.7

2.1

16

0.6

0.5

14.5

4.2

7.4

3.0

3.7

2.0

Hornfels
Silcrete
Quartz
FGS/CCS
All

13
2
57
1
73

8.2
0.1
0.4
0.9
1.8

9.6
0.1
0.5

29.7
13.0
12.7
22.2
15.8

12.7
2.6
4.1

10.9
0.4
2.6

6.8
2.0
3.4
3.5
4.0

3.6
0.9
2.4

9.1

22.9
6.5
7.4
9.1
10.1

Weight

D. ALL COMPLETE CORES
9
2
38
1
3
53
14
23
49
8
1
95
E. BLADE CORES ONLY
1
1
15
1
18
6
17

Axial width

Mean

A. ALL COMPLETE FLAKES
ELSA
Hornfels
Silcrete
Quartz
FGS/CCS
Quartzite
All
Robberg

Axial length

No.

5.0

Max length

Max width

7.8

Max thickness

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

14.8
9.6
6.8
4.2
96.9
13.3
33.9
7.2
3.2
15.9
36.4
10.1

11.4
11.2
14.2

36.6
23.7
20.6
25.3
67.6
26.2
46.4
26.1
17.6
28.0
41.1
25.0

6.8
11.8
11.1

28.1
20.7
14.5
16.1
50.9
19.1
35.3
19.3
11.5
20.6
37.5
18.0

8.4
8.9
10.6

12.4
16.1
8.9
9.0
25.8
10.7
16.9
12.4
7.9
13.0
30.0
11.0

4.8
10.1
6.8

21.7
17.5
1.3
4.2
3.5
25.1
6.2

81.4
29.3
22.3
6.5
6.3
22.8
16.1

1.8
6.2
20.5
3.1

40.2
32.0
16.4
25.3
19.1
39.6
25.9

14.1
15.7
12.1
6.8
7.4
12.2
13.1

6.1
8.7
8.6
5.0

28.4
27.0
9.4
16.1
11.8
28.9
19.8

2.9

10.5
13.6
12.0
4.9
6.5
10.0
11.2

4.0
7.0
9.5
4.6

15.9
23.2
5.6
9.0
7.3
17.1
12.4

9.6
7.7
6.4
5.0
5.3
6.0
6.6

2.3
5.1
7.4
2.9
Continued on p. 155
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TABLE 7 (continued)
Weight

24
7
54
F. BIPOLAR CORES ONLY
4
29
1
1
35
2
4
42
1
49

Max length

Max width

Max thickness

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

1.1
17.2
7.5

1.7
24.3
13.3

15.2
28.7
23.0

4.7
13.0
10.4

8.9
20.6
16.1

4.4
10.8
9.3

5.5
13.2
9.9

2.9
6.5
5.9

12.2
2.3
4.2
38.3
4.5
8.2
4.8
2.0
0.8
2.4

7.7
6.4

36.0
16.6
25.3
61.3
20.3
2.8
26.9
15.9
18.7
17.6

5.6
7.1

32.3
11.0
16.1
41.2
14.4
19.6
17.1
10.2
8.4
11.1

8.5
6.9

9.9
6.4
9.0
16.0
7.1
12.3
8.8
6.7
4.6
7.0

4.6
3.6

9.1
5.4
3.0
4.4
4.4

11.6
12.8
9.1
5.8

bidirectional flaking is significantly more common in the
Robberg (c2 = 28.933, d.f. = 4, P < 0.001). Similarly, flakes in
both the ELSA and Robberg units are associated predominantly with single flake platforms, however the Robberg exhibits significantly higher frequencies of linear, cortical and
crushed/shattered platform types, while single and double
flake platforms are significantly more frequent in the ELSA
(c2 = 137.399, d.f. = 5, P < 0.001). The high proportion of linear
platforms suggests a greater contribution of marginal percussion in this period, while the higher frequency of crushed/
shattered platforms can be explained by the higher proportion
of bipolar technology. The higher proportion of bipolar technology in the Robberg also explains the higher incidence of
wedging initiation types observed on compete flakes in this
unit, while bending initiations are also significantly more
common in this period (c2 = 96.16, d.f. = 3, P < 0.001), as are
lipped platforms (c2 = 15.318, d.f. = 2, P < 0.001). These latter
two observations, in concert with the greater occurrence of
linear platforms, may reflect greater use of soft hammer or
soft-stone hammer reduction during the Robberg.
DISCUSSION: THE EARLY MICROLITHIC AT PL8 IN
CONTEXT
The late Pleistocene LSA sequence at PL8 is associated with
two distinct early microlithic assemblages. The chronology and
technological characteristics associated with the younger of the
two assemblages conforms well with current understanding of
what the Robberg Industry looks like and when it occurs. This
assemblage, for instance, dates to c. 21–18 ka, is blade-rich, associated with a change in lithic material preference from hornfels
to silcrete for the production of blades and is associated with
evidence for the use of bipolar techniques of reduction, particularly in the core component. By contrast, local characteristics of
the ELSA are presently poorly known, providing no ready
expectations for the characteristics of the ELSA in this part of
the subcontinent. Assignment of the earlier microlithic assemblage to the ELSA is therefore necessarily inferred based on its
earlier age (>22 ka), the absence of technological features such
as evidence for prepared core technology generally associated
with the MSA, and the fact that, despite the strong blade
element, it is clearly different from the overlying Robberg at the
site. Given these points, several conclusions can be made
regarding the character of the early microlithic at PL8 with
interesting patterns of continuity and variation identified
between the ELSA and Robberg units.

7.5

10.7
4.2
4.2
5.6
5.9

4.0
1.7
3.8
4.3
4.3

The ELSA at PL8 (Fig. 4) is primarily associated with the
reduction of hornfels cobbles unidirectionally using free-hand
techniques to produce a range of flakes and blades. While
bipolar techniques were in use, bipolar artefacts represent only
a minor component of the technology discarded at the site
during this period. The low bipolar flake:bipolar core ratio, and
specifically the rarity of bipolar flakes, suggests an organisational strategy in which bipolar flaking primarily took place
off-site with cores subsequently transported to site and eventually discarded. Blade production in this period was relatively
expedient involving minimal or no initial core preparation.
Instead, knappers took advantage of natural ridges on subangular hornfels river cobbles to guide the systematic removal
of blades. Most blades are associated with the early stages of
production, while the oversupply of unclassifiable specimens,
high proportions of cortex, and lack of evidence for core maintenance suggests an opportunistic approach to blade production during this period. The high blade:blade core ratio
indicates that some blades may have been introduced to the
site having been produced elsewhere in the landscape, and/or
that the cores associated with blade production were systematically removed from the sample. If blades were produced
off-site, this is most likely to have occurred closer to the source
of the hornfels river cobbles (i.e. the Doring River). A study of
the surface archaeology along the Doring River may help to
resolve this.
The Robberg at PL8 (Fig. 5) shows a number of technological continuities with the underlying ELSA in terms of evidence
for bipolar and laminar flaking systems. Bipolar techniques
become more common during the Robberg, although continuity can be seen in the strong association between bipolar technology and the use of quartz, and the lack of variation in the
size of bipolar artefacts between the two periods. The size of
bipolar cores if limited to quartz (which accounts for the
majority of the bipolar core sample and controls for any variation relating to differences in package size), for example, does
not change through the sequence with most quartz bipolar
cores being discarded upon reaching a weight of <1 g in both
units. The Robberg is associated with similar blade frequencies
to the ELSA though there is evidence for more regimented
laminar systems of production involving at least some initial
core preparation and later stage core maintenance. Most of
the blades discarded at PL8 during the Robberg relate to the
optimal phase of production, which, combined with the relatively low blade:blade core ratios suggests some on-site blade
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FIG. 4. Examples of ELSA artefacts from PL8 including a selection of cores (prefaced by the number 1) and a selection of flakes and blades (prefaced by the number
2): (1a) hornfels core; (1b–1d) quartz bipolar cores; (1e) silcrete blade core; (2a) dorsal surfaces for a selection of hornfels blades; (2b) facetted flake platform;
(2c) ventral, side-profile and dorsal surface of a cortical hornfels blade; (2d) ventral, side-profile and dorsal surface of a non-cortical hornfels blade, (White bars =
10 mm.)

manufacture during the Robberg, albeit that the relatively
small number of initial core preparation blades and the strong
emphasis on silcrete imply some preparation and reduction of
cores prior to arrival at PL8. The Robberg blades are also smaller
than those made during the ELSA, something previously
noted at Umhlatuzana in the SRZ (Kaplan 1990: 57–58).
Flake and core attributes indicate further differences in systems of production and varying degrees of reduction intensity
between the two periods. Flakes and blades in the Robberg are
associated with a higher frequency of linear platforms, a higher
frequency of bending initiations and a higher incidence of platform lipping, which, combined, suggest marginal percussion
with soft hammer or soft-stone hammer. The higher frequency
of crushed platforms associated with the Robberg reflects the
greater contribution of bipolar flaking during this period.
Results also suggest that cores were more heavily reduced

during the Robberg, with more flakes removed per core prior
to discard. Production strategies during the ELSA, on the other
hand, are characterised by less concern over maximising output from available material, with cores discarded after only a
few flake removals and prior to reaching an exhausted state.
Although a unidirectional flaking pattern is dominant in both
the ELSA and Robberg, the incidence of other dorsal flake scar
direction categories differs significantly between the two units.
ELSA flakes are predominantly associated with a unidirectional flaking pattern, while Robberg flakes are associated with
a higher incidence of bidirectional opposed and orthogonal
flaking patterns.
These results have a number of implications for understanding the early microlithic in the eastern Cederberg compared to the subcontinent more broadly. Unlike the ELSA at
sites in the north/northeast of southern Africa, bipolar systems

FIG. 5. Example of Robberg artefacts from PL8 including a selection of cores (prefaced by the number 1) and a selection of flakes and blades (prefaced by the number 2): (1a–1c) selection of silcrete unidirectional blade cores; (1d) silcrete
bidirectional opposing blade core; (1e) silcrete bidirectional orthogonal blade core; (1f–1g) FGS/CCS unidirectional blade cores; (1h–1k) selection of quartz bipolar cores; (1l) hornfels unidirectional core; (1m) hornfels bidirectional
orthogonal core; (1n) hornfels unidirectional core; (2a–2e) selection of blades; (2f) crested blades. (White bars = 10 mm.)
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of production and an emphasis on the use of quartz are not
defining features of the earliest LSA at PL8. Instead, the ELSA is
best distinguished by the expedient production of small blades
and the broad absence of prepared core systems. The blade
component of the ELSA at PL8 appears to represent an adaptation to the local lithological conditions involving the manufacture of blades through exploitation of natural features on
available sub-angular hornfels river cobbles. To the extent that
this strategy is adapted to the cobbles available in the Doring
River, there is only limited potential for such a technological
configuration to be deployed in areas with different geographical constraints. This perhaps explains why the late Pleistocene
microlithic at PL8 is technologically distinct from the ELSA at
Elands Bay Cave on the opposite side of the Cederberg mountains only ~70 km away where evidence for the production of
blades is lacking (Parkington 1980; Parkington and Yates n.d.).
Similarities in terms of early evidence for small blade production, however, can be drawn between the ELSA at PL8 and a
number of sites in the SRZ (e.g. Heuningneskrans, Cave James
and Umhlatuzana) and YRZ (e.g. Boomplaas) which provide
evidence for the production of blades during the earliest LSA
(Beaumont 1981; Wadley 1987; Mitchell 1988; Kaplan 1990),
though the SRZ samples generally pre-date the ELSA at PL8 by
10–15 ka.
In the overlying Robberg, bipolar systems become more
common and the production of blades becomes more formalised. The shift to silcrete during the Robberg here invokes similarities to assemblages from sites on the southwest coast such as
Byneskranskop in the WRZ and Boomplaas, Kangkara and
Nelson Bay Cave in the YRZ which are also associated with
short-lived spikes in the use of silcrete within the bladelet-rich
Robberg interval (Schweitzer and Wilson 1982; Deacon 1984).
Like the ELSA, however, the paucity of quartz distinguishes the
PL8 Robberg sample from that at nearby Elands Bay Cave
(Parkington 1980; Orton 2006) and Faraoskop (Manhire 1993)
on the West Coast. In technological form and raw material
selection the Robberg from PL8 appears more similar to sites on
the south coast. Results from PL8 therefore contrast with the
general pattern described in Mitchell’s (1988) quartz dominant
blade manufacturing technological province suggesting that
the situation is spatially and temporally complex.
CONCLUSION
This paper has described the late Pleistocene early microlithic technology at PL8 rockshelter in the eastern Cederberg,
Western Cape, highlighting distinctions from local patterns
on the opposite side of the Cape Fold Mountain Range. Results
indicate that the late Pleistocene early microlithic at PL8 is distinctive in the dominance of hornfels throughout the sequence,
with patterns of continuity and variation observed between
the ELSA and the Robberg. Overall, the early microlithic at PL8
suggests that the uptake of post-MSA microlithic systems was
regionally complex in timing and form, with greater regional
similarities in the Robberg. Ultimately, the late Pleistocene
sequence at PL8 is significant for helping to characterise
the pre-Robberg in an area where the nature of the ELSA is
currently under-defined.
ENDNOTES
1

The term ‘blade’ is used in this paper to describe parallel sided flakes
whose axial lengths are at least twice as long as they are wide. No a priori
distinction between blades and bladelets is made (Pargeter & Redondo
2016).
2
Information on the history of the Robberg Industry, its identification
and changing terminology. can be found in Deacon (1978: 88); Wadley
(1991: 125, 1996: 64) and Deacon & Deacon (1999: 110–115).
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ABSTRACT

Understandings of past human behaviour in southern Africa are
hampered by a site-based approach to prehistoric technological
systems that relies on spatially isolated samples from one or a few
key ‘type-sites’. Lithic technological behaviour, however, was a
landscape-scale process with raw material acquisition, reduction,
transportation, use, maintenance and discard taking place at
varied locations. This study takes a landscape approach to the
investigation of Early Later Stone Age (ELSA) technology on the
Doring River by exploring two points in what we believe to be
one system. It compares data from an open-air lithic scatter from
Uitspankraal 7 (UPK7) located on the Doring, the major river and
lithic source in the area, with a published rockshelter sample from
Putslaagte 8 (PL8) located 2 km from the Doring and 15 km to
the northwest of UPK7. Differences between the two assemblages
support a scenario in which hornfels blades and flakes were
produced at the river and transported into the surrounding
landscape, with limited transportation of cores. Intriguingly little
evidence of quartz-bipolar reduction was found in the open-air
sample at UPK7, raising the possibility that different ELSA
technological components were organised in distinct patterns
across the landscape. Results suggest that the composition of
ELSA assemblages is highly situational, with proportions of quartz
and/or bipolar technology, for instance, appearing responsive
to local context. Overall, this study highlights the importance
of taking a landscape-orientated approach to investigating
the nature and cause of continuity and variability in the
archaeological record. Such an approach will inevitably lead to a
more comprehensive understanding of early LSA technology,
behaviour and land-use patterns.
RESUME

La compréhension des comportements humains passés en Afrique
australe est entravée par une approche au site par site des
systèmes technologiques préhistoriques, approche qui s’appuie
sur des échantillons spatialement isolés provenant d’un ou de
quelques «sites-types» clés. Le comportement technologique
lithique constituait pourtant un processus à l’échelle du paysage,
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étant donné que l’acquisition de la matière première, sa réduction,
le transport, l’utilisation, l’entretien et l’abandon se déroulaient à des
endroits variés. La présente étude adopte donc une approche à
cette échelle du paysage pour faire un examen de la technologie
du Early Later Stone Age (ELSA) de la région de la rivière Doring.
Nous étudions deux endroits que nous croyons constituer un seul
système. Nous comparons les données issues d’une dispersion
lithique en plein air à Uitspankraal 7 (UPK7), située sur le Doring,
la rivière et la source lithique principales de la région, d’une part,
avec d’autre part un assemblage publié issu de l’abri sous roche
de Putslaagte 8 (PL8) situé à 2 km du Doring et à 15 km au nordouest de l’UPK7. Les différences entre ces deux assemblages
soutiennent l’idée que les lames et éclats de hornblende furent
produits au bord de la rivière et transportés dans le paysage
environnant, avec un transport limité de nucléus. Chose
surprenante, on constate peu de traces de réduction quartzbipolaire dans l’échantillon UPK7, soulevant la possibilité que
différentes composantes technologiques du Early Later Stone Age
étaient organisées selon des schémas distincts à travers le
paysage. Nos résultats suggèrent que la composition des
assemblages ELSA est nettement situationnelle, les proportions de
quartz et/ou de technologie bipolaire, par exemple, semblant
répondre au contexte local. Dans l’ensemble, cette étude montre
l’importance d’une approche à l’échelle du paysage dans l’étude
de la nature et de la cause de la continuité et de la variabilité
dans les restes archéologiques. Une telle approche aboutira
inévitablement à une compréhension plus complète de la
technologie, du comportement et de l’utilisation du territoire au
début du Later Stone Age.
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